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FOREWORD

The final report presented here on "Transport Theory and Advanced
Reactor Calculations" concludes a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP)
which was initiated and supported by the IAEA, and which has been carried
out by distinguished scientists in ten member countries.

Three main areas of reactor physics analysis were selected for the
CRPî finite difference methods, integral transport theory methods and
approximate expansion methods» Within these areas the work was concen-
trated on the improvement of accuracy, convergence and stability of
existing methods, development of new methods and the application of the
neutron transport theory methods for reactor calculations in practical
cases.

During the first three years of the coordinated research programme
many interesting fast transport methods were developed for calculating
the neutron flux distribution in the reactor cells and core for one-
dimensional symmetry; i.e., slab, spherical or cylindrical geometry.
These methods were evaluated using the benchmark problems defined by
the participants. The methods were considerably improved in accuracy
and rate of convergence and some important mathematical advances in
these areas were reported. During the final period the investigations
of the participants were oriented more towards practical 2D and 3D
transport methods. Developments of 2D and 3D diffusion methods were
also included in the programme. A number of new ideas and methods in
the field of integral and integro—differential transport theory were
presented and discussed. New multigroup ID and 2D surface current
methods were submitted as well.

In the field of diffusion theory interest was concentrated not only
towards multi-dimensional finite difference methods, but also to the very
efficient "finite element" and "nodal" methods« Much progress was made
in improving the rate of convergence of these methods and some applica-
tion to reactor dynamics was reported. Applications of neutron transport
theory in the field of inertial confinement type of thermonuclear reactors
and associated plasma physics aspects were added to the programme of in-
vestigations .

The final report begins with an introduction and is followed by
chapters on Fundamentals of Transport Theory; Advances in Iterative
Methods; Integral Transport Methods; Integro-Differential Transport
Approaches; Finite Element and Nodal Methods in Diffusion; Reactor
Dynamics Calculations; Benchmark Problems; and Other Applications.
There was no attempt to give a complete state-of-art picture of the
field and the report contains essentially only the results, obtained
by each of the individual participants of the CRP. Consequently, the
chapters of the report were written by different authors and an attempt
was made to maintain a consistent style and for most throughout.
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INTRODUCTION

J. MIKA, V. CHERNYSHEV

Numerical methods for solving the neutron transport equation, the
starting point in the design of nuclear reactor systems, have been vigorously
developed since the early days of reactor technology and have become in-
creasingly important with the increased sophistication of reactor systems
and computing devices. At the same time, methods originally developed for
neutron transport calculations are being applied to an ever greater variety
of problems connected with transport phenomena in other branches of physics.
To speed up the development of transport theory methods in reactor technology
and other fields of physics and engineering among Member States the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency sponsored the Coordinated Research Programme
whose activity in the years 1972-1979 is reviewed in this report. For the
participating countries the programme was very useful in solving some of
their everyday problems but it is hoped that the information disseminated so
far and included in this report will in addition be of value to the whole
scientific community.

In January 1972, on the suggestion of the Coordinated Committee of
the NPY (Norway - Poland - Yugoslavia) Project on Reactor Physics sponsored
by the IAEA in 1962-69, the IAEA organized the Seminar on Numerical Reactor
Calculations, which provided an opportunity for reviewing the existing
situation with regard to numerical methods applied in solving the neutron
transport equation and the equations used for its approximation. The pro-
gramme of the Seminar included five main topics:

(i) Transport theory methods
(ii) Integral transport theory methods and applications
(iii) Calculation techniques based on diffusion theory
(iv) Synthesis methods and time-dependent problems
(v) Developments in Monte Carlo.

The Seminar showed the great interest of scientists throughout the
world in reactor physics calculations with particular stress on methods based
on the transport equation.

A group of the seminar participants, discussing the need, suggested
the organization of a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Neutron Transport
Theory intended to serve as a continuation of the NPY Project in a new form
with broader participation. The idea was supported by a group of leading
specialists from five countries, namely Poland, Switzerland, Yugoslavia,
Italy and Prance. Subsequently four more countries joined the programme,
namely Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, and the Soviet Union.



The first meeting of the CRP, on Methods in Neutron Transport Theory,
attended by five scientific teams, was held in December 1973 at Swierk, Poland.
This meeting was mainly devoted to one-dimensional integer transport methods,
integro-differential methods, other transport methods (such as CN, Monte Carlo,
tensorial method), and diffusion approximation methods.

The second meeting of the CRP, attended by eight representatives of
scientific teams, was held in November 1975 in Bologna, Italy. During the
meeting progress reports on the results of individual research were discussed
and the first benchmark intercomparisons of methods and codes were carried out.
To stress the importance of the CRP and its practical applications, the
participants suggested that the title of the CRP be changed to "Transport
Theory and Advanced Reactor Calculations". At the same time it was suggested
that investigations in the following fields be added to the scientific scope
of the CRP:

(i) Reactor homogenization theory
(ii) Multidimensional neutron diffusion calculations
(iii) Reactor kinetics
(iv) Burn-up calculations
(v) Application of transport theory methods in other fields

(plasma, charged particles, etc.).

The second meeting of CRP took place immediately after the Technical
Committee (TC) Meeting on "Methods of Neutron Transport Theory in Reactor
Calculations", held also in Bologna and attended by 71 participants from 17
countries. At the TC meeting 31 papers covering the following two main topics
were discussed:

(a) Mathematical foundation of the neutron transport methods
(b) Analytical and numerical approaches for solving transport equations.

Participants stressed the importance of improving the methods of neutron
transport theory for reactor calculations as well as encouraging multi-
dimensional diffusion calculations.

At the third CRP meeting, held in June 1977 in Paris, progress reports
on the individual research and mutual cooperation were presented, the results
of the second benchmark intercomparison were evaluated, and future directions
of activities in the frame of the CRP were discussed. This meeting made
recommendations concerning the organization of the TC meeting on Homogenization
Methods in Reactor Physics.

The various contributions to the CRP were considered in seven main
groups of topics:

(i) Transport theory
(ii) Integral methods
(iii) Multidimensional diffusion
(iv) Iterative methods
(v) Dynamic calculations
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(vi) Applications to plasma and controlled fusion
(vii) Calculation of benchmark problems.

The TO meeting on Homogenization Methods in Reactor Physics and the
fourth meeting of the CRP were held jointly in Lugano, Switzerland, in
November 19?8.

The homogenization methods in reactor physics are of consid«rable
help, particularly in connection with multidimensional diffusion and transport
calculations in the task to increase computational speed and accuracy and
contribute to the improvement of reactor safety and give the possibility of
studying much more accurately the fuel cycles which are important for reactor
economy. All these problems were thoroughly discussed during the meeting
at which 60 participants from 16 countries presented 33 papers.

At the fourth CRP meeting it was decided to finalize the scientific
investigations within the framework of the CRP and to compile the most
important results of investigations and comparisons of benchmarks in a Final
Report of the CRP. The ultimate content and the shape of the Final Report
were decided upon at the fifth CRP meeting held in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, in
May 1979.

The Final Report which is presented to the reader is, upon the
recommendation of the fifth CRP meeting, a collection of scientific and
practical results obtained within the framework of the CRP during the 6 years
of its existence. It is not the aim of the authors to give a well rounded
monograph devoted to a few aspects of transport theory and advanced reactor
calculations, but to demonstrate the variety of the problems tackled and
solved, sometimes only in part, by the CRP participants. There was no attempt
to give a complete and up-to-date picture of the latest developments in the
field, and the report contains essentially only the results obtained by the
participants.

An attempt was made to solve a number of problems by common effort
although some were treated in only one country and then the results were
communicated to the others.

The international cooperation induced by the CRP was not confined to
just the CRP meetings and the TO meetings organized by the IAEA on the
recommendation of the CRP. A very important part of the activity was the
bilateral contacts between countries participating in CRP which resulted in
common work and publications.

A particular feature of the transport theory and advanced reactor
calculations is that they offer a large variety of mathematical approaches
and numerical methods which upon appropriate changes can be directly applied
in other fields. Chapter VIII of this report gives an account of some such
applications executed among the participants of the CRP. It is hoped by
the authors that the report will contribute to a better exchange of information



between reactor physics and other fields of applications of the transport
theory methods.

It should be stressed that the transport theory by no means has reached
its final stage. There is still a need to improve old and to develop new
methods of solving the transport equation and its approximations in view of
growing requirements of reactor technology and related fields and the in-
creasing sophistication of computers. The authors hope -that the results of
the CRP presented in this report will not only be of some help to scientists
from other countries in solving the problems they encounter in their daily
work but will also contribute to a clearer picture of the future development
of numerical methods in transport theory.
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Chapter I

FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSPORT THEORY

M. BORYSZEWICZ, J. POP-JORDANOV

i. BÎTRODUCTION
i'his chapter contains the results ox some ox the lundamental

problems encountered in reactor calculations, -xhe first part
is devoted to the theory of approximate methods solving boundary
value problem ror the stationary neutron transport equation»
It collects mainly the results of reserach carried at the
Computing Center CJtPROHfik of the institute of Nuclear iiesearch
at S"wi@rk, Poland by M.Borysiewicz, u.'.K.ulikowska, R.Stankiewiez,
and G.bpiga from tac University of Bologna»

Tue second part is devoted to investigating tue neutron
scattering kernel in thermalizauion and solving down problems.
Tne work was done at the Belgrade University s Boris Kidric
Institut« ana the faculty of Electrical engineering by
D.otsfancvic, MBMarkovic and J«,Pop-Jordanov.

Section 'i.1 was prepared by M»Borysiev»icz and Sections
1.2 and 1*3 by MsMarkovic, J.Pop-Jordanov, and i»«Ste|tanovic,

1.1. THEORY OP APPROXIMATE METHODS SOLVING BOUÏÏDARY VALUE
PROBLEM FOR STATIONARY TRANSPORT EQUATION

1.1.1. Introduction
In recent years many modern techniques solving boundary value

problems have been developed on basis of approximate variational
formulations. This is usually done in terms of bilinear forms
bounded in certain functional spaces. This technique easily
provides us with the so called a priori estimate, which imply
the uniqueness of the weak solutions. At the same time it is
a convenient tool for investigation of the order of convergence
of various approximate methods solving the original boundary
value problem.
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In the papers [l] and [2] the theory of bilinear forms
suitable for the neutron transport equation is developed. These
bilinear forms are bounded with respect to both their arguments,
each of them belonging to an approximate functional space. In
general the spaces do not coincide. Moreover these bilinear
forms are not coercive in standard sense. The authors of [l]
and [2], making use of the a priori estimates, found the
convergence criteria for a wide class of promotional methods.

In Sec. 2 of the present chapter the concepts of [il and [2]
are developed such that they may be applied to analysis of finite
difference and hybrid methods, the latter concerns nodal,
response matrix or local Green's function techniques.

In Sec. 3 a general nonlinear variational problem is studied
under assumptions which correspond to the neutron transport
equation with the cross sections depending an the uknow solution
through the temperature feedback.

Section 4 provides a link between the general theory presented
in Sec. 2 and 3 and the boundary value problem for the neutron
transport equation.
The relation of this theory with the basic mathematical problem
of homogenization is also discussed.

It will be seen, from the results of Sec. 2 and 3 that the
detailed knowledge of the behaviour solutions to a given equation
is prerequisite for any attempt to estimate the approximation
and convergence rate of en algorithm solving this equation.
The problem of smoothness of the solutions to the general 2-D
neutron transport equation is studied in Sec. 5.

1.1.2. Y/eak solutions a.nd approximate methods for the equations
related to noncoercive bilinear forms

Let and are two Hubert spaces such that 6 is a dense
subspace of and

i 1UII 4 k 1MI zt
12



Thus vie have
(2) Be L c B* , Ic'MUil , 4lkl 4 k 1*1 >B* L o '

where B* is dual of B with the point space L . The norm in &*
can be defined by the formula
(3) IMB* - st£lkr*|0u,o-)| t wlth (*,„)

being the inner product on L-t .
Consider the bilinear form a(-u,u-) with the property

(4) I * (<*.*) | 4 C*M IM.ti D
With the f orra a(/a, ir) we can associate the continuous linear

operator A from 5 into L by the relation

(5) ( A u , fr) = et (tt , t>) / • 0-6 & .

The domain of A is given byj

D(A)- | u • for each O-G& there exists fc <oo such that

I *(«,*) U k H

We assume that the bilinear from Ct(^,^} generates another
form a*('U,u') such that
(6) €»*(/«/ «>-)a aC'U/ir) for -u, ü- e ß ;

and
(6a) a-

With the form a (it, o-) we can relate an operator A in similar
way as A to 0(̂ ,0-).

We require that ß-D(/\A) and A4 is a one-to-one transformation
from B onto L . To ensure this property it is sufficient to
assume A - A and

4

(7) Re a(<u,ii) £ Cal|<u!lu
It is obvious that in this case

a(/u/y) - (11,

The Eq (7) can be considered as a generalized coercivzxess
condition for the form CL(AL,O-}.

^

With this assumption valid we can prove (j, 3] that for each Se 6
there exists an unique solution of the generalized variational problem.
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GVP. Find tt e L such that for each o-& B we have

Such a solutionna is called the weak solution of the equation
(9) A>u = $

Consider.- two families of the spaces L and 6. . k ^ CA 4je h, n i
We define the approximate problem.
AP. Pind ju e L such that for each Or e 6 we have

The set of assumptions concerning L and 0, relevant fork l
further analysis we formulate as
Assumption A

CV/ (V

(i) Por h,-*-0, Lfe and 6fe tend to L and ß , which dense
In L and B , respectively,

lii) There exists J^> 0 such that for h,e.ke the projection
—^ *****

\ from L onto ^is also a bisection of 1*^ onto L-^ ,
where ^=A*Bk.

(iii) f = lim f > 0 , whereh-»o n

t = c»/
11 X^W

Under Assumption A for the problem AP vie can prove the
theorem concerning the convergence of>u, to the solution it ofK
the problem GVP[j, 2"].
Theorem 1« There exists a unique solution of AP for each h •

The sequence ^/Utl converges v/eakly to the solution 14 of GVP.
If moreover L^= LK then the sequence {Î K} converges in the
norm of L . The rate of convergence is determined by the best
approximation of -u. by the elements of L^.
Theorem 2. If

(i^ the solution to of GVP belongs to
(ii) L K = B K c B
(iii) condition (.7 ) is satisfied

then the solution -u^ of AP problems are convergent in L norm
to the solution /vt of GVP. The rate of convergence is given by

14



111) .n U

where It is the solution of
•

(I1a) <*
with e

for each

Now, we can consider more general case when B^ and L^
are not subspaces of B and Lt respectively. That is we have the
situation

OL

(12)

A

CL,

The operator A, is defined by the form cd̂ ""1"') satisfying
the properties (4} and (6) stated in terms of the spaces 6^ and
L, . The operators p , b and 5U and I, make then I |r^ rï, »t n*
"correspondence" among the elements of ß and B^ and L
and L, , respectively. Under some additional compatability
conditions for the operators p , b, and s^ , lh vie shall
prove the generalizations of Theorems ("]} and .( 2 ) , stating the
criteria of convergence in the norm of L and L^spaces. Suppose
now that a,^,^} is of the form

(13)

Consider the approximate problem.
AP' Pind Uu Ê L, such that for each o- e 6, we have~̂ ~* n n n n

(14)
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where the bilinear form a(/uk/ l} is defined by Eq ( 13 ) and

Formulate the analog of Assumption A..
Assumption A*

5. L, and p B, are dense in the limit in L and B,H h. (H k '
respectively .

(ii) There exists hB}0 such that for H é h0 a projection T?
i~*>

from L onto S L is also a bisection of L« K onto

(iii) ^ ~ liai f > 0 , where
-? "

=- _
Making use of the technique developed in L 1 » 2 J and ["4!

we can prove the theorem.
Theorem 3. Under Assumption A' the results of Theorems 1 and
2 can be extended to problem AP', in particular

(i) p u- converges weakly to the solution 4L of GVP;
(u) if -^ then

(iii) if u € ß , L^= B^ and condition (6 ) is fulfiled, then

where ^u. is the solution of (11a) with

Theorems 1-2 form the mathematical basis to analyze a certain
class of approximate methods solving GVP. This class includes
the promotional methods, therefore the finite element methods
with approximating spaces L. and 6R satisfying interelement
4continuity relations imposed by the properties of the solutions
to GVP. Theorem 3 is suitable for the standard finite difference
approach to solve GVP. It should be noticed, that one can
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considerably weaken the requirement of interelemant continuity
for the functions of &^ andL^and still obtain a convergent
method. One gets so called nonconforrning methods. They are based
on the extended variational formulation, often called hybrid, one,
in which the continuity constraints are removed at the expense
of introducing new terms in the bilinear form. In the following
we formulate the hybrid method related to the bilinear forms
satisfying Eqs (4) and (6) in suitable functional spaces.

Suppose we have three Hubert spaces B , U and M .
Let the bilinear form G.yU.to-} satisfy the conditions analogous
to (4) and (6). Let finally Mtf-( n\ be a bilinear form on L x M
such that the quantity ILu 11^ given by the equation:

is norm on .
V/e define the hybrid variational problem.

HVP For given linear forms f (o-) and a if-} continuous on ß
and M ! respectively ; find a pair (it,̂ )e LxM such that
for any (o-tu}&. ß x /"! wa have

K/-J
In similar way vie introduce the approximate problem

HAP in terras of approximate forms f̂a(^/^)/ Th.(°h) I ̂ K
and $h(/*h) continuous on L^x B^ , 6fe , 6^ x M^ and fl^
respectively. V/e assume that the spaces ßfe , Lfe and ^fe are
dense in the limit in the corresponding spaces ß , L and "

Following the reasoning of [j» ch.3] and [5 chap.l] we
can prove the existence and uniqueness of the pair (/a, fl-)e L x M
which solves HVP. If /(<>•)= (S, <r) with 5 e L, then the
solution ('U/k) belongs to B * M * The similar statement is
valid for a pair (uk, Ah ) being a solution of HAP.
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Now vue estimate the error bounds for II 4i- -WH IL and
To do that we first define sets V, and Vfe k

for

(18)

If (̂ /t,/̂ ) ek/j/'1^) is a sô u"̂ 011 °f HAP» then IL. solves
the problem.
HAP' Find u^é V, ' such that for any ix 6 V,- n A n £

Lemma 1. Sufficient conditions for the existence of (>u (X, ̂ e ß x M.••— —— — —— » » h /(, .»v h / j^ h
- the unique solution of HAP are:
W K=\5_

(19) Ui) the form ä (it^i^) satisfies Eqs (4) and (?)}
ia a norm on ^ > where

The proof of the lemma are based on that given in ["5, chap,
modified in such a way that the generalized coercivnesa condition
(?) may be taken into account , [^4J»

The estimation of error bounds found in [4"] for HAP
are summarized in the following two theorems.
Theorem 4. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 1 are fulfiled,
then there exists a unique solution nji 6 B^ of HAP.' The error

ll/iL-/Ukll- where u. is the solution of HVP, can be estimated as
follows:

E 4 C\ inf,L l

(20)
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Theorem 5« We assume that the conditions of lemma 1 are
fulfiled. Then there exists a unique solution (uh, ̂  ) of HAP.
Basudes of estimation of JI/u-/uKH- stated in Theorem 4 we have
for II*-*J'

The erro bounds for lU-aiJI^ i* Theorem 4 and a fortiori
that of Theorem 5 for 1IA-%K!IM involve the quantity

Or »Jj .
(22) 4 /l

Hith 0^6^
In practice^to estimate (f(̂ ) we must know interpolation

properties of V^ with respect to a subset of & witch the
solution ̂  belongs to. The following theorem permits us to
avoid such an inconvenience [[4].
Theorem 6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1 we have

(23)

Uovs we shall give an example how to relate H\TP to GVP.
Suppose that the domain of the definition of functions being
elements of the Hubert spaces 6 and L used to formulate GVP
is a convex set G in an Eucliden space. To denote that we

19



can write G> = B[G ) and L=L(u) . We can décompose G( into
disjoint sets G^ L=1,2)...,1^ , such that

124) G =

We introduce the product Hubert spaces
n

(25) B = T T 6 ( G L ) and L = T T L ( ß t ) .

If the operator A related to the bilinear form at

continuous in L(G)*B(G) is an integrodiff erential one, then
any linear functional on B which vanishes on anyo-€ß(fi)can be
represented in terms of a bilinear form bfa/u) continuous in
ß x M , that is

(26) Ç

where ' / is a suitable chosen Hubert space of functions defined
n

on .U 9 G- , where 'SG-̂  ±a boundary of G j .In this case the
hybrid variational problem HVP whose unique solution is aiao
the solution of GYP can be defined by means of the forms b( **//*)
and dC^/i*"/ , where
(27) ä (̂ ,0-) = 2 a-(<u,i>-)v ' L=l

The formal definition of <at; (up] in L (&i) x B(G^) j_a .^e sanie
as the form OL^o} of GVB in L (£) x 5(G ) .

It should be notea tnat results of this section can be
generalized to the case when ]_ andßare reflexive Banach
spaces.

1.1.3« QuasilJnear problem

Suppose that the form OL(U,I>} is continuous in L, x 6 but
not necessarily bilinear. It generates, in general, a nonlinear
operator A from P(A) c ß into U . For simplicaty we can assume
that D(A")=& . In the following we analyze a certain class of
approximating methods solving GVP when the form of(/",f) satisfies
Eqs (4) and (7 ).

20



Pirst to simplify notations v»e define '^(^L,k}>t(S,£jand
by the equations

(23) y

and

(29)

(30)

Where the operators p and {, are those of the diagram ( 12).
The functions y(/U,A) and i($,<->k} can be considered as errors
of approximation of the form OL(^U,I>) by ah f'W/,/̂ ) a^d "th6 ̂ ^ $k'
How we formulate the set of conditions which can be considered
as an extension of the stability conditions introduced by Aubin£6j.

Condition 5
For any £>£? there exists £>#such that

(_SÄ) For any £>O there exists /?>£> such that

Moreover it is required that for any K >0 there exists
such that

(31) IUJ1 > ̂
•̂H

Lemma 2 If A and /A^are surjections and U^^ are solutions of
GVP and AVP respectively then

The statement of the leuraa follows directly from the definitions
of GVP, AVP, ^(-W,/»J and i(Sf^j . Making use of the results
of Lemma 2 and Condition 5 -we c#n..p:eove the theorem.
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Theorem 7 If (51) or(#a) of Condition S is fulfiled and

then

If the operators ^ and £fc satisfy the following
stability criterion

(32) C any

and the convergence criterion

(33)

then under the assumptions of Theorem 7 we have also

Hs./u, - it'll — * 0, .(34) ,L
where 'ii and 4L, are solutions of GVP and AVP respectively.n.

Conditions S is fulfiled if ̂  (•«/,/ ̂  / is bilinear in ß>h* "
and it is coercive in ^ k in the sense of Eq (7). How we shall
give a non trivial example of application of Theorem 7 to
a nonlinear problem.

Suppose we have the forms

(35) OL(M,O) - 6(̂ ,̂ ;y) and Ct^fa, <£ )=

where

(36)

We assume that the similar conditions satisfies , tt^'U.. In
this case from the definition of < it follows

-
* * "H
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If 4À, is a solution of AVP thenn.

I»)

Thus the requirement

imposes restrictions on || 5 II • In i'ac't we admit £>. for which
(Lthe LH norm of the solution 11^ can be estimated as follows

(39) IUJU p
where p is such that

(40) 6 - ~~cf~~ < 4

For such & Condition S is satisfied and we can apply
Theorem 7 to conclude

provided ^>^,k}-^0 and £ (2, 5J — ' ̂ 0 .
In our case AVP is itself nonlinear and we must

propose an algorithm to solve it. To do that we consider
a sequence of linear AVP.
Find /U* such thatk

(42) b„ K"? < ; ï ) = ( *v <ï ) • ror " ï e 6*
From the assumptions on é>, (u,. .41, ;& } we obtain the estimation R] •fi* n i h. l n. '

n.
(43) h

where «U is the solution of GVP.
If

(44)
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then from Eq (_43 ) vie have

1.1.4» Boundary Vfllue problem and apprgxiggte methods for the,
neutron transport equation

All the results of Sec. 2 are directly applicable to analysis
of various approximate method solving boundary value problem
for the linear neutron transport equation. To see that vie first
introduce definitions useful for further analysis of the neutron
transport equation.

V/e consider a subsed G of the six dimensional Euclidean
space £ . A point * of G will be represented by a triple:
>T=(ff̂ j-( a. ~] , where ^ is a point of a convex set 60 in £ }

 t?*
belongs to an interval L®, ̂  ) , and -fi- is a point of the unit

Ei . The symbols can be interpreted as follows. The
point (r is a position 00 where the neutron processes occur,
-» ao-=i>-£L denotes the neutron velocity and o-M is the maximal
neutron energy.

Define the set t&st_ to be an orthogonal projection of «0 on
a plane perpendicular to -0- and situated outside of G0 . With

^ -̂  j*»a fixed ,a 6 ccr and /r 6 -T L . we associate the sets:

(46) 3r^,Ä)«60 n
The values of s corresponding to left and right end point of
the interval ̂ 0^ , A) will be denoted by Sd (o^ ; jrl ) and Sa
respectively. The collection of all the points 5^ and S

induce the sets ̂  G and 0 G_ , where

(47)

9 G_ = ;,.£)£ G
Now we consider the problem of neutron transport. The density
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of neutrons ^ ( ""i &, -"- ) in û due to a destributed neutron source
, w, -^ } is a solution of the neutron transport equation

(43)

with the boundary condition

(49)
The symbols in Eq. (48) are defined as follows:

, ,
(50)

(K
H «

= î ̂'̂ ^ j
where <St (/r, tr ) and K (/?", i (̂ y- ,' -/î - -^ ' / hâve standard meaning.

We denote by L^ (X) , 1 = 0,4,2,... , p^l the space of
functions defined and summa blé with the power p and weight i>" p

on a set X . In general by the symbol 7 (X) we shall understand
the space dual to Y(X) • The dual product on Y (X ) X Y (.Xjwill
be denoted by ( , ) if X = G , and by the symbols S l Xf
and ^ ? /_ for A. ~ & ̂+ and A = o «_ respectively»

Let B - be the subspace of Lp (6) consisting
of functions if auch that

(i)
(ii)
fcii)

€ LJ (G) (6)
for almost all ^ ë-^JÎ » -^ € <*
is absolutely continuous on JI (̂

all ̂  , -ft and

o- £

satisfying (ii)

(iv)

(v)

exists and belongs to L p

is the norm in
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The properties of ß„ have been extensively studie-d in L il •
Aa

In[l] and [2] it is proved that the operator A = (J+ 0"Z - K)x ^+
is bisection from E> onto L =Lp(G)x Lp(Q&_) provided zero
does not belong to the spectrum of A - T •*" D'2 ~ K with

*** f,

DCA) = ß p = ^ i f e ß p J ^ - y = O J . Moreover we have

(-52) UA'1!̂  _^ 4 C i «o

Similar conclusions are valid for the operator
A* - (-J + &•£ - K^jxtf-

In the theorems ensuring (52) presented in £1 ] and [2J
singular slowing down kernels and ^ns °° were admitted.

Define the form et (il, y } bilinear on L> x ^o by the
formula

(53)

where

Take {Q,^j £ 5* then by the results of [1~] there exists
a unique solution "t£ - { if , i^ j of GVP defined by Eq. (8 )
with

(53a)

.Par -IX. we have

(54) I K f , p

where c is the constant of Eq. (49). If Q,]&L then

(55)
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It should be noted that a (-a, if) defined by Eq. (50) is
coercive in L»a - La \G ) x L2 (̂ Ĝ ) if the following condition
is satisfied

(56)
Similar results are valid for the GVP related to the form

-K)

It is easy to see that there is the complete correspondence
among the spaces Brt and L " , used in the definition of GVP> "i
for the neutron transport equation, and the spaces B and L
from Sece 2 and 3 where the general theory of approximate methods
is presented. Therefore all the estimations of error bounds
stated in Theorems 1 and 3 are valid for promotional and
finite difference méthodes solving boundary value problem for the
neutron transport equation. In particular they are applicable to

(i) spherical harmonics method,
(ii) finite element method,
(iii) general Bubnov-Galerkua method.
Suppose that the set GO of position vectors ^ is partitioned

into G^ j £=4... /^/disjoint subrogions with the boundaries 9G-

(57) G*'^aG;
The form b(it;/w) bilinear on 6x M suitable for HVQ for the

neutron transport equation is defined as follows

(58) b KA) -2 (<*r̂
. Nwhere r ^ •% , — \ a i r \& f n 6p (G.J j

isd

In similar way we define bh(/w, , /<A) > B, and M^ .
The elements of Bp (GL) , L° (9 Ĝ .) and L°('9G_) can

be interpreted as .the. neutron distribution in G. ,
outcoming and incoming partial interface currents respective-ly.
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With b(>Ur/a) defined by Eq. (58) and the b'ilinear form
,tr) generated from Ct (u,*) given by Eq. ( 53 ) , according

to the recipe of Sec. 3 we can analygs in frame of HVP the
following approximate methods solving the neutron transport
equation -

(.i) variational formulation with discontinuous in space.,
variable trial and weight functions,

(ii) partial boundary current method,
(iii)response matrix method,
(iv) local Green function method.
Consider now a family of forms & (it, w) defined by Eq.(53)

with the cross section 2 = <E!H and" the kernel of K - KH depending
on a parameter H^O. We assume tfcat Eq.(56)is valid with f such that

(59)

We shall denote by ao (u^ the bilinear form defined in terms
of20 and K0 being limits of £H and KH for H-*0 . Now vie
formulate two theorems relating the solution of two following
variational problems (?"] .

For given 5H={oH , <?H } € LA- find
such that for any LT € 6 s B v'e have

(60)

GVP

For given 50 £ LZ_ find /MO £ LZ such that for any
15-e ß we have

(61)
Theorem 7 Assume
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(ii) there exists an operator P and an integer 1?.0 such

that (T'* ~P/ » '?2>??fl is compact from L. into L,,, (G)
and

(?(T-*?)>^)>CpM , ye
** *•

then
H/"H-'OI, — * 0 .

»-2,4

Theorem 8 Suppose that
(i) 2JH—>20 weakly in L £ ( O )

5U —> £ weakly in L0ri o & •~

(ii) for any </> 6 L ,£ ( G ) we have K H If = K

with the operator P bounded in L£(G) such that "P =P
and the set "P 5^ is compact in L^ (G) then 1113 (if-a») || ""ri-to* ̂

L-alS)
where «j; and u; are the solutions of GVP„ and GVP .Trt »o n 0
respectively.

Both Theorems 7 and 8 can be considered to be basic for
the general theory of homogenization for the neutron transport
equation. They correspond to -those proved by Babuska £. 11J for
the diffusion equation.

In the concluding part of this section we examine the form
of the transport equation which includes the second order
differential operator with respect to £ . The operator, under
an additional assumption is selfadjoint and positive definite.
This case was extensively studied in literature L12-18 J. For
such an equation the appropriate functional can be expressed
in terms of the norm generateâ by the selfadjoint extension
of that positive definite operator. The rigorous treatment of
such a problem for the one-velocity tra'nsport equation with
zero boundary conditions-and even parity scattering kernel can
be found in Cl2l . The requirement of the even parity wias rela-
;a»d in the recent paper of Kaper at al j.16 J • ̂ he autjaeaft
use the Friedrich's approach to extend a positive definite
operator. They minimize an appropriate functional over a Hilbert
space v/hich is, in fact, the domain of the extended operator.
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However the trace theorem for the space considered is based on
the assumption that. for any convex body the .chord. measured alongjn
is always bounded away from zero. This assumption is hardly
met in practical applications.

Recently Pitkaranta {j8j considered variational formulations
for the multigroup transport equation with homogeneous boundary
conditions» The author also assumed that the inter-group transfer
kernels are symmetric with respect .toK. dependence. In the
paper \_2~\ the problem of the transformation of the transport
equation to the second order form . are examined under the
assumptions which cover all the practical situations. The authors
took into account the continuous dependence of the neutron
distribution of the energy, whose interval may be infinite. The
nonhomogene ous boundary conditions and arbitrary scattering and
fisaion kernels were admitted.

We define projectors P1 and P2

By K and KQ we denote the operators

(63) Kaf eTaK f
With the operators K and K we associate two operators H and*^ 9 8
H by the formulas:

(64) Ha{ 5
The transport equation is now the following pair of coupled
equation

(65) T/it^ï H s^6 = Qs

and

In [2l it was proved that the operator Ha is linear bounded
transfomation of La (ja) onto L/(GV Moreover the inverse Ha
exists and is bounded in all the situation of practical interest.
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Thus from Eqs (65 ) and (65a) v»e get

(66) ^ -- V C C T X - QO
where /w.6 Is y the solution of the equation

(67) A b -u s 5TH;HTu f c -
subject to the boundary conditions

(68) Y*J*s =
and

- i
For the boundary value problem defined by Eqs (67 - 69j in [2j
an appropriate bilinear form was constructed and the variational
problem GVF formulated. In frame of this approach the theory
of projectional methods solving GVF for the second order
transport equation are examined.

To make distinction GVP for Eqs (6?) - . (69) will be called
GV2, wheras for Eqs (48 ") and (49") 6V1. It was shown that the
variational formulations based an the second order of the
transport equation are equivalent to GV 1 variational formulation
resulting from the original untransformed equation provided the
source Cj G L_ C G) and >o 6 Lp ( *a G- ) . Howeverr r
these'two formulations, in general lead to different numerical
algorithms which can be transformed one into another if the
following condition is satisfied)
f 70^ f f ( H* l T* - V-T )>u.u ̂1=0\ I V \ v I * *\ / \A * * QJ / n i ** /%. J \ ^ "W / ™ * ^^ r * t I

A _ f 0 ^^* fN ^^for any pair 1*K, ̂ ^1 such that i^v^KA 6' % "^pU ' r»-j v J J I
1. » *

fe ̂or t u ' H )
y v ^ 5 C r i 2 1 i - ) < T 1 D ^ , ) f t s •*• ^

where *?^ is the projectors of *%>„ onto?,,ß , ^. its. t\ > V
adjoint, and H^ is an approximation of H^
Usually the condition (?o) is satisfied in the limit k -» 0 .
In general, when we examine the same problem using GV2 formulation
we can obtain a priori estimates of the Bp norm of the error,
whereas, for the approximate method based on the formulation
GV1 we have similar estimates only in L norms. However, it
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should be emphasized that GV2 provides only the even component
of the solution. To calculate the odd component vie use the
relation Ü66 1 and consequently we get again only Lp estimation
of the error for the entire approximate solution. It seems that
both approaches are completely equivalent from the point -of
view of approximation theory.

1.1.5. Properties of the eolation to the two-dimensional multigroup
transport equation.

In Sec. 4 it is shown that the weak solution /u. of GVP with
Q<Ï J fcLp_ belongs to Bp and it is at the same time the strong
solution of the boundary valur problem defined by Eqs (,48) and
(̂ 49)» In practice the cross section 2 , the kernel of the operator
K, the neutron sources fyand £ are régionalise "very smooth"
functions of or therefore one should expect that the neutron
distribution u. in this case is more regular then the most patho-
logical representative of E> .

We shall examine this problem in the case of a general two
dimensional geometry and multigroup approximation.

It should be noticed that the multigroup approximation can
be considered as a particular realization of the diagram (̂ 12).
With each k we associate a set of integers |1, ..., G j , a family
of sets|&tf-j covering C^ o-^j and a related to it the so called
partion of the unity [ if : (o-), t= 4,... (£j, that is

(71) U A*
^
c-1

Define

(72) s

«here /u ((£,0-, A ) is an element of Bp , <un = {/«; , £ = 4, ..., S j c 6
In a similar way we define the space L and the operators 5

and I. . To analyze the multigroup approximation, we can choose
S^ and f, to be identical with p and ^respectively. The norm
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nX=bftX . Where X is one of the spacesß L is chosen to be

(73) 'KII

It is easy to check from Eqs (53), and (?1 - 73} that the
bilinear form (J 3) generate s the boundary value problem for
multigroup transport equation. Now the operators T, 2 and K

t*>^r <"*w

from Eq. (^47) can beiiidentified with GxG matrix operator T ,2
»s» r*s l~" ~^

and K where T - t>, T b, and 21 and K are defined inn- h,
e similar way. Sime our choice of operators b, and p implies
the stable and convergent approximation of Lp(CO, uv)) speces
E 6 ] then the condition of Assumption A'are satisfied and we
can apply Theorem 3 to the multigroup approximation defined by
Eqs (71) -(73). In our case the set of functions {cp̂  (v-) ,
l = 4.r..lG\ describe fine structure of the neutron distribution
within energy groups.

In the following we do not make notational distinction among
the operators T, 2 and K and their multigroup approximations.
Moreover, whenever the symbol of any functional space is used,
say "X, then it will be understood as the space

We assume that a two-dimensional set M^of position vectors
can be decomposed according to Eq. (57/. The characteristic
function of subset G will be denoted by 7C (•*•) , i= d.t . . . f L •
The partition (57) implies the relation
(74) 2 (?) = Z X, (?)Z(?) s S 2, (/?)

i~± *" 4, *~

Similarly for the kernel of K we have

(75) ;
I f J = f>\n&cc$y^vt'*n.<f,vD*i i f e e u J then

,n -(cos<ftsinu>) is the unit vector along the projection of jfz. on G
he s

(76)
The subset oj". of o- is defined by the formula
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The assumption to which we shall refer in this section
can be formulated as Assumptions R.1,'R.2 and R.3. The two
first concern cases with sufficiently regular interfaces 3G. ,

4*

4,-s.,..^ L . The Assumption R.3 corresponds to typical rectilinear
geometry.

Assumption Ri 1

a/ The outer boundary ^&0 and the interfaces QG. , l=d..... L.
^ ' f .)

have almost everywhere finite radii of curvature and are
functions of Lip ^ • , Lipschitz class with an exponent o>* in any

f -» r
local coordinate system with one axis along -ß-,

b/ 2^ and K̂ (̂ yu.) for a fixed Aeij-1/43 are from Lip (G.)
and Kt(/̂ /At) for a fixed /?e G0 is from Lip > (_£-!, l]) .

Assumption R. 2

a/ The curves 0 G , L-0 L are C class and their
radii of curvature are finite.

b/2 and K are C4 (G^ X EM, l] ) ̂
Now we shall discuss properties of the solution ,U for

•the problem AP ' in the case of multigroup approximation
defined by Eqs (H)y(71 - 73) and (53 - 53 a) with
K*= 0 and ̂  =0.

It corresponds to the situation with zero incoming neutron
flux on the outer boundary 3 G0 of and no interaction between
neutroiBof different energy group. When $€ Lp ($ox u) then we
can write

4i =1* Q ,
where R is bounded operator in any Lp (^tf ur) with 4^ pe°° •

Lemma 1 Tf Q e ^ ' -p«(G tX v) , i = i,... f L then under Assumption

R.1 (KfX^-a) belongs; for fixed -a £ ̂  to Lip (Gp),

for fixed /r £ G0 and 'v5/€C£,3î-e'] to Lip (jj),Jl3t3 ) , and

to Lip (Cfc(3T-£,]) for any /? e G and cp elpj^whatever the
o

constant 0 < £• < 31 may be fixed. The exponent o is given

by the inequality
0^8 $ "nun
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Lemma 2 If Q £ C(G^^ , L = lt.. y L then under Assumption R.1
(R Q) (^, A,, o^ ) is a continuous function of c^f [p,'£3t~l at an

Now we shall examine differentiability of .XQ. In evgluation
of the directional derivatives cC 'Vr(RQ) and Tv^C^^) where oC
is any fixed vector, the crucial point.as to handle properly the
interfaces ß G . , t= 4,...; ̂ ,[ß\ , C^l« •Krow to ^° 'fc'aa't vve a^PP086
that Assumption R.2 is satisfied. In the" paper [o] It was proved
that if a stright line parallel to -O.̂  , tangent to 0 G^ at
a point /r is fixed then each of G components of c£'
tends to infinity whenever ve G approaches the.line
se To, «») > in such way that the line T-sJl^ has common points
with 9 G /See Pig.1/. This comes from the-divergence of the
term

2
(77)

All the above conclusions will be valid also for z-^RQ) if
we take ccT = (- St/2 tf, cos if> ) . Moreover, if QeC*(G xo*); ^^ d;.,.,
then 2 [s].

The properties of RQ summarizes the theorem
Theorem 9« If Assumption 3 holds then "RQ belongs to the Sobolev
space of function whose the first derivatives are summable over
G0X u? with a power p < 2, that is KQ e Wp ($„ x

It is obvious that, the solution of the problem A5*"
resulting from the multigroup approximation defined by Eqs (13),
(53)and (.71 - 73)in the case of Qe Lp(<5xia)a the zero incoming
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neutron flux that is f _ A j , - 0 is alao the solution to the equation

(J8) ^"RQ + R K t t
The properties of RQ are stated by Theorem 9« Now we shall

examine the operatorsfR«)with n V 1

Lemma 3 Suppose that

a) for each Z e S0 K (£,/«•) ê- L,^ ; [ -1 , 1] •

*) £C*) G L« CO 5
then KRK is a bounded linear transformation from Lp(jS*to),
into Ln (<a0 * o> ) , where°

- _«*P
öC-l

Corollary 1 To any p, 1^P ^ °° it corresponds an integer ici (p)
such that(KRK)u with -n ̂ n(p) is a bounded transforamtion from

into L^ (60* i*) . Tbe integer ti(p) is given by

Since KRK compact in any Lp (Go * w) » 1 4 P <°° then from

Corollary 1 it follows Lsl .
Lemma 4 KRK is a compact transforamtion from i-pCG^w) into L<,(<3<,
where p and q satisfy the conditions max (oC,p) t̂ "* , max f d ,rf J^j ' ]
Both Lemmas 2 and 3 imply the theorem ES],
Theorem 10 The operators (K"R K) with n*} n(p) + l where
is given by Eq. (so) are compact transformations from Lp^a^X
into L.OO C^„x^)-
Combining Corollary 1 with Assumption R.1 we get £s3»
Lemma_g For any u(6 L .# (Gox w) , under the Assumption R.Î
the function ̂ K^ 15 KQX^Ü) for a fixed A é W is an element
of Lip (,G0) where p, is any nol number such that

if
where 4. ^ <£ < 2» and -r •+ 4- =^ «*. et
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The continuity of (K /R K Q)(£,.n.) with respect to A
is stated by the following lemma.
Lemma 6 For Q € L̂ x̂ur) under Assumption R.f. (K̂ KQ) (/r,
for fixed reG. is an element of Lip ,(̂ ) , where

i v tjb 4 et *
Thus finally Lemmas 6 and 7 and Theorem 10 imply the theorem

%1>Theorem 11 Under Assumption R.1 all the operators'RK with
n ^ *n (p) •+ 4- are compact linear transformations from i (G0X
into a subset of L̂ Ĝ ur) consisting of functions from Lip (G
for any fixed -O- e Ly^ t belonging to Lip ..3/^^ for any e GOo
and ê[£,:rt-e] , and to Lip (Ĉ .̂ 'O) for any /?f op
and 9 ^ LOf^JiJ . The exponents ft and S' 'are defined in
Lemma 1 and 5 respectively.

Similarly from Theorem 9 and 10 it follows.
Theorem 12 If Assumption R.2 is valid then^K) with
is a compact operator from IL (G0X W') into

In the paper Ls it was proved that the spectral radius
of RE. is less then unity. Thus in it follows
that the solution of the neutron transport equation
with QeL p(G0xu?) is given by the formula

where oo

(31)
/? e Lp.

If Assumption R.1 or R.2 are satisfied then the class of
continuity of >U is given by Theorem 11 or Theorem 12
respectively.

Now we shall prove the behaviour of oC7?.'tt t^:/UL and
Qe'M.|V»here /m is the solution of the transport equation (?8).
To do that we consider the equation obtained by applying the
operator OCV^ to the both aidas of Eq.(22):
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(82)

where

(83) Qt
By Theorem 9 ̂  , and ̂  belong to Lp(G0X<^) , p < 2 .
Thus the decomposition (81 ) is valid for «C \7-> 'W- • The sameais true both for ^io 'U and Tfo 'It . We have proved:
Theorem 13 If we assume:

(i) Assumption R. 2 is satisfied
(ii) « Q and 70 Q_ are bounded«

-( iii) 5 is diff erentiable with respect to f being the
interior point of each G^ } 1= d.,2,,- ••,** .

then the solution to the transport equation /Ü. belongs to
~* — ** ^.1 More over for each derivative oC • \7̂ > IL t <fïf> /u

and -s /ti the decomposition (̂ 81 is valid.
The results stated by Theorems (10 - 13) are not applicable

to the rectilinear problems» In the following vie shall study
the problem of smoothenss for two-dimensional rectilinear
geometry.

Now we describe more precisely the geometry of the problem
and introduce some definitions useful for further analysis.

We assume that the boundary 9 G0 of G0 is composed of
line segments • , =,...

3G= U 9 G.:. .We consider the convex set G to be a union of open sets (^ ,
(.-4.,- L . For each 0 G i we have the following decomposition

where L- is the set of indices of all (Jojnains adjacent
to GÎ, , K(sj) is the set of indices of all the line
segments Q Gr contained in the set Oßj oQ fîj and
subset of L 0 defined by the formula
(86)
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In the following the symbol n •• will stand for the normal
vector to the line segment Q G-- . It is obvious that foa
each pair of (i/J ) and k 6 K(i,j) there exists an
such that Kij =~nji . The set of all vertices of the polygons
o G i , i = £?d,...;L Win be denoted by 41 .We introduce also

the sets;

(8?) MO :

and
(88) ' *

All the line segments of ' o when extended give a finite
collection of lines in two-dimensional Euclidean space "R .

The intersection of all these lines with G = G» u 9 G»0 will be
denoted by f^ • Finally we denote by P^ the common part of G
and the lines joining any two points of U • The obvious
relations hold

(89) r° C r<. ° ̂
Consider a function f(/r] continuous in each G' t i-ir..,L .

Por any piecewise continuous •{•(/?) v/e introduce^., (/f*/ ti=ilZr..,L
e L. , /f.4. . /< and ff) iSi..L to bej

limit values of •£(/?/ on 0 6ij? and 3 G i (7 in the following sense:',

if f € ^G^j then we take any sequence -[/^ ; /^ ê Gt. / /7?"4 /2 / . . • j
*_̂converging to /v and put

(so) ft (?) =
J

Similarly for /?-6-Oa i 0 we have

(91)
• ri f - —•

The neutron transport equation ( 78 ) will be studied under
the set of assumptions which can be formulated as:

Assumption R.3
(i) the conditions (.ii) and ( iii) of R.2 are satisfied,
(ii) the geometry of the problem is described Eqs (82)-(84).
To prove the properties of 'R Q we first examine the
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behaviour of Çsgf-sfââ'JJi) the optical distance
between a point T and the boundary 9 GO along -•&•£,

In turn to find the properties of O (/?", -Q.̂ ) we must
consider in details various cases of positioning of the line

, -Q.J defined by the equation?
(92) rf

relative to the sets P0 and P. . Therefore in the following
we introduce further definitions related to the geometry of
the problem.

The set of all the points from P0 crossed by the line (92 )
will be denoted by W^ ("" ; -£"*• a ) '•

(93) s ^A& = ro n
With any element U € "sv*""/) we associate the set

(94)
It is also useful for the further analysis to define the

set " n r l i j containing al l the vertices belonging to

(95) /̂fr-̂ ) = ̂  n <*
and the set w(| whose elements are all the unit vectors
satisfying the condition
(96) ^ 3-t'ZÎj = ° > t = Y'"'(L ' JeLi '

where n.. is normal vector to*3Gn • Tke subset of url( whose
elements satisfy the condition (96) will be denoted by 07° .
It is easy to see that to each .n̂ eû w,, and^-eld it
corresponds a set M (^ J? ) of the integer triples (i,j<kj SUch
that (i,j<k)e ̂ ?('??,.a ) whenever
(97) QGy c oC ("",-rt.J

Let us consider now a line c/71 given by equation
«•Ï + 0=0,

where ^2 is the normal vector to c^7 and C is a constant«
/ "* /-\ "\It is easy to find that the distance measured along c£(/ft •"•» /

between a point f" and the line c/79 is given by the formula

(98)
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Thug vie have the following expression for the derivative
of d (#-, ̂  t <JF J with respect to £ along any unit vector ÔC
(99)

How vue are in the position to formulate the lemma
Lemma 8

Under Assumption R.3 the optical distance <j> ('r, -O-A ) has
the following properties;
(1^ Q^A^) is a continuous function for all -fta and f?
(2) If /£ e /^ then D(/?(IIA) is a continuous function of T

for all Jtj 4 H'40«0 and for -̂ «.€ H" ^1° ßuch that
^4 (^i-^a.) is a finite collection of points.

(3) Por 7̂.̂  6 or - 6)-((ô the optical distance g(<?, -o.4) is
discontinuous at any point *£ e H such that T ̂  Q ~ ̂
in the following sense: let us take two sequences
and {^nj convergent to the point -r , such that <fdfc.(p,3l}
and 9*€(3T,27r) wbere^* _ -» ,
/̂ .tj «(cuŝ  s/«/), U 4, a then

K • -3» ) - ̂™ Q (^ . 5i)Ä S $ 2 PHjiV*' a/ ^̂ .̂  5 v *j */ uikem~£ c kJ
(4) Por AAeo>a and for any /r^ /^ we have the following

exression for the directional derivative:

where '
-R S - 2 *^ 2 («) ,« ii^s^f) ̂ y"-"a -1

j§ (^r -f?A ) is a continuous function, 'U-- is a normal
vector to the line segment ßßj; , ̂ /a (^i-^a,) an^ c^>(
aee defined by Eq. (93) ,

(5) If assumptions of Point 4 are satisfied and moreover the
set M (P, &.t) defined by Eq.(95) is -not empty then
at 'f the derivative oc-^ ̂ (̂ -cij) has a jump given by
the sum in ( 4 ) where the set ̂ ŝ -0*) is replaced by

All the points of Lemma/, 8 / can be obtained after
calculations based on the definition of g (.$ > -^aJ and Eq
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Let «T be one of the sequence defined in Point 3 of
Lemma 8 . Let us consider another sequence •[ -H ] where
A^e t<j such that the set M (/r*, -H^ ) is not empty and
-£„, — »••<£» 6 «£" w,? » ̂  (^i -0-*) ̂  O .For any function
/(/r>, -aA) piecewise continuous in ^ and -£?* we can defined
the following iterative limits:

(100)
and
(101)

How we can formulate the following öorollary to Lemma 7
which collects all the results concerning the behaviour of
Q(S£ jri ) > inherent to the rectilinear geometry:
Corollary 2

(l) For any r 6 H and .aa e ̂  such that M(̂ AX)4 0 the
iterative limits. od ( (̂ xi A ) and Pa (̂/.fl̂) are different

in the sense of definitions (100) and ( 101 ) .
(2) For any /r e T such that M (^, n"2) 9^ 0 the first

iterative limit in the sense of (101.) is infinite as result
of divergence of the terras

where 72 is the vector normal to the line segment to
which *r belongs.
We conclude the investigations of the properties of
g (^f-^jt) by the lemma.

Lemma 9
If g— Ç («T̂ , -^a ) exists then its behaviour is given

""̂  *by Lemma 8 and Corollary 2 where * is replaced by

Lemma 10
Under Assumption R.3 the function 'U

considered as a function of i- and Afc for fixed «re
has the properties analogous to those or cC^r-^x) stated in
Lemma 8 and 9 and Corollary 2, DO].
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Making use of Lemmas 8 ana 9 ana applying the technique
of 8 vie prove the concluding theorem.

Theorem 14

Under Assumption R.3 the solution tt of the transport
equation (46 ) with the boundary condition £ U = 0 has the
xollowing properties!

(l) <?*V~^ exists for *r and 2z such that <£ («r,.fOn Q
consists- of .finite number of points. For A-VfU the expression

is valid if we replace "R Q by Q $ defined by
first term of this expresion is the most singular one,
(2) The conclusion ox the Point 1 is valid for A ni

we pu-c ot
{3) I'he location of the discontinuities of -U is the same

as for *RQ given by Lemma 9«
'i'he smoothaftss problem for rectilinear geometry was

extensively studied by kellog JJ9] ,
Lemmas 8-10 recover part of Sallog's results. However

theorem 14 und the rest of results stated in £lo] give more
detail information about the singularities of the solution to
th® transport equation»
1. 1. 6. Conclusion

Prom the results of Sec. 5 it is be to concluded that the
design of high order approximation algorithm solving boundary
value problem is an extrema.ly hard task. The. singularities of the
solution of this problem are not localized but they propagate
along stright lines, which contrary to the case of the diffusion
equation, do not coincide with interfaces among regions of
different material composition. Even in very regular case with
no interfaces and constant cross sections the solution of the

4.transport equation belongs only to the Sobolev spaea W p p <2.
Thus standard approximations used in theory of finite difference
or finite element methods solving the boundary value, problem
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elliptic equation are of limited use when applied to the
transport equation. This problem was already noticed in early
paper of Mika et al [20J concerning the influence of singular
characteristic in £x algorithms in the two dimensionalN
rectangular geometry.

It was proved by Stankiewicz ̂ 22] that due to the singular
behaviour of the solution, the local approximation for th«
well known diamond scheme used in p codes for rectangular
geometry is only \\ , rt < 1 , where n is a mesh size.
Two papers of Kulikowska \~9\ and 1*2 1\ for one dimensional
cylindrical and spherical geometries analyze the smoothness
problem of the solution to the transport equation versus its
implication for the convergence of > methods.

As for as the finite element approach is concerned in both
angle and space variables in two dimensions we may require
no interelement continuity of the flux but only the normal
component of the current. This may considerable increase the
number of uknown coefficient to be determined. It seems that
a version of hybrid method already applied in its simplified
version in DOIT J23lisa resonable approach to get local high
accuracy approximate methods and not to increase the memory
requirement comparing to the standard finite difference methods.
The DOIT scheme can be obtained in heuristic way as it was
done originaly or more rigorously using GVP with test functions
defined in a box as the exact solution of the adjoint transport
equation with properly chosen set of boundary conditions on
the edges of the box 1 24] •

1.2«. IMPROVED SCATTERING MODELS
The neutron scattering kernel represents a key parameter

In the neutron transport equation, whose solution Is of fundamen-
tal Importance for fission reactor design and operation.

The Influence of the number of terms In the N e l k t n model
on the d i f f e r e n t i a l and total scattering cross section is In-
vestigated and an expression for the scattering kernel simpler
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than Nelkîn's is developed. An approximate relation for deter m i -
n i n a the cutoff energy for neutron upscattering is also proposed.
£25J. Furthermore, the general molecular o r i e n t a t i o n a v e r a q i n q
w i t h respect to orientations of the i n c i d e n t and slow scatterinq
neutron ha» been a p p l i e d . As a result it was shown that Krieger-
N e l k i n approximate orientation averaging can be successfully ap-
p l i e d to the most general form of molecular anisotroplc v i b r a -
tions J26].

Improved expressions for microscopic kernels of thermal neut-
ron scattering on water molecules are deri v e d . The improvements
consist in a more r e a l i s t i c d e s c r i p t i o n of dynamic properties of
water molecules and in an exact treatment of c o l l i s i o n time w i t h
all rota t iona1-vI bra t iona1 phonons taken into account.

Concerning the dynamic properties, the m a i n improvement is
related to the i n t r a m o l e c u l a r v i b r a t i o n s . They are represented by
a two d i m e n s i o n a l anisotropic o s c i l l a t o r l y i n q in the plane of the
water molecule. One a m p l i t u d e vector is oriented in the OH - bond
d i r e c t i o n , the other bei n g p e r p e n d i c u l a r to it. The trans' ft i ona 1
motion is represented by a m o d i f i e d free gas model and the rotatio-
nal motion by a quasitor s Ional Isotropie o s c i l l a t o r p e r p e n d i c u l a r

to the plane of the molecule.
Instead of the short and long time c o l l i s i o n approximations,

an exact c a l c u l a t i o n of c o l l i s i o n time ts i m p l i e d . This enabled
thé extensive studies of the influence of the different forms of
motion of molecules on thermal neutron scattering.

Taking Into account the exact c o l l i s i o n time, some charac-
t e r i s t i c effects were observed, as: (1) quantum effects of e x i s t i n q
the intramolecular vibrations, as well as combined effects of scat-
tering on the v i b r a t l o n a l and rotational - v l b r a t l o n a l phonons, (2)
a h i g h l y pronounced qua sieI 1 as t ic peak and the multiphonon scatte-
ring on the rotational phonons.These effects were p a r t i c u l a r l y pro-
nounced at the foreward scattering of thermal neutrons«
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1.3. ENERGY DEPENDENT ANISOTROPY OF
ELASTIC SCATTERING AND NEUTRON SLOWING DOWN

1»3»1« Introduction

The anisotropy of elastic scattering of neutrons
is negligible at energies below - 2 MeV, but it is very
pronounced at higher energies. Consequently, in fast-reactor
calculations, the anisotropic scattering can play a substan-
tial role in the magnitude and shape of the spectrum. Apart
from the numerical treatment and numerous computer codes,2 r ~Te.g., NC '[28J , which can always lead to the desired solu-
tion of the problem, this contribution considers an analy-
tical procedure for solving the problem of neutron slowing
down in an infinite medium with an energy-dependent aniso-
tropy of elastic scattering.

The present approach to the analytic treatment
of the energy-dependent anisotropy of elastic neutron scatter-
ing can be outlined as follows: The scattering function
P(u', Au).is .defined and expanded in terms of Legendre polu-
nomials ß9J and the energy-dependent coefficients of
the expansion are determined from experiments [30̂  » ^n
this expansion of P(u', Au), it is possible to carry out
matrix degeneration of the kernel of the slowing-down equa-
tion, and the matrix separable kernel allows the integral
equation to be transformed into a differential equation in
terms of Green's slowing-down functions.

The order of the obtained differential equation
depends on the order of expansion of the scattering function
via Legendre polynomials. In some cases it is possible to
obtain analytically Green's slowing-down function. In gene-
ral, this function is determined by standard numerical methods
for solving sets of differential equations.

The idea of solving the integral slowing-down
equation by degener-ation of the kernel is not new [31 _ 33]
Note applies this idea to a suitably transformed scattering
function to obtain separable kernels. The general case of
P approximation is considered. The present approach allows
gaining deeper insight into the associated phenomena.

1.3..2* Integral slowing-dotm equation

The transport equation for the slowing down of
neutrons (Ref.2) 1n an infinite monoatomic medium containing
a uniformly distributed source is
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fu
Mu)»(u)-S(u)+ ï1(u')»(u')P(u'* u)du''u-e

It representsa simple balance) equation for the neutrons In
a unit lethargy Interval surrounding u. The left side of this
equation is the collision density and stands for the number
of neutrons lost per cm /sec due to absorption and scattering,
while the right side is the number of neutrons gained either
from the source or by in-scattering from other energies. We
denote by P(u'- u) the scattering function and by P(u'-» u)du'
the probability of a neutron surviving a collision at a lethargy
u'and arriving at a lethargy interval u,u+du.

1»3«3» Differential cross section

In particle transport theory it is customary to
represent angular distributions by series expansion via
Legendre polynomials [29~3 • This form is very suitable
for studying the energy dependence of anisotropy of elastic
scattering; in this representation the coefficients of the
series expansion are energy dependent.

The angular dependence of the cross section of
neutron scattering is

(!)

where B^E) are the experimentally determined energy functions
(Ref.3) and other symbols have their standard meanings.

Relation (1) san be rewritten in the form of a power
series of u. In this case, cr^E, u) is identically represen-
ted by a polynomial in terms of \i instead of by Legendre poly-
nomials. This form is not usual in the literature; however,
it is very convenient for the present purposes:

°s(E,y) - l a.(E)pn. (2)

1«3«4« Scattering function
The scattering function, i.e., the probability that

a neutron of lethargy u'arrives, after a collision, in the
unit interve.l around lethargy u is usually denoted by P(u'-«- u)
29 -and 32 • If the anisotropy of scattering is energy

independent, this function is completely determined by the
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difference .of lethargies after and before the collision,
u - u'<= Au, irrespective of u" ; i.e., it can be identically
represented as a function of Au:

P(u'+ u) = P(Au). (3)

If the anisotropy is energy dependent, this does not apply.
Although the definition of P(u'-»- u) covers both cases, it
is necessary to redefine the scattering function to avoid
confusion. The scattering function for an energy-dependent
elastic scattering is P(u', u '-» u), i.e., P(u'. Au); thus,

P(u.' u'-* u) £ P(u'. Au). (4)

In general, Eq.(4) requires specifying a reference energy
EQ. giving zero lethargy, whereas Eq. T3 does not.

The scattering function in energy space follows
directly from <rs(E, u); i.e.,

<rs(E,v) .
Ps(E'w) =

with

b.(E) = crs(E)

By d e f i n i t i o n ,

P ( u ' , A u ) d u = - P ( E , u ) d p .

w i t h the i n t e r r e l a t i on of v a r i a b l e s•*.-
and

2A A2+l————-u + ———,= exp(u'- u), (6)

where A represents the atomic weight of the scatterer
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1.3»5. Matrix form of the scattering function in the
P_ approximation*"" H ' — "

The scattering function is, by its nature, a proba-
bility distribution. For an energy-independent anisotropy of
scattering, this probability distribution depends only on two
successive neutron states having different lethargies. If the
anisotropy of scattering is energy dependent, the scattering
function is simultaneously dependent on both the energy of the
incident neutron and the energy difference caused by the col-
lision. This property of the scattering function makes the
integral slowing-down equation unsolvable except by numerical
methods. However, the expansion by Legendre polynomials offers
a possibility of expressing P(u', Au) in a matrix form. In
this representation, P(u', Au) is exnressed as a product of
three matrices where the first matrix is a constant row
matrix, the second 1s a square matrix dependent only upon u',
and the third is a column matrix dependent only upon u [341« ,
In general, forms "(1), n(C), and n(g) of these matrices
corresponding to the Pn approximation, can be obtained by
induction. Consequently, 1n the P approximation,

nP(u', Au) « n(1)n(C)n(g). (7)

Matrix n(1) is a 1 x (n + 1) matrix, where n denotes the
order of approximation employed for expanding o' (E,u) by
Legendre polynomials, Eq. (1); all coefficiens of n(l) are
equal to unity. The n(g) is a (n+l)xl column matrix having
terms of the form exp(-iu), i=l ,2 ,.... ,(n + l). Matrix n(C) is
a square lower-squew matrix with all terms dependent on the
neutron energy (I.e., lethargy) before collision.

1.3*6« Gareen^s slowing-down function

The integral equation of the Green's slowing-down
function is (Refs. 2 and 5)

G(u)= JG(u')P(u',Au)du'+ 2<S(u). (8)

Using the P expansion of differential scattering
cross sections, this equation can be transformed to a linear
differential equation of order n+1. This is performed by
matrix degeneration of the kernel of Eq. (8) and consecutive
multiplying by en and differentiating n+1 times. The obtained
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equation has the following form:

Dn+1[G(u)eu]=Dn{G(u)IC(u)[9(u)eujeu}

I Dn.k((G(u)IC(u)|ok[g(u)eu]}eU)euj

+ Dn+1(s(u)eu], (9)

where
D.n(a(u)l- ^Hut---^««11))---«11)«")1 ' 1 2 n n 2 ]

and
I = "(D

C(u). "(C)
g{u)= n(g).
To obtain the solution for Green's slowing-down

function, (n+1) initial conditions are necessary. These can
be obtained from Eq.(8) and its first n derivatives for
u •* 0. In the case of nonabsorhing media |aa(0) ]= 0, they
become

G, .. = lim P(0->u) = lim P(0,Au)' '

,.»
G i = U(o ) u odu i=l du

k=l,2,...,n. (10)

1.3»7. Results and discussion

On the diagrams given in this Note, Green's functions
and slowing-down densities obtained for various cases of
scattering cross-section approximations are denoted by P , f, ,
and Pp. However, it is useful for physical discussion of the
results obtaired to mention here that these approximations are
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Fig. 1. Green'» slowing-down function in the Pa. Pi. and PI ap-
proximations with energy-independent amsotropy of elaa-
tic scattering.

LINEAR APPROXIMATION FOR B|(E)

POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION FOR Bi(E)

Fig. 2»(.îr«H'n's slowing-down funct ion in the Pz approximation
with cniTgy-dopendent amsotropy of elastic scattering.

ENERGY-DEPENDENT
ANISOTROPY OF SCATTERING
—— ENERGY-INDEPENDENT
ANISOTROPY OF SCAHERING

PJ APPROXIMATION

PI APPROXIMATION

I———I——I——I——I I i l i
2.0

Fig. 3 Neutron collision dentitles in the Pi and P, approximation«
with energy-dependent and energy-independent anisotrop)
of elastic scattering.
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equivalent to the isotoplc scattering, linear dependence,
and the parabolic dependence of the scattering cross section
on the cosine of the scattering angle in the center mass system,
respecti vely.

Figure 1, which illustrates the cases of energy-
independent anisotropy, indicates the importance of taking
into account the anisotropy of elastic scattering in solving
the problems of neutron slowing down. Approximation P, favours
the scattering at small angles so that the Green's slowing-down
function values in the whole observed lethargy interval are
considerably higher than those obtained for isotropic scatte-
ring. With respect to the results obtained experimentally, the
P~ approximation represents quite satisfactorily the dependence
of the cross section on the scattering angle. The experiments
(Ref.4) show that in the examined case of deuterium the proba-
bility of scattering of neutrons of the energy of several HeV
is the greatest for small scattering angles and the angles near
180 deg, i.e. scattering probability is the greatest for very
small and very high energy losses. This characteristic is
evident in Fig.l, where Rreen's slowing-down function is the
highest near u=0 (E«=10 MeV) and u = 2.2. At the same time, these
two lethargy values limit the interval of maximum neutron
lethargy Increment in the collision with deuterium atoms.

Figure 2 presents Green's slowing-down function in
the P~ approximation. A great difference was observed between
energy-dependent and energy-independent anisotropy. This dif-
ference is to the greatest extent affected by the initial
conditions used in solving the slowing-down differential equa-
tion. The initial conditions are expressed by the coefficients
of B, , which means that they are energy dependent as is B,
itself. Green's functions for energy-dependent and energy-
independent anisotropy w i l l depend on the energy of the source
[for Green's function calculations: source = 2o(u) , since
the initial conditions in the first case change with changing
energy, while in the second case they are constant.

Comparison of the results obtained by P, and P_
approximations for Green's slowing-down functions leads us to
the conclusion that in such calculations it is necessary to
use at least a P- approximation by which the dependence of
the scattering cross section on the scattering angle is much
better presented.

Figure 3 shows that the P- approximation gives higher
collision density (by approximately 25£) in the vicinity of
1 MeV compared to that obtained by the P, approximation, both
for the energy-dependent and energy-independent anisotropy.
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This difference arrives since the P-, approximation underesti-
mates neutron scattering under y = l and considerably overesti-
mates this scattering under ii = 0.

Furthermore, Fig.3 allows the evaluation of the in-
fluence of the energy-dependent anisotropy of neutron scatte-
ring on collision density. The 10% higher collision density
above 2 MeV and 20# lower collision density in the vicinity
od 1 MeV obtained with the energy-dependent anisotropy qualify
the improvement introduced by this energy dependence. Obviously,
the introduction of energy dependence in any serious calculati-
ons of neutron collision density at high energies is well
justified.

The dependence of the coefficients of B, on energy
can be satisfactorily presented by the third- and fourth-order
polynomials employed in the paper.
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Chapter II

ADVANCES IN ITERATIVE METHODS

B. BEAUWENS, J. ARKUSZEWSKI, M. BORYSZEWICZ

1 . INTRODUCTION
This chapter summarizes the results obtained in the field of linear iterative me-

thods, within the activities of the Coordinated Research Program on Transport Theory
and Advanced Reactor Calculations,at the Kurchatov Institute (LEBEDEV et al.)» at the
Institute of Nuclear Research of Swierk (WOZNICKI et al.) and at Brussels University
(BEAUWENS et al.), or developed in cooperation between these groups.

2 . CONVERGENCE THEORY

The general convergence theory of linear iterative methods is essentially based on
the properties of nonnegative operators on ordered normed spaces . The following as-
pects of this theory have been improved : new comparison theorems for regular split-
tings, generalization of the notions of M- and H-matrices, new interpretations of
classical convergence theorems for positive definite operators .

2.1. Notations

We consider here the solution of a linear system
A x = b , xSV , b € V , AG je(V) (2.1)

where V denotes a real or complex n-dimensional normed space and £ (V) the normed al-
gebra of endomorphisms of V, by iterative schemes of the first order, i.e. of the
form

where (x ), m=0,1,2... is the sequence of successive iterates, B e £ (V) is assumed
nonsingular and A = B-C is the splitting which defines the method. The associated
iteration operator is T = B~ C with spectral radius r(T).

We assume that the normed space V is the direct sum
k

V = @ V. (2.3)
i=1 1

k
of k subspaces V. of dimensions n. with £ n. = n. Thus any vector x e V has a1 k x i=1 *
unique decomposition x = Z X. into "block-components" X- = P.x where P. is thei = 1 1 1 1 1
corresponding projection operator of V onto V. and any operator A s £ (V) has a
unique decomposition into "blocks" A. . = P. A P., with

k
(Ax),= Z A.. X- (2.4)
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The decomposition (2.3) will be denoted by ir. An operator A e <C(V) will be termed
lower (resp. strictly lower, upper, strictly upper) triangular with respect to IT if
A. . = 0 for i < j (resp. i $ j, i > j, i 5 j) and diagonal if A. - =0 for i ^ j . If
ti^= 1 for all i e [ 1 ,k] , we say that IT is a point decomposition-'of V.

We shall make use of the following operation

( a S A ) . = c A (2.5)

called ^-multiplication (with respect torç) of the operator A e JC(V) by the kxk matrix
the Hadamard multiplication
notations

ex = ( 0 = - ) ; when TT is a point decomposition, it reduces to t
of matrices [44] . In addition, we introduce'the following

diag(A) = I * A , offdiagfA) = A - diag(A) (2.6)

where I is the kxk unit matrix.

For practical implementation, it is worthwhile to observe here that the scheme
(2.2) and the residual scheme

-1
X , .4 — X — Jj I/\2C — D J I £ • / Inn" l m m

though, mathematically equivalent may be of markedly different computational comple-
xity t 18 ] .

2.2. Regular splitting theory
In this section, we further assume that V is a real ordered norm|d space with non-

negative cone C (proper, closed, convex and with nonempty interior c) and we use the
following terminology : x e V is called nonnegative (resp. positive) and denoted
x >, 0 (resp. x > 0) if x e C (resp. x e Q ; an endomorphlsm A of V is called nonnega-
tive (resp. positive) and denoted A >, 0 (resp. A > 0) if x >, 0 =*Ax 5 0 (resp. x >, 0,
x 7* 0 =»Ax > 0) ; it is called semipositive if x * 0, Ax / 0_î»Ax > 0; it is called
monotone if Ax 5 0 =*x ̂  0, i.e. if A is nonsingular with A 5 0.

With these notations, the classical convergence and comparison theorems may be
summarized as follows.
Theorem 2.1 (convergence theorem)

Let A, B, C e jC(V), A = B-C be such that B is nonsingular and T = B C nonnegative;
then the following conditions are equivalent
(1) r(T) < 1;
(2) I-T is monotone; 1
(3) A is nonsingular and G = A~ C 5 0 ; ,
(4) A is nonsingular and r(T) = r(G)/(1+r(G)) where G = AC;
[$] there exists x > 0 such that Tx < x.

Theorem 2.2 (comparison theorem)

Let A, B-, C, e JO(V) , A = B. - C-, i=1,2 be such that B. are nonsingular and ,
T. = B^; C- nonfiegative and convergent. Then G., $ G2=* rCr.) £ r(T2) where G. = A~ C- .
In particular, if B^ are monotone and C. nonnegative, C* <: C2=* r(T..) * r(T2) .

Theorem 2.5 (strict comparison theorem)

Let A, B- C- e ,C(V), A = B. - C-, i=1 ,2 be such that A is monotone with A > 0, B-
are nonsingular'and T- = B7l 0. are nonnegative. Then 0< C, $ C,, C, ^ C9="r(T1) <
r(T2). 111 l z l z i

These comparison theorems can be applied only when the operators C- and C2 or
G-, and G2 are comparable, a condition that makes them unsuitable for many compari-
sons between factorization iterative methods.
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The following generalizations were developed by WOZNICKI [ 59 ] , [ 63 ] and
BEAUWENS [ 14 ] , [ 15 ] , starting with the observation [ 259] that „under. the assumptionsof the first part of theorem 2.2 : Cj s C2 =* B̂ j" >. B2 while B^ >f B~ may be true
when G* and C7 cannot be compared.
Theorem 4 . (improved comparison theorem)

Let_A, B. , C- e £(V) , A = Bi - C- , i=1 ,2 be such that Bi are nonsingular and
!i = Bï Ci Aonnegative and convergent.men, witn. G- = A~ C. , anyone of the four assumptions

(G2 - G^G. * 0 , i=1 or 2
Gi(G2 - G.J) ;> 0 , i=1 or 2

implies rCT^ 5 r(T2) .

In particular, when B- are monotone and C^ nonnegative, B^ >, B2 =* r(T-|)s

Theorem 5. (improved strict comparison theorem)

Let_A, B, , C- e £(V), A = B. - C. , i=1 ,2_^e such that A and B. are nonsingular,
T- = B~ C- are nonnegative and G- = A C. are semipositive. If

(G2 - G1)G1 * 0 or G^(G2 - G.J) * 0

and

(G2 - G^G2 >, 0 or G2(G2 - G^ > 0

then, anyone of the four assumptions

x > 0 =* (G2 - G-()Gj_ x > 0 for i=1 or 2

x > 0 => Gi(G2 - G^ x > 0 for i=l or 2
implies r(T̂ ) < r(T2) .

~1 -1 -1In particular, when B. are monotone, C. nonnegative and A > 0, A (C7 - C,)A > 0
< r(T2). x x

2.5. M- and H-operators

The notions of M- and H-operators have been introduced in [14] , generalizing those
of block-M- and b lock -H-ma tri ces , and thus the classical notions of M- and H- matrices.

M-operators

We follow the notation introduced in Section 2.1. In addition, we assume thatV, and thus V., are real normed spaces and that each V. is ordered by a cone C.
(proper, convex, closed and with nonempty interior in V.) V being canonically1
ordered by the cone C = @ C..

* —"1 ^-
Definition 1 .

The operator AC jC(V) is called an M-operator with respect to w and C i:
D = diag(A) and D~ A are monotone with D A g i , where I is the identity q

if
operator of

V.

The following theorem (BEAUWENS [11 1 , [12] , [Hi) generalizes to MTOperators se-veral characteristic properties of M-matrices which are relevant to the analysis of
iterative methods.
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Theorem .6
Let_A, R G £ (V) be such that R is diagonal and monotone (with respect to TT and C)

with R A s I ! then the following conditions are equivalent :
(1) A is an M-operator;
(2) A is monotone;
(3) there exists x => 0 such that Ax > 0;
(4) there exists x > 0 such that Ax > 0 ; ^
(5) there exists x > 0 such that Ax >, 0 with f_1 A. . X- > 0 for all i € [ 1 ,k] ;(6) there exists x > 0 J k

 J •>
such that Ax >, 0 with j R~| A^X. > 0 for all i ̂ 1 ,k] ;

(7) IT R"1A is convergent; J=1 ̂  J :
(8) R A is monotone ; _1
(9) A is nonsingular and A, R >, Ij

(10) A is nonsingular and A % R~ ;
(11) .there_exists a convergent splitting A = B-C of A such that B is monotone and

T = B C is nonnegative; _1
(12) any splitting A = B-C of A, such that B is monotone and T = B C is nonnegative,

is convergent; _•,
(13) D = diag(A) is monotone and J = I-D A is convergent;
(14) for any kxk matrix a = (<*;.:) of scalar parameters such that 0 g a^ $ a^ for

i 7e j with 0 < a - - , the operator A = a* A is an M-operator; J

(15) there exists lower and upper triangular M-operators, L and U respectively, such
that A = L P U with P = diag(L) = diag(U).

H-operators

Again, we follow the notation of Section 2.1, the spaces V and V- being now real
or complex. In addition, we assume that a vector norm (t) p. is given on each
subspaces V-, with values in some ordered real normed space V - , i e [ 1 ,k] .

Then
k

p(x) =1 p.(P.x) (2.8)
i=1

is a vector norm on V, with values in
V o = ® V C2.9)

k
canonically ordered by C = @ C .. A vector norm p(x) on V, constructed in thiso i=1 01
way will be called compatible or associated with the decomposition ir of V. The cor-
responding decomposition (2.9) of V will be denoted by ir ; the notations diag(A)
and offdiag(A) will be understood with respect to ir for the endomorphisms of V and
to TT for the endomorphisms of V .
Definition 2.

Let p(x) be a vector norm on V, with values in V , compatible with the decomposi-
tion IT of V. Then A e jC(V) is called an H-operator with respect to p if D = diag(A)

(t) A vector norm p(x) on V is an application from V to some real ordered vector
space V such that : (1) p(Xx) = |x|p(x); (2) p(x+y) « p(x) + p(y) ; (3) x f 0
-pCx) P 0.
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is nonsineular and if J = I - D 'A has, with respect to p, a convergent nonnegative up
per bound '^ A e jC(V) is called an H-operator with respect to ir if there exists a
vector norm compatible with ir, such that A is an H-operator with resnect to p.

The following result (BEAUWENS [14 ] ) generalizes to H-operators, properties
obtained by ROBERT[50][51 ]for block-H-matrices ; by an M- lower-bound, we understand a
lower bound which is an M-operator with respect to ir and C in V .

Theorem 7 .

Let p(x) be a vector norm on V, compatible with the decomposition IT and let
A 6 £(V) . Then, with respect to p, the following conditions are equivalent

(1) A is an H-operator; _..
(2) D = diag(A) is nonsingular and D A has an M-lower bound;
(3) there exists a nonsingular diagonal operator S S JC(V) such that SA has an M-lower

bound.

2.4. Positive definite operators

It is generally considered that convergence theorems for linear operators fall in
two categories being based either on positive definiteness assumptions with respect
to some scalar product or on nonnegativity assumptions with respect to some ordered
normed space structure. In [ 20 ] I , it was shown that all known results of the first
kind can also be viewed as consequences .of the general relations between monotonicity
and convergence in ordered normed spaces .

This interpretation can be developed in the general context of complex unital
Banach algebras and B algebras; in this way it actually leads to generalizations of
the results previously established by Hubert spaces techniques.

However, to give a quick insight into the techniques used, we only report a parti-
cular example, in the framework of a finite dimensional Hubert space, referring to
[ 20] for the general results.

Let V be a complex n-dimensional Hubert space, £(V) be the algebra of endomor-
phisms of V, normed with the spectral norm, and 3C(V) C £ (V) be the subspace of her-
mitian operators A e £ (V) ; 5C(V) is a real ordered normed space for the order induced
by the cone of positive semidefinite endomorphisms of V; this cone is proper, closed
and convex; its interior points are the positive definite endomorphisms of V.

If T e JE (V) and T* is the adjoint of T, let "̂  denote the Stein endomorphism of
3fOO , defined by 'fc-X = T* X T for any X S 3COO ', then, due to the fact that rC&O =
(r(T)) , it follows from theorem 2.1 that the following conditions are equivalent
(1) r(T) < 1;
(2) I - IJL is monotone ; ^
(3) there exists a positive definite endomorphism X of V such that X - T^ X T is

positive definite.

As a consequence, one readily obtains the following result of John-Householder which
may be considered as a general form of the so-called Ostrowski-Reich theorem :

Let A S 5COQ , B, C € jEOO , A = B - C, B nonsingular and T = B~1C. If B* + C is
positive definite, then r(T) < 1 if and only if A is positive definite.

For a synthetic review of the more general results that can be obtained along these
lines, we refer to BEAUWENS and VAN BINNEBEEK [ 20 ] •

(t) AQ e £(V0) is- a lower (resp. upper) bound of A € jCOO if, for any x e V,
AoP(x) « P(Ax) (resp. p(Ax) *
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3. FACTORIZATION ITERATIVE METHODS
A significant effort was made to understand the properties of factorization ite-

rative methods. General results summarized in this section include the development
of an adequate descriptive formalism, the investigation of their domain of applica-
bility and the analysis of their general properties.

3.1- Descriptive formalism
The analysis of factorization iterative methods was, for a long period, hindered

by the lack of a sufficiently simple description of the methods considered. The
general formalism described below was initiated by WOZNICKI [ 59 ] and refined by
BEAUWENS [H it) .

Following the notation of Section 2.1, an iterative method of the first order is
called a (block) factorization iterative method when Eq. (2.2) is solved by means of
a triangular decomposition of B, i.e. of the form B = LU where L and U are respecti-
vely lower and upper triangular operators, with respect to the decomposition IT of V.
When -a is a point decomposition, the corresponding method is called a point factori-zation iterative method.

In this form, the decomposition of B is not unique and we shall use, instead, the
form

B = L P~1 U (3.1)

where P is diagonal, together with the normalizing condition

diag(L) = diag(U) = P (3.2)

The operators L, P, U are called the (approximate) factors of the method.

Definition 5.1 (OBV methods)

A factorization iterative method is called an OBV method (ft) if there exists
kxk matrices a and ß of scalar parameters such that

L + U - P = a* A- ßX((P - L)P"1 (P - U)) (3.3)

where the ^-multiplication is understood with respect to TT .

The scope of this definition has been reviewed in [14] showing that it covers most
factorization iterative methods of the first order that have been proposed in the
littérature.

This review suggests to distinguish between basic methods and relaxation proce-
dures. Thus, we define incomplete triangular factorization methods or Varga methods
as the OBV methods for which the iteration parameters, i.e. the entries a.. and
ß.- of the matrices a and ß , are restricted to the discrete range {0,1} ^ Relaxing
tnis condition for a., (resp. a . . , i ^ j) is called diagonal or Buleev (resp. off-
diagonal or Oliphant^relaxation-l Simultaneous diagonal and offdiagonal relaxation
or OB relaxation was reviewed in [17 ] [49land covers, a.o.. Stone's factorization
[ 54] . Some other techniques including extrapolation and Woznicki single overrelaxa-
tion [ 14] , are covered by relaxing also the condition B— e {0,1} .

(t) A description similar to that of WOZNICKI was independently proposed by
MEIJERINK and van der VORST [45 ] ; another one was proposed by MIKA and
WOZNICKI [ 65].

(Ü-) By reference to the early works of OLIPHANT [46 I , BULEEV [25 Î and VARGA [55] ,
as commented in [ 14 1,
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With the purpose of simplifying later statements we shall use the following con-
ventioiif-of [14 ] : an OBV method associated with the matrices a? = (a!-.-1) and
&2 = (B-H ) ?f iteration-parameters willLbe said of higher,order-than1 ihe OBV method
associated,with a. = (a}!^)rand &,„? (B-V) if we have a}.js a}.j for i t j ,
agj >, ag} and ] J 4j s 4j '

It is clear that higher order methods will generally involve greater computational
complexity, at least if we restrict our considerations to Varga methods; thus, for
practical applicability, higher order methods must have higher asymptotic convergence
rates.

5.2. Existence and convergence analysis (via regular splittings)

Detailed results have been obtained for families of OBV methods applied to speci-
fic classes of operators such that the corresponding iteration operators are nonnega-
tive or have nonnegative upper bounds with respect to some (compatible) vector norm.

Such conditions are satisfied when Varga methods with single underrelaxation
(cf. Section 4 ) are applied to strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant ma-
trices, as considered by WOZNICKI [59 ] or, more generally, when OBV methods with
iteration parameters satisfying the relations 0 $ a- • $ 1 $ a-, for i ^ j and
0 $ ßi- g 1 are applied to M- or H-operators, as considered by BEAUWENS [14 ].

32.1 . M-operators

With the notations of Section 22.1., the results obtained for M-operators can be
summarized by the following three theorems.

We observe that the existence and convergence theorems give new characterizations
of M-operators which may be considered as generalizations of Theorem 2.6. (15) and
(13) respectively.

Theorem 3.1 (existence theorem)

Let A, R e cC(V) be such that R is diagonal and monotone with R A $ I ; then A is
an M-operator if and only if, for any couple of matrices a= (a- .) and 3 = (ß. .) of
scalar parameters such that 0 $ a-. $ a.• for i ^ j with 0 < a — and 0 s 0. .1^ 1 ,
there exists lower and upper triangular M-operators L and U respectively such that

L + U - P = a* A- 6X((P - L) P"1 (P - U)) (3.4)

with P = diag(L) = diag(U).

Theorem 5.2 (convergence theorem)

Let A, R e £(V) be such that R is diagonal and monotone with R A $ I ; let P be
the diagonal factor and T the iteration operator of an OBV method applied to A with
parameters a = (a^-:) and & = (ßj,0 such that 0 g a- • s 1 s a- • for i ^ j and
0 $ 0 • • $ 1. Then-'A is an M-operator if and only If P is monotone and T is convergent

Theorem 3.3 (comparison theorem)
x The spectral radius r(T) of the iteration operator T of an OBV method applied to
an M-operator with iteration parameters such that 0 $ a.. $ 1 s a.. for i ^ j and
0 s ß-• s 1 is a nonincreasing function of the order o^ihe OBV method.

Thus, for M-operators, the asymptotic convergence rate Rœ(T) = - log(r(T)) of an
OBV method with parameters in the range described in theorems 3.2 and 3.3 cannot
decrease when the order of the method is increased.

Strict comparison criteria are not so well developed though sufficient condi-
tions have been obtained by WOZNIOq; 59] [ 63] and BEAUWENS [ 8 ft 9 1 in specific
cases.
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The conclusion favors higher order methods in the framework of regular splittings.
It should be corrected for computational complexity by iteration; however and more
important, it strongly suggests that optimal relaxation will usually not be associa-
ted with regular splittings (cf. Section 3.3).

32.2. H-operators

With the notations of Section 23.2, the results obtained for H-operators can
be summarized by the following two theorems.

Theorem 3.4 (existence theorem)

Let A be an H-operator with respect to some vector norm p, compatible with ir ,
S be a nonsingular diagonal operator such that SA has an M-lpwer bound A with res-
pect to p, and a = (a-.), a = (aii), ß = £ß-.) and ß = (ß..) be kxk matrices of
scalar parameters sucftjthat 0 $ \<*ii\ g a^ for i $ j with DJs a^ s | a - - | and

If there exists lower and upper triangular M-operators L and U respectively
such that ° °

with P = diag(L ) = diag(U ), then there exists lower and upper triangular M-ope-
rators°L and U respectively such that

L + U - P = out A - ßx((P - L) P"1 (P - U))
-1 -1 —1with P = diag£L) = diag(U); moreover D L, D. P„ and D U are M-lower bounds

of D~ 'P and D TU respectively. o o o o o o

Theorem 3.5 (convergence theorem)

If an OBV method with parameters a = (a. .) and ß = (ß- -) in the range
0 £ a- . s 1 s a-, for i £ j and 0 g ß. . s ris applied to-'an H-operator (with respect
to Tr)^it is convergent. 1-'

In the case of H-operators, it cannot be concluded that the as>mptotic conver-
gence rate R^(T) of an OBV method with parameters in the range described in the lat-
ter theorem is a nondecreasing function of the order of the OBV algorithm 'though this
property holds for a lower bound of R GO.

3.3. Existence and convergence analysis (non regular splittings)

The analysis of OBV methods outside the range of regular splittings is much less
developed though, as observed in the preceding section more important for prac-
tical applications.

The following results were obtained by BEAUWENS and QUENON [17 ] for OB relaxation
applied to the EWA method of Woznicki and developed by BEAUWENS 116 I to cover OB
relaxation applied to general Varga methods.

Theorem 5.6 (generalized Stone relaxation)

Let A = (a-Ojbe an nxh M-matrix and x = (x.) a positive n-vector such that
Ax 5 0 with J i 1 a,,x, > 0 for i 6 [ 1 ,n] . Let L = ( £ , , ) , P = (p..) and U = (u-,)
be the factors J ofjajpoint OBV method with « = ( a - - ) and ß = (ß. .) as matrices-1

of iteration parameters satisfying the following conditions : 3.. e^O,!} for all

1 n

5=7 U1JXJ with «11 > ° » aij * ° . «-n * o , 1 < j < n
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while, for 1 < i < j § n , a^ >, 0 and

1 i"1 xk

if a. . 7*0 (a- . being arbitrary otherwise), where q(i,j) is a positive integer
defined for 1 <? i < j $ n, such that j* ï j~ => q(i,jO ^ q(i,j?) and B. is the set
of indices Bi = ( j | ß i . 7s 0}. ' 1

Then p^ > 0 for i e [ 1 ,n] .

Remark : as commented in [ 17 ] , one may choose q(i,j) = j-i for matrices of diagonal
structure (i.e. where nonzero elements appear on diagonals) .
Theorem 5.7 (diagonal relaxation)

parameters satisfying the following conditions : ß- e H,U for all i,j e [ 1 ,n] and

Oi • =1 for i

- n
5;

aii k-1 j=k+1 pkk xi

where B. = {j IB - • ^ 0} .
J- lj

Then pii > 0 for i e [ 1,n] .

The preceding theorems are existence criteria for specific OBV methods , their
range of application is readily extended by using the following theorem (from which
it follows that p. - > 0 for all methods of lower order than described in theorems
3.6 and 3.7). 1:L

Theorem 3.8

Let P = (p?:) and P = (p-^) be the diagonal factors of point OBV methods applied

0 ( Y i i O i j ,< aj for i^j

0 ? a?i ,< Yii
 aii

0 * 8ij ,< ßjj

then P is nonsingular; if j.. > 0, then p^ > 0.
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The existence analysis gives essential indications about the convergence problem
of symmetric factorizations, i.e. such that U = L , applied to Stieltjes matrices.
Indeed, in this case, if p. - > 0, the matrices B = L P U is positive definite and
the convergence analysis of the corresponding iterative scheme (with or without poly-
nomial .-relaxation) is governed by estimates for the lower and upper bounds of the
ratio > L. < where z is an arbitrary non-zero complex n-vector and (x|y) denotes the
scalar^proauct. The following result can be used for this purpose; its main interest
lies in its wide range of applicability for the estimation of Chebyshev relaxation
parameters (cf. Section 61.3).

Theorem 5.9

Let L,P,U be the factors of a point symmetric OBV method applied to the nxn
Stieltjes matrix A with a = (a—) and g= (ß- •) as matrices of iteration parameters,such that «. . >, 1 for i £ j aniig. - ̂  0. Let x > 0 be such that Ax 5 0; assume that
p.. > 0 for1! e [ 1,n] Bx = L P~' Ox 5 Ax, Ux * 0 and let

and
T = max (Ti)

Then, if T < 1, we have

max

Remark : Extensions of the preceding existence analysis have been obtained for
blbck-M and block-H-matrices in [ 17 ] and for M-operators in [1 2 ] .
However these results have only a theoretical significance as long as the estima-
tion theorem 3.9 is not generalized in the same way; this remains an open problem.

4. SINGLE AND DOUBLE OVERRELAXATION

Specific relaxation techniques, the single and double overrelaxation, have been
introduced by WOZNICKI [ 59 ] to accelerate the convergence rate of first order fac-
torization iterative methods. Their theoretical properties are far from being clear-
ly understood; on the other hand, the symmetric double overrelaxation was of great
help in practical reactor codes (cf. Section 9).

These techniques generalize to factorization iterative methods the Frankel-Young
overrelaxation procedure. To briefly describe them, consider, with the notation
of Section 2.1, the solution of

at the (m+1) step of a first order factorization iterative method. This equation
is solved by the usual two-sweep technique

Vi - tp - «p~1 Vi + ** + b

(4.2)
xra+1 = p - 1 ( P - u ) x m + 1 +p- 1 y m + 1

where y = Ux_; the double overrelaxation (or underrelaxation) of WOZNICKI is
defined $y ^
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,-1
(4.3)

where to, and o>7 are the relaxation parameters. Equivalently it may be defined by
the second order factorization iterative method

= C1Ca)1'u2)xm + (4.4)

where

(P - U1(P - L))P"1 (P
J - Ü ) *

CP " u CP ~ CP " <* (4.5)

with

A = (4.6)

Its convergence properties can be investigated by considering the equivalent
iterative scheme of the first order

= & (u>i (4.7)

where the vectors x and B S VxV and the operators ̂ Cdj1 ,w9) and (̂011 ,u0) € X (VxV)t f -t i lu I « > Zare defined by

m «3 (oü-|

0

with iteration operator

^(U1
-1

-j »002)) w Cu-|

0

(4.8)

(4.9)

,-1where T. = (B(tü,,oü2)) C. fu^u-) , i=1,2. In particular its asymptotic convergence
rate may be def inea by R^tÙM-j ,(u2)) = - l°g

If one of the relaxation parameters 6J.. ,iA is equal to unity, we have C2 = 0 and
the method remains of the first order (it moreover remains an OBV method If the
original method was an OBV method) ; the technique is then called single relaxation.
If a>i = a)2> the technique is called symmetric double overrelaxation; when applied
to the symmetric Gauss-Seidel method, this technique has been proposed by YOUNG
(cf. [ 64 ] i chap. 16) as a variant of SSOR.
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If we consider a Varga method applied to an M-operator with single underrelaxa-
tion (i.e. with 0 < u s 1) the iteration operator is nonnegative and it follows
from the comparison theorems that underrelaxation cannot increase the asymptotic
convergence rate. The same effect is observed for the symmetric double overrela-
xation (though no theoretical justification has been given).

Known general properties of the double overrelaxation technique actually reduceto the following generalization of the theorem of KAHAN [1(3 :

Theorem 4.1
Let rC^ftu.. ,0)2]) be the spectral radius of the iteration operator associated

with a doubly overrelaxed factorization iterative method with nonsingular diagonal
factor P; then

with equality if and only if all eigenvalues of ^(u- ,a)2) have equal moduli. In
particular, for symmetric double overrelaxation,

with equality if and only if all eigenvalues of ^(0,00) have equal moduli

5. POLYNOMIAL RELAXATION

The properties of polynomial relaxation were investigated by Lebedev and co-
workers . The following aspects have been considered : stability of first and
second order schemes, asymptotic optimality, polynomial relaxation of the Gauss-
Seidel and SOR methods for 2-cyclic matrices.

In this first section, we assume that the iteration operator T = B C has real
eigenvalues^ we denote by T- (resp. v • ), i=1,2...n, the eigenvalues of T (resp.
of I-T = B A) ordered by increasing algebraic values; thus T. = 1 - v .. We fur-
ther denote by a (resp. b) some lower (resp. upper) bound for1^ (resp'Tv ) :
a $ v . < s v - £ v < b .

S . I , First order schemes

51.1. Formalism

Polynomial relaxation of the iterative method (2.2) for solving Eq. (2.1) may
be formulated as the following modification of the scheme (2.2)

V1 = x m + V1 Cß~1 CCxm + b) -xm) (5.1)

or as the following modification of the residual scheme (2.7)

where a = 2 / ( b + a - ( b - a) cos TRD ) where <D is a sequence of paramaters be-
longing11^ the interval [ o,1] .

The choice between these formulations should be done so as to minimize the
computational work per iteration since both have exactly the same convergence
and stability properties.
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The error evolution is given by

. m-1
A) n. + nm (5.3)

m m
Rm(u) = n (1 - a u ) Q?(u) =H (1 - a u ) (5.4)m i=1 1 3 i=j+l x

where e = x - x + n represents the error at step m perturbed by the addition
o£ the rounding error n. Equi valent ly

m

Pm(t) - Rm(l - t) , Sm(t) = Q™0 - t) . (5 .6)

Further, let

r =max (R.(u) > qm = max [Cf(u)| ; (5.7)
J J

then, given an increasing sequence of positive integers m., i=1,2, . . . , the m.
scheme (5.1) or- (5. 2) is convergent if r -> o as i ->• °° and stable if r. and q.
are bounded, uniformly with respect to i j and m. on the given increasing se-
quence m.

The mean convergence rate for m iterations is defined as

R(Pm(T)) = RĈ CB̂ A)) = - 1 log llPm(T)H - - 5 log llRm(B"1A)ll (S.8)

where, unless otherwise stated, the spectral norm is used; then

R(PmCD) > - - l o g r m (5.9)

Clearly the convergence depends only on the set of relaxation parameters used while
the stability depends in addition on the order in which these parameters are introdu-
ced.

Two types of ordered sequences of iteration parameters called T- and U-sequences
have been elaborated [42 ] , for which infinite increasing sequences of integers m.
exist such that the lower bound (5.9) of the mean convergence rate is maximal (resp.
nearly maximal) for the T-sequences (resp. the U-sequences) for m = m. and for which
the schemes (5.1) and (5.2) are stable, when the rounding errors belong to the class
D (defined below, eq. (5.16)).

For the description of orderings, we make the convention that the set {x-j ,x2,...xk}
of k real numbers such that x. ^ xi+i » ordered by the permutation a = (a i >a 7 • • «au °ï
order k, denotes the ordered set {x ,x ,... x }.

a1 CT2 ak

51 .2.. The permutation <

Let the operator h : (p ,a) -s- T = h (p ,a) denote the permutation of order pk deduced
from the permutations p of order p and a of order k according to the following rule
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Tm 2.[-|]k + \ + (-) (a. - j) , 1 s m g pk (5.10)

where j = [ 5 +1 , J, = m - (j - 1)p and [x] denotes the integer part of x.

Further, let p., i=o,1,...,n be a given sequence of prime numbers, o1, i=o,1,...,n-1
a given sequence of permutations of order p. such that a- = 1 and let d = 1 , d.+ 1=p-d- ,
i=o,1,...n-1, d=d^. Then the permutation < is defined by the following recurrence

K 1+1 = hCa1, < ^ (5.11)

A d

with < = (1) and *a = K n.

j The properties of the ordering of the iteration parameters produced by a permutation
K were investigated by LEBEDEV and FINOGENOV [40 ] , [ 41 ] for the Chebyshev relaxation
(executed in cycles of length d) showing that it entails stability when the rounding
errors belong to the class D.

51 .3 T- and U-sequences

By T (x) and U (x), we denote the Chebyshev polynomials of degree n of the first
and second kind respectively, defined on the interval [ -1, +1] .

T-sequences

(possibly identical) permutations of order (p--1)/2 , 1=1,2,...
let p = 2n with n >, o and d = 1 ; define d.+, = p^d. for i ^ o.

The T-sequence associated with these data is defined recursively on the basis of
the following representation of the polynomial T^ (x) :

(Pi-0/2 fci . ,
(x) = T (x) n (T, (T2(x)) - COS(TT ~£ —— )) (5.12)

di k=1 di Z pi

At the i step,the elemeats of this T-sequence are^the roots of the polynomial
(x) subdivided into "i + - successive groups r , k=o,1,2..(p.-1^2 .

The group r10 is composed of the roots of the polynomial T^_ (x) , previously ordered;
the group rlk for k > o is composed.of the 2d. roots of the1polynomial

9^1 _ 1 1

T,

2ak -(x) - COS(TT — ~— ) (5.13)

2d.
ordered by a permutation K

The procedure is initialized by taking the pQ roots of the polynomial T (x) ,
ordered by the permutation K*O as initial sequence . PO

U-sequences

The U-sequences are defined recursively on the basis of the following representa-
tion of the polynomial U . (x) where N is a given integer and 1=1,2... :

21(N+1)-1

1-1
U - (x) =UN(x) n T, (x) (5.14)

Z^N+D-I N k=o 2K(N+1)
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• ~ iAt the i step, the elements of the sequence are the roots of the polynomial
U - (x) , subdivided in two successive groups ; the first group is composed of the21(N+1)-1

roots of the polynomial U . 1 (x) previously ordered and the second group is
21~'(N-Kl)

composed of the roots of the polynomial T -, (x) ordered as in T-sequences.
1 ~ ' -

The>jprocedure is initialized by taking the N roots of UN(X) ordered by a permu-
tation K as initial sequence.

Remark

For reference purposes, we shall say that the parameters « = 2/(b + a - (b - a)
cos TTU ) form a T- or a U-sequence (for given values of a ando) if cos™ form a
T- or a U-sequence in the above sense .

51 .4 . Properties

The convergence and stability properties of T-sequences, investigated by LEBEDEV
and FINO.GENÖV [ 42 ] , are summarized in the following theorems, where

e-]~-f . A'^-T1 . p = min (Pi) C5.15)

and where the single letter C is used to denote all positive constants independent
of A and i. It is assumed that A «1 since instability cannot occur otherwise.

Theorem 5 . 1
If the parameters of the scheme (5.1) or (5.2) are used in the order prescribed

by a T-sequence, then :

d r
(2) q.n£ C A~L for j s à ;

J n

(3) z"" qdn « C A~C ;
j=1 J

d
(4) r• ->• o for j -v oo and q-n ->• o for d -> °° ;

d d
(5) t.n = r- q.n -v o uniformly with respect to j for dn -»- » , where j < d .

Corollary

Under the same assumption, the schemes (5.1) and (5.2) are stable when the rounding
error n belongs to the class

where C,, C7 and C are constants.
I h
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Similar assertions can be proved for U-sequences . When 9 = {3 } the following
refined estimates have been obtained [ 42] :

Theorem 5 .2

If the parameters of the scheme (5.1) or (5.2) are used in the order prescribedby a T-sequence for which y = {3} , then

d Td
C2) * C A" -

n

(3) »itK C - 0

51.5. Remark

It was also shown by LEBEDEV [ 35] that the proper ordering of the relaxation para-
meters may significantly increase the convergence rate of the method of alternating
directions in the non-commutative case. This effect is not connected with computatio-
nal stability; a qualitative explanation is suggested in [ 35] but no satisfying theo-
retical justification has yet been proposed.

5.2. Second order schemes

52.1 . Formalism

Polynomial relaxation of the iterative method (2.2} for solving (2.1) may also be
implemented as a second order iterative method; it can be formulated as the following
modification of the scheme (2.2):

V1 = xm +

or as the following modification of the residual scheme (2.7)

~1 (Axm '

with 81 = °; again, the choice should be done so as to minimize the computational
work per iteration.

In the absence of rounding errors, the error evolution is given by

where e = x^ - x, ^(u) is the polynomial of degree m defined by the recurrence
relation

= C1 -

with R0(u) = 1 , and Pm(t) = R^O - t) .
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52.2. Asymptotically optimal methods

If Pm(z), m=o,1,... denotes a given family of polynomials of degree m with (as nor-malization condition) leading coefficient unity and forming an orthogonal system on
f-1,+1 ]with respect to some weight W(z), they satisfy a recurrence relation of theform

Then setting

V-t = E=a

with Ujn = Pm(9)/Pm+iCe) and 6 = (b+a) /(b-a) we obtain

where z = (b+a-2u)/(b-a). Thus

(5.24)

reducing the study of polynomial relaxation to that of orthogonal systems. Moreover,
it f nil nw<; frnm (K . 211 thatit follows from (5.21) that

allowing the recursive computation of a , and g , for a given family p (z) and given
values of a and b . m ̂ m ' m

We further assume that the orthogonal system Pm(z) satisfies the following assumptions

6 -»• o and ç -*• j for m -»• « (5 .26)

This covers a large class of polynomials ; in particular 6 = o and JL. = T (m > 1 )
for Chebyshev polynomials .

The conditions for asymptotic optimality of polynomial relaxation were considered
in [36 ] , [37] and [43] .

On the other hand, the computation is stable with respect to rounding errors if,
for sufficiently large m, the roots of the equation

»'-d-ß^-^vDu-ß^-O , (5.27)

where v is an eigenvalue of B A, are less than unity in modulus. This condition is
satisfied for large m under the condition (5.26) (cf. [37] ) .

52.3. Conjugate gradient and coupled relaxations

Conjugate gradient relaxation
The conjugate gradient relaxation may be described by the formalism of Section 52.1 .

with, in addition
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Vl = % - Ym = - Y m *

where YQ = o and rm = 5jn/am 6m_1 f or m * 1 and

5 m ' - sj sm) um = (Of V1 sm| B-1A sm)/6m

(5.29)
b) -xm)

(x|y) denotes the scalar product and Z is a positive integer. The method minimizes
the following norm of the error at each step

-1 ."KejCB Vcjl (5.30)

under the condition that the error evolution satisfies (5.1 9) where Rm(u) (or pmCt)^is a polynomial of degree m such that ïL(o) = 1 CpmC1) = 1) > the classical theory uuses
a = 1 ; the minimization of the euclidian norm of s , obtained with A = 2, is used in,
WACHSPRESS [ 57 ] ; we refer to AXELSSON f 3 ] f or a recent account of the theory.

The polynomials R (u) generated by this method form an orthogonal system with res-
pect to the weight function

W(u) = I c2 UA 6(u - v.) (5.31)
1=1

i
where v- are the eigenvalues of B A and c- the coefficient of the development of the
initial error

in an orthonormal system {ŵ } of eigenvectors of B A; the interval of definition of
this weight function may thus be taken as any interval! o. ,ß] such that c- ̂  0 =*
v- G [a, ß.] ; it needs not contain all eigenvalues of B A.

The sensitivity of the conjugate gradient relaxation to rounding errors was inves-
tigated by LEBEDEV [ 39 1 in the case of Problem I of Section 7 .1 . In particular, Lebedev
reports the following result [39 ] : assume that the coefficients of the conjugate gra-
dient method can be determined exactly, by use of (5.28) - (5.29) in the absence of
rounding errors; then it is possible to determine a specific problem (of this type)_-|and
an initial approximation x such that, for sufficiently small v,/v , we have I'R̂ B A)IL
> Cr where C is an arbitrarily large positive constant.

The reasoning of LEBEDEV uses x such that the expansion (5.32) of e involves only
v- G [ v1 , v /2] ; then Rm(t) is shown to have large amplitude near v_. This result con-firms empirical observations reported by MJTISHAUSER and by GINSBURG in [ 28 ] .

Coupled method

Coupling Chebyshev and conjugate gradient relaxations has been considered in 1 33 ]
[ 28 ] [ 57 ] [ 3 ] • A new approach was developed by LEBEDEV [37 ] , based on the possi-
bility of obtaining information on the boundaries of the spectrum (as well as on the
components of the initial error) from the conjugate gradient parameters ; it is thus pro-
posed to use conjugate gradient relaxation during a first stage and Chebyshev relaxation
during a second stage, the Chebyshev parameters being estimated from the information
obtained during the first stage.

The resulting algorithm runs as follows : (1) perform a iterations with conjugate
gradient relaxation; (2) determine the lowest and largest roots, a and b of R (t),
defined by (5.20); set e^ = (b^ + a J/fb. - a ) ; (3) use polynomial relaxation with
8 = 9 , 6 = o, | = 1/4, i.e. Chebyshev relaxation with 6 = 6 .

jL lU Ti Jo
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A model problem analysis is developed in [ 37 1 , and numerical results are reported
showing the effectiveness of this coupled scheme.

5.5., 2-eyelie ope rators

In this section, we report some particular applications of polynomial relaxation for
2-cyclic operators, investigated by LEBEDEV [ 38 1 . We assume that the operator A of
Eq. (2.1) is partitioned according to the decomposition described by Eq. (2.3) with
k = 2 and that A . - , i=1,2, are nonsingular. Then A is called 2-cyclic with respect to
IT .

For practical applicability, the diagonal blocks A., need be easily invertible; a few
partitionings of the mesh points suitable for the S- and 9-point (resp. 4- and 7-point)
finite difference approximations of the Dirichlet problem for the diffusion equation in
square (resp. hexagonal) geometry are described on Fig. 1 . One may also mention the
peripheral ordering of BENSON and EVANS [ 22 ]

We further assume that A is symmetric (with respect to some scalar product)
and positive definite and we consider the following iterative scheme (called modified
SOR by YOUNG, [64 ] chap. 8 and 10)

,(m+1) = (m) +

(m+1) = (m)
2 2

,(m).

fG (m) (m),l 1 g2 X2 J

(5 .33)

where F = - A!.. G = - and gi ^ b. , i=1 ,2.
The corresponding (block) Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iteration operators are

J = 0
G

F
0

and
F
H

(5.34)

where H = G F; setting p= r£J), we have then r(JC-) = r(H) = p ; all eigenvalues of £,belong to the interval [o,p 1 .
With a = 1 and variable ol, we realize a polynomial relaxation of the (block)

Gauss-Seioel method (cf. VARGA L56]§ 5.4) . The error evolution is then given by

= F (m)

(5.35)
- t)) = - t)

where Rm(u) is the same polynomial as defined in Section 51 .1 . The choice of the ite-
ration parameters a' in this case is discussed in Section 53.1.

With a = otl = u , we realize the (block) SOR method whose optimal parameter M is
to = 2 / ( 1 + /1 - p 2) ; the mean and asymptotic convergence rates of optimal SOR are given
by

' - I 1(*
with

'o "2

(2m + Am2 - p 2)(W n - 1)m

* C

(5.36)

(5.37)
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and

Ro=(^ - - 10S
(5.38)
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Fig. 1 . - Partitionings of mesh points for finite difference appro-
ximations of the Dirichlet problem for the diffusion equation, giving
rise to 2-cyclic matrices with diagonal blocks of small bandwith.

with u = 2/(1 + /1 - y ) where y is the smallest nonzeroHowever, for 1 s u u
eigenvalue of H, the spectrum of the SOR iteration operator is real; the SOR method
can then be coupled with polynomial relaxation, as discussed in Section 53.2.

53.1 . Polynomial relaxation of the Gauss-Seidel method

We briefly discuss possible choices for the iteration parameters a'; we remark that
memory requirements are less stringent in this case than for the SOR for cyclic Cheby-
shev) since the x. component may be considered as an auxiliary vector during the ite-
rations .

We use for a' a T-sequence with a = 1 - p , b = 1 (cf. Sect. 5.1 .) ; then for m = m.
on this sequence 1

P OOll
V h

m.
- D X

(o)0 - D
2m. (5.39)

The convergence properties are thus, for m = m., the same as those of the cyclic
Chebyshev method of CDLUB and 1MGA [ 30 ] , i-e. : better mean convergence rate than
SOR, same asymptotic convergence rate as SOR.
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The first iteration is performed with a J = 1 and cancels the error projection on
the kernel of H (which may be multidimensional) ; then we use for a ' a T-sequence with
a = 1 -p , b = 1 - y > where 0 3 Y $ Y • For m = m- +1 we have tnen

Pmrai+1

I 2 - 2

"with

The convergence properties are (asymptotically) better than those of cyclic Chebyshev;
on the other hand, for large numbers of iterations, it is recommended to cancel again
the error projection on the kernel of H, resulting from rounding errors.

Two parameters must be estimated for the second choice; other possibilities using
al = 1 and weighted optimal relaxations on [ o, p ] are discussed in [ 38 ] .

53.2. Coupled SOR and polynomial relaxation

The iteration scheme is modified in

x(m+1) = x(m) + Y^C£ ̂(m) + h _ x(m)} (5>41)

where £ is the SOR iteration operator (deduced from (5.33) with a = a' = a>) ,
h = (D - uE) cub where D is the (block) diagonal and -E the (block) lower triangular
part of A, and y +1 are the polynomial relaxation parameters .

In the range 1 s o> * ü, the spectrum of £ is composed of the point 1 -u and the
interval [ n - i ( u ) > n 7(10) ] where n • (u) , i=1,2 are the roots of the equation

I *- 1

1/2 + u - 1 =0 (5.42)n - pa>n

For u= ta, we know in addition that u - 1 G [n 1,19] is an eigenvalue of £- associa-
ted with an elementary divisor of the second order. u

These observations lead to the following possible choice for j with u = u : for
the first three iterations, we use

Y! = ü -1 Y2 = Y3 = (2 - w)~1 ; (5.43)

for Y , m > 3, we use a T-sequence associated with a = 1 - n -(N) > b = 1 - n, (ü) ;
then ?or m = nu + 3,

? _
P ni (u)1 ————— (5.44)
(1 -

The convergence properties are (asymptotically) better than those of cyclic
Chebyshev and also better than those of the methods of Sect. 53.1 . For large numbers
of iterations, it is also recommended to repeat from time to time the cycle of the
three iterations (5.43).
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6. THE ESTIMATION OF ASYMPTOTIC CONVERGENCE RATES

Motivation.

The estimation of asymptotic convergence rates was developed with two purposes :
the analysis of model problems and the optimization of relaxation parameters.

In the framework of factorization iterative methods, model problem analysis is
needed to investigate wether the increased computational complexity of higher order
methods does not offset their increased asymptotic convergence rates, as well as to
appreciate the effect of standard relaxation techniques (polynomial relaxation).

On the other hand, the optimal use of factorization iterative methods requires the
development of adequate relaxation techniques and their optimization. The relative
performances of a few possibilities have been explored for model problems. Presently,
the best results have been obtained with optimal diagonal-Chebyshev relaxation.

In this section, we follow the general notation of Section 2.1 . but we consider
point methods only; thus A, B, C and T are considered as nxn matrices with scalar
entries.

Techniques of estimation

Several techniques have been considered, arising from the works of GARABEDIAN [29 3 ,
VARGA [ 56 ], PARTER [47] , PRICE and VARGA [48 ], and from Fourier analysis. In more
specific cases, we can also use the result of Theorem 3.9 above and the AXELSSON-
GUSTAFSSON [ 4 1 [31 J analysis of diagonal relaxation.

Basically, these estimates can be gathered in two classes. The first one consists
in estimates based on the consideration of the numerical range of the iteration matrix
and it is particularly appropriate when the matrix B of the splitting A = B - C which
defines the iterative scheme, is symmetric and positive definite. The second class
(Garabedian estimates) arose from regarding the iterative technique as a discrete time-
dependent process, the analysis of which gives estimates for the decrease of various
components of the error; the slowest one gives an estimate of the asymptotic convergen-
ce rate; these estimates seem, appropriate for unsymmetric techniques.

In this section, we develop the main ideas, trying to keep the assumptions at a
general level. More accurate results, which require more detailed assumptions (in
present formulation at least), will be reported in the next section.

6.1. Numerical range estimates

61.1. Introduction and notations

When A and B are symmetric (hermitian in the complex case)and B is positive definite,
the convergence properties of the iterative method defined by the splitting A = B - C,
with or without polynomial relaxation, are governed by lower and upper bounds for
the ratios (z Cz)/(z|Bz) or (z[Az)/(z|Bz) where z is an arbitrary non-zero complex n-
vector and (x y) denotes the scalar product, i.e. by lower and upper bounds for the
Toeplitz numerical ranges of the pencils C - tB or A - vB.

We again denote by T. (resp. v^) ,_i=1,2. . .n , the eigenvalues, ordered by increasing
algebraic values, of the matrix T = B C (resp. I - T = B~ A) ; thus T- = 1 - \> _• ,

(z|Cz) (zlAz) ft- «•,C6<1)

and the spectral radius of the iteration matrix T is given by

r(T) = m a x C l ^ l , rj (6.2)
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If the nBthod is further accelerated by polynomial relaxation, the error evolution
is given by (5.3)-(5.4) or (5.5)-(5.6) with mean convergence rate defined by (5.8).
For Chebyshev relaxation on [a,b] = [v , ,v ] , we have by (5.23)

v + v1 - 2u v -i- v1
with z = — —— • ——— and 9 = — ——— - ; thus by (5.24)

- -

R(Rm(B"1A)) = R(Pm(T)) >, 1 log Tm( e) (6.4)

whence the asymptotic bound

RC(T) = lim 1 log Tm(9) = log(e + /Q2 - 1) (6.5)

The latter expression may also be written

RC(T) , logtl . i^__, „. !i , ilia ; C6.6,

since q $ 1, R_(T) is an increasing function of q; it is thus maximized when q is
maximized or, as, observed by AXELSSCN [ 3 \ when the spectral condition number p = 1/q
of the matrix B A is minimized.

For q « 1 , we obtain the asymptotic estimate

\(T) = 2 y^= 2 (6.7)

61 .2. Symmetric Varga method for Stielt jes matrices

For symmetric Varga methods, we have a.. = 1, a.. € {0,1} for i ^ j and
ß. . e {o,1} ; if A is a S tie It jes matrix, """it follows from the results of Section 3.2.
tnat the corresponding splitting is regular and that B is positive definite; there-
fore

r(T) = tn = 1 -v1 (6.8)

and v - 1 $ 1 - vi , thus

vn $ 2 - V1 < 2 (6.9)

We shall express our results by comparison to_the Jacobi method (which is a parti-
cular symmetric Varga method) ; setting J_? I - D A where D = diag(A) , we denote by p-
(resp. x.) the eigenvalues of J (resp. D A), ordered by increasing algebraic values;1

we thus Aave :

r(J) - un = 1 - X1

RJJ) = - log (1 - X.,) (6.10)

RC(J) = - log (1 *
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X1with q(J) = — , and
n

0 g 2 - (6.11)

We shall further assume that X« « X since it is only in that case that usual
iterative methods become slow and need acceleration. Then we have

ATRc(j) * 2/J- = oc/rp
n

(6.12)

Letting A = B - C and T = B~ C be the splitting and the iteration matrix associated
with some symmetric Varga method, we have

k X, D C
(6.13)

1

where k = 1/11 D Cl l 7 and where we have assumed X-, « II D Cl!
Similarly L '

max f .
1 + Cmin C T C )

n

(6.14)

Since diag(C) = o for Varga methods, it is clear that min /nn^ s 0; thus we have

k1 <: 2 - v- (6.15)

Therefore

R, (T) >, k X1

RC(T) >, 2/^l
n

(6.16)

Remarks

(1) We recall that for Stielt jes matrices, the optimal SOR method (which is a parti-
cular unsymmetric Varga method with diagonal relaxation) has an asymptotic convergence
rate

R (JE ) = max R (JE ) ,
~ >t u °° u

(6.17)

where X is the SOR iteration matrix, satisfying

R (6.18)
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(2) For comparisons, model problem analysis is required, not only to determine esti-
mates rather than bounds for R (T) and RC(T) but also to be able to account for the
computational complexity per iteration.

61.3. Diagonal relaxation

We consider here the GBV method associated with the matrices a and 8 defined in
Theorem 3.7. In this case, we have

Ux = Ax - (L - P)P~1 Ux (6.19)

thus Bx = L P Ux = Ax, whence Cx = (B - A)x = 0; since the diagonal (resp. off-
diagonal) entries of C are nonpositive (resp. nonnegative), it follows that C is ne-
gative semidef inite , thus

» , ' - g ' - J ( l w ' ' (6'20)

Since, for z = x, we have (x|Bx) = (x|Ax), it follows that v1 = 1 .

On the other hand, choosing for instance x to be the fundamental eigenvector of A,
we have in the notations of Theorem 3.9.

(Ux). (Ax). au
1 - T= min re • v • * min n -, •• = min - — . X-, = X-, (6.21)

i l .i i l Ji i yii

whence

vn , i- (6.22)

Of course, the matrix T is not convergent in this case, but we have

RC(T) 5 2/ —= 2 /Xj (6.23)
n

It is of interest to compare this result with the previous one. When a.. = 1,
we had an upper bound k' for v such that 1 g k' s 2, but a very small lower bound
for v1, of the form kX 1 ; with a-, given as in Theorem 3.7, we have reached a good
value for V1 , but a very high upper bound for v„, of the form 1/Xi . In both cases,
Rr(T) >, 0( 7x7). n

U l

For specific methods applied to model problems, AXELSSON and GUSTAFSSON [ 4][31 ]
have shown that it is possible to find a region between a.- = 1 and a-, as defined
above where the lower bound for v1 remains independent ofx;L and wherê the.upper
bound for v is not too high, of the form I// x.., leading to R (T) = 0(xJ7 ). In-
dependently, a similar behaviour was numerically observed by BAKDIAUX [5 ]. Ano-
ther approach to the AXELSSON-GUSTAFSSON analysis has been suggested in [ 16]; however
the possibility of achieving the same performance in the general case considered
here remains an open problem.

61.4. Extension

Some of the preceding results can be partly extended to unsymmetric factorizations.
Thus, assuming again that A is a Stieltjes matrix, if A = B - C is a regular splitting
of A, we can use Theorem 2.1 (4) as proposed in VARGA [ 56] and PRIŒ-VARGA [ 48 ] to
obtain
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$ — — — — — — C6.24)

~ 1+ii7¥;
*• _1

with the notation of Section 61.2. Assuming again that X1 « || D C|l 7, we have asympto-
tically '

R^CT) % kx1 with k = 1/|ID~1CII2 . (6.25)

Vfe further note that k may be estimated using Schur's lemma, giving

k% Q|D~1C|I IID"1Cftj"1/2 (6.26)

6.2. Garabedian estimates

The technique we consider now was first introduced by GARABEDIAN [29 ] for analy-
zing the SOR method applied to the 5-point finite difference approximation for the
Poisson equation in 2-dimensional rectangular geometry. It was used by DE MEERSMAN
[ 26 ] for analyzing the SOR method applied to finite difference approximations of the
same equation in hexagonal geometry. A more general formulation was developed by
BEAUWENS [13 ] for the analysis of first order iterative methods under specific assump-
tions on the asymptotic behaviour of the error and of the matrix B (of the splitting
A = B - C which defines the method) for consistent finite difference approximations of
the d-dimensional Poisson equation; a more rigorous derivation of the latter approach
was given by STANKIEWICZ [ 53 ] .

To summarize the results, we consider a consistent finite difference approximation
on a uniform mesh of size h

of the Poisson equation in a d-dimensional region R with homogeneous Dirichlet condi-
tions on its boundary r ,

- Au(x) = f (x) x € R
(6.28)

u(x) =0 x e r

where x = (x^), i=1,2...d.

We assume that the discrete equation is solved by the first order iterative method

- C ^ u W U b ^ (6.29)

where B. is nonsingular and A, = B, - G , with iteration matrix T, = BT C, .
We further assume that

d
B, ->• b + h Z b- |H- for h -»• o (6.30)n. o - - i oX-

where b-, i=o,1,2... d are d+1 parameters, independent of x.
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Then, if TV is an eigenvalue of T, associated with the eigenvector v^, we have

Bh -

and, by the consistency assumption, A, v, = 0(h ), whenever v, is the discrete repre-
sentation of a sufficiently smooth function. Therefore, one nas to assume (1 - t , )b
0(h ) and two cases may be distinguished :

(a) b0 = 0(1) 1 - Th = och<)

00 - Th - ooo
Under these assumptions, the analysis shows (cf. STANKIEWICZ [53 ]) the existence

of a vector <j>, such that

b2) Hh =- O(hm) (6.32)

with m = 5 in case (a) , m = 3 in case (b) .

t"h 9 "?
Letting «t^ be the eigenvector of A, associated with its l eigenvalue Ah

(ordered by increasing values)

\ (6.33)

e,following approximate relation is obtained between eigenvalues T, of T, andM h

1 £ u2, (6.34)

This relation has been established under the assumption that the eigenvector v,
associated with T, is smooth enough to have A, v, = 0(h ) and it can be seen from the
transformations performed (cf. [ 53 ] ) that it is valid only for the eigenvalues of A,
close to zero.

When this smoothness assumption is satisfied for the eigenvector of T, associated
with the eigenvalue T, of largest modulus, we obtain the following estimates for theasymptotic convergence rate :

2 b

if b > A (2 b)

if b2 = A2!!2 (S_ b?)

if b2 < A 2̂ (ï b2)

where A.h is the smallest eigenvalue of A, .
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7. MODEL PROBLEM ANALYSIS

As in the preceding section, we follow the general notations of Sections 2.1 and 3.1
but we consider point methods only.

7.1 . Model problems and basic methods

Price-Varga methods

The properties of a particular sequence of methods, introduced by PRICE and VARGA [48]
have been investigated in more detail for the model problems defined below. The p
method of this sequence, called Price-Varga mathod of index p or PV-p method, is defined
by the matrices a = (a>? J) and 8 = (g- - ) of iteration parameters, with corresponding
splitting A = B * C and, for p B 1

(7.1)

while, for p > 1,

a i j - 1 1 if
= {

f o or d?'

otherwise
(7.2)

where denote the entries of the matrix
Clearly PV-1 is the Jacobi method while PV-p for p > 1 are implicit factorization

methods (except for particular matrix structures).

Remark

In the terminology used by WOZNICKI [59 ] , [ 63 ] , the method associated with a-. = 1
and ß. - =5- is called EWA method while higher order Varga methods are called AGA me-
thods. Forxthe 2D-square and 3D-cubic model problems considered below, the PV-2 method
is identical with the EWA method but for the 2D-hexagonal problem, PV-2 is the AGA
method used in the HEXAGA code (cf. Section 9) .

The first few PV-p methods have been taken as a reference to test the performances
of symmetric factorization methods with several types of relaxation and when the order
of the method is increased, for the following model problems. In all cases, the orde-
ring used for the unknowns was the "natural" or lexicographic ordering.

Problem I (2D-square)

The first model problem is the rectangular 5-point finite difference approximation of
the Poisson equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in a unit square,
using a uniform mesh of size h = 1/N+1. The components of the unknown vector u are de-
noted by u = u(x , ys) where xr = rh and y = sh, r,s = 1 ,2 . . .N , are the coordinates
of the grid points inside the unit square. The corresponding algebraic system Au = b
is thus of order n = w and we assume that A is normalized to a.. =4.

With the notation of Section 61 .2, we have

X.j = 1 - cos irh 1 2 2ir h \ = 1 + cos irhn (7.3)

Problem II (2D-hexagonal)

The second model problem is the hexagonal 7-point finite difference approximation
of the Poisson equation in a 120° rhombus H of unit length side, representing one
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third of a regular hexagon, with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on its boundary r ,
using a uniform mesh of grid lines parallel to the sides, with N interior points on
each grid line. Again we set h = 1/N+1 and we denote the components of the unknown
vector u by u = u(xr, zs) where x = rh and z = sh, s=1,2,...N are the coordinates
of the grid points inside the rhombus with respect to oblique axes parallel to the
sides. The corresponding- algebraic system Au = b is again of order n = N" and we assu-
me that A is normalized to a. . =6.

With the notation of Section 61 .2, we have (cf. STADTER [52 ]) :
= •]• A2!!2 = 0.6315 Tr2h2 (7.4)

2 ?where A.. = 2.5259 TT is the lowest eigenvalue of the problem

- A<j> = A <j> in H
(7.5)

= 0 on r

Problem III (3D-cubic)

The third model problem is the rectangular 7 -point finite difference approximation
of the Poisson equation with homogeneous boundary conditions in a unit cube, using
a uniform mesh of size h = 1/N+1 . The components of the unknown vector u are denoted
by urst = u^sr» ysj zp where xr = rh, ys = sh, z,. = th, r,s,t = 1.2. . .N, are the
coordinates of the grid points inside the cube . me corresponding algebraic system
Au = b is of order n = N and we assume that A is normalized to a. . = 6 .

With the notation of Section 6I .2, we have

AI = 1 - cos A i 2" ^"- > X = 1 + cos irh (7.6)

Effective convergence rates

To account for the computational complexity per iteration, effective convergence
rates have been considered, defined as

R (T) R (T)
-ÜOT C o r - ) with

where m (resp . m ) is the number of multiplications per point per iteration of the
method under consideration (resp. of the point Jacobi method) . This is a slight mo-
dification of HAGEMAN-VARGA definition [32 1 .

For the model problems : m =4 for Problem I and m = 6 for Problems II and III.

In counting numbers of operations, we use the fact that the diagonal factor P can
be normalized to unity during the iterations and we choose the less expensive scheme
between the direct implementation of (2.2) and the residual scheme (2.7) or between
(5.1) and (5.2) in the presence of polynomial relaxation.

7 .2 . Parter-Fourier analysis

For the analysis of unsymmetric relaxation techniques, Garabedian analysis has been
used (cf. below). On the other hand, for symmetric relaxation techniques, the re-
sults of Section 6.1 give boundsrather than estimates for v, and v , the lowest and
largest eigenvalues of I - T = B A. They have been supplemented by" the introduction
of Parter estimate for v^ and Fourier estimate for v .
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Parter estimate

The Parter estimate is defined, with the notation of Section 61 .2, by

with

where x is the fundamental eigenvector of the matrix D~ A. It may also be written

For symmetric factorization methods applied to the model problems and associated
with regular splittings, the analysis of PARTER [47 1 is applicable, showing that this
estimate is asymptotically correct for h -*• o. From numerical results, its range of
application appears as much wider, as commented below, though no theoretical justifica-
tion has yet been given.

Fourier estimate

Fourier analysis was used by BARDIAUX [5 ] , [ 6 ] , to define the following esti-

(x | Ax.) i
a a

mate for v :

°r (x [Ax
'a a a. 1 a or

X ' Cx )a1 a.

where x is the vector with components (x ) or (x ) . defined as follows for each
model problem a rs a rst

(x )„ = (x.)^ exp (i (itt. + sa9)) for the 2D-square problem
Ct li 1 LJ l L

(x )rs = exp (i (ra-j + sa2)) for the 2D-hexagonal problem } (7.12)

(x
a)rst= ^X1^rst ex? C1 ̂ ra1 + Sa2 + tas)}

for the 3D-cubic problem

where (x,) or Cx-t)rst denote the components of the fundamental eigenvalue of D A.
In other words the Fourier estimate is the upper bound of the sampling of the numerical
range of the pencil A - vB by Fourier modes modulated^when feasible^by the fundamental
mode of DA.

Heuristic arguments can be developed (cf. BRANDT [ 23 ] for example) to qualitatively
understand the effectiveness of Fourier analysis but an accurate theoretical justifi-
cation is lacking.

7.3. Numerical results

The numerical results determined for the first 'few PV methods applied to the model
problems are summarized in Tables I-III, and on Fig. 2. In the Tables, we report in
each case the asymptotic estimate of R^CT) or R_(T) , the number m of multiplications
per point per iteration and the asymptotic estimate of R„£f (T) . Diagonal relaxation is
understood with a. - = — ; <D denotes the value of u whicn optimizes this relaxation
(independently of any Subsequent polynomial acceleration) . For comparison, the asymp-
totic values of the convergence rates of optimal SOR methods are also reported.
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The convergence rates of PV methods without relaxation have been estimated by
BEAUWENS-SURLEZANOSKA [ 19 ] for Problem I, BEAUWENS-STANKIEWICZ [ 18 1 for Problem III,
BEAUWENS-WOZNICKI [ 21 ] and BARDIAUX [ 6 ] for Problem II using Parter estimate;
Parter theory being applicable in this case, the results are asymptotically correct.
Moreover, it was numerically„observed that Parter estimate is accurate, even for low
values of r- (errors on R^/ir b/ less than 1 I are reported in [ 19] ,[ 18 ] for PV methods
applied to Problem I and°°Problem 111, with h = 0.1).

The evaluation of the convergence rates of PV methods with diagonal relaxation, of
the optimal diagonal factor to and of Chebyshev acceleration has been worked by
BARDIAUX [ 5 ] , [6 ]using Parter-Fourier analysis. These results have no theoretical
justification; however the validity of Parter-Fourier analysis was numerically investi-
gated by BARDIAUX [ 5 ]for the PV-2 method applied to Problem I and found very accu-
rate for the above mentioned evaluation.

The combined optimization of diagonal and Chebyshev relaxations was also considered
by BARDIAUX [ 5 ] for the PV-2 method applied to Problem I. However, Parter-Fourier
analysis was found less accurate in this range, predicting a Sh behaviour for RC(T) ,
in agreement with the results of Axelsson-Gustafsson analysis but not an asymototically
correct value for R^fT)// TT h (cf. Fig. 2), the predicted value being approximately 10 \
to high.

The convergence rates of PV methods with optimal single overrelaxation were estima-
ted by Garabedian analysis for Problem I and II. It was numerically observed that
oscillating error modes prevent the possibility of attaining these optimal convergence
rates; however, it was shown possible to reach close values by inserting periodically
an alternate unrelaxed or underrelaxed auxiliary iteration, the net result being to
reduce somewhat the values predicted in Tables I and III (cf. [13 ]) .

Finally, we mention that the use of the double overrelaxation technique was nume-
rically investigated in [ 21 ]. Though accurate results are not yet available, this
technique seems also to give 0(h) asymptotic convergence rates.

To conclude, we remark that, so far, the best results have been obtained with the
optimal combination of diagonal and Chebyshev relaxations as is clearly displayed on
Fig. 2.
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Table I. Asymptotic estimates of the convergence rates of PV-p
methods applied to Problem I (2D-square)

P

2

3

4

5

No relaxation

R o o / ^ h 2

3.4142

8.9437

13.3171

25.8379

m

6

8

12

17

RefX *2

2.276l

4.4719

4.4390

6.0795

Diag. relax. ( <0 = u) )

R / IT2 h2
CO

12.

34.2995

59.3649

122.7222

m

7

9

13

18

Reff/TI2 h2

6.8571

15.2442

18.2661

27.2716

P

2

3

4

5

Cheb. acceleration

R /TTh

3.3636

50003

6.8499

9.5070

m

7

9

13

18

Reff / 1 T h

1.9221

2.4446

2.1077

2.1127

EtLag. re l . (<U=u) )+Cheb. accel.

R /TTh
C

4.8990

8.2825

10.8963

15.6667

m

8

10

14

19

R e f f /TTh

2.4495

3.3130

3.1132

3.2982

P

2

3

4

5

Single overrelaxation

R œ / T T h

4.8284

7.0530

8.4937

11.3-289

m

7

9

13

18

Reff/rrn

2.7591

3.1347

2.6135

2.5175

k

0(pt)

1

2

3

4

SOR - k lines

R / T T h
CO

2.

2.8288

4.

4.899O

5.6569

m

5

5

6

't
9.5

R e f f /TTh

1.6

2.2630

2.6667

2.5560

2.3819
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Table II. Asymptotic estimates of the convergence rates of PV-p
methods applied to problem II (2D-hexagonal)

P

2

3

k

5

No relaxation

R /A? h2
00 1

2.5607

5« 1065

10.9371

21.7382

m

8

12

18

25

RefX h"

1.9205

2.5533

3.6457

5.2172

Diag. relax. ( u) = uJ )

R / A? h2
oo 1

9.

20.9839

46.4276

99.7971

m

9

13

19

26

RefX ^

6.

9.6849

14.6613

23.0301

P

2

3

4

5

Cheb . acceleration

Roo /Al h

2.9130

4.1934

6.1512

8.7491

m

9

13

19

27

Reff /Alh

1.9420

1.9354

1.9425

1.9425

Diag. r el. (<i) = u) ) + Cheb. ace el .

R ™ / A i h
00 1

4.2426

6.4783

9.6361

14.1278

m

10

14

20

27

Reff /Alh

2.5456

2.7764

2.8908

3.1395

k

0(pt )

1

2

3

4

SOR - k lines

Roo /Alh

1.5

1.7321

2.4495

3.

3.464l

m

7

7

7

8i

10

Reff /Alh

1.2857

1.4846

2.0996

2.1ÔOO

2.0785
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Table III. Asymptotic estimes of the convergence rates of PV-p
methods applied to Problem III(3D-cubic)

p

2

3

4

No relaxation

R / TT2 h2
00

2.7247

6.0015

9.8222

m

12

19

31

2 2
ef f

1.3024

1.8952

1.9011

Diag. relax. (cJ = uj )

R / TT2 h2
CD

12.

29.3703

70.8733

m

13

20

32

R /Tt2h2
ef f

5.5385

8.8111

13.2887

P

2.

3

k

Cheb. acceleration

R /T" hc

3.1302

4.6786

6.2251

m

13

2O

32

Reff / l t h

1.4447

1.4035

1.1672

Diag. rel. (u)=u) ) +Cheb. accel.

R /TTh
O

4.8990

7.6642

11.9057

m

14

21

33

Reff / T T h

2.0996

2. 1898

2. 1647

P

2

3

4

single overrelaxation

R / T T hoo

4.4495

6.0610

7.2656

m

13

20

32

R / TT heff

2'.0536

1.8183

1.3623

k

0(pt )

1

2

3

4

SOR-k lines ( coplanar)

R /TTh
00

2.

2.4495

2.8284

3.

3.0984

m

7

7

8

> f
11.5

Reff /1Th

1.71*3

2.0996

2.1213

1.8621

1.6166
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Reff(T)
i/rrh

3.0

2.0

• 1.5

1.0

0.5

PV-2 with opt. diag-Cheb. relaxation
•Parter-Fourier analysis
-Numerical analysis

Parter-Fourier asymptotic estimate

SOR-2 line
SOR-1 .line

10 2O 30 4O 50 100 h

Fig. 2. - Effective convergence rates of the PV-2 method with
optimal combination of diagonal and Chebyshev relaxation ap-
plied to problem I (2D-square). For comparison the asymptotic
behaviour of the optimal SOR-1 and 2-line methods are also re-
ported.

8. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

Strategies for outer iteration (for the determination of k ff in' multigrour» appro-
ximation) were developed by LEBEDEV in [34 1 .

8 .1 . Formalism

Let Ae JEÇV) have a complete system of normalized eigenvectors <fi . , < j > 2 . . . < j > - ... <j>
associated with the eigenvalues A., > x2 5...5 X- ... X ^ 0; let a be given such that
0 < a < A., ; let A(x) be a linear functional on V, such that i^, k^ £ 0 where a^ = £ ( < j > . ) .
It is required to determine X-, and $.. .

For this purpose iterations are performed according to the following scheme, starting
with x normalized by £(XQ) = 1 :

(8.1)

- ^ /xm+1 = xm-(-1/Ym+1
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for ÏÏF=O, 1,2..,; setting

X — r r~ j, co 9*1m T * (.0 • ̂ J

the following relations are readily established

cr = V^Cr1 C8.3)'m
n . n
n /-ylH/1 » 's ^ J ™ I ,
ii vJ « I A • 1 C • (p .

i=1 3 X X X

C8.5)

where
m

= H__ (X - ß^ Pm(X) = (^(X) (8.6)_ _

8.2. Strategies

In [34 ] , LEBEDEV develops the following three-stage stratégie for choosing the
parameters ß .

Stage 1 (determination of X. and X„)

One sets ß = £ (1 - cos iru ) where cos ™_ form a T-sequence. It follows from
the analysis of (5.5) that themcoefficients m c™ are rapidly (resp. optimally) atte-
nuated for i 5 2 (resp. for i such that X^ S [ o,a ] ) .

Further, applying i to four successive iterates, using (8.2) and (8.4), and retai-
ning only the first two terms., in the summations, one obtains a system of four equations
with unknowns X . , , X 2 > Ci = Ci i - i » c2

 = C;? &2' w^ose solution gives X., and x„-

This stage is continued until stable values are obtained for x, and X2- Assume this
to occur for m = nu ; assume further that the accuracy on $* is not yet sufficient.

Then, if X2 S a> the procedure is continued until the required accuracy on $« is
reached; if X2 > a-, one shifts to stage 2.

Stage 2 (elimination of oj")

A set of four iterations is performed, with ß +.. = X-, 6 ^ ~ ® whüe ß +^ and
g +. are determined from an approximate solu- 1 tion \ of the i

t following minimax problem

(x -
^ 11L. • ̂

inf max
1-3 ' Sm1+4

(8.7)

The corresponding formulas for g +_ and ß +, are given in [ 34 ] ; the
cancel the component cT and smooth 1 i the subsequent rounding

are given in [ 34 ] ; these iterations
error.
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If the required accuracy on <$>* is not yet achieved, one shifts to stage 3.

Stage 3 (determination of (j^)

First variant : return to stage 1 with a = \j-
Second variant : taking into account the operations performed during stage 2, a

better way to continue the iterations consists in using g = (A 2/2)0 - cos TtmJ where,
for m = nij+4+p, cos KM = cos TTW with cos TUO forming a "-sequence.

Remarks

Two variants of the technique used in stage 1 for the determination of X1 and \2have also been discussed by LEBEDEV (unpublished) :
(a) based on the use of two linear functionals l(x), m(x);
(b) adapted to the case where the adjoint problem must be solved' simultaneously.

9. CODES

Two codes have been developed for solving the multigroup diffusion approximation
of the neutron criticality problem in 2D hexagonal geometry : HEXAGA-II developed
by WOZNICKI [60] , [61 1 , [ 62 I and TIP, developed by ARKUSZEWSKI and BORYSIEWÎCZ
[1 ] , t 2 ] .

9.1. HEXAGA-II

Three versions, HEXAGA-II-120, -60 and -30 have been developed, differing only by
the geometrical symmetries assumed. In HEXAGA-II-120, the critical problem is solved
on a 1 20° rhombus representing one third of a regular hexagon and logarithmic bounda-
ry conditions are accepted on the four boundaries. In HEXAGA-II-60 (resp. -30), a
60° (resp. 30°) symmetry is assumed : the problem is solved on a triangle representing
half (resp. a quarter) of the 120° rhombus with reflecting conditions (zero normal
derivative of the flux) on the inner boundaries and logarithmic conditions on the ou-
ter boundary.

All three versions, written in Fortran W with dynamic storage allocation, have
been implemented on IBM 370/168, and CDC-CYBER-73; they use the same input data, the
assumed symmetry being checked for in HEXAGA-II-60 and -30.

The method of solution is the usual space-group inner-outer iteration scheme (inner
iterations for the spatial equation within each group, outer iteration on the fission
source, scattering sources being recomputed before entering inner iterations for each
group)with discretization by the 7-point finite difference approximation on a uniform
triangular mesh, inner iterations within each group by the PV-2 method (cf. Section
7.1) with double overrelaxation (cf. Section 4) and outer iteration by the power me-
thod with extrapolation. Empirical formulas are used for the determination of the
relaxation factors of the double overrelaxation procedure; the number of inner itera-
tions per outer iteration is held fixed for all groups, a (limited) variation with
outer iterations being allowed.

The program solves either the direct or adjoint critical problem; it can handle
up to 40.000 mesh points with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 40 energy groups; arbi-
trary group to group scattering and fission transfer are allowed, logarithmic bounda-
ry conditions may be specified group-wise or point-wise.

We refer to [60] , [62 ] for memory requirements and typical running times. Compa-
risons with existing codes reported in BUCKEL et al. [24 ] show that HEXAGA-II is
faster than TRIBU (based on SLOR for the inner iterations), and CITATION (based on
alternating-direction line relaxation). further numerical results are reported in [ 65]
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9.2. TIP

In TIP, the critical problem is solved on the same 30° triangle as in HEXAGA-II-30
but logarithmic boundary conditions are accepted on all boundaries.

The program, written in Fortran IV with dynamic storage allocation, has been imple-
mented on CDC-CYBER-73.

The method of solution is the same space-group inner-outer iteration scheme as in
HEXAGA-II with also the same discretization, but inner iterations use the (block)
Gauss-Seidel method for 2-cyclic matrices with Chebyshev relaxation as described in
Section 531.1 and outer iterations use the power method with Chebyshev relaxation per-
forned according to the Lebedev strategy described in Section 8. The 2-cyclic form
is obtained by use of the line red-black ordering.

The program was more recently developed than HEXAGA-II; first experience with an
early version has been reported in [ 2].
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Chapter III

INTEGRAL TRANSPORT METHODS

V. BOFFI, P. BENOIST, A. KAVENOKY,
J. LIGOU, J. POP-JORDANOV

2.1) Introduction

In a recent series of paper £ Siewert and Benoist, 1979; Grandjean
and Siewert, 1979:Siewert,1978, 1979J Siewert and Grandjean, 1979
and Devaux, Grandjean, Ishiguro and Siewert, 1979 3 the FN. method
was introduced and used to compute solutions, generally accurate
to four significant figures, to a class of basic neutron-transport
and radiative-transfer problems in plane and spherical geometry.
Here we would like to review the method and, for the sake of
completeness, to give some numerical results for two selected
applications. In order to be concise we consider here only iso-
tropic scattering, plane geometry and a one-speed model. We thus
seek a solution to

Y-2. *Cx, K) + 4£x, y) « J
subject to

and
-T.-«. LL> 2b

Here f (^), f (j-*-> and the inhomogeneous source S (x) are
considered given. We express the desired solution as

-i

where TJ> (X,H-) is a particular solution, and the eleu.ontary
solutions [̂ Case, 1960J are

with
-f—

and
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2.2. Analysis

The fact that the generalized functions are orthogonal, i_.e.

can now be used to deduce the following system of singular
integral equations for the surface fluxes *̂ f*( -~c , -/•*-) and
«1 ( -C , t- ) , -?1 O :

o o
and

=
where the two known (we assume that we can find a particular
solution) functions are

D

8b

9a

9b
-f

The FN metnod can now be introduced. We substitute the approxi.
mations

H

cx̂ o ** ' 10a
and

h

/ ' *£=o ^ ̂  ̂  V 10b

into Eqs. (9), evaluate the integrals analytically and consider
the resulting equations only at N-*-1 selected values
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and

Here , „ , 12a

12b

and the other functions can readily be computed from the recursive
relations

cxL+1 13a

and

<x:"t' 13b

In order to establish the desired surface fluxes we now simply
must solve the system of 2(N+1) linear algebraic equations given
as Eqs (11) and use the resulting $<vi and /"^ f in E-'3S- ^0) •

2.3) Numerical results

To demonstrate the accuracy of the FN method we consider firstly
a source-free slab with neutrons incident (with a polynomial
distribution) on one surface. We thus take S(X) = O, f2 ( K' ) =Oand f^ (y-) =pcP, p>= 0,1,2,3 and 4. In order to have a parti
cularly simple scheme we take ^ = * c? , J-j = O, 1̂ =1,0 and
the remaining JFa spaced equally distant in the interval £ O,1 7 .
In Tables I and II we list the values of albedo

14.

and tha transmission factor

14b
O

for the case c=0,8 and 2"c =1.0.
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We wish now to demonstrate the merit- of the F method for two-media
problems. We consider

y sa

and

£. o*, , 5b
subject to

and
X

l 6d

We wish to compute the flux-distortion factor
xf

17

After symmetrizing the problem and approximating the interface
fluxes by

and

18b

we find that we can approximate ̂  by

= r ̂ aA^c
L i-cs

. 19
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The details of this calculation and the linear algebraic equations
from which J ̂  I and f ̂ } must be determined have been reported by
Grandjean and Siewert (1979) . In Tables III and IV we list the
values of ̂  predicted by the FN approximation for the two cases
A = 1 and B = 0 (constant source problem) and B = 1 and A = O
(exponentially varying flux). We consider the results shown in
Tables I-IV to be excellent, especially since the FN method is par_
ticularly facile.
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Table I " --A for c = 0.8 and 2r = 1.0

ß
0

1

2

3

4

Fo

0.2557

0.2326

0.2184

0.2088

0.2018

Fi

0.2896

0.2576

0.2413

0.2308

0.2235

F2

0.2813

0.2578

0.2482

0.2449

0.2453

F3

0.2803

0.2586

0.2469

0,2396

0.2348

F„

0.2803

0.2586

0.2470

0.2398

0.2350

Fs

0.2802

0.2587

0.2471

0.2399

0.2350

EXACT

0.2802

0.2587

0.2471

0.2399

0.2350
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Table II - B for c = 0.8 and 2T = 1.0

3

0

1
2

3

4

FO

0.4502

0.5050

0.5430

0.5712

0.5931

PI

0.4142

0.4674

0.5034

0.5300

0.5505

<%

0.4189

0,4512

0.4600

0.4541

0.4378

F3

0.4161

0.4514

0.4723

0.4856

0.4938

F*

0.4161

D.4516

0.4721

0.4853

0.4942

FS

0.4I62

0.4517

0.4721

0.4852

0.4942

EXACT

0.4162

0.4516

0.4721

0.4852

0.4942

Table III - A for Constant Source

cl
0.1

0.5

0.9

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

C2

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.95

0.95

Û. 95

0.95

0.97E

a

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.1

0.5

1.0

0.3

0.3

Fo

0.1666

0.2684

0.6477

0.5716

0.2937

0.1773

0.2488

0.2048

FI

0.1638

0.2584

0.6344

0.7432

0.2919

0.1731

0,2749

0.2215

F2

0.1697

0.2663

0.6414

0.6837

0.2985

0.1763

0,2766

0.2228

F3

0.1713

0.2687

0.6436

0.6632

0.3028

0.1771

0,2837

0.2274

F-

0.1713

0.2687

0.6436

0.6650

0.3027

0.1771

0.2841

0,2276

FS

0.1713

0.2087

0.6436

0.6666

0,3027

0.1771

0.2843

0.2277

EXACT

0.1713

0.2688

0.6436

0.6678

0.3027

0.1771

0.2842

0.2277
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Table . IV - A for Exponential Flux

CJ
0.1

0.5

0.9

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

C2

0.8

0.8

o.a
0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.975

a

1.0

1,0

1.0

0,1

0.5

1.0

0.3

0.3

F.

0.3838

0.61B7

1,4927

0.6193

0.3683

0,2640

0.2ÜÜ3

0.2266

F!

0.3613

0.5736

1.4133

0.7693

0.3616

0.2560

0.3134

0.2422

F2

0,3528

0.5492

1,3158

0,7152

0,3689

0,2595

0.3172

0.2446

F3

0,3581

0,5627

1,3506

0,6969

0.3727

0,2801

0.3236

0.2489

F,

0,3585

0,5635

1,3531

0,6985

0.3720

0,2601

0.3239

0,2491

F5

0.3587

0,5037

1,3538

0.7000

0.3726

0,2601

0.3241

0.2492

EXACT

0.3587

0,563B

1.3539

0,7010

Q.3726

0,2601

Ù.3240

0.2492
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THE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM METHOD, THE DIRECT METHOD AND
THE TENSORIAL METHOD IN NEUTRON TRANSPORT THEORY

The integral transform method

The integral transform method as developped by the Bologna Group
goes back to 1968 t BOFFI and MOLINARI, 1968^, and since then
has received application to various physical situations. For a,n
exhaustive bibliography of the period 1968-73 the reader should
refer to ["BOFFI, 1974 J . Some of the most recent applications
are illustrated in the next Chapter IV, whereas other applications,
like, for instances, the ones related to the anisotropy of the
scattering and fission, to the multigroup formulation and to other
fields allied to the neutron transport will not be covered here.
We confine ourselves to the case of isotropic scattering and fis-
sion and to a one speed-model. For a homogeneous body of total
cross section ̂ f dZ5*2̂ -v-2̂  and occupying a volume VcR the total
flux <p (x) is governed by the linear integral equation

Ç.

where

being pv uO the characteristic function of the volume V of the
body. Analogous expression holds for the inhomogeneous source
term S (x) .
If

K 05)=
- where B is a vector parameter - denotes the three-dimensional
Fourier transform of a function h(x) measurable on Ra, , then for
the spatial Fourier transform of Eg. (1) we get

where

1a

4 a

and
vs&^\ _ ^T^V-s-^ C-/R\

4b
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We observe that in both Eqs. (4a) and (4b)

is the transform of the total flux as due to an unit isotropic
pointwise source acting in an infinite homogeneous purely
absorbing medium whose total^macroscopic cross section is
just J^fijf^ , whereas for 5̂p(B - B1) we write

The existence and uniqueness of the solution Cp(B) to Eq. (3)
in a Lebesgue space Lp ( £3 ) (p ̂ 1 ) are straightforwardly
established via Neumann series once the Kernel K (B,B') is

recognized to be of finite double norm III £f /ll< 1 with respect
to Lp (^^ ), provided also the Known term <P̂ {B) belongs to
the some Lebesgue space Lp ( ß^ ) in which the solution q5 (B)
is sought. The double norm j|j K~||| of the Kernel 3c (B,B'),
Eq. (4a), can be expressed as

III K III * &*)-*
and is finite if such are the norms of <¥ " / (B) and 2"SF (B)
in the complementary spaces Lp ( £3 ) and Lq ( Rj ) ( ̂ 4,-f ̂ -^ ) .
Values of p, q, £Sf- / ̂  and V can be then found such that

which is just the sufficient condition for the Neumann series
to converge -with respect to the metrics of Lp ( ßa ) - to the

T* —unique solution CP (B) of Eq. (3) . Since the evaluation of the
general term of the Neumann series is impracticable, an alterna-
tive constructive technique based on the- Kernel factorization must
be invoked.
The central point of the integral transform method is thus to
seek for a bilinear series representation of the factor
<-sx — —p (B-B1) in the r.h.s. of Eq. (6), namely to set

where I cPn._f anĉ  i^A-J" are two infinite countable sequence of
linearly independent functions of appropriate class. Then the
Kernel K (B, B ' ) can be decomposed into the sum

10
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where rt

is a Kernel of finite rank, and

is a Kernel whose double norm can be made as small as desired
as N is taken sufficiently high. _ _
By approximating the given Kernel K (B, B'), Eq. (4a) , with the
Kernel "K" (B, B' ), Eg. (11a) the solution of Eq. (3) becomes matterNof a simple application of the theory of linear integral equations
with Kernels of finite rank. Tne solution to Eq. (3) - associated
to a prescribed N - will be of the form

the N coefficients t ". , IF , .... , Ç being in turn solutions— 1 o 2 -J N
to the system of the N linear algebraic equations

H ^
£- S % j= = b^ ^=^^> Mj
^n- 7>i.=-{ ivm. ̂ ^ ^ ; <•- ' ' S 13

r%x r̂ *where the matrix elements Ct-fi^ and the Known terms b are given by

and

• I 14b
respectively. ~ _
The greater is N, the more accurate is the solution ^̂ (B) given by
Eq. (12), which in the limit of N — *oo will of course reproduce the
exact solution $ (B) of Eq. (3) . Tne formal inversion with
respect to B of both sides of Eq. (12) yields finally the total
flux c|> (x) , solution of Eq. (1) , in tne form

as follows by tne convolution theorem of Fourier transforms
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When the source S (x) is removed, that is, all b = O, then the
condition o± solvability of tne homogeneous system, Eq. (13), is

which constitutes an eigenvalue problem.
As an example the theory is now concisely applied to a parallelepi.
ped of dimension 2
In this case

TT .̂/x. )-i?./o)_-4,T(
along the x. - axis (i = 1,2,3) .

with

ö -K-r

is,

According to tne Geyenbauer-Clebsch formula

L
7T
with

, a, S

Then, in Eq. (11a)

and

and Eq. (11a) itself becomes

With

i rl
S
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the approximation of order N, Eq. 112), is

The Fourier inverse of the needed functions are

Then, with the position ^

the approximate solution in the original domain is

The main problem is to evaluate the matrix element

of the system of Eqs. (13) from which the coefficients
must be extracted. This can be done analytically in the monodimen-
sional cases (plane, spherical and cylindrical) . Numerical results
for the main physical quantities and for the monodimensional plane
and spherical cases have been extensively reported. For the two-and
three-dimensional cases different approximate schemes can be devised
(see also Section 4) .

The direct method

By direct method we mean the method by which the concepts and the
constructive techniques -which in the previous subsection have ûeen
adopted to solve Eq. (3) for the trails-form 4> (B) of the total flux
cp (x) as defined by the original Eq. (1) - are now directly applied
to Eq. (1) itself with Rj replaced by the domain D occupied by
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the body ^PREMUDA, 1970J . In this perspective the physical situa
tion to be dealt with can be significantly generalized. Two further
options can be in fact incorporated in the theory: the first is that the
body may be even inhomogeneous , and the second option is that the
surface delimiting the body considered may be even concave. In this
casa the body can be still regarded as occupying a convex domain D,
Which includes the body surrounded by voids.
Equation (1) for tho total flux becomes now

D

the Kernel of which is given by

18a

where

is the optical distance berween x and y.
The free term q>^ (x) of Eq. (17) is instead given by

- S
D

where the source Q (x) is taken to be a bounded, real, monnegative,
measurable function for x <£ D.
The theory of existence and uniqueness associated with Eq. (17) is
•exposed in j^BOFFI et al., 1973J . Restricting ourselves here to
the problem of constructing a practical solution to Eq. (17), the
following can be said.
We refer to a finite convex domain

D= TT Xt

so that the general coordinate
the corresponding interval l^
a^ and b^ are independet of x-
hand, we verify that

x^ of the point x Ê D ranges in
(a^ , b^) , where the real numbers
and x, with j, 1 j£ i. On the other

-*-«.
20

that is, K (x, y) is summable over
then the infinite countable sequence

for any x É D. We form
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21

f Sl'(x*-)rwhere ' x*- denotes an infinite countable sequence of
polynomials - of degree coincident with their index - which are taken
to be orthonorraalized with respect to the weight functions w^ (x̂ ) .
From the completeness of $ P^ („*<•)} i-n L1 (Ij.) / there follows

the completeness in L,, (D) of ) (S-n<T> ^ (x) £ , which can be in
turn orthonormalized with

22
D

if the general weight function w. (x.) is choosen so that

-x - TT >*•/ 0*1) ^xt - 22a
i -

In force of Eg. (20) and of the completeness of T ̂ Yi^
in L (D) the Kernel K (x, y) - regarded as a function of y alone -

I OJ?can be thus expanded as

the terms of the infinite series being rearranged according to a
single index n.
The coefficients F (x) are given byn

S> ' '

as it can be verified by the orthonormalized relationship, Eq. (22) .
In the form of Eq. (23) the Kernel KSF (x, y) can be decomposed
as done in Eq. (10) for the Kernel K (B, B1) in the transformed
domain so that the approximate solution of Eq. (17) is

rf
tl-C3 ^ /

where the ~>^ s are determined as the solutions to the linear
algebraic system

H
>- Q >~ Li= _ _^> <2 Ç _ t> . 26-ifv tM-s~> "ti"r<\. ^-'rtvi — *n. t
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the matrix element of which being given by

It is evident how the structure of the procedure is very similar
to the one already considered in the case of integral transform
method. In the limit of homogeneous bodies the present Eq. (25) and
the corresponding term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (15) - valid in the
frame of integral transform method -yield equivalent results by
an appropriate choice of the G (x)' s and the _ v^ (B), the inte-
gral transform method often suggesting the G (x)'s to be used
in the direct method even for multiregion systems.

The tensorial method

We illustrate the essence of the tensorial method in the simple -
but relevant - case of a homogeneous isotropically scattering convex
body of finite volume V £ BOFFI and TROMBETTI; 1972, 1973 J . the
storting point is ifepresuhted by the integral transport equation

0 '- S 28a
V ^

for the total flux, and by the expression

28b. •> ^ 'V
for the current density.

In Eqs. (28)

accounts for the nuclear properties of the body.
In tensor ial notations and according to the usual summation convention,
the Taylor series for tfy (x + r) is

= S
oo

where

' Tfl- O
" f >
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are the components of a symmetric_tensor of order n, and JÜ is
the component of the versor -O- = r/r along the Carterian x-*-- ax is
of versor u-, .
Using Eq. (30) in Eg. (2&b) yields for the general component of
the current density vector

. .n > • •

where

XCx
and

' x -t- »? e v 34

Eguations (2>j.) , truncated at the term with n = 1 , reduces to

"T f— \ - Y F) f~~ ̂  d>/'~"~ l OL f~~ \ f^*J "~&( ̂ ' ~(

which can be regarded as a general (tensorial) form of Pick's law,
^> denoting the empty set. When the body is of infinite extent,
the first term on the r.h.s. of Eg. (35) vanishes identically. Then
Eg. (35) becomes a Pick's law in which the diffusion coefficient D
is not any more a scalar, but a second order symmetric tensor
whose components are given by

36
v-x

with

Introducing now Eg. (30) in Eg. (28a) and setting

37

for the total flux we obtain
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If the homogeneous medium is infinite, the usual diffusion equation

V

'x-K 2"a CP f^) ^O 394 (

is extrjicted from Eq. (38) once the series, Eq. (38), is restricted
at the term with n = 2. When the medium is not infinite and for
the same truncation, Eq. (38) would yield

40
«ox '-

that can be regarded as a generalized (tensorial) diffusion equation,
and has constituted an excellent basis for the development of a
tensorial diffusion theory.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL NEUTRON TRANSPORT VIA
KERNEL FACTORIZATION

According to specialists in nuclear design codes, accurate
benchmarks for even idealized three-dimensional problems in
neutronics could be surely useful in testing more flexible and
less accurate codes. We need sometimes, in addition, accurate
ly calculated global transport -quantities like the neutron
escape probabilities from different part of the surface

£CICCON1, 197 6-77 3 of the physical system under consideration,
or the ratio of the maximum to the average critical flux. These
quantities can be used to determine equivalent diffusion para-
meters like extrapolated end points, bucklings and diffusion
coefficient £PISTOCCHI, 1976-7?].
Since in fast reactors scattering anisotropy plays an important
role for core calculations too, in view of a future extension
to a multigroup treatment we started from the anisotropic mono-
energetic neutron transport formulation given, for a homogeneous
finite body, by the third form of the Boltzmann equation
C WEINBERG and WÏGNER, 1958]

^ / 1a
o

where

{TT £ 5.)

is the distance of r from the boundary in the
direction -
This line integral equation can be easily transformed, according
to £ WILLIAMS, 1971J , into the volume integral equation

L +l

V

~_-,i2 'e-
with

cj/Yrc)̂ -' 4- -tV^/^)~Q, {. / ^ T^ / /

2b
xy rc----| J- C - " "I"7"

Once the angular flux is expanded in spherical harmonics according
to

oo 4 Q
i>L
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Cvm-/^\ la projection of Eq. (2a) over the basis s T^ f̂ /f yields the
• - - - < - - = > * • - ^infinite system

j J -of integral equations for the Legendre moments cp (r) of the
angular flux, whose Kernels and free terms are

5a

and

s/
with H^ = (£-r)/jr-r'f

The main difficulty of the system (4) , which is self -consistent,
when confined to n =0,1, 2,.., L and, for each n,
to - n iji+rt , is not so the singularity of tne Kerne "'s as
their dependence on the whole of the three couples of space
variables through the distance between r and r ' , appearing
in the unfactorized parts

of the expression

v
5 ik=o -)L = C>

where

7a

7b
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and

= P „ P, fr! <7-'->f M O. /
By exploiting the integral expression

F̂ l
Oo

in terms of the m-times integrated complementary error function
im erfex, then performing the indicated three-dimensional Fourier
transformation, which factorizes the u-dependent integrand and
finally adopting Gaussian quadrature for the integration in the
u variable, we get

A new method for determining accurately gaussian nodes and weights,
described in QPREMUDA and ZUCCHINI, 1979J, ensures a sufficient
precision to the approximation in (9), provided s be sufficiently
high (e.g., s=16) . Though the Kernel be no more singular -./hen
given by the r.h.s. in (9), nevertheless fc goes to very high
values ( ;£> 1 ) for f'—^ r.
The Kernel factorization allows to rewrite the system (4) in the
form L +e

S S
!̂ o <M.:«£

"" ' ' 10

- C

with

t «VJ l) •
ft«?« jj C* 11 a

and
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The system (10) can be then solved via different methods, in
particular by space spherical harmonics expansion ]T BASSINI et al.,
1979H[ and by tensorial diffusion nodal-modal approach (for this
treatment with Isotropie scattering see ELAND INI et al., 1979 l ).
Along the first approach, the Fourier coefficients in the expan-
sion

with

JF
constitute the vector solution of an algebraic system obtained
by projecting the integral equations of (10) over the basis used in
the series expansion (12). The general element of the matrix in the
above algebraic system can be expressed, according to the Kernels
factorization, as a finite sum of products of three "one-dimensio-
nal" matrix elements of the form t.

which are double integrals analytically evaluated by techniques
similar to those already adopted in Fourier transform method for
slab geometry £BOFFI and MOL IN AR 1, 1968 J £CUPINI et al., 1969^
For any other detail about the calculational algorithm developed
and then translated into a program, tor isötropic scattering,
the reader is referred to t BASSINI et al., 1979J and
[[BASSINI et al., 1977J . Tables and diagrams for subcritical flux
and for critical eingenfunction and eigenvalue, which are enclosed,
should be self-explaining. The accuracy, which is very high for
a 370/168 IBM computer, could be probably improved by refining
the numerical techniques adopted.

As far fas the tensorial diffusion approach applied to the system
(10), we can observe that the general coefficient ß^ ̂ ^ £x/y ̂)
of a derivative in the case of isotropic scattering is -oven simpler
than the matrix element in the previous method, since it can be
expressed as a sum of products of single integrals of the form

*
/ 14

-oi.

which can be easily expressed in terms of small incomplete gamma
functions. Of course, in (14), t= X or t= y or t= z . The fulfil
lement of the infinite order tensorial differential equation
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1\- 7V nrv

X-U ̂  15

t>y the modal expansion

H h HS r* C »- ^ kr» tci5 S £^^ x \y '-e » 16

3 3in (N+1) nodes in thé positive octant yields the (N+1) homoge-
neous equations allowing to determine the coefficients in Eq.(16)
and the A eigenvalue. The translation of the related analytical
algorithms fLANDINI et al., 1979 K into a FORTRAN IV program,
now at an advanced stage, should attain a remarkable reduction
in computing time without any loss in accuracy with respect to
the preceding approach. An interesting problem solved in
£ LANDINI et al., 1979Ü regards the choice of the position of
the nodes. For this problem and any other detail the reader
is referred to f LAND I NI et al., 1979J .
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Tab.I : Comparison between the critical flux profile along the z-axis
of a parallelepiped of half-thicknesses 10, 10 and 0.1
m.f.p.'s and that for a slab of ha If-thickness 0.1 m.f.p. 's.

cr i t ica l c for the p a r a l l e l e p i p e d

3.85148

X

0.0000

y
0.0000

z

O.OOOiJ

0.0125

0.0250

0.0375

0.0500

0.0625

0.0750

0.0875

0. 1000

flux for
parallelepiped

1.00000

0.99749

0.98968

0.97565

0.95391

0.92236

0.87829

0.81840

0.73880

cr i t ica l c for the s lab

3.83031

z

0.0000

0.0125

0.0250

0.0375

0.0500

0.0625

0.0750

0.0875

0.1000

R - /"yo, o,o)/ ?p_7 ; r*s<o)/+8_7 - -^g^ /'yo,

: AR(0)/enJ - 2.0787

flux
for slab

1.00000

0.99661

0.98640

0.96927

0.94494

0.91288

0.87198

0.81964

0.74199

(j, -4,p s

+0.00088

+0.00328

+0.00638

+0.00897

+0.00948

+0.00631

-0.00124

-0.00319

0,0)/OOÛÇ°_7 ,
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Tab. II
Critical flux p rof i les for the pa r a l l e l ep iped of h a l f - t h i c k n e s s e s 10, 10
and 0.1 m. f.p » 's.

X

0.0000

i
l

i
i

0.0000

1.2500

2.5000

3.7500

S. 0000

6.2500

7.5000

8.7500

10.0000
.

y
0.0000

———

0.0000

z

0.0000

0.0125

0.0250

0.0375

0.0500

0.0625

0.0750

0.0875

0.1000

0.0000

t ^

i
: (

total ;
, flux

1.00000

0.99749
» —————— r
0.98968

.

0.97565

'0'. 95 3 9-1

0.92236

0.87829 i

0.81840

0.73880

1.00000

0.98585

0.94331

'0.87211

0.77179

0.64171

Oi.lSlO?

0.28885

0.063S82

i
X

10.0000

tr

»•i

0.0000

1.2500

2.5000

3.7500

5.0000

6 . 2500

7.5000

8.7500

10.0000

y
0.0000

0.0000

z

0.0000

0.0125

0.0250

0.0375

0.0500

0.0625

0.0750

0.0875

0.1000

0.1000

tocal
flux

0.063882

0.065730

0.063256

0.062400

0.061066

0.059119

0.056384... .. ... ,._ ... ........
0.052649

0.047660
—— — . ——

0.73880

0.72832

0.69683

0.64414

0.56994

0.47380

0.35518

0.21340

0.047660 -i

xx

10.0000
1111

0.0000

1.2500

j 2.5000

3.7500

5.0000
l ———————

6.2500

7.5000

8.7500

j 10.0000

y
10.0000

10.0000

z

0.0000

0.0125

0.0250

0.0575

0.0500

0.0625
• . _

0.0750

0.0875

0.1000

0.1000

total
flux

0.0045953

0.004585^

0.0045527

0.0044942

0.0044023

0.0042674

0.0040766

0.0038146

0.0034631

0.047660

0.046976

0.044920

0.041491
• ———————
0.036682

0.030486

0.022R93

0.013890

0.0034631



Tab. Ill: Critical c for a parallelepiped of ha If -thicknesses
10,1 and 0.5 m.f.p.'s versus N and G .

\G
\P

N \

2

4

6

10

1.888622

1.888566

1.888516

11

1.888791

1.888743

1.888702

12

1.888863

1.888817

1.888785

13

1.888858

1.388810

1.888786

14

1.888825

1.888774

1.888755

15

1.888797

1.888745

1.888728

!

16

1
1.888785

1.888732

1.888717

Tab. IV - Critical c for two parallelepipeds of optical half-
-thicknesses 0.5, 1, 10 and 0.5, I,00 for diiferent
N (and G = 16).P

N

2

4

6

8

10

12

M

c for (0.5, 1, 10)

1.888785

1.888732

1.888717

_

c for (0.5, 1,~)

1.883723

1.883691
!

1.883675

1.883668

1.883666

1.883665
11.883664 !
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Tab. V: Subcritical neutron flux, for an Isotropie source
S(r, ft) = l/4ir uniformly distributed in a parallelepiped

of half-thicknesses 10, 1 and 0.5 m.f.p.'s.

X

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0}...,._..
0.0

10.0

y
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

z

0.0

0. 1

0, 2

0.3
\o.o ; 0.4

0.0

1.0
1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

flux
1.35958

1.34370
1.29278

1. 19703
1.04012 ;

0. 79918

0.42527 \

0.30709

X y
0.0 | 0.0

j 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

10.0

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8

1.0

1.0

0.0

z

0.0

0. 0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0—————
0.5

flux

1.35958

1.34659
1. 30044

1. 19957
1.00808

0.67571

0.49795

0.56651
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MIXED METHOD AND SPACE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATIONS

It is known that one of the biggest advantages of Integral Transport
Methods is the direct introduction in the formalism of relevant quantities
like scalar fluxes and other spherical harmonic components. Then the
angular fluxes needed by DSN methods are useless, and the drawbacks of
these methods (negative angular fluxes, ray effects, etc. ) are eliminated.
The integral transport formalism has been therefore applied in the past
whenever a high accuracy was required. Unfortunately two limitations
appeared in practice:

1) the usual numerical schemes involved some crude approximations
like flat sources, discretized transport kernels, etc. and in
order to mitigate them, very narrow space meshes had to be
chosen HO that only reactor cells and very small critical
assemblies could be calculated by this way;

2) the scattering anisotropy could not be easily introduced in the
formalism and therefore shielding calculations were outside
the scope of applications.

As soon as 1970 we could at Würenlingen improve very much the
Integral Transport Methods with respect to these both drawbacks by using
space polynomial approximations for 1. D cylindrical geometry in the
frame of the so-called "mixed method" (LiGOU, 1970). The first results
obtained with the SHADOK code have shown that very large multilayer
systeins (whole reactors and shieldings) could in fact be analyzed with
such improved methods (LIGUUetal , 1972). In the same time the integral
transport equation was solved for homogeneous spheres and slabs by
using various approaches, J. STEPANlKcould show that among about ten
different method« the Legendri1 polynomial approximations, originally
proposed by CAliLVK (19G8), were, by far, the most powerful (STEPANEK,
1972). Moreover MIKA (1909) and BOM (1968) could prove that the
Integral Transform Method (A.SAOKA.1968) and the Carlvik approach were
exactly the same. All these results could explain why the SIIADOK code
was faster than DSN codes although rather low degree polynomials were
included.

It has been therefore decided in 1972 to develop a general formalism
Buitiible for the three 1 1)-geometries in which any kind of polynomial
approximation or scattering anisotropy is assumed in each zone. On the
other hand the basic ideas of the mixed method have been used as much
as possible what leads to a much simpler formalism as shown below.

Space polynomial approximations have also been proposed by BOSEVSKI
(1970) for cell calculations and isotropic scattering.

1. The Mix-ed M e t h o d

In order to make clearer the main features of the mixed method,
let us consider the plane geometry and one energy group (the extension
to multigroup schemes is straightforward). We assume moreover some
degree of scattering anisotropy what increases the complexity of the
usual integral transport formalism.
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For an isolated system one has the following set of integral equations
(STEPANEK.1972, 1974):

r 2m+l

m=0

J d x ' q (x ' ) e (x ,x ' ) f° ^ P ( l ) •
" l e

(D

P (I)e-T ( x ' x < ) u
m u

in which T(X, x1) represents the optical thickness (between x and x1)
and e is given by:

1 for x > x1

, , .e +m . .(-1) for x < x1

The emission rate q (x) is calculated from the flux and source
Legendre components:

If the order of anisotropy is L, L integral equations should be solved
simultaneously.

On the other hand one can write the usual differential equations
governing the spherical harmonics as follows:

( 2 e + i ) dx ' (2e+i ) dx ' - t
x~'*e ( x ) = qe (x) (3)

where q = 0 if g > L. If the Eq. 3 is written for g = 0, 1, . ... L-1
C

one obtains a set of L equations with (L+l) unknowns (cp0, cp1, . . . ,
cpT ). Therefore another equation must be found; there are two
possibilities:

1. Eq. 3 is used once more by assuming that cpT , . = 0, this is the
usual P, approximation.

2. One of the exact integral Eq. (1) is used (e = 0 for instance) and solved
simultaneously with the L rigorous differential Eq. 3 (gs L-l).

The last method is called the "mixed method". The main properties of
this method are as follows:

1. Compared to the PL method no flux component ( $ ) is
neglected; therefore, the value of L \vill be fixed only by
the characteristics of the scattering kernel and not by
the flux anisotropy.

2. Compared to the pure integral methods, Eq. (1), the accuracy
is the same but the number of required integral equations is
smaller, 1 compared to (L + l).

Numerically, the advantages of the mixed method are quite evident and
it is strange that such an approach has been neglected in most of the
numerical methods based on integral transport theory, except sometimes
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for linear anisotropy (L = l) where the balance equation has been used
(BRUN, 1971).

As a first example it is interesting to see how the Collision Probability
(CP) method can be reformulated. One.usually starts from Eq. 1, the
space integral being split into layers over which the "flat source approx. "
is made: q (x1) ~ q i . A double integration is then performed over

x1 in the mesh i and over x in the mesh j. Finally one has to solve:

with the transport coefficients:

f m 2m-H r. p . T du r„ . l .
Ag ( j , i ) = — g — — J J dx dx1

 e (x, x ' ) . J — [P£(-)

i 3

p ( I ) e - T ( x ' x l ) u l with V.= x . -x . , (5)m u J 1 1 i - l

If, on the contrary, the Eq. 3 is integrated over meshes the § (x.)

are connected to the q^ in a simpler way, but in order to close the
system supplementary equations are needed. Setting x = x., 8=1 in
Eq. 1 a single integration over x' will lead to:

L J

where

, . . . l l l
i V. 1i

With the mixed method (Eq. 6-7), only (L+l ) matrices J x J must be
calculated instead of (L+l)2 with the usual approach (Eq. 4-5). Moreover
the probabilities P,m are much easier to compute than the coefficients

A . Finally one can show, by using Eq. 2, that the scalar fluxes |0
are solutions of a I x I system of linear equations. The scattering
anibotropy terms can be completely eliminated.

For cylindrical and spherical geometries similar improvements can
be achieved what allows some degree of scattering anisotropy (L = 5 for
example). One is no longer limited to linear anisotropy ( L = l ) as it
resulted in practice from the usual integral transport approach
rfAKAHASHI, 1966).

The layer thickness must be still small since, the "flat source approx.
has been kept and there is no improvement to expect on this side. One
can see in the next section how this la'st drawback can be removed by
using space polynomial approximations.
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2 . S p a c e P o l y n o m i a l A p p r o x i m a t i o n s

Let us still consider the plane geometry for the sake of simplicity.
The emission rate q1 (x1) is now expanded into Legendre polynomial

series (LP) in each layer (i):

•*• / i \ \ •" V ' A T-* r / i \ 1 * / n \3 (x1) = ) ——— P [y . (x ' ) ] q (8a)m _i_, .s v i m, v
v ' ~ 0

Vv'= -T A~ pv- &i<*'>:i t i ( x l ) d x l (8b)
xi

x-x.
with y.(x) = 2 ——— - 1 for a mesh size A..

Similar expressions hold for $ (x) and Si (x) so that the unknown
flux components $L have now three indices. If one uses only the integral
equation (1) the double integration over x and x1 will lead to a very
complicate'- formalism:

J L N(m, i)
1 V"1 X- V** = y y y ' A^'U.W , m8, v L, L, L, £, v m,v

i=l m=0 v ' =0

where the new A' will be computed with Eq. 5 in which the product
P [y.(x)] • P , [y . (x ' ) ] is introduced in the integrand. For the

cylindrical geometry similar equations have been derived (LIGOU, IAEA,
1972) and although its complexity TAKEOl (1973) has proposed such an
approach for cell calculations.

Here also the mixed method allows a considerable reduction of the
computational work. The detailed derivations are given by J. STEPANEK
(oct. 1972, Jan. 1974). The main features are as follows. First the
differential equations (3) are multiplied by P [y.(x|] and integrated over

V J

x from x. to x. + A . , there results:
J 3 3

;-l
u 3 v M+2v,n «3 1LAe+i,v L ( v } Vi,v' J2e+i L e+i.v L Te+i.v' J 2e+i L e-i.v

v' = 0

v-
_ V

irl • _ A.E . A.
- -V *L= f qL (10)

where
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With these equations the spatial moments $ can be computed

from the boundary values $ (x.) given by the integral equation (1)
for x = x. : -1.

3

2v'+l

m = 0 i=l v' = 0

oo
1 , -r-, r / I \ l / I \ n ^U T> / 1 \. dx' P . [ y . ( x ' ) Je (x, x1) — 1 ( — ) •

i v i i u 2 u
with

(12)

where T. . = T (x., x.)
J J

The generalized probabilities have three indices instead of four
(Eq. 9) and only single integrations (over x1) appear in the formalism,
but above all, the properties of LP lead to many useful recursive
formulae so that one has to compute only P0> v (j, i) for

v1 £ 2 ( L + N ) + 1. Even in this case most of the numerical integrations
can be avoided (STEPANEKA974). Any kind of external boundary condition
can be easily incorporated in the formalism.

The analysis of Eq. 10 leads to another important result which has
been derived before for spherical and cylindrical geometries (L1GOU,
1972, 1973). Let us assume that the boundary moments are known
from Eq. 11 for es M + l, then the Eq. 10 provides $3 for i < M,

i . . 8 , 0
f 1 for e sM-1 , etc. Finally one gets fj only for e= 0 (scalar flux).

c, A c> *•••
One can therefore write:

N(m, i) = M(i) - m (13)

Such an equation is quite accq>table because the qm importance
decreases with m in Eq. 11 and a good approximation of ihe spatial
behaviour qm(x) becomes less important as m increases.

The time of computation will be roughly the same with or without
scattering anisotropy (provided the Eq. 13 is fulfilled) since the f*
fol' tu ^ 0 will U1 produced In any case as intermediate results m'V
before the last $* can bo obtained.o, v

One should also notice that space approximations are only applied
to the sources qm in Eq. 1. Because of the space integration an accurate
distribution is not necessary for qm(x) (this is the philosophy of the
CP methods where N = 0 is assumed). Such truncated expansions (Eq. 8a)
were not used in the derivation of the Eq. 10 which are rigorous.

The same method has been appliud to other l D geometries (LIGOU,
1 973, STEPANEK, 1975). It has been found that the integrations required
by the generalized collision probabilities are more easily performed
when the truncated expansions are written, for a. - < r <r a. , as
follows: : 1

m N(K,m, i )

'I Wr2)]cWw
v' = 0
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where a. 1 and a. are respectively the inner and the outer radii of

the shell (i). The argument of the LP are now given by:

2 r2 , . . . „ , ~i /, -, ... i-1r 9 r2 -i
y.(r2) = ^%- - ( I 4 , i ? ) l l-a.? with
l L &. ! J l_, _ a.i i

Although the Eq. 10-11 become more complicate, many recursive
formulae can be derived so that the computation of the generalized CP
remains tractable. Moreover, as for plane geometry, the mixed method
allows further improvements. The space moments for e ^ 0 can be
in principle eliminated from the final equations which only involve the
scalar flux moments ( $1 , ). One has therefore to solve a "compacto, o, v
system" N . J x N . J, and its size is such that generally the Gauss
elimination technique can be used, then the inner iterations are complete-
ly avoided and a high accuracy is achieved.

3 . N u m e r i c a l A p p l i c a t i o n s

As said before the :'irst version of the SHADOK code was completed
in 1970 for cylindrical geometries with a three terms polynomial
approximation (N = 2) and a linear scattering anisotropy ( L = l ) . Multi-
group calculations have shown that, even for deep penetration problems,
such an approach was very powerful. Later on a more accurate version
(N = 3) was extended to the spherical geometry (UDOCJ, 1972-1973) and
it came out that the introduction of a fourth term in the qm expansions
could allow much thicker layers (5 to 10 m. f. p) and a now reduction
of the computation time was achieved.

These codea were still restricted to PI scattering, but most reactor
calculations are usually made in the frame of such an approximation
(even in PO). The second extension deals with plane geometry with no
restriction on space alid scattering approximations (STEPAMiK,1972J 1974).
The SHERLOCK code based en this general formalism (see the previous
sect. ) has been successfully applied to many shielding problems».

More recently the limitations of the SHADOK codes have bo<»n
suppressed. In fact a new code SIIALOC'K, based on a more involved
formalism, has been ekilmt'ated (STEPANtTK,197D). Now with SllfiRLOCK
for plane geometry and Hl iALQCK for «spherical and cylindrical guoniutry
all 1 D-trunsport problems carl bo solved for any scattering unisotropy
and l'Or complex multilayers arrangements. For all practical situations
the SN methods could be replaced by the proposed inu-^ral transport
methods* and the reduction of the computation time should be at lenBt
a factor five (in many cases more than 10) as shown below with a
few L'xamples dealing with large systems.

(SHERLOCK code)

A fission neutron source is embedded in a water shield, the scattering
anisotropy is therefore important. The plane source is situated on the
left boundary of the shield which is 120 cm thick.

*A11 these codes use the same data as ANISN the most
popular DSN code
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Seven group calculations were performed and the codes SHERLOCK and
ANISN were compared (STEPANEK, 1974). In the following the approximations
are labelled by Sn/J for ANISN and N/J for SHERLOCK where J is the
number of meshes, N the number of Legendre polynomials (in space)
and Sn the number of directions. The flux variations in ti o seventh group
represent 7 to 8 orders of magnitude, but SHERLOCK requires only
6 layers with a P3 approximation in space (the usual CP method would
have required 100 layers at least, without scattering alü.^otropy). The
4/6 approximation gives the same results on the right boundary (less
ihan 0. 2% difference.'), Comparing the ANISN and the SILERT-OCK results
one sees that only S^ calculations are accurate enough. Coillparing the
cases 3/6 with 24/122 it comes out that for PQ scattering approximation
ANISN requires about 10 times more computing time than SHERLOCK
and for the E, approximation about 6 times. Again SHERLOCK is more
accurate.

On the other hand, the computation time with the mixed method does
not increase with scattering anisotropy as it could be feared with normal
integral transport treatment (Fig. 1). In this figure the computation time
for the case N/J = 3/G calculated by SHERLOCK is compared with the
computation times for 16/122 and 24/122 cases computed by ANISN.
The relative accuracies are also quoted. In this version of SHERLOCK
a dimple iterative scheme was used to calculate the flux from the
integral transport matrix. Both, from this and from a programming
point of view, this versioh could be improved what has been done
recently.

code)

Among the fast critical assemblies, Zl'R-3-48 is one of the largest.
The composition is very similar to that of a plutonium fueled LMFBR.
For an accuracy of 0. 1% on the eigenvalue one needs at leat.t S^ and
40 points with ANISN and only four layers (with N = 3) with SHADOK
which is six times faster (LKOJ, 1973). For smaller assemblies
(GODIVA, TOPSY, e tc . ) the differences between ANISN and SHADOK
are, of course, more pronounced (factor 20 to 50 1 ).

The central reactivity worth experiments have been analyzed fdr this
assembly, Two eigenvalue calculation« must be performed, with and
without t i ic central sample. The A k values can ho in the range of 0. 1%
for less) und ihcroforo the kpj.j. must bo i 'ulculuted wi th 5 ot1 6 figures.

This is possible with SHADOK which uses the Gauss method (or a matrix
inversion).' With , \NISK this is very difficult because of the inner iteration
procedure ( 1 0 ~ » difference on the last two iterations can mean 10"4 error
on the eigenvalue). For this reason the perturbation theory has been widely
used to solve this problem with DSN codes, but sometimes this is not '
correct since the local perturbations can be large.

Shielding calculations have also been performed. For example the deep
penetration of neutrons in water has been analyzed for a point mono-
energetic source. With 20 shells, 15 decades of flux variation were
obtained in one run (GANAPOL,oct, 1972). For the same acc;,acy the
ANISN calculations required a bootstrapping technique (several runs) and
a longer time of computation. Therefore, from the point of view of
storage, the proposed method seemt> more attractive.

Similar examples dealing with the cylindrical geometry (whole reactor
and shielding calculations) have led to the same conclusions. The usual
statement: "the integral transport methods are only suitable for systems
with small optical thicknesses" is therefore quite wrong. Finally one
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should notice that the number of energy groups ha^ no influence on the
above conclusions.

4 . O t h e r a p p l i c a t i o n s o f t h e i n t e g r a l
t r a n s p o r t f o r m a l i s m

New form of the BN Equations (J. LIGCU, 1974)

The calculation of broad-group cross sections requires the within-group
fluxes which are generally obtained from the BJJ approximation. In this
method, the spatial dependence of the angular flux in a homogeneous
medium is approximated by a cosine or exponential factor. The "mixed
method" developed for multilayer systems leads to a very simple
formalism. The usual BJVJ equations are:

N
(2n+ l )A ( y ' f E M ) Q (E) (15)

n=0 l

n, m ^ N

where B2 is the buckling. The A arc» calculated th rough a recursive
formula. The Pn form of the P.oltzmann equation is very simple for
infinite Homogeneous systems u hen the space distributions are only
defined by the buckling:

B(n+l) $ , ( E ) - B n * . (EH (2n+l )£. (E) * (E) = (2n+l) a (E)n+J n- i t n "
(16)

n <. N-l

These N equations involve (N+l ) unknowns, only one Bj^ equation
(m=0) is therefore needed.

After several eliminations one obtains;

- N B $ N _ 1 ( E ) + ( 2 N + l ) Y N ( - | - ) ï t ( E ) $ N ( E ) = (2N+1) q^ÇE) (17)

n= 1,3,... N

(18)

Y (y) = — i7-\Yo^' tan"1 (y)

The set of Eq. 16-17 is identical to the usual B^j formalism (Eq. 15)
but it is as simple as the P^ equations in which $Ta+i = °
in Eq. 16 or YN

 = 1 in E<3- 1?-
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The usual approach for computing the diffusion coefficients fails for
two reasons: (a) the voided region is located at the cell boundary, and
(b) the pitch is such that two-dimensional infinite gapt. extend through
the reactor. For an infinite lattice, the diffusion coefficient will diverge,
which means that, in principle, the diffusion theory is no longer valid.
This fact has been more or less forgotten because moat theories assume
cylindrical cells and therefore remove this difficulty artificially. Introducing
the real height of the reactor tu the beginning, a new theory of the
streaming, which generalizes the usual approach has been developed;
it appeared in the diffusion coefficient a buckling dependent term which
diverges slowly for an infinite lattice. Fortunately, this term is small
for usual reactor Hizes, and one may, therefore, continue to use
diffusion theory for practical calculations. Let us consider an hexagonal
lattice with the pitch 0, then tho problem arisen only when

-r— s > 2a where 2a is the fuel pin diameter.I .—
If we set e = —z—s-2a (the thickness of the two-dimensional infinite

gaps) we obtain for the diffusion coefficient:

where B2 is the axial buckling.

For tight lattices (e < 0) one has to set e = 0 and the above equation
provides the usual diffusion coefficient Do (which depends of course on
the geometry). For large pitches ( e > 0 ) a slightly buckling dependent
term appears in the formalism but only a rough value of this buckling
is needed before reactor calculations can be undertaken. Finally a is
a dimensionless quantity which is obtained through numerical calculations
(in a large domain we have found o. ̂  0.077).

2D Geometries

The extension of the mixed method to complex systems in 2D geometry
is extremely complicate. It is usually thought that is better to restrict
such an approach to the computation of the fluxes inside 2 D coarse
meshes by making some assumptions on the incoming angular fluxes. In
other words the integral transport methods can provide the transfer
matrices for each mesh and afterwards the connections between these
meshes are made more or less in the same way as it appears in DSN
codes. For this reason these methods (surface currents, QPj\r, etc. )
are discussed in the Chapter IV.
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POINTWISE REPRESENTATION

l . Introduction
Accurate numerical transport theory approaches (as higher

order Sn, P , C and also Monte Carlo) may become impractical
for repeated calculations in lattice cell burnup studies, due
to large computing time. On the other hand, the diffusion the-
ory methods cannot be applied, due to strong absorbing properties
and relatively small size (compared to the mean frcs path) of the
lattice cell components. An effective approach to override these
difficulties in burnup calculations could be the use of the col-
lision probability methods based on integral transport theory
(Pop-Jordanov,1974) .

The cell under investigation may be devided into K zones
(each with spatially constant cross sections) . The integral tran-
spoi't equation then becomes:

v £,E>= £ f dVT(r'*riE) [sk<£?E> + T
'k

Where the indices i and k denote individual zones related tö r
and r_" respectively.

ïf one assumes that the flux and the source within each of
the tones are spatially constant, then *v^£.*' E*)* ̂ (E') and
Sk(r_*, E) « 3j(E) . With this assumption the space averaging
yiealds:

K
*i

The factor multiplying the square brackets is the transport
coefficient Tj,^, which can be simply expressed through the col-
lision probability Pĵ -

Thus, by the collision probability method, in the flat
flux approximation, the space-and -energy dependent integral
transport equations (1) are reduced to merely energy dependent
ones (2) . The obtained system of pquations (2) can be and is
effectively used for calculating the thermal, resonance and fast
neutron flux and relevant parameters in lattice cells.

The energy dependence niciy be treated by standard multi-
group technique, which, in face, is an analogue in energy space
to multizone technique.

The typical example of the multizone-multigroup integral tran-
sport theory approach is the THERMOS method (Honeck, 1960) . A
version of THERMOS has been used at the Boris KidriC Institute
as well (Bosevski et al. 1967, Matauâek et al. 1978).
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In determining the scattering kernel the free gas model
to describe the dynamics of the scattering system was applied,
but of course any molecular modtjl can also be used (Stamm "1er
et al., 1966, Markovic", 1974). For the transport kernel determina-
tion the cell boundary conditions may be either specular reflection,
1.e. zero net current, or isotropic reflection, i.e. white bounda-
ry (see e. g. Edlund, 1973 »Mtiparmakov, 1978) . The calculation of
these kernels takes the ina^or part of the computing time, and a
lot of efforts have been made to reduce it.
2. Space- and_ - energy__POJ n t rpnrcsnntat Ion

An alternative approach to the d^criV-"* multj zone-multi-
group representation is the point-wise representation of both space
and energy variables (Boscvski et al., 1070, 1072, 1973, Pop-Jurda-
nov et al. 1972) .

The integral transport equation written for any region k'
and interval n', from the space consisting of K regions and energy
range of N intervals has the following form (partially analogous
to equation (1)):

K
* /„'r.*\ - =! JdV T(r

n=l
n-1

The space regions may correspond to the material regions of the
rc-.ictor cell, an-1 the energy interval« can be su i tably chosen ac-
cotdin-, to fhf variations oC -„TOSS" sections -«».d fluxet with energy.
In any case, t i t - n>un v er of re.| lonn nncl int'e.-vnl a is small (nor-
mally less ihnr. t on ) .

As vras "u'nr toned in tfv provinur section, in t roduct ion of
the multizone-iiui Itiqroup r<. r - r o K u n L a t ion i<-> h<ir.uij ^n suSxJividinq

tho space regions and energy intervals into zones and groups
and subsequent averaging over the 2ones and groups. The introduc-
tion of the pojnt-wise representation, however, is based on expan-
ding the neutron source and flux (in the right-hand side of
equation ( 3 ) ) in finite series of arbitrary polynomials:

Mk
S. <r.,E-> = Ï Pm(r)5'n(E")

m=l k ~ k

* " M)
M. is the number of prédéterminée points in tne space zone "k" and
L the number of predetermined points in the energy interval
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The distribution of energy and space points (within zones
and intervals) can be conveniently chosen with the aim of obtain
ing the most accurate integral reaction rate (Bosevski, 1970) .

Applying these expansions,, the integral transport equation
is finally transformed into the following general linear algebra
ic form: K M,

[s-«-,

En
(5)

E „n-1

• J dV T(r.r-»i:'>pm(r)t» K •—•
Compared to the space-zone-energy group equations the same structur«
is obtained avoiding the flat-flux and group-averaging approxima-
tions.

Introducing in (5) successively all values of predetermined
space and energy points, a system of £M. times EL linear
algebraic equatjons is obtained. The solution of this system
provides discrete flux values at the chosen set of spacu and
energy points, i.e. expansion coefficients $ '

In this method (PEPT)several ontions arenintroduced:
(a) For the spaco interpolation function there are?

- Option c.i.1: even degree in "r" :
- Option a.2: Lagran<ja polynomial in even degree in "r":

Mk 2 2n (r '-rf)
•î - -t 3- « «

(b) For the energy interpolation function there are:
- Option b.l:. Lagrange polynomial form:

Ln

n
- Option b.2: Laguerie polynomial treatment, as in ANTER

(Pop-Jordanov , 1963), resulting. in:

P s Qt (E) from b.l
JV j îl

M (E) is Mexwellian.
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Table I demonstrates some results for heavy and light water
cells. DISKRET is an approximate version of SEPT, corresponding
to the mentioned option a.l« Disadvantage factors obtained by
SEPT are compared with standard Collision Probability method (CP)
and Carlvik'ä (1967) Discfete Integral Transport (DIT). As can
be seen, the convergence of SEPT is superior. In particular, evem
9 points yield bettor results than 30 heavy water ci- 20 light
watör zones of the standard CP method.

The results of the SEIT for the flux distribution in the Yu-
goslav RA reactor cell (having nine material zones) have shown to
be in very good agreement with Monte-Carlo calculations (Koci<5,
1974) .

Summarizing it can be said that SEPT method hns several fa-
vourable characteristic}-,, resulting from the basic idea of seeking
the actual flux values ftt the corresponding space and energy points
Somes of those advantages are related to physics, the other to nume-
rica.

Concerning physics, the discretization principle eliminates
the necessity of assuming mean flux values and constant nuclear
properties in space subzones, which is otherwise common to standard
CP and orht'r multà^one procedures. In addition, instead of group-
averaged nuclear constants uned in multigroup procedures, the propo
ed approach requires only the basic energy-dependent data. Parti-
cularly, an appropriate treatment of low-energy resonance is en-
abled. All these characteristics contribute to an increase in the
accuracy of theoretical results and, in addition, enable direct
comparison with experiments.

Concerning numerics, the number of space and energy points
is less than a half of the number of subzones and groups, for
the same accuracy. Simultaneously, the energy transfer matrix does
not depend on buznup, since no spectrum dependent group scattering
cross sections are involved.. As a result, the mathematical model
converges very rapidly, which is particularly important for burn-
up programmes, where lattice-spe.ctrum recalculation is necessa-
ry (Pop-Jordanov, 1973) .

The collision probability applications described in this and
the previous section are based entirely on the integral tran-
sport theory. However, it was shown to be very efficient to com-
bine the collision probabilities (in the highly absorbing fuel
region) with other types of neutron balance equation (in the rest
of the cell). Two approaches of that kind, concerning thermal
neutron range and suitable for inclusion in lattice cell burnup
codea/are» the numerical SPECTROX method (Leslie, 1963) and the
analytical ANTER method (Pop-Jordanov, 1965) . More details &nd
some extensions may be found in Stamm'1er ei al., (1966), while
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the connections with coll burnup codes are quoted in Pop-
Jordanov (1969).
3 • Spaeu-poj.nt energy^group representation

An improved Space-Point Energy-Group Integral transport
theory method (SPEC) is developed and applied to the local and
global calculations of the Yugoslav RA reactor. Compared to other
integral transport theory methods, the SPEC distinguishes by":
(1) the arbitrary order of tho polynomial, (2) the effective de-
termination of integral parameters through point flux values,
(3) the use of neutron balança condition as a posterior measure of
the accuracy of the calculation and (4) the elimination of the
subdivisions into zones in realistic cases (Bosevski et al. , 1974, 1975« )

The study was performed on three test problems in plane and
cylindrical geometry, as well as on the nine-region cell of the
RA reactor (Table II). In particular, the limitations of the in-
tegral transport theory including its non-applicability to optical-
ly large material regions and to global reactor calculations were
examined.

The transport coefficients T in the multi^one-multi-Ki ,g
group equation have non-zero values for all k and i (since in the
integral transport theory oach zone contributes to all other zones),

9so that the number of these coefficients is K*" for each energy
grv/up g. In plane geometry the computing time will be proportional
to K , and in cylindrical geometry to K . Therefore, the multizone
iriEëgral transport theory is, in principle, unsuitable for the
treatment of optically large material regions, requiring a subdi-
vision into a large number of zones. The problem is different in
the case of integro-differential methods, where only adjacent coeffi-
cients are interconnected (Askew, 1972).

However, the introduction of the pointwise representation
of the space variables with the polynomial interpolations provides
some possibilities of accelerating the integral transport calcula-
tions. Instead of subdividing the material regions iàto zones with
spacially constant flux and source, in the pointwise collision
probability representation (CPN) the neutron flux and source are
approximated by polynomials of N-th order, resulting in discrete
flux valuos at the chosen set of space points. Consequently> CPU
corresponds to the standard (flat rlux) dollisioh probability ap-
proach, the CPl to the "linc-ar" £lux approximation and the CP2
to the three-point approximation.

The intc-.tral transport equation in the space-point energy-
group (SPEGï représentation would be (Boëevski et al.,1974,
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Pop-.Tordanov et al., 1975):
R_ N^+l G

~~l p'-i I r 'P*'9 cT7=i r */ 9 '•*? r ' p ' f9 ' j f'p*-*rp,g
(6)

r- l ,2, . . .R; p = 1 , 2 , . . . N +1-; y = 1 ,2 , . . .G

_ _ . , -

~

where R denotes the total number of material regions, and Nr the
order of the polynomial in the region r. This multipoint-roulti-
Sroup equation is similar in structure to the multizone-tnultigroup
equation, the flat flxix-and -source assumption being avoided.

Rearranging trie above equation (6) as to include into the
source term the scattering from other groups, small systems of
multipoint algebraic equations for each energy group are obtained.
The systems are suitable for solving by standard source iteration
procedure, Vvnich in our case has shown to be fast-convergent
(2-3 iterations for cell criticality calculations).

Comparing the SPEC with other existing multigroup polynomial
interpolation methods (as the "linear" or parabolic flux interpola-
tion) it should be mentioned that the difference between them is not
only in the polynomial order, but also in the procedure of determi-
ning the integral parameters of the regions. Namely, in the SPEC
the integral characteristics of the material regions are determined
by quadrature formulas of CJaussian type (thus minimising the neces-
sary number of points). Therefore, the interpolation polynomials
of arbitrary order are used only to transform the integral equation
into a system of linear algebraic equations, and not for the inte-
gral parameter's determination. These are determined by the nume-
rical integration using the obtained flux values in the chosen set of
integration points.

Another specific feature of the SPEC is that, contrary to
Other methods, the neutron balance fcondition is not supposed to
be satisfied in advance. Consequently, the investigation of its
fulfilment serves as a posterior measure of the accuracy of cal-
culation. In this way the necessary number of iterations in the
burnup calculations of a given cell is reduced to one, while the
other methods require at least three iterations.

Tables Itl and IV comprise the results of CPN and Monte
Carlo calculations of the thermal neutron flux irt the RA reactor
oeli. In the Monte Carlo eatintatiohfl of tha neufctfoh flux ifi «pace
points, the point flux estimator teehnicjue had to be used, whllo
for the mean flux values the standard weighted track length estima-
tor was simply applied (Kocid, 1975).

The SPEC procedure was applied to the calculation of the
space and energy flux distributions of the same cell using 26
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Bofsdarenko groups. The results 6or the resonance groups arc pre-
sented in Fig. 1 The same procedure was used in calculating
tho infinite smltip] icatior) factor and the material buckling
for different lattice pitches (Fi-f.2). The results for the material
buckling are in good agreement with the expérimenta 1 values
(Raiaic* et al, 1963) (except for very small lattice pitches, where
the experimental values were disturbed due to tho small core
in a large reflector).

The previous results, indicating the applicability of the
multipoint integral transport theory to cells with optically large
regions, suggested the introduction of the SPEC method to the
global reactor calculation. This step was additionally supported
by the satisfactory agreement (within 0.001 in keff)between the

CPN results for both the plane geometry and for the cylindrical
geometry (of large radius) simulating this plane geometry.

Fig. 3 shows some results obtained by SPEC for the two-
group radial flux distribution of the RA reactor (lattice pitch
13 cm). The influence of the central experimental channel is clear-
ly pronounced.

It is commonly stated that the integral transport theory,
contrary to the integro-differential one, is not suitable for the
optically large material regions and for the global reactor cal-
culations. The multipoint approach seems to provide a good starting
point to overcome these limitations of the integral transport
theory,

4. Some additional improvements
a) An effective method of solving integral transport equa-

tion with anisotropic scattering has been developed. Instead of
solving the complete problem (as was done e.g. in the disserta-
tion of Ligou, 1973 and Sanches, 1974), here only isotropic part of
the flux was firstly determined, and then the equation correspond-
ing to the correction has been solved. The idea is analogous to
solving the energy dependent problem in the ANTER method (Pop-Jor-
danov, 1965) . In this way the system of linear equations has been
diminished, as well as the numbef of corresponding moments.

Applying thö Galerkin method, the moments for the anisotro-
pic part of the flux have been represented in terms of isotropic one
expressed through special functions. Thus, all moments can be cal-
culated exactly and simply, avoiding numerical integration. Satis-
factory results for escape probabilities were obtained (tiâdunovid,
1977).

b) The error introduced by replacing the actual cell by a
Wigner-Seit2 cell with certain boundary conditions, especially
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In case of closely packed reactor lattices, iß a subject of recur-
ring interest and have been studied by many authors« An effective
boundary condition based on the zero neutron current and fche zero
derivative of the scalar flux on the outer surface of the cylindri-
cal cell was proposed (Altiparmakov, 1978). In this way the neutron
flux distribution for an arbitrary boundary condition may be ob~
tained by solving the integral transport equation for vacuum bounda-
ry condition and «sing the neutron balance condition.

Disadvantage factor calculations of the Thie lattice cells
are carried out. Comparisons with the previous results obtained
by various boundary conditions and various methods for Wigner-
Seitz cell as well as two-dimensional methods for actual cell
are performed. The proposed boundary condition has shown to be
more effective and more accurate in respect to others, particular-
ly in the case of small optical dimensions of the moderator.

In fast neutron transport calculations the effect of
boundary conditions becomes more prominent for the other types
of cells and the application of the proposed boundary condition
is particularly recommended.

c) In the frame of cooperation with Saclay, France, a
procedure for solving twodimensional integral transport equation
using Galerkin method has been developed. The procedure was
applied to cells with plate fuel elements, in finite or infinite
repeating media, with or without internal symmetries, and assum-
ing Isotropie sources and scattering (Stankoviski, 1977) .

Based on the developed procedure, programme TIVOLI has been
written, whose multigroup version is included in the well known
French code APOLLO.

The twodimensional integral transport equation was also
solved using a double sampling Monte Carlo approach. A computer
programme KASETA was developed and applied to light water assem-
bly calculations {Kocid, 1979).
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T A B L E I

CELL FLUX RATIOS BY DIFFEi^NT METHODS

moderator/Ä fuel in a Heawy Water CellNT
5
7
9
11
14
16
18
13
30

5
7
9

1114
16
18
19
30

14e
8

10
12
20

* ~ '

CP DÎT
1.80053

1.64345 1.75907
1.G77G5 1.74949
1.69691 1.74544
1.7078G 1.74339
1.72135 3.74160
1.73359 1.74042
1 cladding/"5 fuel in
CP DIT

1.32626
1.29596 1.32936
1.30986 1.33345
1.31796 1.33556
1.32340 1.33656
1.32861 1.33735
1.33419 1.33768

"(f> moderator/1 fuel in
CP DIT

1.13929 1.14625
1.14000 1,14262
1,14028 1.14152
1.14038 1.14110
1.14048 1.14093
1.14062 1.14075

Absorption/Source -
NT
S7
9

1114
16
18

Heawy Water Cell NT
0.92049 4
0.97025 6
0.98539 8
0.99314
0.99702
0.99929
0.99999

DISCRET
1.68544
1.72602
1.73344
1.73657
1.73794
1.73493
1.68000
2.04858

SEPT
1,'68541
1.72619
1.73367
1.73683
1.73830
1.73911
1.73940
1.73936

a Heawy Water Cell
DISCRET
1.34382
1.33673
1.33678
1.33688
1.33716
1.33825
1.33100
1.42368

SEPT
1.34392
1.33685
1.33691
1.33702
1.33709
1.33722
1.33728
1.33729

!
a Light Water Cell
DISCRET
1.13805
1.139S3
1.14018
1.14044
1.14055

SEPT results
Light Water

0.978480.99250
1.00008

SEPT
1.13804
1.13953
1.14065

M

Cell
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TABLE ïi
GEOMETRY AND COMPOSITION OF THE MATERIAL REGIONS OF
RA REACTOR CELL

Region Material Outer Density Concentra-
radius (cm) (p/cm ) î-0?, a(10 cm )

1 D20(0.25%H20) 1.05 1.105 D
0
H

2 Al 1.20 2.699 Al
3 D20(0.25%H20) 1.45 1.105 D

0
H

4 AI 1,55 2.699 Al
5 U (2% U235) 1.75 18.700 U238

U235

6 Al 1.85 2.699 Al
7 D20(0.25%H20) 2.05 1.105 D

0
H

0 Al 2.15 2.699 Al
9 D20(0.2S%H20) 7.3341l 1.105 D

0
H

6.64489
3.33077
0.01665
6.02933
6.64489
3.33077
0.01665
6.02933
4.63914
0.09588
6.02933
6.64489
3.33077
0.01655
6.02933
6.64489
3.33077
0.01655

TABLE ni
THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX IN SPACE POINTS OF RA REACTOR CELL

Radius (cm)
0.0
0.840
1.125
1.252
1.397
1.500
1.564
1.616
1.684
1.736

H-C
144.38
142.08
139.90
138.21
135.28
132.67
128.94
127.72
128.85
133.57

CPN
144.42
142.31
139.59
138.68
136.08
132.29
128.33
127.21
129.34

Radius (cm)
1.800
1.892
2.008
2.100
2.284
2.832
3.718
4.789
5.860

134.11 6.748

M C-
140.47
144.59
148.41
150.29
154.76
163.55
171.37
177.50
181.07
181.59

CPN
140.38
144.23
148.47
150.58
154.35
163.18
171.67
177.57
180.68
181.65
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TAÇLE IV
MEAN VALUES OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX IN THE MATERIAL REGIONS
Of RA REACTOR CELL

Region

i
2
3
4

. 5
6
7
e
9

Material Radius

D20
• Al
D20
Al
U
AI
D20
AI
D20

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
7

(cm)

.050

.200

.450

.550

.750

.850

.050

.150

.3344

*i *i/»f

M'
. 142
139
137
129
126
137
143
146
172

C
.74
.26
.17
.27
.03
.91
.06
.50
.52

CPN
142
139
137
132
129
140
146
150
176

.77

.59

.30

.29

.36

.37

.41

.57

.68

M C
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.132

.105

.088

.025

.0

.094
,139
.162
.368

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CPN
.1036
,1079
.1061
.0226
.0
.085
.1317
.164
.366

1 't (cm)

FIG. 1 SPACE DISTRIBUTION OF RESONANCE
NEUTRON GROUPS IN RA REACTOR CELL
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1.54

1.50

1.46

1.42

1.38

1.34

UO

THEORY
o EXPERIMENT

L I

Im"2)

ts
16

U

12

10

6

io 12 u 16 is a (cm)

FIG. 2. MULTIPLICATION FACTOR AND MATERIAL BUCKLING
FOR DIFFERENT LATTICE PITCHES OF RA REACTOR

0.4 —

0.2 —

r (cm) 60 20 20 40 60 r (cm)

FIG.3. TWO-GROUP RADIAL FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN RA

REACTOR WITH A CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL CHANNEL
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INTEGRAL TRANSPORT METHODS

l . Integral transport theory and c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s

The lattice cells of a power reactor are very complex,
both In geometry and composition. Therefore It Is not possible
to obtain exact analytical solution of the Boltzmann equation
for this case. Accurate numerical transport theory approaches
(as higher order S , P , C and also Monte Carlo) may become
Impractical for repeated calculations In l a t t i c e cell burnup
studies, due to large computing time. On the other hand, the
diffusion theory methods cannot be a p p l i e d , due to strong ab-
sorbing properties and relatively small size (compared to the
mean free path) of the lattice cell components.

An effective approach to override these d i f f i c u l t i e s In
burnup calculations Is the use of c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y methods
based on Integral transport theory /I/.

The time Independent transport equation with Isotropie
scattering may be written In the form:

00 Tr r r
(r,E)= dVT(r-'r;E) S(r',E) + dE"£ (r' ;E'-*E— j — — L ~ i

V
The transport kernel T Is defined by:

which means the p r o b a b i l i t y (per unit surface) that a neutron
of energy E o r i g i n a t i n g at r_" w i l l reach r_ without any col-
lision. Consequently, the p r o b a b i l i t y for such a neutron to
make Its first collision In the volume dV about the point r_

w i l l be:

T(r"->r;E) « E(r,E)dV = P(r'+r;E) dV~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (3)
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The optical path lengthT Is defined by:
s"

T(r'+r;E) = f E(r-s"jB,E)ds" (i,)
o

The above defined optical path length means sfmply the number
of collision mean free paths along the straight line between
£ and r/; s'- /£-£*/ ;£ - - " -' .

IL - L"/
The energy transfer kernel I(r_*J £•*• E) Is a macroscopic cross

section for collisions at r_* replacing a neutron of energy E*
by the one having the energy E.

The Integral transport equation (1) Is often derived from
the Integ rod I f f erent I a 1 transport equation, applying e.g. the
method of characteristics. Alternatively, It Is possible to
obtain the Integral transport equation directly, using the de-
finitions of kernels T and £, and considering the neutron con-
servation. Namely, the second (Integral) term In the square
brackets of equation (1) Is by d e f i n i t i o n the rate of collision
at r_* producing neutrons with energy E. Adding the source term
and m u l t i p l y i n g by dV* yield the total rate at which neutrons
emerge from dV* with energy E (from the source and from c o l l i -
sions). M u l t i p l i c a t i o n by the transport kerrïel T (£'-»-r; E) and
Integration over V* give the total number of neutrons originating
elsewhere and arriving at r_ with energy E, wMch Is exactly

* (£,E).

(Analogously, the Integrod I f f erent la I transport equation
may be derived either from the LIouvMle equation, Introducing
the stoss Integral or directly, also considering the neutron
conservation) .

The cell under Investigation may be derived Into K zones
(each with spatially constant cross sections). The equation (1)
then becomes:

««
#.(r,E)a Z ! dV'T<r'-r;E> fs. (rsE) + T dE'Sv(E'*E)*v <r',E")11 ~ k=l Vv ~ " L * ~ J * * ~ J
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where the Indices I and k denote Ind i v i d u a l zones related to r_
and £_* respectively.

The average flux In I-th zone Is by definition:

v
dv V£>E> (6)

If one assumes that the flux and the source within each of
the zones are spatially constant, then *k(r.*. E") **ix^E*) and

S. (r*,E) - T. (E). With this assumption the substitution of (5)K *— K
Into (6) yields:

] I
V

k=i IjkCE)+ ̂ 'V̂ 'V̂  dv
« vi vk

The factor m u l t i p l y i n g the square brackets Is the transport
coefficient T.. . It can be expressed through the collision proba
bi 1 Ity Pk| , using (3) :

vkTki = ——— ~ ——— Pki 8Vi

where

Pki = —— dV dV'P(r'-r;E)

U s i n g (2) one may w r i t e :

Z.« (E) r t exp r-TCr^rj
Pki= — ——— dV dV" " ~i i . xV. i i i*ir|r'-

vk

(»0)

Consequently, the collision probability Pk, Is the pro-
b a b i l i t y that a neutron originating with the energy E In the k-th
zone w i l l make Its first collision In the I-th zone. Therefore,
It Is called the first flight collision probability. It has
universal character and can be pre-calculated for a given geo-
metry.
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It should be reminded that the expression (10) Is v a l i d
assuming Isotropie scattering In the laboratory system and spa-
tial constancy of fluxes and sources within zones. In more general
cases the fluxes and sources dependent on r_*and Q_ appear.

Thus, by the c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y method, In the flat
flux approximation, the space~and-energy dependent Integral
transport equations (5) are reduced to merely energy dependent
ones (7). The obtained system of equations (7) can be and Is
effectively used for calculating the thermal, resonance and
fast neutron flux and relevant parameters In lattice cells.

2. Spacezone-energyg roup representation

The energy dependence may be treated by standard mu 111 -
group technique, which,In fact, Is an analogue In energy space
to multlzone technique.

D i v i d i n g the whole energy range Into G energy groups one
may express the Integral over E* as the sum of Integrals over
all the energy groups:

r G fdE' = I dE"J g'=i J
£'

Substituting Into (7) the averaging over the g-th group
one obtains:

*'

where Indices g and g" denote the group averaged values.

The solution of this set of K x G algebraic equations
yields the mean flux values within the groups and zones, $ I .9
(provided that the sources, scattering kernels and transport
coefficients are determined).

Of course, since the zone averaging and group-averaging
techniques are mutually Independent, the group averaging could
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be applied to equation (1) before the zone averaging, or slmulta»
neously wlth It.

The typical example of mu11lzone-mu11Igroup Integral tran-
sport theory approach Is the THERMOS method /2/.A version of
THERMOS has been used at the Boris Ktdrlc" Institute as well /3/.

In determining the scattering kernel the free gas model
to describe the dynamics of the scattering system was applied,
but of course any molecular model can also be used M,5/. For the
transport kernel determination the cell boundary conditions
may be either specular reflection, I.e. zero net current, or
Isotropie reflection, I.e. white boundary (see e.g. /6,7/). The
calculation of these kernels takes the major part of the com-
puting time, and a lot of efforts have been made to reduce It.

3, Space-and-energy point representation

An alternative approach to the described mu111zone-mu111-
group representation Is the point-wise representation of the
space and energy variables /8,9/.

The Integral transport equation (1) written for any re-
gion k* and Interval n *, from the space consisting of K regions
and energy range of N Intervals has the following form (partial-
ly analogous to equation (5)):

K
* - '~'•*'^ - Z idv=i |

N
+ In=l .,

n-1
The space regions may correspond to the material regions of the
reactor cel l , and the energy Intervals can be suitably chosen
according to the variations of cross sections and fluxes with
energy. In any case, the number of regions and Intervals Is
small (normally less than ten).
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As was shown tn the previous section, Introduction of the
mu 1 t î zone-mu 1 1 ig roup representation Is based on subdividing
the space regions and energy Intervals Into zones and groups
and subsequent averaging over the zones and groups. The Intro-
duction of the point-wise representation, however, Is based on
expanding the neutron source and flux (In the right-hand side
of equation (12)) In finite series of arbitrary polynomials:

S. Cr,E'> = £ pJ!<r>si"<E'>k ~ m=l * ~ k
M T

(r, E) = l Pj(r) ^ Q* -(E)**»*' = * -• _ K, n k i n

M^ is the number of predetermined points In the space zone "k"
and L the number of predetermined points tn the energy Inter-
val "n".

The d i s t r i b u t i o n of space and energy points (within zones
and Intervals) can be conveniently chosen with the aim of obtaln-
fng the most accurate Integral reaction rate /10/.

Applying these expansions, the Integral transport equation
Is f i n a l l y transformed Into the following general linear algebraic
form :

K Mk
rx'x _ £ £n,=l

-n m,Ä t -,
. I £ * dE 1. fl(E*E")Q* (E) .+ n=l £ = 1 k,n J k'n k'n -I

En-l
(Hi)

. J dV T(r+r"}E")P̂ r)
Vk

Compared to eqs, (7) and (11) the same structure fs ob-
tained avoiding the flat-flux and group-averaging approximations.
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Introducing In (1 1») successively all values of predetermined
space and energy points, a system of EM, times EL linear al-K n
gebralc equations Is obtained. The solution of this system provides
discrete flux values at the chosen set of space and energy points,
I.e. expansion coefficients ft ' .*k,n

|n the SEPT-method several options are Introduced:
(a) For the space Interpolation function there arc:

- Option a.1: even degrees In "r":

Pj<r> = A£ r2m"2

- Option a. 2: Lagrange polynomials In even degree In "r":
Mk
H <r2-r?)

(b) For the energy Interpolation function there are:
" Option b.l: Lagrange polynomial form:

L

- çn(Ej)J<

- Option b.2: Laguerre polynomial treatment (as In ANTER /11/,
resu l 1 1 ng I n : -

^ n(E) =K,n
n

P = Q (E) from b.l

M(E) Is Mexwel1 Jan.
Table I demonstrates some results for heavy and l i g h t water

cells. DISKRET is an approximate version of SEPT, corresponding
to the mentioned option a.1. Disadvantage factors obtained by
SEPT are compared with standard C o l l i s i o n P r o b a b i l i t y method
(CP) and Carlvlk's Discrete Integral Transport (DIT) /12/. As
can be seen, the convergence of SEPT Is superior. In particular,
even 9 points yield better results than 30 heavy water or 20
l i g h t water zones of the standard CP method.
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The results of SEPT for the flux d i s t r i b u t i o n fn the Yugoslav
RA reactor cell (having nine material zones) have shown to be
?n very good agreement with Monte-Carlo calculations /13/.

Summarizing It can be said that SEPT method has several fa-
vourable characteristics, resulting from the basic Idea of see-
king the actual flux values at the corresponding space and ener-

gy points. Some of these advantages are related to physics, the
other to numerics.

Concerning physics, the discretization p r i n c i p l e e l i m i n a t e s
the necessity of assuming mean flux values and constant nuclear
properties In space subzones, which Is otherwise common to stan-
dard CP and other multizone procedures. In a d d i t i o n , Instead of
group-averaged nuclear constants used In m u l t l g r o u p procedures,
the proposed approach requires only the basic energy-dependent
data. Particularly, an appropriate treatment of low-energy re-
sonance Is enabled. All these characteristics contribute to an
Increase In the accuracy of theoretical results and. In a d d i t i o n ,
enable direct comparison with experiments.

Concerning numerics, the number of space and energy points
Is less than a half of the number of subzones and groups, for
the same accuracy. Simultaneously, the energy transfer matrix
does not depend on burnup, since no spectrum dependent group
scattering cross sections are Involved. As a result, the mathe-
matical model converges very rapidly, which Is particularly
Important for burnup programs, where lattice-spectrum recalcula-
tion Is necessary /1V.

The c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y applications described In the
last two sections (*» and 5) are based entirely on the Integral
transport theory. However, It was shown to be very efficient to
combine the c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s (In the h i g h l y absorbing fuel
region) with other types of neutron balance equation ( In the
rest of the cell). Two approaches of that kind, concerning ther-
mal neutron range and suitable for Inclusion In lattice cell burnup
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codes, are: the numerical SPECTROX method /15/, and the analyti-
cal ANTER method /16/. More d e t a i l s and some extensions may be

found In Ref. /1?/ for SPECTROX and In Ref. /k/ for ANTER, w h i l e
their connections with cell burnup codes are quoted In /I 8/ and /19/,
respect Ively.
^• Space-point-energy group representation

An Improved Space-Point Energy-Group Integral transport
theory method (SPEC) is developed and a p p l i e d to the local and
global calculations of the Yugoslav RA reactor. Compared to other
Integral transport theory methods, the SPEG d i s t i n g u i s h e s by:
(1) the arbitrary order of the polynomial, (2) the effective de-
termination of Integral parameters through point flux values, (3)
the use of neutron balance condition as a posterior measure of the
accuracy of the calculation and (*0 the e l i m i n a t i o n of the s u b d i v i -
sions Into zones In realistic cases.

T.he study was performed on three test problems In plane and
cylindrical geometry, as well as on the nine-region cell of the
RA reactor (Table II). In particular, the l i m i t a t i o n s of the Integral
transport theory Including Its n o n - a p p l i c a b i l i t y to optically large
material regions and to global reactor calculations were examined.

The transport coefficients T . In the mu111zone-mu11IgroupK l f y
equation (11) have non-zero values for all k and I (since In the
Integral transport theory each zone contributes to all other zo-

2nes), so that the number of these coefficients Is K for each
energy group g. In plane geometry the computing time w i l l be pro-

n 3portlonal to K , and In c y l i n d r i c a l geometry to K . Therefore,
the multtzone Integral transport theory Is, In principle, unsulta,-
ble for the treatment of optically large material regions, re-
quiring a subdivision Into a large number of zones. The problem
Is different In the case of l ntegro-dlfferentl a 1 methods, where
only adjacent coefficients are Interconnected /20,2l/.

However, the Introduction of the potntwlse representation
of the space variables with the polynomial Interpolations provides
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some p o s s i b i l i t i e s of accelerating the Integral transport cal-
culations. Instead of s u b d i v i d i n g the material regions Into zo-
nes with specially constant flux and source, In the polntwise col-
li s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y pepresentat Ion (CRN) the neutron flux and source
are approximated by polynomials of N-th order, resulting In discre-
te flux values at the chosen set of space points. Consequently,
CPO corresponds to the standard (flat flux) c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y
approach, the CP1 to the "linear" flux approximation and the CP2
to the three-point approximation.

The Integral transport equation In the space-point energy-
group (SPEC) representation would be: /22/:

.
*rp,9 = £T=I £r=1 [Sr 'p ',g + ^̂ r ', g '+g *r -p',g 'JTr 'p '-rp,g (1$

r«l,2,...R; p - l,2,...Nr+l; g = 1,2, ...G

where R denotes the tol'al number of material regions, and N the
order of the polynomial In the region r. This mu 1 1 1 pol nt-mu 1 1 Igroup
equation Is s i m i l a r In structure to the mu 1 1 1 zone-mu 1 1 Igroup equation
(11), the flat f lux-and-source assumption being avoided.

Rearranging the above equation (15) as to Include Into the
source term the scattering from other groups, small systems of
m u l t i p o i n t algebraic equations for each energy group are obtained.
The systems are suitable for solving by standard source Iteration
procedure, which In our case has shown to be fast-convergent (2-3
Iterations for cell c r l t l c a l l t y calculations).

Comparing the SPEC with other existing multlgroup polynomial

Interpolation methods (as the "linear" or parabolic flux Inter-
polation), It should be mentioned that the difference between
them Is not only In the polynomial order, but also In the proce-
dure of determining the Integral parameters of the regions. Na-
mely, In the SPEC the integral characteristics of the m a t e r i a l
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regions are determined by quadrature formulas of Gausslan type
(thus m i n i m i s i n g the necessary number of points). Therefore, the
Interpolation polynomials of arbitrary order are used only to
transform the Integral equation into a system of linear a l g e b r a i c
equations, and not for the Integral parameter's determination.
These are determined by the numerical Integration using the
obtained flux values In the chosen set of Integration points.

Another specific feature of the SPEC Is that, contrary
to other methods, the neutron balance condition Is not supposed to
be satisfied In advance. Consequently, the Investigation of Its
f u l f i l m e n t serves as a posterior measure of the accuracy of cal-
culation. In this way the necessary number of iterations In the
burnup calculations of a given cell Is reduced to one, while the
other methods require at least three Iterations.

The convergence of different c o l l i s i o n p r o b a b i l i t y approa-
ches In calculating k ,, and the space flux distribution is shown
In Figs 1 and 2, respectively. The CPO, CP1 and CP2 approaches
Imply the s u b d i v i s i o n of material regions Into zones, whose total
number Is evident from the total number of points; In the CPN
approach no subdivision Into zones Is assumed. For a given total
number of points the subdivision Into zones results In the de-
crease of accuracy.

The Monte Carlo calculations of k_*f are performed fol-
lowing the procedure of réf. /23/, but instead of the weighted bin
omlal estimator, a flux estimator was used. This was done In
order to make the definition of R ff consistent with that In the
collision p r o b a b i l i t y calculations.

The comparison of the results for the escape p r o b a b i l i t i e s
obtained by CPN and by Monte Carlo are given In Table I I I . The
order of the polynomials applied Is dependent on the optical
thickness of the medium, and Is verified by satisfying the neutron
balance condition. In the calculation of this benchmark, the
simple binomial Monte Carlo estimator Is found to be quite ef-
ficient.
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The results concerning mean flux values (benchmark No.3) are
presented In Table IV. Since E Is extremly large, the whole
absorption occurs at the surface of the rod (In layers a few
mean free path thick). In this case It was necessary to subdivide
the rod Into zones (two surface layers and the rest of the rod).
In practice the strong absorbing rods are annular, and no sub-
d i v i s i o n Into zones would be necessary.

The calculation of the mean flux values In the case of a
strong absorber In large moderating media by the straightforward
Monte Carlo simulation would produce a large estimation variance.
Since only a small percentage of the neutrons contributes to the
estimator, a sophisticated Monte Carlo estimator Is needed. The
application of the weighted track length technique combined with
the unperturbed surface source resulted In a reduction of the
estimation variance.

Tables V and VI comprise the results of CRN and Monte Caclo
calculations of the thermal neutron flux In the RA reactor c e l l .
In the Monte Carlo estimations of the neutron flux In space

points, the point flux estimator technique had to be used, w h i l e
for the mean flux values the standard weighted track length
estimator was simply applied.

The space and energy flux d i s t r i b u t i o n s of the same c e l l
are presented In Figs 3-5. The SPEC procedure was a p p l i e d , using
26 Bondarenko groups. The same procedure was used In c a l c u l a t i n g
the I n f i n i t e m u l t i p l i c a t i o n factor and the material buckling for
different lattice pitches (Fig. 6). The results for the mater i a l
buckling are In good agreement with the experimental values
/2k/, (except for very small lattice pitches, where the expert-
mental values were disturbed due to the small core In a large
reflector) .

The previous results, Indicating the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of the
m u l t i p o i n t Integral transport theory to cells with o p t i c a l l y
large regions, suggested the Introduction of the SPEC method
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to the global reactor calculation. This step was a d d i t i o n a l l y
supported by the satisfactory agreement (within 0.001 In k ,,)
between the CPN results for both the plane geometry and for the
cylindrical geometry (of large radius) simulating this plane
geometry.

Fig.7 shows some results obtained by SPEC for the two-
group radial flux distribution of the RA reactor (lattice pitch
13 cm). The Influence of the central experimental channel Is
clearly pronounced.

It Is commonly stated that the integral transport theory,
contrary to the Integro-d1fferent1 a! one, Is not suitable for
the optically large material regions and for the global reactor
calculations. The m u l t i p o i n t approach seems to provide a good star-
ting point to overcome these l i m i t a t i o n s of the Integral tran-
sport theory.

5. A d d i t i o n a l Improvements

a) An effective method of solving Integral transport equa-
tion with anlsotroptc scattering has been developed. Instead of
solving the complete problem (as was done f.e. In the disserta-
tions of Llgou, 1973 and Sanches, IS?4»)» here only Isotropie part of
the flux was firs t l y determined, and then the equation corres-
ponding to the correction has been solved. The idea Is analogous
to solving the energy dependent problem In the ANTER method
/Il,l6/.ln this way the system of l i n e a r equations has been d i m i n i s h
ed, as well as the number of corresponding moments.

Applying the Galerkln method, the moments for the anlso-
troplc part of the flux have been represented In terms of Iso-
tropie ones, expressed through special functions. Thus, all moments
can be calculated exactly and simply, avoiding numerical Integra-
tion. Satisfactory results for escape p r o b a b i l i t i e s were ob-
tained /25/.

b) The error Introduced by replacing the actual cell by a
Wlgner-Seltz cell with certain boundary conditions, especially
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In case of closely packed reactor lattices, is a subject of recur-
ring Interest and have been studied by many authors. An effective
boundary condition based on the zero neutron current and the
zero derivative of the scalar flux on the outer surface of the
cylindrical cell was proposed In /?/• In this way the neutron
flux distribution for an arbitrary boundary condition may be
obtained by solving the Integral transport equation for vacuum
boundary condition and using the neutron balance condition.

Disadvantage factor calculations of the Thle lattice cells
are carried out. Comparisons with the previous results obtained
by various boundary conditions and various methods for Wigner-Seltz
cell as well as two-dimensional methods for actual cell are
performed. The proposed boundary condition has shown to be more
effective and more accurate In respect to others, p a r t i c u l a r l y
In the case of small optical dimensions of the moderator.

In fast neutron transport calculations the effect of
boundary conditions becomes more prominent for the other types
of cells and the application of the proposed boundary condition
Is particularly recommended.

c) In the frame of cooperation with Saclay, France, a
procedure for solving twodImenstonal Integral transport equation
using Galerkln method has been developed. The procedure was
applied to cells with plate fuel elements, In finite or I n f i n i t e
repeating media, with or without Internal symmetries, and assum-
ing Isotropie sources and scattering /26/.

Based on the developed procedure, programme TIVOLI has been
written, whose multlgroup version Is Included In the well known
French code APOLLO.
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T A B L E I

CELL FLUX RATIOS BY DIFFERENT METHODS

1
NT
5
7
9

11
14
16
18
13
30

5
J
911
143-6
18
19
30

4
6
8

10
12
20

(Ji moderator/ <J> fuel in
CP DIT

\ ————————————————————
1.80053

1.64345 1.75907
1.67765 1.74949
1.69691 1.74544
1.70786 1.74339
1.72135 3. 74160
1.73359 1.74042

~$ cladding/^ fuel in a
CP DIT

1.32626
1.29596 1.32936
1.30986 1.33345
1.31796 1.33556
1.32340 1.33656
1.32861 1.33735
1.33419 1.33768

4> moderator/ <{> fuel in
CP DIT

1.1S929 1.14625
1.14000 1.14262
1.14028 1.14152
1.14038 1.14110
1.14048 1.14093
1.14062 1.14075

Absorption/Source -
NT
5
7
9
11
14
16
18

Heawy Water Cell NT
0.92049 4
0.97025 6
0.98539 8
0.99314
0.99702
0.99929
0.99999

a Heawy Water Cell
DISCRET SEPT
1.68544 1,'68541
1.72602 1.72619
1.73344 1.73367
1.73657 1.73683
1.73794 1.73830
1.73493 1.73911
1.68000 1.73940
2.04858 1.73936

Heawy Water Cell
DISCRET SEPT
1.34382 1.34392
1.33673 1.33685
1.33678 1.33691
1.33688 1.33702
1.33716 1.33709
1.33825 1.33722
1.33100 1.33728
1.42368 1.33729

a Light Water Cell
DISCRET SEPT ;
1.13805 1.13804
1.13953 1.13953
1.14018 1.14065
1.14044
1.14055

SEPT results
j Light Water Cell

0.97848
0.99250
1.00008
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TABLE II
GEOMETRY AND COMPOSITION OF THE MATERIAL REGIONS OF
RA REACTOR CELL

Region Material Outer Density Concentra-
radius (cm) (p/cm 3) "tioc, *(10 cm )

1 D20(0.25%H20) 1.05 1.105 D
0
H

2 Al 1.20 2.699 Al
3 D20(0.25%H20) 1.45 1.105 D

0
H

4 AI 1.55 2.699 AI

5 U (2% U235) 1.75 18.700 U238
U235

6 Al 1.85 2.699 Al
7 D20(0.25%H20) 2,05 1.105 D

0
H

8 Al 2.15 2.699 Al
3 D20(0.25%H20) 7. 3341* 1.105 D

0
H

6.64489
3.33077
0.01665
6.02933
6.64489
3.33077
0.01665
6.02933
4.63914
0.09588
6.02933
6.64489
3.33077
0.01655
6.02933
6.64489
3.33077
0.01655
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TABLE III
ESCAPE PROBABILITIES FOR PLANE SLABS (BENCHMARK No.2)

N°s
a N.

0.0001

0.005

1.

2.

3.

0.2

0.9990
0.9992
0.9992
0.9992
0.9767
0.9771
0.9769
0.9777
0.9777
0.1 R63
0.2755
0.1860
0.2564
0.2750
0.0481
0.1562
0.0514
0.1187
0.1472
0.0199
0.1005
0.0155
0.0653
0.0983

0.4

0.9993
0.9994
0.9994
0.9994
0.9824
0.982S
0.9826
0.9831
0.9832
0.2342
0.3324
0.2426
0.3154
0.3328
0.0767
0.1038
0.0759
0.1522
0.1828
0.0271
0.1-229
0.0251
0.0761
0.1228

0.6

0.9995
0.9996
0.9996
0.9996
0.9832
0.9885
0.9882
0.9886
0.9887
0.3339
0.4235
0.3368
0.4076
0.4240
0.1258
0.2525
0.1259
0.2120
0.2440
0.0501
0.1697
0.0480
0.1268
0.1650

0.8

0.9998
0.9998
0.9998
0.9998
0.9941
0.9942
0.9938
0.9942
0.9943
0.522]
0.5867
0.5176
0.5782
0.5919
0.2599
0.3848
0.2587
0.3493
0.3795
0.1289
0.2711
0.1255
0.2227
0.2652

0.9

0.9999
0.999R
0 .9999
0.9999
0.9970
0.9971
0.9968
0.9971
0.9971
0.6937

0.7377
0.6844
0.7310
0.7383
0.4405
0.5451
0.4361
0.5145
0.5404
0.2640
0.4070
0.2625
0.3631
0.4Q?1

Sources

P" d ,C
P6
Per
Pd,e
P6
T>' d,c
D
'S

Per
d ,c

P6
d ,c
n
" S
per
pa,c
p*
Pd,c
P6
Per
d ,c

P«V
d ,c

P6.
Per
' d ,c

Method

MC

CP1

MC

CP2

MC

CP4

MC

CP5

MC

CP5
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TABLE iv
MEAN FLUX VALUFS TM THE ABSORBING ROD AND THF MODFPvATOR
(BENCHMARK 110.3)

N
Rod

1+5+5
1+6+6
1+7+7

Moderator

5
6
7

*r
CPN

0.034901
0.035199
0.034914

MC

0.035006

EXACT

0.035

*m/*r
CPH

5521
•3558
5556

MC

5575

TABLE V
THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX IN SPACE POINTS OF RA REACTOR CELL

Radius (cm)
0:0
0.840
1.125
1.252
1.397
1.500
1.564
1.616
1.684
1.736

M-C
144.38
142.08
139.90
138.21
135.28
132.67
128.94
127.72
128.85
133.57

CPN
144.42
142.31
139.59
138.68
136.08
132.29
128.33
127.21
129.34
134.11

Radius (cm)
1.800
1.892
2.008
2.100
2.284
2.832
3.718
4.789
5.860
6.748

M C
140.47
144.59
148.41
150.29
154.76
163.55
171.37
177.50
181.07
181.59

CPN i
140.38
144.23
148.47
150.58
154.35
163.18
171.67
177.57
180.68
181.65

TAÇLE VI
MEAN VALUES OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX IN THE MATERIAL REGIONS
OF RA REACTOR CELL

Region

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Material Radius

D20
Al
D20
Al
U
AI
D20
AI
D20

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
7

(cm)

.050

.200

.450

.550

.750

.850

.050

.150

.3344

<J>i <*>i/$f

M-C
142.
139.
137.
129.
126.
137.
143.
146.
172.

74
26
17
27
03
91
06
50
52

CPN
142
139
137
132
129
140
146
150
176

.77

.59

.30

.29

.36

.37

.41

.57

.68

M
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

C
132
105
088
025
0
094
139
162
368

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CPN
.1036
.1079
.1061
.0226
.0
.085
.1317
.164
.366
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FIG.7. TWO-GROUP RADIAL FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN RA
REACTOR WITH A CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL CHANNEL
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS BETWEEN CLASSICAL PROBLEMS
OF TRANSPORT THEORV [1]

The simple use of the basic theorems of linear transport theory
- complementarity and reciprocity theorems - allows to throw a bridge between
some classical problems of one-speed transport theory, whatever the scattering
law is. Such very simple relations exist in the three one dimensional geome-
tries : half-space, olack or grey slab, cylinder or sphere, surrounded by a
homogeneous and infinite scattering and absorbing medium.

Let us consider the three following problems :
A. Current at infinity
B. Constant production in the outer region
C. Entering current problem.
A first series of relations connects the current J^(a) of particles

entering the black region at the boundary r = a (if the region is grey, J/\(a)
is the global current of entering minus outgoing particles) , in problem A, to
the extrapolation distance of problem B, defined as

PB Ca]

where pg (a) is the asymptotic part of the global density in r = a, and p„ (a)
its derivative.

In plane geometry the following relation was obtained1

J C a ) 2 N
oo X V '
A 1 + n7

oowhere p.la) is the value at the abcissa x = a of the density at infinityf\

oo xp.(r) = exp (——)

where r)0 is the discrete eigenvalue of the transport operator in the outer (x>a)
medium, and where N0 is the Case normalization coefficient

(3)

Eq. (2) holds whatever the medium x < a is, provided the same boundary
condition holds in both problems A and B. In particular, the medium x < a may
be heterogeneous. This allows to treat a slab C- -|, |-) for which the number

i
In the aase of the classical half-space Milne problem, this relation is
equivalent to the one obtained, following another way,by Danison ([2],
p. 79, Eq. 6.57) ; it is also easy to establish by the method of elemen-
tary solutions, as shown by Siewert [3]. But, by these two methods, it
seems difficult to generalize the relation to more cotnplicated problems,
such as the slab problem, or cylindrical or spherical problems.
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of secondaries per collision is Cj, placed between two scattering and
absorbing half-spaces. The problem A is defined as [4],[5]

oo ypfl(x) •* p.Cx) = exp (—) as x -»• <*>ft ft n0
p.(x) ->• 0 as x •> °°A

In problem B, a constant source is placed in the two outer half-
spaces [6],[7],[8]. If we consider the distortion factor

.6/2- r
ÜA J-
-» -6/2iJ -6/2

dxi -n
A = — "^

PACx) dx

it is possible, using Eq, (2), to relate A to the extrapolation distance of
problem B, defined by Eq. (1) at the boundary 6_

2

A =

Eq. (2) may be generalized to cylindrical ans spherical geometries.
For a cylinder

JACa) 2 ir n„

where

and where I0, K0 and ^l are Bessel functions ; the factor N0 is still given
by Eq. (3).
For a sphere

T , , 8 ir a2 NJACa)

with
exp (-— )

n
pa(r] -

It was established as a corollary that, in any geometry
the extrapolation distance A« of problem A becomes equal to the

extrapolation distance Xß of problem B in the limit c •> 1, i.e. when the
capture of the outer medium tends to zero (a relation between X^Cc) and Ag[c)
for any c was obtained in [8],[9], but only in the half-space problem).
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A last group of equations relates problem B (or A) to problem C,
where particles are introduced into the outer medium from the boundary
surface, according to an isotropia angular density. The asymptotic density
pas(r) .is, in this problem, proportional to

•yrexp (- ——) (plane)no
K. (—) (cylinder)o ri
exp (- —3
——————— (sphere)

cThe ratio ———— (where J (a3 is the entering current) determines the norma
J^a)

lization of this asymptotic flux. This ratio is related to X_ byB

„as, ,P (a3c ^ (plane)
Jc(a)

,+ , , iraJ (a)c

2 -\
————————— (cylinder)

PcS(a) 1 1———*——————— (sphere)
''l 4- LJ l~ f *î 4- -|__._- ̂
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Chapter IV

INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL TRANSPORT APPROACHES

J. STEPANEK, J. ARKUSZEWSKI, V. BOFFI, M.V. MATAUSEK

4.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the work done in Italy, Poland, Switzerland and
Yugoslavia in the field of integro-differential neutron transport theory.
It reflects different viewpoints in the handling of the subject.

Some of the methods are based only on the solution of the integro-differential
equation, others use only the integral form of the transport equation.

Use of the characteristic solution closely related to the integral equation
(ARKUSZEWSKI et al.,(19T9)) seems to be a rather effective way to accelerate
the 2 dimensional discrete ordinates (Sn) transport methods and supress one
of the main disadvantages, the ray effect.

The advanced "Surface Currents" (MAEDER (1975)) and "Surface Flux" (STEPANEK
(1979)) methods are based on the solution of both the integro-differential
and integral form of the transport equation. As long as the spatial fluxes
were considered to be flat in each region only the integral form of the
transport equation was considered. The solution seems to be the best method
of simple handling the higher order Legendre polynomials used to
approximate spatial and angular flux distribution.

The coupling of the B integral transport equations with the related P
equations retroves the greatest disadvantage of the P theory and closes the
system of the Pn equations (LIGOU, STEPANEK (1971*)).

Therefore the method based only either on the integro-differential or on
integral equation will be rather rare in the near future.

4.2. ADVANCED SOLUTIONS OP THE 1 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRO-
DIFFERENTIAL TRANSPORT EQUATION

In the frame of a physical scheme according to which scattering, fission
and external sources are all taken to have azimuthal symmetry, three lines
of approach have been adopted with the following aims:
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- A) Constructing - by standard perturbation technique - asymptotic solutions
to exactly critical problems of neutron transport theory, (in the stationa-
ry monoenergetic case the analysis has been developed for both plane
and spherical symmetry, and for both isotropic and anisotropic scattering
and fission. Both the polyenergetic and the time-dependent versions of
the monodimensional plane case as well as the case of threedimensional
critical systems have been considered. Numerical results have been ob-
tained for various parameters of interest in reactor physics (BOFFI et
al. (1977), BOFFI et al. (1977)).

- B) Handling anisotropy of scattering and fission for the case of general
boundary conditions and for different angular transfer functions of
scattering and fission, (in the stationary monoenergetic case the analysis
has been developed for both plane and spherical symmetry, and for both
a general and a "finite-order" anisotropy. Numerical results for various
quantities of interest in reactor physics have been obtained as functions
of a weighting parameter which accounts for the different anisotropic
behavior of scattering and fission (BOFFI et al. (1977)).

- C) Evaluating the flux depression factor due to a constant source, and
the flux distorsion factor relevant to a foil placed in an exponentially
varying flux. (The analysis and the corresponding numerical results
have been processed for the stationary monoenergetic case with iso-
tropic scattering and fission (BOFFI et al. (1978), BENOIST et al. (1978)).

The presentation of the above points will be restricted to the case of the
monodimensional plane geometry (homogeneous slab of optical thickness 2a
along the z-axis). For further details the reader should refer to the
bibliography.

A) Asymptotic solutions in neutron transport theory

When both scattering and fission are spherically symmetric in the laboratory
system, the sourceless integrodifferential monoenergetic version of neutron
Boltzmann equation reads as

" 3z X '"""" 2 X
-1

(-Xa £ z £ Xa ; -1 £ y S l)

which is to be integrated using the symmetry

¥(z, y ) = ¥(-2,- y) (4.2.la)
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and the boundary condition

f(Xa,u) =0 for p < 0 . (U.2.1b)

Introducing

«- s • •• ("-2-2)
one gets

• ^ i f
?>£L + f (x,p) - £c f(x,p')dp' (It.2.3)ep —* • • •*• i \.x,p;

-1

subject to the conditions

f(x,p) = f(-x,-p) ; f(|,p) =0 for p < 0. (U.2.3a)

As usual in perturbation theory, one seeks a solution
oo

f(x,p) = Z en f (x,p) . (It.2.It)
n=0 j

For the total flux <j>(x) = 2ir f (x ,p)dp, we thus get

-1

OO

4 > ( x ) = Z en 4. (x) . (it.2.5)
n=0

(For the coefficients f (x,p) and <f> (x) of the expansions in the r.h.s.
of Eqs. (it.2.U)and (it.2.5), respectively, we observe that

fn(x,p) = fn(-x,-p) , <(>n(x) = <(>n(-x) (lt.2.5a)

as follows from the symmetry condition). Finally with
00

c = z e c
n (it.2.6)n=0

one deduces from Eq.. (it.2.3) the hierarchy of equations (n=0,l,2.... )

n
+ fn(x,p) = ̂  Z c $ (x) (it.2.7)0 n-j
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with f ,(x,vi) = 0. The general f (x,y), solution to Eq. (U.2.7), is

f(x,y)=j^ I (-1)* A .(x)u* , (U.2.8)

where
n-Si d <j) ._ .(x)

We need thus to determine the n+1 coefficients co, c , ..., c , and the
n+1 functions <ji (x), 4>n(x), ... $ (x). Multiplying Eq. (U.2.8) by 2iro -L n
and integrating over ye (-1,1) we first verify that

c = 1 ; c = 0 , (U.2.10)o 1

whereas for n £ 2 we get for the general ̂ „(x) the second order
ordinary differential equation

C
2 <f>A(x) = G (x) , (z=o,i,....) (U.a.n)

dx

in which G (x) is a source term depending on c , c , . . .c and
JO ^ J **

<j>0(x), ̂ (x), . . .̂ ^̂ (x). The first few Ĝ 's are

GQ(X) = 0 G1(x) =

G2(x)
(U.2.12)

In order to complete the structure of Eq. (U.2.11) the coefficients c , c ,
..., cj.2 mus* ̂ e now determined. To do this, we impose on the general poly-
nomial f (x,y), Eq. (U.2.8), instead of the rigorous boundary condition given
by the second of Eqs. (U.2.3a), the weaker condition

0

V = 0 , (U.2.13a)

-1

which expresses, as physically required, the vanishing of the net total
current density entering the slab from the vacuum, and coincides with the
first of the Marshak conditions so familiar in the theory of P- approxi-Jj
mation. Using Eq. (U.2.8), Eq. (U.2.13a) becomes

n n-i rd <j> _._.(x) -t
2 —— 2 c. ——n 3——
d=o A+2 j=0 ° L dx -l l

.(x)
(U.2.13D)

A+2 j=0

We thus infer that <j> (+̂ -)=0. Then Eq. (U.2.11) for A = 0 constitutes an
eigenvalue problem. The eigenfunction corresponding to the lowest eigen-
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value e_ — is the critical nonnegative even solution $ (x) = C cosirx.
For A > 0 the general (even) solution to Eq. (4.2.11) is

cosirx (x) ; (4.2.14)

where G (x) denotes a particular (even) solution of Eq. (4.2.12) itself.
In order to determine the integration constant C in Eq. (4.2.14) and the
coefficients c with n % 3 the following rationale is used. We define as
approximation of order L fc 0 the one in which

L
2
A=0

(4.2.15a)

and

.(D
Lr (4.2.15b)

*=2

The 2L equations required for obtaining the 2L constants c , c, , . .., c ,
Cn , C_, . .., C (C being normalized to unity) are supplied by imposing the-L c. Jj O
boundary condition, Eq. (4.2.13a), for l f n f 2L.

Numerical results: For the critical c, Eq. (U.2.15b), in the approximations
of order L = 0, 1 and 2, respectively, we find

(o) . ïï 2 (1) (o) 8 23 (2) (1)v '= 1 + — e ; c = c - — n e ; c = c ,16 2 It IK U ,, 0 .,.(— ir - — T ) e • (4.2.16)

These values are listed in the following Table for different optical
thickness of the slab, and compared with the corresponding values of the
exact transport theory ( CUPINI et al . ( 1969 ) ) , and with the values of
the usual P - approximation (the latter including the usual transport
corrections) .

2a

e

e<°>
*™
c<2>

beam
Cdiff

5

0.2

1.131595
1.06lUl9
1.086029

1.077575
1.079819

14

0 . 071429

1.016785
1.013588
1.013988

1.013719
1.013835

20

0.05

1.008225
1.007128
1.007224

1.007136
1.007170
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B) Anisotropy of scattering and fission

The starting equation is

.. 3»(z.yi) _,_ _,,
3z = S(z,y)

2ir

-1 0

, (U.2.17)

/ o owhere y = w' + /(1-y )(l-y' ) cos ($-$' ) is the scattering (or fission)o
angle in the laboratory system, and n (y ) and II (y ) are the angular transferb O r O
functions for scattering and fission, respectively. Introducing the optical
distance x = Iz, the mean number of secondary neutrons per collision

, and the function

n(y ,B) = BH (u ) + (l-g) n (y )O DU r O (U.2.l8a)

with

equation (k.2.17) becomes

3x f(x,y) = Q(x,y) + c (U.2.19)

-1 0

(-a $ x < : a ;

which will be integrated using the general boundary condition

f(Fa,vi) = h (y) for y < 0 . (i*.2.19a)

Actually H (y ) ^ IT (\i ). If, as usually done, one took II (y ) = II (y ),
r O b O r o b o

then the dependence of Eq. (U.2.19) on 3 - which accounts for the different

anisotropic behaviour of scattering and fission - would disappear. In the

case of a finite-order anisotropy - which will be referred to - we have

N
n(y o ,ß) = l £S±i n n (ß )P n (y Q )

n=0
(U. 2. 20)

with

nn(e)=3nSn+(i-3)nFn=2ir
n o (U.2.20a)

-I

P denoting the n-th Legendre polynomial.
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In particular

n (e) = i n (u) = y(ß) =o JL (U.2.20b)

Once Eq. (U.2.20) is inserted in Eq. (U.2.19), the Green's function method allows
to put the problem, Eqs. (U.2.19) + (i*.2.19a), in the equivalent integral form

f+(x,y) = S+(x,y)
P_(V)

n=0
c y 4>n(y)dy , (i*.2.21)

Fa

where the subscripts + and - refer to the values for y > 0 and y < 0,
respectively. In Eg., (if.2.21)

x±a
S+(x,y) = e u h+(y) +-

_ .e y Q(y»y)dy (U.2.22a)

Fa

and

* (x) = 2ir P (y) f(x,y)dy . (U.2.22b)

-1
Now, multiplying both sides of Eq. (U.2.21) ny 2ir P (y), integrating over
ye (-1, l) and summing up the resulting equations yields for the N-H un-
knowns <j> (x) (m=0, 1, ..., N) the N+l linear integral equations

<(. (x) = S (x) + ± c E (2n+l)n (m m 2 nn=0
*
mn

-a

the known term S (x) of which is given by

Sm(x) - 2ir [ P(y) S_(x,y) dy -fm

-1

and the kernel by

dy

.2.23)

(U.2.2Ua)

im+n (x-y)
y Pm(y) Pn(y)dy

The system of Eqs. (h.2.23) is now solved by integral transform method. By
taking a Fourier exponential transform of both sides of Eq. (it.2.23) with
respect to x, we obtain
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^ ^ N ^
<f> U) = S (u) + ̂  c Z (2n+l)n (ß) k (u)m m 2 n mnn=0

sin[a(ijo-n)l <f>n(n) . (U.2.25)

Recalling now the Gegenbauer-Clebsch formula

,., , ,
wo * * t-o

gai W' _ (k.8-aw

J (z) being the Bessel function of the first kind, and setting

m 4 (u) Z „(u) du ,m i (l».2.26b)

we infer that the general solution $ (u) to the system of Eq. (U.2.23) has
the form

4) (w) = S (u) + c Z (2n+l) n (0) k (u) Z Ç Z. (u) ,m m 2 n mn n £ (U.2.27)

which is transformed back to yield for -a $ x. $ a.

N

n=0 i=0

.V2 k (x-y)P„(Z)dy. (l*.2.28)mn St a
-a

This solution becomes explicit once the coefficients Ç , Eq. (U.2.26b ) ,are
known. For this purpose the solution for ij> (u), Eq. (it.2.20), is projected

m Ion the space spanned by the denumerable sequence {Z (oo)} and for the Ç , s
the following infinite system of linear algebraic equations is found

c t (2n+l) H (B) Zn
C + B , (m, k = 0, l, ...) (U. 2. 29)
n m

the matrix elements of which, A , are given bymn

(l|.2.3Qa)

and the known terms, B , bym

Bk =m S (u) Z, (u) dum k (U.2.30b)

respectively.
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Numerical results; Restricting our attention to the linearly anisotropic
critical case (N=l; h+(p) = h_(p) = Q(x,u) = 0; |p(ß ) | < —), the system
of Eqs. (4.2.23) reduces to

"X c
, _ f<f>o(y) dy + | ey(ß) sgn(x-y) B2(|x-y|) 4'1

-a -a

» - c sgn(x-y) E([x-y[) 3 -

-a -a

whose approximate solutions of order N are

n=0
and

2 2n+l

respectively. The coefficients Ç (n=0, l, ...2N +1) are in turn solutionsn
to the system of 2N+2 linear algebraic equations

c«.. r x {<m mn nn=0

where X are appropriate matrix elements. Numerical values of the critical cmn
are reported in the table below, for different values of a,vi , u , and (3 .b r
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a

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1

2.5
2.5

10

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

100

100

0.001

0.001

0.001

»S

1
3
1
3
1
3
0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1
1
3

I
1
3
Ï
0

0.2

0.2

»F

0

0

0

0.05
0.05

-0.05
-0.05
0
0.01

0

0.01

0

0

0

0

0

ß

0.03
0.6
1
1
3
1
0.2

0.6
0.5
1
1

0

0.3
1

=
0.5
1

c

1.6171
1.6521
1.6798

3.8636
1.0886
1.0776
1.0078
12.0383
12.0691
12.2165
12.0139
1.00009
1.00012

139-992^
iko .270*1
1^0.5501*

C) Flux-depression and flux-distortion factors.

The starting equation is

-i
(U.2.31)

(-00 < x < +°° ; -1 £ p £ l)

in which c(x) accounts for the heterogeneity of the system, and h(x) is
the external isotropic source distribution.

Before getting into the case of the evaluation of the two factors of interest,
let us first consider briefly the two following cases.

c(x) ; h(x) = 6(x-xo) *.2.32)
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This is the simple case in which the slab is homogeneous and of infinite
thickness, and it will be taken as the unperturbed case of reference.
For the total flux we have the well-known result

4>(x) s * (x) = g (x-x ) (U.2.33)xo 2 °
With (U.2.33a)

. .
t-, 2, | i f -a x-xa (1-a ) -a x-x , ' o1 ,/ } o o o1 o ' 1 I _____ e __________ . . . , da ,

«c2̂ x~V =
 r 2 ,. VI S 2 , C2 , vT1 ̂ 2 A *£ «c2[ao -(l-c2)] j (1—— tanh -) + (- ̂  -f

tanh~1awhere a (|a |<l) is the real root of the transcendental equation l~c_ —————— = 0.
It can be now noted that if for this unperturbed situation we want that the
total flux ij>(x) E $ (x) for x -»• +°° assumes an exponential behaviour, that isxo °

then the source should be multiplied by a function of x , say Q(x ), equal to

c [c£-(l-c )] a0x0
e , (̂ 2.35)

exponentially increasing with x .o

2) c(x) = Cgpa(x) (0<a<+«>) ; h(x) = 0 (̂ .2.36)

p (x) = U(x+a) - U(x-a) being the characteristic function of the finite
&

interval (-a, a). In this case the slab is still homogeneous, but of finite
thickness, and the external source is removed from the system. This is the
classical critical problem, involving the determination of the critical
values of c as functions of a, and of the corresponding eigenf unctions
for both the total and the angular fluxes.

On the basis of these preliminaries we pass now to formulate the schemes for
evaluating the flux-depression and the flux-distortion factors, respectively.

3) Flux-depression factor: let us set in Eq.. (U.2.31)

c(x) = c p (x) + c [1-p (x)l ; h(x) = 1 - p (x) . (It.2.37)
J- Of £. I 9, I Si
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With respect to the reference situation described by Eqs. (k.2.32), this
case is perturbed by the presence of a foil placed between -a and +a (|x| < a,
region 1, c < l), whereas a constant source acts on region 2 (|x| >a, c < l),
which consists of the same material as in the reference situation. The objective
is then to evaluate the flux-depression factor defined as

A = ——T^y < 1 (it.2.38)

for various combinations of c , c , a.

it) Flux-distortion factor: in this case in Eq.. (U.2.31) we take

c(x) = c p (x) + c [l-p (x)] ; h(x) = Q(x ) 6(x-x ) , (H.2.39)-L 8. ^ £L O O

where Q(x ) is given by Eq. (U.2.35)« With respect to the reference situation
described by Eqs. (k.2.32), this case is again perturbed by a foil of thickness
2a placed across the plane x=0 (|x| < a, region 1, c < l), whereas a delta-
like source is placed at x=x > a with an intensity exponentially increasing
with x and acts on the same material as considered in the reference situation.O
As x •»• -H» , the flux-distorsion factor is then defined aso

\=^TT ' (it.2.ito)

and will be evaluated for various combinations of c , cp, a.

The scheme for evaluating A and A, goes as follows. By Green's function
method we get for the total flux <j>(x) the linear integral equation

h(y)dy , (U.2.U1)c(y) E1(|x-y|) <j) (y)dy +

the Fourier transform of which is

(u>) = e(u,n dn+ £(<i)) , (It.2.1t2)

where for both cases 3 and h.

k(u,n) = (Vc2) gc (U) 3injftr)):1 ' (It.2.lt3a)
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with

tan ta

Instead, for the case 3

&U) =S (««) [2irS(o,) -2

and for the case kt in which we must read $ (u) in place of 4(u)xo

S(<o) = Q(x ) eO (to) . (lf.2.UM>)

Using again the factorization suggested by the Gegeribauer-Clebsch formula
(see Eq. (h.2.26&)), it is possible to cast the solutions in the original
domain as follows

- for the case 3
-a +00

= Z Ç 4 (x). n nn=0
g„ (x-y) dy + (x-y) dy , (U.2.1»5a)

- for the case h

lim <j> (x) = 4(x) 1C 4 (x) + e
s ++00 xo n=0 n n

a xo (U.2.U5b)

where
ar

4n(x) = (-l)-/2(el-c2)(|S±i)1/2 j gc (x-y) P̂ J) dy. (U.2.U6)

In turn, the coefficients 5 are solutions to the system of infinite
algebraic equations

Ç = (c.-cj E A Ç + Bm 12 . mn n mn=0
(U.2A7)

where for both the cases 3 and U the matrix elements A are given bymn ° J

Amn g (u) Z (u) Z (u) dw ,m n
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whereas the known terms B are given bym

1-C2 mo

in the case 3, and by

anx _, /x\ ,e ° P (—) dxm a (U.2.U8c)
-a

in the case U. Now we can verify that for both cases 3 and U

(U.2.U9)

so that the flux-depression factor A , Eq.. (U.2.38), is evaluated from

(U.2.50a)

whereas for the flux-distorsion factor Ai , Eq.. (4.2.̂ 0), we have

-^ Jjo oir 2sinha ao

The problem is thus reduced to the evaluation of the coefficient Ç in the
successive approximations of order N, being n=N the finite term at which
the infinite series in the r.h.s. of Eq.. (U.2.UJ) is truncated.

Numerical results: The values of A and A, for various combinations of
c , c and a are listed in the following table.
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a

1
1
1
1
1
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
1
2
0.3
0.3

Cl

0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1

C2

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.975

A3

0.1713
0.2090
0.2688
0.3780
0.61*36
0.9463
0.9578
0.9695
0.9876
0.7923
0.6678
0.4595
0.3027
0.1771
0.0938
0.2842
0.2277

A4

0.3587
0.438l
0.5638
0.7940
1.3539
0.9493
0.9608
0.9725
0.9907
0.8131
0.7010
0.5136
0.3726
0.2601
0.1882
0.3240
0.2492

4.3. DISCRETE ORDINATES INTEGRATED METHOD

4.3.1. Introduction

One of the main disadvantages of the discrete ordinates method in two
dimensions is general discontinuity of the spatial derivatives to the
solutions on characteristics (ARKUSZEWSKI et al. (1972)):

The equation

in an rectangle M (Fig. 4.3.1) has a characteristic

(4.3.2)

determined by the origin. The solution to this equation on both sides of
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the above characteristic is
_ _g_

* (x,y) = u(y)(y- — x) e m

\
ds e S(x-y s, y-n s) ;m m

6 (U.3.3)
g

*L(x,y) = v(x)(x-—y) e "»
\

ds e S(x-y s, y-n s)m m

where

,y) = u(y) (U.3.U)
,0) = v(x)

are the boundary conditions.

If one assumes that u, v, S have bounded partial derivatives with respect
to x,y of the third order, there the solution to Eq. (U.S.I) with the
boundary conditions (U.S. M has bounded partial derivatives of the third
order everywhere on M except, possibly, the characteristic (U.S. 2).

The condition for the first derivatives of the solution to be bounded
on the characteristic (U.S. 2) is

u(0) = v(0) (U.S. 5)

In order to have second derivatives bounded it is required additionally,
that

U u'(0) +n v'(0) + au(0) = 8(0,0) (U.S. 6)m m

Similar additional conditions for theboundeness of third derivatives can
be easily derived.

The conditions (U.S. 5), (U.S. 6) are rarely met in real situations, when
usually a and S are assumed to be regionwise constant (compare the results
reported in Chapter I).
Therefore it seems reasonable to reject the discrete ordinates concept and
to solve the two dimensional neutron transport equation for a continuous
or sectionally continuous set of the neutron motion directions (NAKAMURA,
(19T2)),(LATHROP, CARLSO»,(1971)).
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k.3.2. Formulation of the Method

Let consider the exact solutions of the transport equation in an elementary
box with constant and uniform external source and constant cross section.
In general, they are of the form given by Eq. (̂ .3.3). It is assumed that
the values of the flux are given on the west and south edge of the box and
that the north, east, and the box averaged values are being sought. They
can be found by averaging those exact solutions:

Ay

° A x

Ax AjT

dx
o o
/
o

Performing these spatial integrations one obtains:

*<£> - A w ( f l ) ¥ w ( Q ) * A8<fi)Vfi} * [,-yu, . A 8 ( 0 ) ] Q ( f l î

where Q=S/a and the form of the coefficients is given in Table 4.3.1.
This set of formulae has been used in the earlier version of the code
TWOTRAN(X, Y ) (BARBER (1966)). The edge fluxes obtained by this way satisfy
the conservation relation:

The next step is to average the relations (U.3.8) over some angular
domain m. Divide the principal octant of the unit JÎ sphere into M
angular domains with areas W . Integration of Eq.. (1+.3.8) over the domainm
m and use of the mean value theorem leads to a set of equations:

* T(fn)*(m) * f1-T(m) -E EU W TES *S t1 TEW ES
Cm) m (m) (m) (m) (m) M.T(m) ,(m) (m)
N 'NW *W TNS *S {1 TNW TNS )0

4 W
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where the transmission coefficients T and the penetration coefficients
C are defined as :x

T - ~ / d,ßa (fi)xy W J 2 xy —m(m)
.3.10)

The quantities $ m and Q m are the mean values of flux and source density
for a domain m. According to the mean value theorem they are equal to the
exact respective values taken at some point fi_ inside the domain.

Because of the quadratures over angles, that appear both in the definition
of the scalar flux and in source term, it is convenient to choose a single
representative direction for each domain, constructing at the same time the
set of domains in such a manner as to make the set of representative directions
identical with the conventional discrete ordinates. This still leaves some
arbitrariness in question how to divide the principal octant into domains.
However, the symmetry properties of the (x,y) geometry allow to use the
moment modified sets (BARBER (1966)), which have this additional advantage
of constant domain areas.

The above approach is very similar to Nakamura's idea (1972) who proposed
to span the solution on a finite set of sectionally defined "spherical
functions". The method presented in this paper uses in fact the sectionally
non-zero constants as Nakamura spherical functions. The problem of evaluating
transmission and penetration coefficients is left open in his study.

A new CS technique developed by LATHROP and CARLSON (1971) is also similar
to Nakamura's approach. They propose to use a modal expansion of the flux
in an entire octant and to evaluate the modal coefficients by moments method.
A similar treatment is applied to the spatial dependence of the flux.

To evaluate the coefficients T , C the numerical integration has been
selected. In the case of the moment modified set all the domains, save
one, are rectangles in the variables

<(> = tan —U
and a direct quadrature formula can be used (KRYLOV et al. (1968)):
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It has been found empirically that to obtain relative accuracy of the
-Uorder 10 it is sufficient to use 1=9.

.S.3. A Numerical Example

As a numerical example a 19.05cmxl9.05cm supercell of the Shippingport PWR
reactor (Fig. U.3.2) has been chosen. Since it was one of the first practical
problems where the ray effects has been encountered, many studies devoted
to it and now it can be considered as an unofficial "benchmark" problem
(NATELSON (1971), LATHROP (1968), REED, LATHROP (1970)) for the two-dimensional
transport calculations. Here 22x23 spatial intervals and S, approximation
has been used.

The ray oscillations are best seen on Fig. U.3.3, where DOT and DOIT flux
traverses along the right edge and plotted. The traverse line is marked
on Fig. U.3.2. A distinctive maximum can be seen in the DOT curve in the
vicinity of y=10. Since it appears near the sourceless gap between blanket
zones, this maximum can not be explained by any physical process. Especially
the neutron streaming along the gap has to be excluded, since the cross
sections in the gap and blanket zones are very close magnitudes. This is
indeed a ray effect. Other irregularities in the flux behaviour can be
also attributed to rays propagation.

On the other hand, the DOIT results seem to be free of ray effects. The
only questionable irregularity is a small minimum, which appears to the
left of material heterogeneity. The general lower values of the flux as
compared to the DOT calculated ones can be attributed to the DOT tendency
to overestimate the flux near the reflective boundary in a sourceless medium
(compare Fig. U.S.2). The overall maximum value of the flux appear near the
center of the seed zone and here the DOT value is 0.08786, the DOIT one
0.0890U, while the "exact" calculation which is cited in Ref. (REED and
LATHROP (1970)) (D-,/'» unknown number of spatial divisions: most probably
UUxU6)gives 0.08903. Here the DOIT accuracy is remarkable.

The total scattering rates for the whole supercell are in both calculations
very close: 1.5913 (DOIT) and 1.5919 (DOT). This is an indication that the
reaction rates are calculated correctly by both methods.Unfortunately the DOT
program output options do not allow to print the reaction rates in various
materials. Even if the computer time for one point and one iteration is
ca. 2 times longer than for the DOT calculations, DOIT seems to require
less spatial intervals and less angular divisions as well as less iterations
to obtain the same accuracy. Then one can expect some actual computer time
gains as compared to conventional discrete ordinate methods. This advantage
has been actually observed when running test problems. The main advantage,
however, is the mitigation of the ray effects.
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Since the longer computation times are caused by necessity to use disc
storage device, it can be expected that implementing the DOIT code on
computers with larger core memory will remove this deficiency.

1
NW 5 " 5 (1

EW »,.-•

ES - .-«,

1 r » 1 r A ~ö, i[1- -M - e J] .
Table U.3.1: Coefficients in Eq.. (U.3.8)

where a = aAx/y
ß = aAy/n
P = a/ß

4.4. SURFACE CURRENT TRANSPORT THEORY IN X-Y GEOMETRY

A method for solving the neutron transport equation in x-y
geometry has been developed by MAEDER (1975)- In the interior and on the
boundary of a mesh the flux depends linearly on the space variables. The
angular dependence is represented by a quadruple P.. expansion. The inner
flux moments are determined from the basic form of the transport equation,
while the mesh leakage is calculated by means of transmission and escape
probabilities which are derived from the integral equation. Neighbouring
meshes are connected by requiring continuity of the angular current moments.
Results calculated with the code QP 1, which is based on this theory, depend
only slightly on the chosen mesh division, and they are in good agreement
with more exact calculations.
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U.U.I. Introduction

The EIR light water reactor fuel element program BOXER (MAEDER-PARATTE (1975))
uses normally diffusion theory to determine the fine mesh flux distribution.
To assess the accuracy of the diffusion approximation on selected configu-
rations the transport program DOIT3 was built into BOXER. Because the DOIT
method (ARKUSZEWSKI (1973) and MAEDER (1973)) assumes a spatially constant
source within a mesh, its results turned out to depend too much on the
chosen mesh grid. A new transport theory was therefore developed in which
the neutron flux varies linearly in x and y in the interior and on the
boundaries of a mesh. A quadruple P expansion is used in the four angular
octants formed "by the mesh boundaries.

The computer code QP 1, which is based on this theory, has been built into
BOXER where it replaces DOITS.

Section U.U.2- gives an overview of the QP 1 method, and QP 1 results are
compared with other calculations in section U.U.3.

U.U.2. Theory

The definitions of the quantities appearing in section U.U.2. can be
found in the appendix and in the figures U.U.I.-U.

U.U.2.1 Flux moments

The system considered is divided into a number of homogeneous meshes as
shown in Fig. U.U.I. First, the basic form of the transport equation

(H v-» + z) i|> (x,n) = s(x,n) (U.u.i)
X

is multiplied by Y..(ß) P,(x) P (ï) and integrated over the neutron flight
K.1L A p

directions (cf. Fig. U.U.2) and the mesh volume. Due to the mirror symmetry
with respect to the x-y plane one needs to consider only the upper half
(0 >. 0) of the sphere formed by the neutron flight directions. In section
U.U.2.2 the theory will be limited to a quadruple P expansion in the angle
coupled with a linear flux expansion in space. Therefore, the indices XukJl
can be restricted to the values 0000, 1000, 0100, 0001 and 0011.

After partial integration of the first term in Eq. (U.U.l) one obtains

,,/y _ {SAM _ TAu. , ._ . Ay (U.U.2)
"
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where

LAp -Lk£ "

and •"'

MXlJ - -Lk£ ZV

dA

2ir
dV

V

VY) ( U . U . 3 )

^ . U )

Here A is the mesh surface and fi the normal component of Q in the out-
A

ward direction . In Eg.. (U.U.2) the following definitions of the flux and
source moments have been used:

;Xyk*
2ir

f dV Px(X)Py(Y)

(U.U.5)

(U.U.6)

No approximation have been introduced in the derivation of Eq,. (U.U. 2) so
that it is an exact equation. The flux moments determined by means of Eq.
(U.U. 2) will be used to calculate the source moments. Furthermore, the

, which are equal to the scalar fluxes in the meshes, form themoments ooî
desired flux distribution.

The M-quantities needed in the theory may be derived from Eq. ( U . U . U ) :

„ooM, „ = 0

•£ • 2 C/ 'a (U.U.7)
M.01•oo

To calculate the leakage term, Eq. (U.U.3), one divides the half sphere
formed by the flight directions into the four octants of Fig. U.U.3 and
calculates the mesh leakage in each octant separately.

4 • Xy

where
f dfi Yk£(Ä) f PX(X) Py(Y)

(U.U.8)

(U.U. 9)

Let W, S, E and N be the mesh boundaries lying in the west, south, east

and north with respect to the flight direction. The leakage term may be

split into the contributions of the currents on the four boundaries.
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-SX + <l)XwNX ~Wyq i.U.10)

where

Ĉ

(U.U.11)

(U.U.12)

qk*

w

(U.U.13)

(U.U.lU)

N EThe w - and w -coefficients may assume the values -1 or +1. Their definition
is given in the appendix.

U.U. 2. 2 Current moments

To calculate the neutron flux appearing in the definitions of the outward
directed currents C and C , Eqs. C1*.1*.!!) and (U.U. 13), the integral
transport equation is used:

(5 ,2) e-Zso/C089.

The geometrical quantities appearing in this equation are defined in Fig.U.U.U.

The fluxes on the west and south boundaries through which the neutrons enter
the mesh are represented in the following form:

N Ä N-«,
l l l

l=o k=o X=o

VV
(U.U.16)

Note that the spherical harmonics are not orthogonal within an octant q. In
Eq. (U.U.16) the value of N may he 0 or 1. Eq. (U.U.16) is a quadruple P
expansion of the incident boundary flux. The first angular moment (A=0) is
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described more exactly in space than the higher moments. For the source an
approximation that is consistent with the definition of the source moments,
Eq. (U.U.6), is used:

L £ N-£ N-£-X

i=o k=o X=o p=o
• PX(X) P (Y) Yk£($)•

This equation defines *he spatial approximation of the source within the mesh.
In the solid angle a P expansion (not a quadruple P expansion) is used,L L
where L is the maximum order of scattering anisotropy considered. According
to Eq. (U.U.17) N must be larger or equal to L. Thus the theory of this section
allows linear anisotropy at most. If N is equal to 1, the source is a linear
function of the space variables.

By applying the "pillbox" argument to the basic transport equation, Eq. (U.U.I),
one may prove that the moments of the perpendicular currents are continuous
at the mesh interfaces (MAEDER (1973)), pg. 17 and Chapter I of this monograph.

Therefore, it is advantageous to replace the inward directed angular fluxes
appearing in the integral equation by the corresponding currents. If Eq.
(U.U.16) is introduced into Eqs. (U.U.12) and (U.U.lU) and if the resulting
expressions are inverted, the following formular are obtained:

WX

SX

kX,N~vXv > k 'il1
EX WX

Atr? !/• « P « U~V- I C I ' °

'i' Cqk'*(/a
EX

(U.U.18)

The signs v are again defined in the appendix.

Finally the desired expressions for the outward directed currents may be
derived by introducing Eqs. (U.U.15-U.U.18) into the definitions (U.U.11)
and (U.U. 13). The result i-s

"qk£

NXw

EXw

r 01 N—!.' N— 5'— \ 'u n * w x, A k̂,£, ^NX, ̂ j,

r=o k'=o x'=o u'=o q q q
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^J A A ^1p
If C. ̂  ' ß. '

p E A A ' u '

N W A A 1

Uklk'l'

E W A A 1
U k £ k ' £ '

N O 1 M- {.« 1*• Si *• t i A t 1 M^À ' u ' r r r k1 i ' J E\s „ . + y > > v < wk ' A ' ' ' *• a »aK Ä'-o k'=o A ' = o H ] 4

WA1
 + w NA'

..NSAA'
kik'i'

E S A A 1

C SA-

(U.U.19Î

The escape probabilities P are defined by

p E A A V
V 0 \r ' 0 I

..NAA'u1

(2£'+l)(2A'+D(2u'+l) f
Jq-i

,(X') P ,(Y') exp (-ZS/COS6) C*.«».20)

The U-coefficients in Eq. (1+.1».19) are the current-to-current transmission
probabilities. They may be calculated from the flux-to-current probabilities T

.ES A A

E W A A 1

T. « 1.1 « i

_ N W A A '

N S A A '

a-1

O
b

o
a

"N ; d x pA (V pA- (Vo

exp (-Zso/cos6)
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by means of the relations

ES**'

u:,NSAX
T y y X N A >

b j r=ok»io x*'*'*"*"

E S X X -
k J l k 1 ' l ' '

NSX
(U.U.22)

UEWXX
1

N W X X '
k £ k '

T f y X E X >
a ^ ^ k ' i'le' ' f ' 'r'=0 k"=o K Ä

EWXX

NWXA»
rk2k' '

Thf multipip integrals appearing in the expressions for the transmission and
escape probabilities can be reduced to simple integrals. The reader who is
interest^ in the final expressions is referred to MAEDER (1975).

U.U.3. Examples

U.U.3.1 Critical slab

This problem is described in Part U.5.6 and the behaviour of the eigenvalue
as a function of mesh width as obtained with different methods is represented
in Fig. U.5.5 and discussed in Part U.5.7.

U.U.3.2 LWB fuel element

The configuration, which is represented in Fig. U.U.5, is a simplified LWR
fuel element consisting of UxU pin cells surrounded by light water. The two-
group cross sections used for the homogenized pin cell and the water regions
are listed in Table U.U.I. The eigenvalues obtained with the codes BOCOP, COXY,
QP 1 and CODIFF are represented in Table U.U.2 and in Fig. U.U.6 as a function
of the number of used meshes.

BOCOP is a two-dimensional collision probability program which serves as
reference. The COXY method assumes a double P expansion for the angular
dependence, a linear variation of the source within a. mesh and constant mesh
boundary fluxes (HAEGGBLOM (1975)).

Fig. U.U.6 indicates that the QP 1 eigenvalues are in good agreement with
the converged BOCOP result. The QP 1 fluxes for the 6x6 configuration differ
by at most 1 % from the BOCOP l6xl6 fluxes given in (HAEGGBLOM (1975)).

Compared to COXY the QP 1 eigenvalue changes less as a function of mesh width,
and the converged QP 1 value lies nearer to the BOCOP result. These differences
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may be explained by the more exact basic assumptions used in QP 1. The angular
flux is better represented by a quadruple than by a double P. expansion. Con-
sider for instance the angular flux on a mesh boundary that lies perpendicular
to a surface on which vacuum boundary conditions are imposed. There, the flux is
strongly peaked towards the outside of the system. It is not possible to
represent such a behaviour by a double P expansion. Furthermore, the COXY
assumption of a constant mesh boundary flux is not consistent with the
linear dependence within the system.

Central processor computing times are listed in Table k.h.2. The BOCOP, COXY
and QP 1 calculations were performed with diagonal symmetry, while no symmetry
option can be used in CODIFF at present. For the same mesh number CODIFF is
more than 10 times faster than QP 1. However, Fig. k.k.6 shows that CODIFF needs
a greater mesh number to attain convergence.

The computing times of QP 1 and COXY given in Table k.k.2 are not directly
comparable because the calculations were performed on different computers.
Assuming that the CDC 6600 computer is about twice as fast as the 6500 model
it appears that the COXY and QP 1 computing times are of equal magnitude.

.U.U. Conclusions

For the test problems described above the agreement in the eigenvalue and the
neutron flux determined with exact calculations and with the QP 1 code is satis-
factory. QP 1 shows a better agreement with the exact calculations and a smaller
dependence on the chosen mesh size than diffusion theory or the new transport
program COXY.

For the same mesh number the diffusion code CODIFF is an order of magnitude
faster than QP 1. Diffusion theory is therefore still needed to perform the
routine LWR fuel element calculations, while QP 1 can provide reliable check
results within a reasonable computing time.

By introducing the general spherical harmonics Y (fi) defined in the appendix
it would be possible to extend the theory of section U.U.2 to a quadruple P„K
approximation with an arbitrary value of N. In such a theory the recursion
relations for the M-quantities(cf,Eq. h.h.2) and for the transmission and
escape probabilities have a more complex structure. Such a theory has been
developed using orthogonal QPN Polynomials by STEPANEK (1979) and is described
on the example of the cylindrical geometry in section U.5
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Appendix; Definition of Symbols

= cos9d9d<f> = Surface element of the unit sphere

Ki (x) = docos 6exp(-x/cos9) = Bickley function

P (x) = Legendre polynomial of order n

P£ (x) = Associated Legendre function
V = a-b = Mesh volume
w = TT/2 = Surface of an octant

X = 2x/a-l = Dimensionless space coordiante in x-direction

Y = 2y/a-l = Dimensionless space coordinate in y-direction

' i j - 1
0

for i = j
i * J

= Kronecker symbol

T = a£ = Optical mesh thickness in x-direction3

T, = b£ = Optical mesh thickness in y-direction

= P £ fv W = Spherical harmonics,

0 < k < 1, 0 < ?. £ N, 0 < m < £ , «,+m even,

im'

=
cosm<}>

sinm*
for

• m;2 d"'p
— M —v ^ ——— -

k =
0

1
(x)

dx

Y, ç (tt) = Y, . f { n ) = Spherical harmonics used in QP 1,

0 < k < 1, 0 ^ 1,

Y = 1, Y = cos6 COS0, = cos6 siniji.
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I, J and X matrices:

N

ÏÏ/2
(*)

"/.a

EO
k f c k ' A «

No = N-l
k« .k '£ ' l ;

X E 1 * X N 1 =6oooo oooo

Signs:

Octant q

1

2

3

4

Vq

i
(-i)k

(-Dk+i

(-D*

wq
i

(-i)x

i
(-Dx

NXwq

1

1

(-1)X

(-1)X

TABLE U . U . I LWR: Cross sections

Group

1

2

Material

1 (pin cell)
2 (H20)

1 (pin cell)
2 (HgO)

VZf

6.203-3a
0.0

1.101-1
0.0

za
8.627-3
6.8UO-U

6.957.2
8.016-3

j.1+1

1.780-1
1.995-1

W
1.089-3
1.558-3

j.
l-v2

1.002-2
2.188-2

«M

5.255-1
8.783-1

z
*

1.966U7-1
2.2206U-1

5.96159-1
8.8787U-1

a: 6.203-3 = 6.203 x 10~3. 205



TABLE U.U.2 LWR problem: Eigenvalues and computing times

Program

COXY

BOCOP

QP 1

CODIFF

Mesh number

6x6
10x10
16x16
6x6

10x10
16x16
6x6

10x10
16x16
6x6

10x10
16x16

keff

1.2129
1 . 2lUO
1.21U9
1.2175
1 . 2lU7
1.2138
1.2128
1.212lt
1 . 212U
1.2133
1.2182
1.2196

Computing time (s)
total

6.9
19.2
6k.Q
56.8

123-5
292. h
13. U
32.5
83.9
0.8
1.7
6.0

probabilities

1.3
2.h
5.6

Number of
inner
iterations

32
31
33

-U -3a: Convergence criteria for k = 10 and for the pointwise flux = 10
QP 1 + CODIFF: CDC 6500 computer.
COXY + BOCOP: CDC 6600 computer.

4.5- "SURFACE FLUX" TRANSPORT METHOD

U.5.1. Introduction

A new type of "surface currents" method to solve the one and two dimensional
neutron transport problems using Legendre polynomial approximation of the flux
in both angle and space, and the orthogonal Legendre polynomial or spherical
function approximation of the incoming and outgoing surface flux developed by
STEPAWEK (1979) is presented on an example for cylindrical geometry.

The X-Y geometry is currently developed by STEPANEK (1979). Originally, the
main reason for developing the method for ID geometries was its very advanta-
geous application for the computation of the neutron fluxes in the consideration
of "pebble bed" structures of HTR fuel elements (STEPANEK(l978)). No less
important is also the efficiency of the method even for ID geometries, in com-
parison to the other existing theories, and its consistent extension to 2D
geometries, the use of orthogonal DPN Legendre polynomials to approximate the
boundary angular fluxes, removes the inversion of the transport matrices and
the possibility of numerical errors (MAEDER (1975)) in cases of higher
approximation of the angular fluxes N.
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Two codes based on this theory are developed. The first, SURCU, (STEPANEK
(1979)), computes the neutron fluxes in homogeneous meshes for ID slab,
spherical and cylindrical geometries and for 2D X-Y geometry. The second,
SURCU-DH, (STEPANEK (1978)), computes the fluxes in ID slab, spherical and
cylindrical geometries under the consideration of a "pebble bed" structure
of the materials.

The ID space is divided into I space intervals (see Fig. U.5.1). Neutron source
density approximations in angle and space using the Legendre polynomial ex-
pansion are used in each interval. In contrast to the "mixed" method (LIGOU
et al.(1972),(1973),(1973),(197*0, STEPANEK (1972),(1975)) and those of
(TAKEDA (1973), PBEMUDA (1971),(1972), PREMUDA and TROMBETTI (1976)) no
direct transport connection between the intervals has been considered. Each
interval is handled individually and connected to the neighbouring ones by
incoming and outgoing surface flux. In contrast to Chapter k.k. (XY-geometry)
these surface fluxes are approximated in angle using the orthogonal DPN
Legendre polynomial expansions (YVON (1957), GREENSPAN et al.(1968)).

The general L, M and N orders of approximation for scattering anisotropy,
neutron source space dependency and surface flux anisotropy are considered.
The outgoing surface flux moments are computed for each interval from the volu-
metric sources and from the incoming surface flux moments on the opposite
boundary of the interval, using the integral transport equation. Next using
the integral and differential transport equation, expressions are derived for the
volumetric spatial Legendre polynomial flux moments in terms of the given
volumetric sources and the incoming surface flux moments. Then the space
Legendre polynomial flux moments are eliminated from equations for surface
flux moments. This leads to a consistent system of equations for the incoming
and outgoing surface flux moments for each space incoming and outgoing interval.
The right hand side of the system depends only upon the given source moments.
After solving this system, one eliminates the surface flux moments in expressions
for volumetric spatial flux moments.

it.5.2. Theory (Cylindrical Geometry)

U.5.2.1 Integral Form of the Transport Equation

The integral form of the transport equation for the neutron flux *(r,fl} in
cylindrical geometry is (see Fig. U.5.1):

-
*(r.5) - /ds q(r'.fl) l + » ( . f l ) e"cos6
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where $(r,n) is the neutron angular flux, q(r,n) is the volume angular source,
$(r ,n) is the neutron angular boundary flux and £ is the total macroscopic

o
cross section and is considered to be constant inside of the space interval.

The q.,$ and the given angular volumetric source Q are expanded into the series
of spherical functions:

(2n + 1 )
-4Ü-

n = o n'=0,1
£nn'

where

. 2 (n -n 1 ) ;
nn> <1 + 6„iJ (n + n 1 ) :
e

• n n , v » J L.USM ? rn is inoj , (U.5.U)

and

o ^7 j n r , .
P (z)

dz"

The angular moments q. , , $ ,and Q , are defined by

fr,«).

where dû = cosQ d0 d^.

The total volumetric angular moments are given by

The boundary angular fluxes are expanded in the angular half spaces 1 and 2
(see Fig. U.5.2) into the series:

n-o n'»o
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for - J « * < f. - ; s e < J .

and

n«o n'»o

for f S * s f ir. - | < 9

The polynomials Y are orthogonal in half spaces (-"£<$ < ~Z » ~^1® < 7J
and (TJ < <t> < ~Z v, - — < QfT;). The desired orthogonality property is

ir/2 ir/2
f fd(ji -
1 I0 0

„

The polynomials are calciilated using the power series

n Min(m,n+n'-m)r-v ^
,(9,<(i) - ) /11 L^ L^YC .nn' j_ _ t L __ f nn

m=0 m'=0,l

the coefficients C are computed using the Gramm-Schmidt ' s procedure (MAEDER
and STEPANEK (1978),STEPANEK (1979))-

1 2The surface flux moments ij> and <j> are defined by

ir/2 ir/2

< P ' ( r ) = 4 d* de cosen n ' B
o o

ir/2
d* /

7F/2 O

ir
Cpnn ( ( rB ) " 4 / d* / d9 cose Y^, (0 . * -$ ) »(r nî

The space is devided now into I space intervals (see Fig. U.5.1) and the cross
sections are considered to be constant in each of them. The spatial distribu-
tions of a ,(r), 9 ,(r) and Q ,(r) is approximated by Legendre polynomial
sources in each interval:

' r

1-(n+n f)/2

. ̂  . (fc.5.10)
V"O
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where

y - (2 (—)
ro

r.

<-) -B. (H.5.11)

A -A - ———

1+Ct

1-a2 '

(U.5.12)

q nn 'v "

nn ' v

0k. n n ' v _

1 T r n>r = v J dv (— ] p v ( y } '
V °

f 1nn'

$ , (r)nn

^nn' ^

(U.5.13)

where dV = 2rr r dr.

The spatial moments (q_ , ,« , and Q , ) and (a . ,* . and Q , )f Tin'v nn 'v nn'v Tin1v nn'v nn'v
are connected by

nn ' v

.°nn'v,
Z en'

Yvv'
v = o

$nn 'v '
n

v. w nn 'v ' J

(U.5 .1U)

where y matrix is defined by

Y ° m = i dv (ï- )2mP (Y) P ( Y ) .jjv v r y vo

The computational method is pointed out by LIGOU et al. (1972),(1973),
STEPANEK (1975),(1979).

Using Eg. (U.5.7) and (U.5.13) one gets the expression

qnn'v nn'v * Z
sn *nn-v • (U.5.15)

where Z is considered to be constant inside the interval i.sn
i2 ft!Using £4. (U.5.1) the boundary moments $ , and $ , on the inner and outernpn SUM

boundary of the space interval are computed for 0 < m < N, O < m1 < m.
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Setting Eq. (̂ .5.2), (1*.5.8) and (1*.5.10) into Eq. (U.5.1) multiplying it
fey Y° , (6t4>-) or by Y° .(®»* ) and integrating of over 0 < <fr < -5-, or^-<*Bffli ^ nun o ™ — £ c
and over 0 < 0 < — , one gets after rearranging (see Fig. U.5 .U) :

12 1 A n- «.„„.,.„

de m i nn Cos9
0 si o

2
^ Z Z C 2 n + 1 ) Wn-n-V'n-n-n-

n ' « o

de cose Y m m , ( 6 ,$ . ) Y + , , ce .$ ) e ~ ~ ~ c o 7 ë , (U.5.i6)
o

and
*- s > l l ^ n ^

e - i Z < ^ ' X E n - ï

n M - ( n + n ' ) / 2
q ,^nn'\>

n*o n ' =0,1

S° n' n's (— f
o

SSo ' n' ïï/2

/°ds- (f )° P v t y j / de Y = m , ( e ^ o ) Y n n , ( 6 . < i > ) e - E ( s a - s > ] )
s.

*ÎI Z
n»o n'»o

TT/2 ff/2 ^0

*Q I de
Po

N n
\ \ ro-. j . ' *^ »^

Z Z
n»o n'»o

* n * n ' n - n ' n ' n - n '

Cos6/ d6 0088 Y^.O.^J Y^^^.O.^) 8 COSO . (U.5.17)
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where s' = r'cos<f>', si = r^cosfjK, so = rocos<j»o.
$8 » arcsina.

U.5.2.2 Differential Form of the Transport Equation

The differential form of the transport equation for the neutron flux*(r,^)
inside of one space interval in cylindrical geometry has form (see Fig. U.5.1):

cose COS(>

vhere q and £ are total volumetric: source and total macroscopic cross section,
respectively.

Multiplying this equation with Y ,, integrating it over ß and using Eqs.
(U.5.6), (U.5.33), (U.5.3U), (U.5.35) one gets

, ( D -rn ' +1q , C r) .

(U. 5. 19)
1 2where J and J , are the current moments in halfspaces 1 and 2, rtjsp.

(see Fig. U.5.2).

They are defined by
ir/2 ir/2

3'{r) = 4 d* cos* d9f d* cos* f
o o

( U . 5 . 2 0 )
n, IT TT/2

(-D 4 J d<{. cos* /" de cos2e Y n n , cn ) »tr.nj .
TT/2 O

Multiplying Eq. (1+.5.19) by 2ir P (y)/r and integrating it over r by parts
one finds after use of Eq. (U.5.20), (U.5.33), (U.5.31), (^.5-32), (U.5.35)
and (U.5.13):

i n n * n n '
v-1 r
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+ v ' ftn-1n'-1v'

•>' *1 ' * .i • .i .+•) * (2v'*1 )9 *

\ - (n-n'+U Cn-n'*2) ( CV*1) * ,1 y \ n+1n'-1v'+1

* (2v'*1)B « , , „ , + v'*n*1n'-1v' v n+1n'-1v-§
, _- (n-n • *1 Hn-n -

* rv« , - v q
(U.5.21)

with definitions * , = 0 for negative values of n or n* and for n <n' .

Combining Eq.. (U.5.21) for v and v-2 one obtaines after some rearranging:

(2n"i)r f" + n'-1Hn + n') (*n_ln'-1v ' V 1 -n • -1v-2n'V L
+ 1)r 0 l

n+1n'-1v-2)J

™{
- (n-n'*D (n-n'+2) (*n + 1n-.

(2-6 . H2n*1) I '1) So(*n*1n'*1v-1 ' *n-1 n • * 1 v- 1.n o

_ (n*n'-1)(n*n')(v«n.1n.-iv* (2v'1)B *„-1n'-1v-io

(2V-DB *n+1n,.1v.1 * (v-1) »n.1n,.. (U.5.22),.1v.2)|j
for v > 2.
For v = 1 is

ZV*nn'1

*n-ln- 11 " Cn-n' + 1Hn-n'+2) * . ,n - 1 n - 1 1 n + i n « _ -
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(2 2 r
- « n < o J ( 2 n * 1 ) Vo(*n*1n'+1o"M"ôn-n'o) *n-1n'+1

< 1 - V o > ^ > ) (*n-1n'-11* B Vln'-1o J

- (n-n'*1)(„-„'*2)

n1

Si ,n',12
, } • ( 4 .5 .23 )

For v = 0 is

nn 'oZV$ . = V q + n>V

f C n + n 1 - '1)(n*n') # n. 1 n,_ 1 n-Cn-n'+1Hn-n'+2)n-1n'-1o i+1n'-1o/

n' n' n'
J1^,nn'

(U.5.2U)

Setting expansion (A.21.1) for cosiji cosQ y , (Q,$) into Eq.. (U.5.20) and
using Eq. (4.5.8) one gets

S O 0 1 ,o nn

s. a i1,i nn

,o nn

S. 3 i2,i nn

n+i M in (m,n+n '+2-m)

Z Z 6m?'
m1 = 0,1

l ° 1
mm'

11
' mm'

o2<P iTmm

<p 12
mm'

(4.5.25)

where * , à and é are the double y angular flux moments on themm mm Tftrn TÏÏTTI
outer and inner boundary of the space interval in the angular halfspace 1
and 2 (see Fig. 4.5.3) resp., and the coefficients C are defined by

n+1 Min(m,n+n'2-m)

cose cos0 Y .r nn1 Em=0 m'=0,l

The computational method is described by STEPAKEK (1979).
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U. 5. 3. Equations for volumic spatial flux moments

For each spatial mesh i the method results in two types of coupled systems
of equations for the outgoing surface fluxes (Eq. (U. 5.16-1?) ) and for spatial
flux moments (Eqs. (U.5.22)-(U. 5.2U) ) , resp.

If the outgoing currents in equations for the spatial flux moments are re-
placed using equations for outgoing surface fluxes and Eq. (H.5.25), one
gets the system of equations for the spatial fluxes which include the in-
coming surface fluxes only:

N n
mm'y ^* ^ mm'yn+n'n-n' n+n'n-n" mm' yn + n ' n-n ' n+n'n-n'

n=o n ' =o
L n M-(n+n'}/2

+ T T. I PV , , Vq , .*- *" L* mm ynn v nn v (U, 5. 26)
n=o n'=o,1 v=o

Using now the Eq. (U.5.15) for the q in Eq. ( U . 5 . 26) and solving it with

respect for $, one gets:
N n

V$ M y y (W 3 * ' ' *"* + WS°2 °2 1
mm ' p *- *-• mm'pn + n 'n-n '^n + n 'n-n ' mm'ijn + n 'n-n '^n + n 'n -n '

n=o n ' =o

L n m- (n+n 1 )/2

+ ^ ^ 2) W mm'ynn 'v V O nn 'v ' (U.5.27)
n = o n ' =o, 1 v = o

where the W s are the multicollision probabilities. Because the denominators

of these probabilities contain terms of the type (l-Z ,(l-P)/E ), where P <1,sun u
there is no problem with zero absorption.

The Eqs. (U.5.27) are now used to eliminate the $'s from the Eq. (U.5.17) for
the outgoing surface fluxes. One gets equations in the form:

N n

(P i2 » T y (W s i 2 i 1 (D11
 +W

si2°2 cp°2 )mm' ^ ** mm'n+n'n-n n+n'n-n' mm'n+n'n-n 1 n+n 'n-n '
n-o n ' =o

L n M - ( n + n ' }/2

+ y y y wv i 2 vo , ,^ ^ ^ nn'v
n=o n '=o,1 v=o

and (U.5 .28)

N n
so1i1

 œi'' *. ,so1o2 mo2« fW œ *.,soo2 mo2mm' ^ ^ mm'n+n'n-n'^n^n'n-n' +Wmm'n+n'n-n'^n+n'n-n'}
n=o n ' =o

L n M-(n+n')/2Z Z Z «-!„„.„ v »nn,v
n-o n '=o,1 V=Q 215



The Eqs. (U.5.28) for each of the spatial intervals are now coupled together
with boundary conditions and the resulting system is solved directly.

This procedure leads to the equations:
K L n M-(n+n')/2

mm' 2, 2, 2, Li mm'nn'v nn'v mm'
j = 1 n = o n ' =o,1 vao

(U.5.29)
K L n M-(n+n')/2

loi , y y y y w
io1J v

j oj + <PBi°1 .mm ' ** ^* t-1 *" mm ' n n ' v nn'v mm

j=1 n=o n'=o,1 v=o
•D

where <j> is the contribution from the given incoming surface flux on the other
boundaries of the system.
Elimination of the incoming DPN surface flux moments in Eqs. (U.5.27) using the
Eqs. (U.5.29) leads for each energy group to the system of equations for spatial
flux moments which are dependent only on the outer spatial source moments Q:

K L n M-Cn+n')/2
mrn'u" 2, 2, 2, L Wmm'nnn'vV °nn ' v+vl°mm' M •

(U.5.30)
•n

where 0 is the contribution from the given incoming surface flux on the outer
boundaries of the system.

In this sense, the direct solution is performed before the multigroup flux
computation in the outer iteration process.

U.5.4. Test Cases

Problem_No. 1

Calculation of k in monodimensional plane,spherical or cylindrical one-—————————en ————————————————————————————«——————————
layer system

One energy group

Isotropie scattering

Thickness of the layer 10 cm

Boundary conditions: Vacuum

Nuclear data: Z = 1, Z = 0.08, Z = 0 .92 , vZ „ = 0 .1 .L a s t

Problem_No_.__2

Calculation of k in monodimensional plane three-layer system
Two energy groups
Isotropie scattering
Only downscattering
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Geometrical data

Layer 1 2 3

Material 2 1 2

Thickness 1.8 cm U.95 cm 2.k cm

Boundary conditions: Vacuum

Nuclear data

Material
Energy Group, h
Spectrum
Capture & Fission
v x Fission
T o t a l
Scattering
h to g

En.
Gr.
g

1
2

1

1
1.0

8.62700-2
1.72220-1
2.74290-1
1.78000-1
1.00200-2

2
0.0

< 7.06590-2
1.30100-1
5.96159-1

-
5.25500-1

2

1
1.0

6.84000-4
-

2.22064-1
1.99500-1
2.18800-2

2
0.0

9.57400-3
-

8.87674-1
-

8.78300-1

Problem_No_1 3

Calculation of k•eff of the Swedish fast zero power reactor FR-0 (spherical
geometry)
Three energy groups
Isotropie scattering
Boundary condition: Vacuum

Core
outer ra-
dius 17 cm

Reflector
outer ra-
dius 47 cm

Group
nr
i

1
2
3
1
2
3

2tot

D. 19836
0.28614
0.50872
D. 20095
0. 30525
0.45010

v2f

0.07791
0.02766
0.03915
0
0
0

ô

j « 1

0.08552

0.13609

j - 2

0.07767
0.26091

0.06045
0.29819

j = 3

0.00623
0.00765
0.47814

0.00356
0.00559
0.44449

Fission
spectrum

0.574
0.393
0.033
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Problem_No_1 ^

Calculation of the flux ratios in heavy water and light water cylidrical cell
One energy group
Isotropie scattering
Boundary condition: white

Region nr

Material

Outer radius
(cm)
? (cm )
2tot 1
2 (cm )

Source dens.
(cm~3sec~l )

Heavy water cell
1 2 3

Nat. U + can
+ coolant

7.2

0.418940

0.366520

0.67695

Shroud

7.35

0.095709
0.082500

0

Moderator
D20

13.5631

0.401884

0.401817

1.0

Light water cell
1 2

Enriched
uranium

0.381

0.780
0.393

0

Moderator
H20

0.644869

1.0618

1.053

1.0

Test Case

Computation of the Flux Distribution in LWR Fuel Element Container

The simplified LWR container includes 8 plane zones. The dimensions and
materials are given in Fig. U.5.7« The TO energy group ENDF-B/U library was
used to compute neutron flux distribution considering PI anisotropy of
scattering and reflective boundary conditions on both outer sides of the
container .

The suitability of the approximation of the spatial flux distribution using
Legendre polynomial series is demonstrated with this example.

U.5.5« Discussion of results and conclusions

Five different problems defined in Part h.5.k were computed using the code SURCU
based on the described theory and compared with other codes. Generally »ffluch grea-
ter efficiency of the DPN angular flux approximation and of P spatial fluxM
approximation used in the present theory can be observed.

Problem

The behaviour of the eigenvalue as a function of mesh width as obtained by the
different methods is represented in Fig. ^.5-3. The exact value of the eigen-
value was calculated by solving the integral transport equation using the space
approximation of the flux by a high number of Legendre polynomials. Whereas the
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collision probability method (CP), ANISN (S ) (ENGLE (1967)), Ŝ  method (MENNIG
(1968)) and the presented method (PN/PM) results vere obtained with one-dimensio-
nal calculations, diffusion (CODIFF) (PAEATTE (1971*)) DOIT 3 (Ŝ ) (ARKUSZEWSKI
(1973)) and Maeder's QPO and QP1 (MAEDER (1975)) results are obtained with two-
dimensional calculations taken from (MAEDER (1975))- To simulate the infinite
extension of the slab in the y-direction two mesh intervals with Ay = Ax and
reflective boundary conditions were used.

The SURCU results are given by PN/PM where PN means the DPN angular boundary
flux approximation and PM means the spatial approximation of the flux in one
mesh.

From Fig. U.5.3 it can be seen that the DPN approximation in the proposed method
converges very well; better than S approximation. Due to the assumption of the
constant mesh flux, the dependence of the results on the chosen mesh width is
very -strongwiththe DPN/PO approximation of the proposed method as it is also
with CP, QPO and DOIT 3. The other codes and DPN/P1 approximation in the pro-
posed method use the assumption of a linearly varying mesh flux and show there-
fore more satisfactory mesh size dependence. The best convergence was reached
with a P3./P2 approximation in the proposed method. Already 2 meshes lead to
a very high accuracy of results.

Convergence to the exact value is not achieved with the transport codes DOIT 3
and QP1 (mainly with QPO approximation) due to the low and fixed angular
boundary flux approximation as well as with CODIFF due to the diffusion approach.

A very well known property of S theory can be demonstrated from Fig. U.5.3:
namely that with increasing number of meshes the increasing S approximation
should be used. Because the proposed theory is i
theory, the same property can be observed here.
should be used. Because the proposed theory is in many ways close to the S

Problem_No. 2

Also in this two energy groups, three layer problem the DPN angular boundary
flux approximation in SURCU leads to a very good convergence (see Table 4.5.1).
A P3 approximation is comparable to that of S , . Only PO spatial flux approxi-
mations were used in the SURCU computations.

Problem No._3

In this series of calculations, the k of the fast zero-power reactor FR-0
was calculated. Three energy groups were considered. The k „-'s calculated by
SURCU, ANISN and DIT are plotted in Fig. k.^.k. Whereas P2/P1 and P3/P2
approximation in SURCU leads to accurate results already for few space inter-
vals, the DIT and ANISN converge very slowly. High S approximation must be
used in ANISN.
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Problem_No._l( and ka.

The flux ratios $ /$ „ and $ /ft , where $ , $ and i are average fluxes inmi s f m s f
moderator, shroud and fuel, resp. are computed in the heavy water cell using
SURCU, ANISN, DIT and CP method. The results are plotted in Fig. ̂ .5.5.

The DPN convergence is much faster than S convergence. The spatial convergence
of the S method is close to that of P2/P1. Whereas P3/P2 converge to the right
result already for four mesh intervals, the Pl/PO and CP methods require many
intervals .

The values of Ï /$„ ratio of the average flux in moderator and fuel, resp.,m f
for light water cell are shown in Fig. k.5.6.

Because the optical thickness is small the S convergence is very poor. However,
SURCU converges very fast, P3/P2 and also P̂ /Pl converge very good in space
also, whereas the DIT, CP, S and Pl/PO methods converge slowly.

Problem

The LWR fuel element container has originally X-Y geometry. It includes boral

zones, in which the boral is composed of many boral spheres embedded in the
aluminium matrix.

In order to consider the double-heterogeneity effect of the grain structure
of the boral, the X-Y geometry of the container was simplified into slab
geometry. Then the "overall" flux ditribution in each zone and the "micro"
flux distribution in the spheres and in the Al matrix was computed using the
special version of SURCU, SURCU-DH (STEPANEK (1978)). Using the "micro" flux
distribution in the boron spheres and the Al -matrix, the boral zone can be
homogenized and after condensation of the 70 groups into a small number of
groups, the computation of X-Y flux distribution can be performed.

In Fig. U.5.7 the "overall" flux distribution computed by SURCU-DH for (N=2,
L=l, M=0), (N=2, L=l, M=l) and (W=3, L=l, M=2) is plotted. It is shown, that
also very irregular flux distributions with fluctuations of several magnitudes
can be approximated quite well using Legendre polynomial series.

The energy groups are in the range:

Group 5 : 1.353 MeV i 2.231 MeV
25 : 27.700 eV T W. 052 eV
h6 : 0.625 eV T 0.780 eV
70 : 0.0 eV * 0.005 eV
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In comparison to the "mixed" method (STEPAHEK et al. (1975)), or to other
methods with direct transport connection among the space meshes (CP etc.),
the presented method is more flexible in its application to two-dimensional
problems and to many special reactor problems as in the computation of fluxes
in fuel elements with "pebble bed" structures (STEPANEK (1978)), the computation
of control rod efficiency, the possibility of exact consideration of given
collimated surface source, the simple consideration of different boundary
conditions and "dimension" search, etc.

Time comparisons have shown that SUECU is much faster than ANISN, SHADOK,
SHYLOCK or DIT.

APPENDIX It. 5. A

Some Fundamental Relations

(2n+1)xPn(x) . (U.5.31)

dP (x) n"1
% (2v+1) PV(X) , for v + n even . (U.5-32)

v-0,1

cose P™ (sine) = [2il+l] (Pj*j (sine)-P ™* (sine)). (U.5.33)

cose P™ ( s i n e ) = (2J tin ( U + m - 1 ) U+m) P ™~J ( s i n e ) -
.

- ( J l - m + 1 ) ( J l - m + 2 ) P + ( s i n e ) ) , m > o

cosm* = C2-6m ,) cos«cos(m-l )*-( l -6 . )cos ( m - 2 ) * ,m» i m, l
(U.5 .35)

4 .6 . SPHERICAL HARMONICS TREATMENT OP EPITHERMAL NEUTRON
SPECTRA IN REACTOR LATTICES

U.6.1. Spherical Harmonics Treatment of the Resonance Flux Angular Dependence

Consider a cylindrically symmetric infinitely long reactor lattice cell, con-
sisting of a number of concentric annular zones. In a material zone composed
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of I isotopes, having mass number M. , scattering cross section £ . and thei se , 1
total cross section I., the space-angle-lethargy variation of the resonance
neutron flux, <(>(r,u,J2), will be described by the integro-differential slowing
down transport equation:

ß grad

U-q<

(U.6.1)

where
Z(u)

1=1

*i * (Mi" 1 ) 2 / ( M i+ 1)2 •

It is assumed in the above equation that scattering of resonance is isotropic
in the laboratory system. Still, due to the extreme differences in the cross
section values for particular reactor cell zones, the neutron flux becomes
anisotropic and application of the spherical harmonics formalism is justified.
In the P-3 approximation, and for a cylindrically symmetric system, only six
spherical harmonics flux moments exist (DAVISON (1958)). These will be re-
garded as components of the flux vector:

F(r,u) =
*2o(r'u)
(|>22(r,u)

(U.6.2)

satisfying the equation:

i y u'-u
T(r ,u )F ( r ,u ) = E _[ J E g e ^ ( u * ) 3-157 * 0 0 ( r , u ' ) d u ' . (U.6.3)

u-q. '
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T_ is a matrix differential operator in r, with space and lethargy dependent
coefficients:

T.(r,u) =

Ï0(u)

3
3r

.5 Hu) 0

Hu)

3_ _1__ 3_ 2
3r 2 p2 3r T

3 _ l | _ r 2 03r 12p2 3r

Y* z._ .i_ ni r\ -wrr-r f^J

3r 2r

i !_ rr 3r

i L. rr 3r

3 1
r 3r r

3 Hu)

0

0

0

r 3r

r 3__ 1
6 9r r

0

Ï z ( u )
b

0

0

0

1 3 r2
12 r2 3r

0

0

7
1 5 '

(U.6.U)

]3 is a column vector, 15 = (100 000) and at this stage:
ZQ(U) = ï(u).

The related boundary conditions, which provide satisfactory results even for
small cells, are: finite flux everywhere in the cell, continuity of all flux
moments at cell zone interfaces, zero integral current and zero neutron flux
gradient at the outer cell boundary.

k.6.2. Numerical Treatment of the Resonance Flux Lethargy Variation

Through the application fo the P-3 spherical harmonics formalism the original
space-angle-lethargy dependent transport equation (U.6.1) is reduced to the
matrix, space- and lethargy-dependent equation (lt.6.3). This will now be inte-
grated numerically to provide the lethargy variation of the spherical harmonics
flux moments :

Let the lethargy interval under consideration, (u . ,mm u ), be partitionedmax
by N equally spaced pivotal points u . For a given cell composition, the step
size AU = u - u .. should not be greater than the minimum value of the maximumn n-1 &

lethargy gain per collision. Replacing further the lethargy transfer integrals
in Eq. (U.6.3) by finite-difference forms, a set of matrix ordinary differential
equations is obtained:

T(r,un)F(r,un)

V1
l Au e"
£=1

Au
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Ct
n = 1,2,...,N; = u + nAu ; umgx « umin + NAu.mgx

L. is the largest integer value of the quotient q./Au ; C. is the difference
corrector of the trapezoidal formula, referring to the i-th isotope.

If the pivotal points u are sufficiently dense, so that the difference correctionn
may be ignored, the system of matrix differential equations (k.6.5) takes a
lower block triangular form and can be directly solved by forward block sub-
stitution. Knowing, or assuming, the space- and lethargy-flux variation at and
below u . , the spatial distribution of the resonance flux at u > u . canmin n min
be determined by successive solution of the nonhomogeneous ordinary differential
equations :

T" is a matrix differential operator given by Eq. (U.6.U), but with modified I :o
I Z • ( u }

T fil 1 - Vf \ Au r s e » 1 * P'on' * E(un) ~ T~ i- ~ï———— • (̂ .6.7)i=l x ' °4

U.6.3. Approximate Analytical Solution for the Space Variation of Resonance Flux

In each step of numerical integration over lethargy a boundary value problem
has to be solved for a nonhomogeneous system of ordinary differential equations
(h.6.1). In order to avoid difficulties associated with standard numerical
methods, which could make the whole procedure impracticable, the attention
is turned to a combination of numerical and analytical techniques.

To initiate the numerical integration over lethargy suppose that below and at
u . the neutron flux is spatially flat in each cell zone. Then, at the firstmin
pivotal point u , Eq. (U.6.6) takes a simple form:

T'(r,u..)F(r,u.,) = E C. , (U.6.8)— 1 — J — O
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where the value of the constant C depends on the normalization factor. Theo
exact analytical solution of Eq. (4.6.8) is known (DAVIDSON (1958)):

A C
, , . S + t,O 'O
*st (r'ul ) = l (ÙJ—— +

3

k
I Agt(u1){ak(u1)It[<k(u1)r] + (-1 )tbk(u1)Kt \K ̂u^r] J ;

[O for s+ttQ
S . - { ; st = oo, 2o, 22, 11, 31, 33 (4.6.9)

S"l"t'° [l for s+t=0

I and K are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, of
kthe order t; K (u ) are the roots of the characteristic equation of (4.6.8);

A .(u ) are the known coefficients depending on the values £(u ) and £ (u )s t l l o i
K K(see Appendix 4.6.A); a (u ) and b (u ) are the unknown integration constants

determined by specifying the boundary conditions:

At the next lethargy point u?, Eq. (4.6.6) is of the form:

T'(r,u2)F(r,u2) =

(4.6.10)

If K (u ) are not the roots of the characteristic equation of (4.6.10), the
exact analytical solution of Eq. (4.6.10) can again be expressed in terms of
Bessel functions:

ô _ C,

j, Ast(V{ak(Vrt[KK("2H * (-a)t bk(u2)Kt[Kk(u2)r]} ,
3\

k:
• • • • • (4.6.11)

k kwhere a (u , u ) and $ .(.(u-,» U0̂  are ê solutions of the following algebraicSt 1 c. St l c.
equations :

Nk(u1,u2)o.k(u1,u2) = E C2ak(u1) -,

Nk(u1,u,)ßk(u1,u9) = E C9bk(Ul) ; k = 1,2. (U.6.12)"" J./ — J./ — c. 1

k kHere a and ß are column vectors.

k = («oo «20 «22 «Ï1 «5l «33)T '
k _ k Rk k k Rk k .T (4-6.13)

- (0oo ß2o ß22 ßll 331 ß33} '
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and BT(u , u ) is the matrix:

E0(u2) 0

5 E(u2) 0 -ic

3E(u2) 0

\

<^(u1) 0

(U.6.1U)

It is not possible to continue the numerical integration over lethargy in the
above manner and the exact analytical solution of Eq.. (U.6.10), which in the
general case can not be expressed in the form (U.6.11), will only be used here
to introduce and examine a new approximate procedure based on a convenient com-
bination of numerical and analytical treatment.

Let each cell zone be divided into a number of subzones and suppose that in a
subzone z, having outer radius r , the right hand side of Eq. (U.6.10) is

Z

approximated by its volume averaged value:

T'(r/u2)fz(r,u2) » F YZ(UI> for r

Vul} = Cl +

r (U.6.15)

r2-J (U.6.16)
For each of the subzones, the approximate analytical solution of Eq. (U.6.10)
is then:

'-v •

(U.6.17)

k kThe integration constants a and b are allowed to have different values inZ Z
each subzone in order to provide continuous flux moments everywhere in the cell.
They are determined by the interface conditions:
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It has been numerically examined and approved, for numerous cell configurations
and different parameter values, that the approximate solution (U.6.17) rapidly
converges to the exact solution (U.6.11). One typical example of this convergence
is illustrated by Figs. U.6.1 and k.6.2 and Table U.6.1. For a two-zone fuel-
moderator cell, the right hand side of Eq. (̂ .6.10), assumed to be zero in the
fuel (moderation neglected), is represented by the solid line in Fig. U.6.1. The
corresponding exact solutions of Eq. (It.6.10), for the flux moments <£ and <$>,-,,

are given bysolidlines in Fig. U.6.2. The right hand side of Eq. (U.6.10) is
then approximated as shown in Fig. U.6.1 (dashed-dotted lines), and the correspon-
ding solution of Eqs. (I*.6.15)-(̂ .6.l6) are presented in Fig. h.6.2. The rapid
convergence to the exact solution is observed and the details can be seen from
Table U.6.1.

TABLE U.6.1
Convergence of the proposed approximate solution (U.6.17) to the exact analytical
solution (U.6.11). (Parameter values the same as for Figs. U.6.1 and U.6.2).

Number of
sub zones

1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9

Exact
solution

scalar neutron flux (arbitrary units)
at the center
of the cell
2.80975
2.69758
2.65126
2.62993
2.6187̂
2.61221+
2.6o8l6
2.605̂
2.60355
2.59616

at the fuelmoderator
interface
8.75208
8.32817
8.13180
8.0361U
7.98̂ 53
7.95̂ 07
T.93VT7
7.92185
7.01280
7.87722

at the effective
cell boundary
13.5055
13.9U69
l^.OOi+5
lU.0239
1U.0329
1̂ .0378
ik.QkQJ
1Î+.OU27
Ik.QhkO

ik.ohgo

By extending the above formalism to the whole slowing down region, the set of
matrix ordinary differential equations (h.6,6), governing the space-lethargy
flux distribution in a subzone, is approximated as:

1 r,"— Z t. 6. 19)

. -LjAu Ese,i(un-Li)
(U.6.20)

Here Z is the total number of subzones (or zones) in a cell, while ï (u )oo,z n
denotes the scalar neutron flux at the relevant lethargy u , averaged over the
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volume of the subzone z. An approximate analytical expression can now be written
for the space dependence of the spherical harmonics flux moments:

A (n n ï - s+t,o Yse,n,z(r - —

r, . < r < r, i z=l,2,...,Z ; n=l,2,...,N . {U. 6. 2l)Z"" l "" "" Z

k kThe unknown integration constants a and b are to be determined by solvingn,z n,z
the boundary condition equations for each lethargy pivotal point u .

Eq. (U.6.21) can not be directly applied at lethargies near the very strong
resonances, where the large arguments of I- and K-functions cause machine over-
flow and underflow and make it possible to determine the unknown integration
constants. Thus, for large arguments, using the asymptotic expansions (WATSON

for the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind,

I t (x) = ex P (x) for x>12 and x>t , (U.6 .22)

K t (x ) = e~x Q t ( x ) for x>l , (U.6.23)

the expression for the flux moments is modified in the following way*:

b'n,z e"Kn>Z r"T'Z"1 Qt(<n,zr)}
k kHere a' and b" are the new integration constants, to be determined fromn,z n,z

the boundary condition equations, while the expressions for the functions P and
Q can be found in the Appendix U.6.B.

It should be noted that the volume averaging of the scalar neutron flux, i.e.
calculation of $ and the related integral quantities, as different reactic
rates and resonant integrals, can be performed by integrating the expression

* The same transformation can be used in some diffusion theory calculations,
where the machine overflow and underflow are caused either by strong ab-
sorption of control rods or by large dimensions of a system.
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(k.6.2l) analytically so that no additional error is introduced at this stage
of calculation:

' n , zz A 2 P l
TTT + ~"7—5— i —JT~
" rz-rll k=1 <S

- 'VlV'n.z'Vl» -

(U.6.25)

The validity and the applicability of the assumption made in Eqs. (U.6.19)
and (U.6.29) depends on how fast converges the approximate analytical solution
(U.6.21) when the number of cell subzones is increased. This has been numeri-
cally examined for different cell compositions and various lethargy ranges. Some
typical results for a two-zone U-C cell a d the lethargy range 1 eV - 100 eV
are presented in Table U.6.2. Here, as well as in all the other cases studied,
a rapid convergence of the reaction rates calculation, with increasing number
of fuel and/or moderator subzones, is observed.

TABLE 4.6.2

Convergence of the resonance reaction rates calculation with increasing
number of fuel and/or moderator subzones

Number

in fuel
1
2
3
4
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5

of sub zone s
in

moderator
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
i»
5
1
2
3
H
5

Reaction rates
(arbitrary units)

absorption
in fuel
5.91102
5.87967
5.85865
5.84766
5.8»H20
5.91102
5.79107
5.725U6
5.69390
5.67717
5.91102
5.76135
5.67730
5.63649
5.61442

total in
fuel

13.9232
13.8499
13,8026
13.7785
13.7647
13.9232
13.6461
13.4935
13.4201
13.3811
13.9232
13.5766
13.3826
13.2890
13.2388

total inmoderator
166.204
166.331
166.415
166.460
166.485
166.204
167.855
168.392
168.623
168.743
166.204
167.967
168.570
168.834
168.974
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k. 6. k. Iterative treatment of the fast fission effects

The procedure suitable for calculating the space and lethargy variation of
resonance neutron flux in a cylindricalized reactor lattice cell, developed
in the preceding sections, can be easily extended for treating also the fast
fission effects. Beside slowing down by elastic scattering, the transport
equation governing the fast neutron flux must include the slowing down by
inelastic scattering and the neutron yield from both thermal and fast fissions.
Let u = 0 be the lower and u the upper bound of the lethargy range where
fast fission effects are to be considered. Then the equation analogous to
Eq. (U.6.3) is:

y U >•

T(r,u) F(r,u)= E [ ( f z (u') |1^ * (r,u') du' +£_^ l J se,i iu-q.

e. . 4» (r,u') du51,1 OO* rouf
+ J x<u> ̂ (u') Zf>i<u') *00<r,u') du' } +

o

+ E S(r,u) , (U.6.26)

where £ . . (U'-HI) is the inelastic scattering kernel, £ . is the macro-
S 1 5 1 I j 1

scopic fast fission cross section, v. is the number of secondaries per a fast
fission of isotope i, x(u) is "the fast fission spectrum, S(r,u) is the thermal
fission source, supposed known. The numerical treatment of the neutron flux
lethargy variation, presented in the section U.6.2, would in the case of Eq.
(4.6.26) lead to a coupled system of matrix ordinary differential equations,
that could not be solved simultaneously. The following iterative procedure is
thus introduced:

T(r,u)Fj(r,u) = E I { [ z (u') fl—̂  * (r,u') du' +
;-l\ J se,i I~ai1 °°u-q.

u
+ {E . .(u'-»-u) + x(u)v.(u')E,. .(u')} d»^ (r,u') du' +j si,i i r,i oo 'o

u
+
u

I
f x<u)v.(u')E,r .(u') (̂ "̂ (r.u') du' i + E S(r,u) , (U.6.27)j i r j i oo j —

where the superscript j denotes the iteration step. For j=l, <)> is the
initial guess, for j >1 this is the function known from the previous iteration.
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Convergence of the above iteration scheme is very good. The total neutron
balance condition can serve as the criterion for the completion of the
iteration procedure: the total number of neutrons absorbed in the lethargy
region considered, or scattered out of this region, must equal, to the desired
accuracy, the total number of neutrons born in thermal and fast fissions.

Further treatment of Eq.. (i*.6.27) can be exactly the same as the one proposed
in the sections 2. and 3. and the expression for the neutron flux moments,
analogous to Eq.. (U.6.21), i.e. (U.6.2l|), is derived. This will now be given
in a condensed matrix form:

,3
I A4 ——J » y «4 ——— ff ,o,n,z
; z=l,2,...,Z ; n=l,2,..,,N

Here 0 _ ( r ) are row vectors:""""II y Z

0 .(r) = (o1 , a2 , a3 ,)—n, l —n, l —n, l —n, l

e2 s3

(It.6.28)

(U.6.29)

whose elements are the six-order column vectors

ka =— n,z Ak
oo , n , z

Ak
2o,n,z

.k
A 2 2 , n , z

V-
AA l l ,n ,z\f
An31,n,z
Ak

33, n, z

k
o n,

^ / k
o n,

B (tck

Jç
B l ( K n,

1-
B l ( l Cn,
B 3 ( K n,

r)

z

z

zr)

zr)

zr) .

z = l,2,, . . ,Z ,
k=l,2,3 , (U.6.30)

flk --n,z ' Ak
oo,n,z

Ak
2o,n , z

Ak
22, n, z

-Ak

-Ak *n 'Z
A31,n,z

-Ak
A 33,n ,z

fc '

y
o n,z

k
D2 n,z r

k

Dl<zr>
D3 ( ( fn,z r ) .

, z = 2 , 3 , .
k = l , 2 , 3

(U.6.31)
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Functions B and D &re related to the modified Bessel functions of the
t "t

first and second kind and are defined as:

-< (r -r)Ptc-.; P,
for n,z z-1—12

for ** r >12 (U.6.32)
D ) ̂ <£ J

for K* r -,<!n,z z-1—

'' V"n,zr) for Kn,zrz-l>:l (U.6.33)

In Eq.. (U.6.28), xj is a column vector of the order (3x1) for z=l and of~n,z
the order (6xl) for z=l,2,...,Z, whose elements are the unknown integration
constants. The ojuantity y is the value of the lethargy transfer integraln^ z
and outer neutron source calculated in the iteration step 1, for the lethargy
point u and the subzone z:n

se,n,z .si,n,z f,n,z n,z (U.6.3U)

where Y > Y • and y. represent the yield of lethargy use,n,z 'si,n,z f,n,z * J ^ n
neutrons from elastic and inelastic collisions below u , and from fastn
fissions, respectively, while S is the outer source of the lethargy un g z n
neutrons, averaged over the volume of the subzone z.

To determine y , extending the procedure presented in the section U.6.2,n,z
the following recurrence relations have been devived (the subscript z, re-
ferring to a cell subzone, being omitted for brevity):

-L. Au
Zse,i(VV

si ,n
si
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where it is supposed that

t.6.37)

f,n

X(un)

Tf,n-1

(4.6.38)

For lethargy values greater than u the slowing down of neutrons is supposed
to be due to elastic scattering collisions only and the flux vector is cal-
culated directly, i.e. noniteratively. Only y appears in Eg.. (4.6.3*0s G y n
and is given by the recurrence relation (4.6.35) the superscript j, denoting
the iteration step, being omitted.

4.6.5- Solving the Interface and Boundary Condition Equations

At interfaces of the cell zones and subzones neutron flux moments,Eq. (4.6.28),
must satisfy the continuity conditions:

Q (r ) x1-1 + E YJ =9 AT ) xj + E Y^-n,z z -n,z - 'n,z -n,z+1 z -n,z+1 — n,z+1 '
a-1,2,...,Z-1 . (4.6.39)

At the effective cell boundary (r=r ) the condition stating that both the
scalar neutron flux gradient and the neutron current equal zero, i.e.

° •

is shown to provide satisfactory results even for relatively dense lattices.
This means :

l 1 2 3 1 2 3
n'Z «»Z Mn.Z En,Z TI , Z ^n, Z ^n, Z} ' (U.6.1*l)
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where
k

(U.6.U2)

1,2,3 ,

t.6.U3)

k = 1,2,3 .
To determine the space-lethargy distribution of the vector of the neutron
flux moments, F (r,u), the unknown vectors x are to be calculated solving—z —n,z
an inhomogeneous system of 6z-3 algebraic equations, Eqs. (U.6.39)-(̂ .6.Uo),
for each lethargy point u and in each iteration step j. Obviously, an effortn
to decrease the computing time and storage requirements, taking into account
the particular features of the system, can be very profitable, while the
direct application of some standard solution method, for instance Gaussian
elimination method, can make the whole procedure both too cumbersome and
inaccurate.

For convenience, let the system of interface and boundary condition
equations (U.6.39)-(U.6.Uo) be partitioned as:

& „(6(2-0x3) « 15(6(z-Ox6(z-O]n j i i n 9 i &

. 0 r3 (6(z-Oxi)

—n (6(z-Oxij (U.6.UU)

where the order of the submatrices is given in the brackets. Here:

--n , 1 1

12

, 0,..., 0 ) x,

i .... 0

'. ,(r„) .... 0

(U.6.U5)

0

0
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8 n,22 - <° o ... o nn?z) , (U.6.UT)

* ° - ( . *..., « , (U.6.U8)

^ -X7,2̂ ,i -̂ z'Ctii • (h'6'hg}
Eliminating XJ from Eq.. (k.6.kk) one obtains:—n

an , ( * - , > ] I An z EC^iU - liil ^ (U.6 .50)
n > z = 1 n ' Z o ,n ,2+l

where X are the block elements of the matrix A ,—n,z — n

and can be easily obtained by direct back substitution from the system

^i 5n,12 = ̂ n,22 . (1*.6.52)

4,Z-1 = '̂ n.Ẑ .Ẑ Z-l̂  , (U.6.53)
— 1

*n,z " \,z+l ̂ n,z+l(rz+l) ̂ .z+l̂ ẑ  , (U.6.5U)
z = Z-2S Z-3, ... 2, 1 .

Knowing xj , , xj for z l is directly obtainable from Eq. (k.6.39):~n,l — n,z
j = (6 (r Jf1 0 .(r J xj . +n,z — n,z z-1 — n,z-l z-1 — n,z-l

( » ' 1 s '^ - 8^-' • ""6-55)

xj— n,

o,n,z-l o,n,z

z = 2, 3, ..., Z.

Eqs. (U. 6. 50) and (U. 6. 55) can be further simplified:
Z-1 -y^r

z = 2, 3, ..., Z , C*-6.57)

where the vectors E and ç and the matrix il do not change in theHjZ n,z *TI,Z
course of iterations:

In, z = (̂ ,1 Sn.i^i)) -1 in>2 I , z = l,2,...,Z-l ,(»«.6.58)
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n̂,z = ten.ẑ z-l̂ '1 £ ' 2 = 1,2,....Z , (4.6.59)

Substituting Eqs. (4.6.56)-(4.6.57) into Eq. (4.6.28) the spatial distribution
of the vector of spherical harmonics flux moments is obtained.

Compared to standard computational methods (ISMCSON and KELLER (1966)),
which can be applied to solve the system of interface and boundary condition
equations (4.6.39)-(4.6.1*0), the above procedure is advantageous. It requires
the minimum number of operations, since it takes into account all zero elements
on both the right and the left sides of the system and it avoids repeated cal-
culations in the course of iterations. Better accuracy can also be expected,
since only the solution of algebraic systems of order not greater than six
is required.

4.6.6. Results and discussion

In the previous sections the complete algorithm is presented for calculating
the space—lethargy distribution of the spherical harmonics flux moments, for
a given reactor lattice cell and in a given epithermal lethargy range (MATAUSEK
(1972),(1978)). This will now be summarized according to the sequence needed
for numerical calculations.

For a given cylindrical reactor lattice cell and a given lethargy interval
(u . . u ) the cell subzones and the lethargy pivotal points are to benun' max ^ * *
determined taking into account the slowing down properties of the reactor
materials involved. For lethargy values where the fast fission effects are
to be considered, i.e. for u . < u < û ,, the calculation is performed ite-' nan- - f' *
ratively. As the initial guess the spatially flat flux, having the same
lethargy distribution as the last fission neutrons, can be supposed. Matrices
and vectors which do not change in the course of iterations are calculated
first, for all lethargy points u„> u > u . and for all zones and subzones,017 f - n - min
z=l,2,...Z. These are quantities Ç , ç and iji , defined by Eqs.~"'Ti ) z *~n9 z ~TL y z
(4.6.58)-(4.6.6o), which incorporate Eqs. (4.6.29)-(4.6.33), (4.6.4l)-(4.6.43),
(4.6.53) and (4.6.54). Iterative procedure consist of repeated calculations
of Ŷ  and F"5 (r) according to Eqs. (4.6.34)-(4.6.38), (4.6.56)-(4.6.57)n 3 z n j z
and (4.6.28).

After the calculation for u < u„ is completed, and if u > u_, nonitera-- f max f
tive calculation is performed for the lethargy points u > u > u„ ,max - n f
using the results of the iterative treatment as the initial condition in
lethargy. Here Ç , ç and ii are not to be stored in the memory°* -n,z -n,z zn,z
culated successively, together with the quantities v , x and F (r).n,z -n,z -n,z
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The same noniterative procedure is immediately applied if u . > u_. It canmin r
then be supposed that for u < u . the neutron flux is spatially flat and- mm
lethargy independent.

According to the above algorithm a FORTRAN IV program has been written for
the CDC 3600 computer (MATAUSEK (1975)). The space and lethargy distribution
of epithermal neutrons in a cylindricised reactor lattice cell, and the
related integral quantities, can be determined as detailed as the neutron
cross sections are known for the materials considered. Some typical results
will now be presented, obtained using the KEDAK nuclear data (LANGER et al.
(1968)).

Fig. k.6.3 is an illustration of the lethargy variation of the resonance
neutron flux at the center of the fuel element, at the fuel-moderator inter-
face and at the outer boundary (the curves are deonoted by 1,2 and 3» respecti-
vely) of a two-zone enriched uranium - H.O cell. The figure covers the range
100 eV - 10 eV, where the strong variations of the flux are caused by large
number of unresolved U-235 resonances and also by the strong resolved re-
sonances of U-238. The arrows in the figure point the positions of these
"giant" U-238 resonances.

In Fig. k.6.k the energy distribution of the average flux in the fuel and
moderator of a U - C cell, through the 6.7 eV resonance of U-238, obtained
by the proposed method supposing the 1/v absorption in U-235 (curves 1),
or taking into account the detailed variation of U-235 cross sections (curves 2),
is compared with the results of Lewis and Adler (1968) (curves 3). The agree-
ment can be considered satisfactory.* For the energy -values denoted in Fig.
k.6.k by a - d, the radial variation of the flux is given in Fig. U.6.5-

It can be noticed here that at resonance energies polynomial representation,
used with the integral transport theory treatment of Refs. (LEWIS and
ADLER (1968)), and also (KIER et al. (1967)), is very unconvenient for the
spatial variation of the neutron flux in the fuel.

The results presented here, as well as the other results show
that the proposed procedure is on efficient way to calculate the detailed
spatial and lethargy distribution of epithermal neutrons in a multizone
cylindrically symmetric reactor lattice cell. The computing time is relati-
vely short, what makes the proposed procedure suitable for practical
applications. In the present form the procedure can treat only isotropic

The linear parts of curves 1 and 2 between 7-5 eV and 10 eV are due to linear
interpolation in the tables of the cross section values. Parabolic interpola-
tion, suggested in Ref. (LANGER et al. (1968)), for resonance wings, could
not be performed since it led to oscilatory results.
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scattering. It is believed that at resonance energies P-3 approximation
of the spherical harmonics method is at least as good as the polynomial
representation of the spatial flux variation used with the collision pro-
bability treatment. The extension of the method to higher order approximations,
for instance P-5» would be too complicated and impracticable.

The procedure to find the approximate analytical (semianalytical) solution
of the lethargy dependent spherical harmonics equations, presented in the
section 3, has also been applied to solve multigroup P_ spherical harmonics
equations in one-dimensional (MATAUSEK (1968), (MILOSEVIC and MATAUSEK
(1978)) and two-dimensional (MATAUSEK and MILOSEVIC (1979)) geometries
when performing the lattice cell or the criticality calculations. The
same procedure has been used in some burn up studies, as well (STEFANOVIC
et al. (1979)). Good results were obtained in all the cases considered.

Appendix U.6.A

For a material zone composed of I isotopes, having the mass number M. ,
the total macroscopic cross section E., the elastic scattering cross section
£ . , the inelastic scattering kernel I . . and the fission cross sectionse,i °
r > l e t l b e :

r0<u) =
2 2where u=u -u , ct.=(M.-l) / (M.+l) , v. is the number of secondaries

per a fission of isotope i and x(u) is the lethargy spectrum of the fast
fission neutrons. Then:
K-M » /o(u)+/{a(u)}2-r(u) , <2(u) = /a(u)-/{a(u)}2-T(u) ,

K3(u) = Z(u) /? ,
where: „ -,

552 (u)z(u)+35{ï(u)r 35
i * O ____________________ / Na(u) = ————— ————————— , T(U) =

For k = 1,2:
k k {K (u)} -10£o(u)Z(u)
A (u) = 1, Aor/u) = ~ ——— \r ——— 5 —————— 9 —20 5({<k(u) 2-7(l(u)}2}

r(u)

A* (u) = - 10 A* (u) .

For k = 3:

Aoo(u) = ° ' 4>(U) =

= 2 , A(u) = 0 ,

= -5//T , Â 3(u) = - 30//7 .
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Appendix U.6.B

The functions P and Q , Eqs. (l+.6.22)-(l+.6.23), are calculated according
t t

to the following formulae (WATSON (19!*!*)):

3o m
Pt(x)=-^- S (8x)"m— TT {(2k-l)2 - Ht2} ,

/2irx m=o ml k=l
for x > 12 and x > t ;

O4-

Vl(x) = T Qt(x) + Vl(x) ' for x > 1 and t > 1 ,

Q, (x) = -—— G (x) , for x > 1 and t=0 and 1 ,
* /2x t

where G and G are polynomials in (l/x):

G (!) = -p (1.253311*1373 - 0.156661*1816 - + 0.0881112782 - -
x

- 0.091390951*6 - + 0.131+1*596228 -^ - 0.2299850328 ! +
X X X

-f 0.37921*09730 -, - 0.521*7277331 -_ + 0.557536 ! -
D f 0

X X X

- 0.1*262632912 - + 0.2181+518096 - - 0.0668097672 - +
X X X

+ 0.0091893830 -12 } ,
X

G (!) = XI {1.253311+1373 + 0.1*699927013 - - 0.11+68582957 ~0 +
JL X * n X f—x

+ 0.12801*26636 - - 0.17361*31637 \ + 0.281+761811+9 ! -
X X X

- 0.1+591+31*2117 -s + 0.6283380681 !, - 0.66322951*30 -Q +
O 7 0

X X X

+ 0.5050238576 - - 0.2581303765 ~10 + 0.0788000118 ! -
X X X

- 0.010621+1775 -12 } .
X
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Fig. 4.4.3: The four octants of the Fig. 4.4.4: Geometrical parameters of the
H-half sphere integral equation
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Fig.4.5.1: Definition of geometrical parameters
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Chapter V

FINITE ELEMENTS AND NODAL METHODS IN DIFFUSION

D.M. DAVIERWALLA, C. MAEDER, F. SCHMIDT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes two coarse mesh methods for the solution of the
multigroup neutron diffusion equation. The contribution has been kept
relatively short by omitting all references to numerical acceleration
techniques for the iterative solution of linear algebraic equations
arising from discretization.

The two methods described here are the method of Finite Elements and the
Nodal method. The latter method was contributed by C. Maeder - Eidg.
Institut für Reaktorforschung, Würenlingen, Switzerland whereas the
section on Finite Elements was contributed by F.A.R. Schmidt of the
Institut für Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme, Stuttgart University,
West Germany and D.M. Davierwalla of the Eidg. Institut für Reaktor-
forschung Würenlingen, Switzerland, who served also as the editor.

5.1.1 Finite Elements in Neutron Diffusion.

The Finite Element method was already established in structural engineering
before it was first used in the nuclear areas in the early seventies. As
excellent review articles which compare various coarse mesh methods used
currently in neutron diffusion theory we refer the reader to the papers of
M.R. WAGNER (1975) and C.H. ADAMS (1977). In this section the method used by
DAVIERWALLA (1977) and SCHMIDT et al. (1975,1978,1979) is described.
The Problem
We consider a domain R with boundary 3R. The equation to be solved is either
the external source problem

- V • D(P) V<j.(r) + I%(r) » Q(p) (5.1)
or the k problem

- V • D(P) 7*(p) + rVr) - r-i- (vE,(p))*(p) + Q (r) (5.2)
eff r s

where Q(r) is an external source, Q (r) is a combined up and down scattering
source and the other symbols have their usual meaning. The boundary conditions
are of the Dirichlet type

*(r) - f(r) « 0 ; re3RD ; (5-3a)
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and/or the Cauchy type

q = 0 ;re3Rc . (5.3b)

In addition the solution must satisfy the following
a) $(r) must be continuous in R * R + 3R, the closure of R.
b) D • ;' ' must be continuous across material interfaces.3n
c) $(r) £ 0 everywhere within the region.

The gethod
An integral formulation of this problem may be derived in several ways. The
most common ones are the functional formulation and the Galerkin procedure.

The former consists in equating to zero the variation, 6j, of the functional
J, where

(r)) + Z - $ (r)} - Q . (f.(r)Jdr + |ß<fr2(r) + q4>(r)dr (5.U)

3R

Equation (5-1) is the Euler equation of the functional in eq.. (5-1*-).

An approximate solution of the variations! problem

<SJ = 0 (5.5)

can be found by setting
N
S a.ij/. (5.6)

where the 41. are known trial functions. This is called the Ritz method. Using
the Ritz approximation, eq. (5.5) may be transformed into a system of equations
for the unknown coefficients a..

The same system of equations may be obtained by multiplying eq. (5.1) by the
trial function t|i. and integrating over the whole space where the problem is
defined. The integration by parts transforms the second order differential
operator into a quadratic form in the first order operator as in eq. (5-^)
(Galerkin method).

As a result one gets the so called weak form of eq. (5-1) which contains only
first order derivatives . The problem is well defined as long as these derivati-
ves are finite, but the continuity of the derivatives is not explicitely required.
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For more complex problems it becomes difficult to define approximate trial
functions. Therefore we divide the solution space into nonoverlapping subspaces.
We define trial functions for each of these subspaces. For the energy variable
we use constant trial functions. Here the subspaces are called groups. The
unknown coefficients of the trial functions are the group fluxes. The resulting
system of equations is the well known multigroup formulation of the diffusion
equation. The multigroup formulation to the problem defined by eq.
(5-l)-(5.3) has the form given below.

For all groups g = 1, N the following holds in R

« ff , s ff*~Kflr o
_ vu ürfl A t 5* —• \*O O] A —v T s i <f

(5.7)
Xv* Z "i* *8' * Z

g' g'*g
and at the boundary 3R

g
+ ag<|>g + qg = 0 ; r* R\o ï l r i ( 5 . 0 )

with

<(>g group flux
D diffusion constant in group g
g S ' "*"Ä K2T' B ' 2f cross sections as usual (total, scattering fission)
gX fission spectrum

A, smallest eigenvalue with k = 1/X1
v yield of neutrons per one fission
»Q external source in group g
g g

at , 4 boundary constants
3* irr I normal derivative at the boundary 3R3n 3R

Now for each of these group equations there exists again a functional similar to
the one in eq. (5«̂ ). The solution function <j>S depends only on the spatial
coordinates. The functionals for the different groups g are coupled through
the fission and scattering source terms.

(5>9)

6'
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\ ! (agU«)2 + 2qV) d3R
3R

for g, g1 - 1, 2, ... N .u

For each group equation (5-10) an approximate solution of the form of eq.
(5-6) may be developed. However, it is far simpler to divide the region R
into M nonoverlapping subdomains which exhaust the region. For simplicity we
use the same subspaces for all energy groups. These subspaces now are called
finite elements. The shapes of these elements can be choosen quite arbitrarily.
However we shall restrict our practical considerations to quite simple shapes
like triangles or prisms with straight or curved boundaries. Also we shall
assume for the theory of this chapter that each element contains only one
material. Again this assumption is not essential.

The introduction of finite elements with separate trial functions allows a
further splitting of the group dependent functionals

_M
J m g (5-11)

m=1
where the summation extends over all the finite elements.

In each element we approximate the solution as follows

mg mg
$(x,y,z) « W(x,y,z) = /_, k*S- (x.y.z) (5.12)

The functions Ç (x,y,z) are called basis functions. We use the same functions
which were introduced as trial functions. The basis functions are now defined
only in a corresponding finite element and disappear outside this element.
Different basis functions may be used for different elements. However one has
to assure the continuity of the solution in the element andacross the boundaries
of adjacent finite elements. The continuity inside the finite element can be gua-
ranteed by the use of continuous basis functions and the continuity across bounda-
ries can be achieved by an appropriate selection of the weighting coefficients
mgk . One possibility is to select nodes for each element in such a way that each
node corresponds to one weighting coefficient.
We require

for all nodes i = l, L
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Thus the weighting coefficients become values of the solution at the nodes

or
mg mg

W(x,y,z)
mg

(5. 15)

We position as many nodes onto the element surface as are necessary to define
the solution at the surface. We can eliminate the dependence of the un-
knowns on the element by setting

for all unknowns which belong to the same node. This also guarantees the con-
tinuity of the solution along boundaries.

Having eg.. (5-15) in mind we can consider the unknowns as independent.
Therefore,the vanishing of the variation of the functional Js means that the
partial derivatives of the functional with respect to all unknowns have to be
zero.

(5.17)

The contribution from every element which shares the node (x ,y , z ) must be
taken into account. The contribution of a single element may be written as:

m t ̂ u1 '
m

g«

- rEg _
*- m m U_

m

sg' m g1 + \ vg'+g ,m g1
fm H Z_j S *«,

g'fg m

Here the external source is approximated by

m

(5.18)

dV

S ' (5.19)

For external boundary elements the contribution of the form

m
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may have to "be added in case of the Neumann boundary condition and the contribution

m

to account for boundary sources. The sum of the expressions (5.20) and (5-21)
corresponds to the contribution of the boundary conditions of the Cauchy type.

Again the source term is developed in a way similar to eq. (5-19):

(x,y,z)

We introduce auxilary matrices [dj, L^J, and LrJ to describe the integration
of the various combinations of basis functions:

d „ = /(VÇ • V Ç . ) dV = < 7Cn,i v *n l *

*n.*

r

We further introduce element matrices [ks] , [sg "^ , and £fs 3 by

[k*] = D« • [d] + (r{ - if«) [t] + a« ' [r]

L8 J - *s L^J (5.2l*)

[f8'] » vrg'. [t]

Now for the element m we can rewrite eq. (5.18). The result is

[fs ]m . {$s >m (̂ 25)

-t^ - Mm • {Qs>m + Hm • t*«),
If we combine the contributions of all elements of one group with the con-
dition introduced in eq,. (5.l6) we get as a discretized form of the group
equation
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26)

t- [T] • {Q8} + [R] • {q8}

The matrices [K8] , [S8 "*̂ J , p"8 ] , [T] and p?] correspond to those defined
for the elements using small letters. They are quite sparse and in general with-
out any regular structure. In diffusion theory the matrices are symmetric and
positive definite. We shall return to these properties in the third section.
Further details may be found in DAVIERWALLA (1977).

5.1.2 The Finite Elements

The implementation of the finite element method in a computer program requires
several decisions. One of the most important is the choice of the finite elements.
A finite element is characterized by its shape, by the kind of basis functions
used and by the order of the approximation. As yet only the Lagrangian and
Hermite types of elements have been used in nuclear reactor applications and
usually in connection with X-Y or R-Z geometry, see HANSEN & KANG (1975), SCHMIDT
(1975), KAPER LEAF & LIÎTDEMAN (1972). However, polynomials up to order two seem
to be sufficient for most purposes.

In applied mathematics elements using splines as basis functions have been con-
structed. However, these elements have, as yet, made no inroads into nuclear
reactor codes. Polynomials as such have only their simplicity as a recommendation.
In theory we try to obtain an everywhere nonnegative solution for the flux. With
polynomials this is not possible and we must expect the flux to become negative
at a few nodes at least locally. This is not a serious problem. We have always
found that the few negative flux values which occur have always been accompanied
by very small amplitudes and it was possible to remove them by refining the mesh.
Splines should be able to remove this flaw. It is reasonable well known that ra-
tional functions are superior approximants to monotonie convex or concave functions
than polynomials; so that the efforts of E. WACHPRESS (197l) deserve more attention.

The shape of the elements seems still to be an unexplored field. Triangles or
rectangles are commonly used in two dimensions. This leads to discretisations
which are very similar to the ones known from finite difference calculations.
Also, the integrations necessary to define coefficients in eq. (5.26) may be done
analytically for these types of elements. However, more complex elements similar
to the ones used in structural mechanics may also be employed in reactor physics.

For those elements numerical integration procedures have to be applied for
the evaluation of the element matrices. This allows the introduction of curved
boundaries as well as cross sections which are both anisotropic and spatially
dependent inside a single element.
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Other areas which are influenced by the types of elements choosen for a
special program are

a) the net generation
b) the display of a net especially in three dimensions
c) the description of the elements
d) the modification of a discretisation
e) the solution algorithm for the group equations
f) the display of the results.

5.1.3 Elements with varying cross sections

In order to achieve a maximum advantage of the coarse mesh character of the
Finite Element Method it is necessary to have large homogeneous areas. Reactors
do not always offer this situation so that the storage problem becomes acute and
it becomes necessary to extend an element over more than one material. This becomes
even more necessary for depletion diffusion calculations, see DEPPE and HAUSEN
(197*0, KAVEKOKY and LAUTAED (1977) and SAPPER (1976).

There are other approaches to the solution of the storage problem avoiding the
extension of the elements over more than one material. However, it is connected
more to the organization of the computation process than the definition of any
special element type. This topic is treated in sections 5.1.5 and 5.1.6.

5.1.̂  Solution Techniques

The multigroup diffusion boundary value problem, as opposed to a single group,
problem, is not self-adjoint. However,only self adjoint problems can be treated by the
minimization of a functional. Hence, a group by group solution procedure
using outer iterations becomes mandatory for finite element codes. This
procedure can be implemented in a way similar to the ones known from finite
difference techniques. Basically we use a power iteration technique. It may
be accelerated by source overrelaxation, source extrapolation, Tschebysheff
or upscatter scaling. (see Chapter 2).

For the solution of the group equations we have compared Cholesky, Successive
Overrelaxation and Conjugate Gradient algorithms. Reasons for the use of the
Conjugate Gradient Method for large matrices are:

a) If one applies the finite element method to diffusion theory problems one
gets well conditioned sparse matrices. In reactor physics we are looking
for the smallest eigenvalue of the whole system only. Both facts favour
iterative procedures at least for very large system matrices.
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On the other hand the matrices vill not have any regular structure by defini-
tion. Also the density of nonzero elements is higher than in matrices resulting
from finite difference discretisations. Thus most of the fast and efficient
techniques for the inner iteration which were developed for the regular
structure of a finite difference mesh net cannot be applied. These facts
favour the Conjugate Gradient Method.

b) The Conjugate Gradient Method has several attractive features: It leads to
very accurate solutions with rounding errors being less pronounced than with
direct solution routines. The convergence is almost independent of the
computer word length as long as the required accuracy does not conflict with
the word length of the computer. Also one may utilize almost the full word
length of a computer by using simple double precision arithmetic for the
vector multiplications. By scaling the system matrices with its own diagonal
elements one may accelerate convergence considerably. For many problems only
3 to 5 inner iterations are necessary per outer iteration.

At this stage it should be remembered that the work reviewed here was performed
in independent groups and in different countries. It is but natural that not all
participants will agree with each other on every point. There are some extremely
strong arguments in favour of using direct methods such as the Choleski de-
composition • Firstly, a large computation may be performed as a sequence
of smaller problems, large sections of which (the section graphs) are decoupled.
Since the matrix corresponding to a section graph is only a fraction of the
order of the original system matrix rounding errors can be kept to a non
significant level. Furthermore, any round-off errors generated in a particular
section graph cannot propagate into another section graph. The bulk of the
number of equations of the original problem are the equations which represent
the section graphs. Any error propagation can occur only in the cut set equations -
the number of these is minimal if the graph-theoretic separator chosen is also
minimal.

A further point in favour of using direct solution methods is that numerical
acceleration schemes such as developed by Lebedev (see chap. 2) are more effective
with direct solution techniques.

5.1.5 The method of disections

The method is actually a means for cutting up a large problem into a sequence of
smaller problems. The advantages that accrue from such a procedure are fourfold:
a) Only a part of the problem is in core at, any given time. This implies that

central memory cost is considerably cheaper.

b) In finite element problems the ratio of the nonzero entries, in the lower trian-
gular half of the system matrix, to the storage required for them by a
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Jenning's vector,' is low. This implies a poor packing density of the core
memory. Whereas, for large problems a ratio as bad as 0.1 to 0.2 is not un-
usual, for smaller problems (pieces) it is quite easy to achieve 0.7-0.8.

c) The number of "long operations" (multiplications and divisions) employed by
2 3most solution algorithms is between 0(n ) and 0(n ) where n is the order of

the matrix. The same matrix split into m equal parts would require between
mO((—0 ) and mO((—) ) "long operations". In practice the savings are not quitem m
as dramatic because other supplementary work has to be performed when operating
with a sequence of problems.

d) The size of the problem that can be handled is limited only by peripheral
storage (disc) and not by the central memory.

It is convenient to describe the method of disections in terms of graph theory.
To this end we introduce a few elementary definitions(ROSE (1972)).

We realize that any matrix A = (a..) may be regarded as a graph. The row and
column subscripts may be viewed as node or point labels and if the entry
a.. ̂  0 then there exists an edge joining points i and j.i J
1) A graph G(X, E) consists of a set of nodes X and a set of unordered

pairs of nodes, {x,y} called edges. The edge set is denoted by E.

2) A subgraph G'(X!, E') of G is a graph with X'grX and E'c=E.

3) For YÇTX the subgraph G(Y,E(Y)), of G(X, E) with
E(Y) = ! {x,y} eE 1 x,y e Y ( is called a section graph.

k) A separator of a connected graph G(X, E) is a nodal subset SCZX such that
the section graph G(X\S, E(X\S)) consists of two or more connected components.

5) A separator is minimal if no proper subset of S is also a separator of G.

6) Two vertices of a graph are adjacent if they are connected by an edge. Thus
adj(x) = yeX | {x,y} eE

7) Similarly, for a proper subset of nodes Yc= X, the adjacency is defined as

adj(Y) » lxeX\Y | 3 yeY ; {x,y} e E j -

8) An ordered graph on n nodes, denoted by G = G(X,E,o) is a graph whose nodes
have been labelled by a bijection a : {1,2, . ...n}-*-»- X

9) The set of vertices monotonely adjacent to a particular vertex x, is denoted
by Madj(x) = adj(x)f|{yeX i a"1(y) < a~1(x)}
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In other words the set of vertices monotonely adjacent to a particular nod.?
are those nodes which are connected to x by an edge and additionally have u
label smaller than that of x.

10) If nodal subsets are labelled in an appropriate hierarchical order monotone
adjacency of these nodal subsets may be defined in an analogous manner.

5.1.6 The computer implementation (DAVIERWALLA)*

The domain over which the solution is sought is covered by a circumscribing
rectangle, which is cut up into smaller rectangles by X and Y cuts i.e.
straight lines parallel to the Y and the X axes respectively. These smaller
rectangles are triangulated and those which fall within the domain are the
elements. The elements are labelled and the result is called an element map
(LMTMAPilt is clear that the boundaries, of the element map interior to the
domain are the cuts. It should be noted that the element maps are disjoint
geometric arrays of element labels which exhaust the set of all elements.
Furthertthe cuts partition the nodes into disjoint subsets. Those nodes
which correspond to a section graph are numbered first. The process continues
until all section graph nodes have been labelled. Next all nodes on the X
cuts are numbered followed by those on Y cuts. Finally the nodes on the inter-
sections of X and Y cuts are labelled. Thus the totality of nodes are parti-
tioned into disjoint subsets. To each of these nodal subsets we assign a set
of elements denoted by LMTSET. An element qualifies for inclusion in particular
LMTSET if and only if it has at least one node on the corresponding nodal
subset. This is accomplished by subroutine FORMSET. For each LMTSET subroutine
SETADJ determines the monotone adjacencies for the particular LMTSET. The
results are stored in a binary vector IVEC whose j-th cell is unity if the
j-th LMTSET is a neighbour and possess a lower label than the LMTSET under
consideration.

The ensuing computations follow normally until we reach the Choleski decompo-
Ts it ion. The classical Choleski decomposition is given by LL = A where

j-l
i. [ a. . - ) I.. A.. ) /A.. j=l,2...n

V*J L •* lk/ W i.<j+l),.

* To be published.
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The only modification required to convert the above to the variable band width
Choleaki method is to replace the lower summation index by the maximum of the
column indices of the first nonzero entry in rows i and j.

If the problem is split up by cuts, then as long as the index of the subproblem
is less than or equal to the number of section graphs the decomposition proceeds
as indicated above.

Once the index of the subproblem exceeds the number of section graphs the
resulting Choleski block is either rectangular or lower triangular. The re-
ctangular matrix blocks are a result of connectivity between nodes belonging
to distinct subsets, whereas triangular matrices are a result of edges joining
two nodes in the same nodal subset.

R>r I greater than but J less than the number of section graphs the rectangular
Choleski factor is

T -IT
BIJ ' LJJ AIJ

v/hen both the indices are greater than the number of section graphs the resulting
factor is

m _T tJ -L mm

BIJ * LJJ (AIJ - ̂  BIK V

where in the so called fill-in case A_j can be nonexistant. Finally for I=J
we get

J-l
«Jv J J J(J uK JKK=l

We have had this system in operation for a little over a year and tested
it thoroughly.As a validation for the disection scheme we have taken small
problems and run these with and without disections. The results have tallied
to the twelfth decimal digit. By disecting a problem suitably we have been
able to run any problem in TO - 100 K. memory including the program. As
mentioned earlier the equations corresponding to the section graphs constitute
the bulk of the total number of equations. Hence a little reflection will
indicate that the maximum core requirements will occur during the computation
of

T -lB a L Alu Id U

for some I greater than the number of section graphs but with a J smaller
then the number of section graphs.



It should be brought to the users attention that when a problem is run with-
out any cuts, if at all possible, the time per iteration is smallest but
the cost per iteration is high. Cuts have always resulted in cheaper runs
even if a little slower.

To date only a two dimensional scheme has been implemented. It should be
noted that the nodes of a section graph are distributed over subregions
of the same dimensionality as the original problem. The cut set nodes are
distributed over regions of sucessively lower dimensionality ie.line segments
and points. The extension to three dimensions is reasonably straight forward.
The nodes of the section graphs are distributed over three dimensional regions,
whereas cut set nodes are distributed over cut-planes, over line segments
formed by the intersection of cut-planes,and cut-points.

5.2. NODAL METHOD

5.2.1 Definition of the nodal method

Consider a system which is divided into homogeneous volume elements called nodes
or meshes. The nodal method deals with average quantities such as the average
flux of a node, higher order spatial flux moments in the node and average mesh
surface currents. To determine these quantities it is chosen to solve the one-
dimensional diffusion equation with transverse leakage.

5.2.2 The analytic nodal method

The diffusion equation and Kick's law are integrated in a node over all but one
space variables. The resulting equations are solved analytically assuming a
particular form for the leakage in the transverse directions. The flat leakage
approximation (SHOBER (1977)), a two-step function (SHOBER (1978)), and a
quadratic approximation (SMITH (1979)) have been used. A system of equations
i's obtained containing the average flux and the transverse leakages of the
considered node and its neighbours as unknowns.

5.2.3 Nodal expansion methods

The neutron flux in a node is expanded into a set of functions. Its expansion
coefficients are determined from the given incident partial currents and by
means of a weighted residual procedure. Orthogonal polynomials with built-in
boundary conditions (FlNNEMAKN (1977)) and (SHOBER (1977)) and Legendre poly-
nomials (MAEDER (1978)) have been used as expansion and weighting functions.
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With no further assumptions the response matrix method (WEISS (1977)) is
obtained. In the nodal method the calculation of higher order surface current
moments and of flux moments belonging to expansion functions with more thar;
one space variable is avoided. This is achieved by considering only one-
dimensional weighting functions and by assuming a certain spatial shape for
the currents in the transverse directions. For the transverse currents a
quadratic approximation (BENNEWITZ (1975)) and a linearized form corresponding
to the finite difference diffusion theory (FINNEMANN (1977)) have been proposed.
These transverse leakage approximations are equivalent to considering cross
terms in the flux expansion functions.

Different procedures are possible to solve the resulting equations for the
surface currents and the flux moments in a given mesh. The quantities belonging
to each space direction can be determined in an iterative manner by using the
latest values that are available for the transverse directions (FINNEMANN (1977)).
In this case a direct solution over all energy groups can be found, and the
higher order flux moments and the coefficients of the flux and current equations
do not have to be stored. Alternatively the energy groups are treated indivi-
dually by means of the fission source iteration technique and a direct solution
in an energy group is performed (MAEDER (1978)). The needed escape and trans-
mission probabilities are determined in advance of the flux iterations. In the
nodal Green's Function method (LAWRENCE (1978)) the one-dimensional diffusion
equation with transverse leakage is converted to an intergal equation by using
the Green's function. This equation is solved by polynomial flux expansion.

5.2.k 2-D and 3-D IAEA LWR benchmark problems

During the last years many solutions of the IAEA light water reactor benchmark
problems have been reported. Some results are collected in the TABLES I and II.
The most exact solutions which served as reference are described in the Argonne
benchmark problem book (1977).

A very accurate solution with one mesh per subassembly is obtained with the
response matrix code CIKADA. Because of the large number of flux and surface
current moments that have to be calculated the method is time-consuming and
most useful to produce almost exact solutions for benchmark problems (WEISS
(1978)). The nodal Green's function method NGFM shows a very small maximum
power error. Maximum power errors below 2% are produced by the analytic
nodal method with the quadratic approximation for the transverse leakage
(QUANDRY), by the nodal expansion programs (IQSBOX, MEDIUM-2 and NODLEG)
and by the finite element method with 3rd and Uth order flux expansion
(TRIDENT and FINELM). The 2nd order finite element method (DIFGEN and
FEM3D), the coarse-mesh expansion method (CUBBOX) and the one-group methods
with asymptotic-transient flux representation (MUSIC and SIMULATE) lead
to larger errors.



The computing time of a program depends not only on the flux calculation
procedure, but also on the adopted acceleration methods and programming
techniques. The fastest codes are the analytic nodal program QUANDRY, the
nodal expansion programs and the program based on the nodal Green's function
method. It is astonishing that the one-group methods do not lead to smaller
computing times than the more accurate nodal two-group programs. Except
for TRIDENT the finite element programs are by an order of magnitude slower
than the nodal programs for these LWR-problems. However, the finite element
method has shown so far a greater geometrical flexibility, since it has
been extended to r-z- and hexagonal configurations.

a Explanation of symbols in TABLES I and II

- H = Order of flux approximation; in brackets order of approximation for
transverse leakage.

- Ap = Maximum error in subassembly power distribution.

- AP = Average error in subassembly power distribution (standard deviation),

- Equivalent CDC 6600 times are obtained by assuming*
Is CDC 6600 = 0.5 s CYBER 175 = 2s CYBER Ilk = 0.5 s IBM 360/195
= 2/3 s IBM 370/168 = k s CDC 61+00 = 20 s B-6700 = l s IBM 360/91

- NIT = Number of outer iterations.

- e * Pointwise flux convergence parameter between outer iterations.

- The reference refers to the paper where results are reported.

* The computing time comparisons were deduced from the papers
AEEW-R 988 (1976) and K.D. Lathrop, "Computational procedures
for multidimensional core analysis", CONF-7801+01 (1978).
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TABLE I. RESULTS FOR 2-D IAEA PROBLEM

Code

MEDIUM-2
MEDIUM-2
CIKADA
NGPM
NODLEG
QUANDRY
FINELMb

FINELMb

DIFGEN
CUBBOX
MUSIC
SIMULATE

TRIDENT
TRIDENT

N

5(2)
5(2)
3
3(2)
5(2)
«(2)
3
U
2
6
oo

oo

3
3

Mesh

51x51
9x9
9x9
9x9
9x9
9x9
9x9
9x9
2319 nodes
9x9
9x9
9x9

9x9
3Ux3U

keff

1.02959
1.02966
1.02958
1.02961*
1.02959
1.02962
1 . 02977
1.02962
1.02958
1.02953
1.02986

1.02969
1.02958

AP (JO
Max

-
l.U
0.0
O.U
1.0
0.9
U.O
1.0
O.U
3.0
2.6
5-3

l.U
0.0

AP (JO
Av

_

0.0

0.3
0.3
1.8
O.U
0.2
0.8
1.0
1.6

-
0

Computer

CYBER 175
CYBER 175

CYBER 175
CDC 6UOO
IBM 370/168
CDC 6UOO
CDC 6UOO
CYBER 17U

CYBER 175

IBM 360/91
IBM 360/91

Comp.time (s)
Actual

15.1
0.9

2.1
27
1.2
68
160
UOO

U.7

6.3
3U

CDC-6600

30
2

U
7
2
17
UO
200

9

6
3U

NIT

U2

38
28

26
26
38

18
18

c

1.0-5
1.0-5

1.0-5
1.0-5
1.0-5
1.0-5
1.0-5
1.0-5

1.0-3
1.Û-U

Ref.

WAGNER (1977)
WAGNER (1977)
WEISS (1977)
LAWRENCE (1978)
MAEDER (1978)
SMITH (1979)
DAVIERWALLA (1979)
DAVIEHWALLA (1979)
SCHMIDT (1978)
LANGENBUCH (1977)
BONALUMI (1978)
ANCONA (1978)
+ BOKHAREE (1978)
KAVESOKY (1979)
KAVENOKY (1979)

K)
O\OO

a Explanation of symbols (cf. page 23)
t 2 triangles per rectangular mesh were used as elements



TABLE II. RESULTS FOR 3-D IAEA PROBLEM**

Code

VENTURE
VENTURE
QUANDRY
IQSBOX
NODLEG
FEM3D
DIFGENb

DIFGEN0

N

1
1
-(2)
5(2)
5(2)
1
2
2

Mesh

Extra-
polated
102x102x11»
9x9x19
9x9x19
9x9x19
16x16x13
252x11
252x13

keff

1.02903
1.02896
1.02901»
1.02911
1.02908
1.0292
1.02912
1.02928

AP (%)
Max

2.1
0.7
0.9
1.0
U.I

AP (%}
Av

1.0
0.2
0.3
0.1»
2.1

Computer

IBM 360/195
IBM 370/168
CDC 6600
CDC 61»00
B-6700
CDC 6600
CYBER 17l»

Comp.time (min)
Actual

360
0.5
1
8.6

1380
18.6
31-5

CDC 6600

720
0.7
1
2
70
18.6
16

NIT

1»1»
36
71
138
58

e

1.0-5
1.0-1»
1.0-5
1.0-5
1.0-3
5.0-1»
1.0-1»

Ref.

ARGONNE (1977)
ARGONNE (1977)
SMITH (1979)
WAGNER (1977)
MAEDER (1978)
ARGONNE (19Ï7)
FRANKE (1977)
SCHMIDT (1979)

too\

a Explanation of symbols (cf. page 23)
b Tetraedric elements
c Prismatic elements
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Chapter VI

REACTOR DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS

J. DEVOOGHT, T. LEFVERT, J. STANKIEWIEZ

1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the work done in reactor dynamics within the Coordinated
Research Program on Transport Theory and Advanced Reactor Calculations by three groups
in Belgium, Poland, Sweden and Italy. The work at Université Libre de Bruxelles was
mostly done by J. DEVOOGHT and E. MUND with the help of M. BARDIAUX and I. SARAGOSSI.
A large part of the work concerned with the space dependent kinetics code Cassandre
was done in collaboration with CEN/SCK, Mol, MM. A. SIEBERTZ, P. DUGNOILLE, M.
GOLDWASSER, J. JOLY. The research program at Swierk was carried by J. MIKA and R.
STANKIEWICZ with the help of T. BLENSKI and A. GADOMSKI. The research at the National
Defence Research Institute, Stockholm, was carried by T. LEFVERT1- -1 with R. SKOGLUND
and S. SODERBERG. The research program in Italy was carried by W. BARAN and T.
TROMBETTI under the direction of V. BOFFI.

As the reader may surmise, it is very difficult to report research progress in such
wide ranging field and by lack of space many topics have been left out of the picture
[see however references 74 to 80 ]. As for other chapters, this is not a report of
the state of the art, although some effort has been given to integrate the work done
in the current trend.

2. DISCRETIZATION METHODS IN DIFFUSION THEORY

2.1 . General properties of evolution equations and their approximation

Space dependent kinetics problems are not any more exceptional : the research effort
has followed both the development of computer's hardware and the increasing needs of
reactor safety analysis. The main bottleneck is still the large computing time and a
doubtful accuracy. The numerical and analytic tools available are numerous among
which three will be used below : time discretization, successive generations and
Laplace transforms. The choice of the method leans heavily on the nature of the pro-
blem to be solved. For instance, for small heterogeneous subcritical assemblies,
transport effects may be important, like time delays or wave fronts. On the other
hand for large power reactors, the volume of computation is the main limiting factor.

In the first part (diffusion theory) we shall deal with an evolution equation

A(t) 0(t) + QCt) CD

In the second part (transport theory) we deal with an integral version.

Memory storage usually exclude time discretization methods that involve more than
one time step. Converting (1) to an integral equation l-xxx-1 [1 ] :

000 =U(h)0(o) +/ [a^ft-t) + UCh-t)M(t)] 0(t)dt
o

0(t)dt (2)

(x) Report written by J. DEVOOGHT
(X*) Present address : Swedish State Power Board, Dep. ERF S-16287, Vällingby, SwedenWe assume here Q(t) =0
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where A(t) = M (t) + N (t) is some splitting of operator A(t), U(t) a semi group
operator associated with, some approximation to A(t), a a number , o s as 1.
Assuming a two point interpolation scheme

= 0Co)£,(t) + 0(h)f2(t) , o< tt h (3)

with f-(o) =6^ and f. (h) =6- , i=1,2.

and substituting 0(p) in place of 0(s) in (2) yields a rational first order scheme

te = C(h)0(o) (4)

If we extend to two-point Hermite interpolations, allow for a different inter-
polation for each integral, we obtain a canvass for (probably) all known integra-
tion schemes of neutron kinetics. Methods like Fade, interpolatory quadrature,
collocation, Galerkin, are all basically like.

It is then sufficient to investigate rational approximations W(hA) to exp(hA)
(where A is suitably defined) which are factorizable into first order factors in
order to reduce the problem to the solution of linear systems of equations. Suita-
ble methods for space dependent reactor dynamics must fulfill the following condi-
tions :

1 . The algorithm must be consistent and convergent which by Lax theorem ensures
stability.

2. The evolution equations being "stiff", i.e. the spread of eigenvalues being very
large the algorithm should not only be stable but A-stable in order to handle
correctly small and large time constants with large time steps. An algorithm is
A-stable [ 2] [ 3] whenever Sup )W(z) | $ 1, in which case W(z) is said to be A-
acceptable. ReZso L-stability (or strong A-stability) corres-
ponds to the supplementary constraint lim W(z) = o.

3. The approximate solution should preferably contain some essential characteris-
tics of the exact solution like spectral matching which we define loosely in
the following way. When A(t) is constant, the approximate solution 0(t) should
be exact when the initial vector jO(o) belongs to the subspace spanned by the
eigenvectors of A associated with the eigenvalues X- which are matched.

The importance of A-acceptable functions stems from the following fact. When
A(t) = A, a matrix solution is :

0(vh) = ev 0(o) ,

The approximate solution is $(uh) = Wv(h,A)0(o) (5) where W(h,A) is some rational
approximation of e
This forward step procedure should be stable for perturbations of the initial con-
dition 0(o).
The error obeys £ = Wv(h,A)e0

But [4] II W^h,A) |[ ̂  C(V, ) [p (W] V " P + 1 (6)
for v •> » , where p is the largest order of all diagonal submatrices J of the
Jordan canonical form of W(h,A) , such that p (W(h,A)) = sup p (Jr), C being a
positive constant, p being the spectral radius. r
When W(h,Z) is A-acceptable, and the eigenvalues X, : ReX, s o, then p (W) $ 1 .
But consistency implies lim W(h,A, ) = 1 and therefore lim p (W) = 1 . In this
case || ^(hjA) [[ will fae^iSboundea when v -*=° except if^=1 i.e. if the eigenva-
lues such that p (W) = Maxj W(h,xO[ are simple" This is usually the case for reac-
tor kinetics where |W(h^\.,)| is maximum for the rightmost eigenvalue which is
simple.

The numerical analysis of evolution equations can be done at two different le-
vels of discretization :
- the semidiscretization or discretization of the time variable, the evolution

equation being studied in Banach space
- the discretization of all variables : time, space, angle and energy, the evolution

equations being studied in R„ space.
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Both approaches (§ 2.3. and § 2.4.) have a common thread :

RN space :
CoUocSion ) BK»thods 4 growth function
Interpolator/ f = rational approximation with
Quadrature J f»

Banach space : Tanabe-Sobolevsky integral equation ̂discrete semi
group with

interpolator/
and

stability
properties

2.2. Spectrum of the multigroup-multipoint diffusion operator with delayed neutrons

The spectrum o£ the multigroup-multipoint diffusion operator is an essential
ingredient of any kinetics problem, the simplest offspring being the so-called
"inhour equation" [ 5] . Many integration methods of the space-dependent kinetics
equations make implicit or explicit use of spectral matching. However, very few
rigorous results are available. The reactor lore contains statements such as :
"in a K-point, G groups, I delayed neutron precursors model, the eigenvalues occur
in G + I clusters of K eigenvalues ; I clusters are close to -X - ; G have much large
absolute values; the eigenvalues are either real or close to tne real axis". MIKA
[ 6] and PORSCHING [ 7] have attacked the problem rigorously for monoenergetic plane
transport and multigroup diffusion, respectively. Unfortunately, Porsching's assump-
tions are unrealistic for G > 1 .

If we make the assumption of an identical fission spectrum x for all precursors ,
the critical equation is

Go = f(o))v vF(j>
where v is the neutron velocity, K and F the destruction and fission operators ,
respectively,

f U) - 1 - A

(7)

(8)

We define the eigenvalues \>/ [ v -Go)] of

(u + vK) -1
(9)

The values of [ v-(u)I /v for u= o correspond to the lambda modes, the values of u
for [ v- (u)] /v =1 correspond to the omega modes. Let w, be the eigenvalues of matrixvK. Tne fission operator is proportional to a projector P :

vF = aP , a = <v££JVx>

The characteristic equation reads

det

P =

..

s det

Each matrix [ a.] or [ bj is KXK and [ a.] [ bj is the (i,k) element of a block-
partitioned matrix in G blocks.

Lemma 1 : each principal minor of rank p > K of ][ aJlbJ | is zero; therefore, Eq. (11)
the characteristic equation of |[a-][bj | reads

KKG-K X - = 0 (12)
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Lemma 2 : Eq. (9) has K eigenvalues [v- (u) ] /v , which, are algebraic functions of u.
If K = 1, the unique eigenvalue [v^(o))f/v is a rational function of tu.

The eigenvalue problem [Eq. (7)] is the perturbation of a slowing-down problem by
a degenerate operator vF. We can apply the Weinstein-Aronszajn theory [ 8 1 : let

W(u) = det [I - vvFCuI + vK)"1] (13)

Then
KG œ - 9V

(14)

where to, and 9, are the eigenvalues of vK and vK - vvF, respectively. It can be
shown tftat

K ' 1WCu) = ? ! _ _^__ (15)

and
= 0 k=1,... KG (16)

If for some k : e= <* , the degree of the rational function is decreased by one.oFor simplicity we state the following result only for the point model (K = 1) .
Theorem I : If the eigenvalues are nondegenerate, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for ui -= a is either <v£~ja >„ = 0 (a) or <yxl C>p - ° (b), where :
tne scalar product < \>„ means integration over energy groups; Ify,* ana- \\> ay&

the eigenvectors common to vK and vK -v vF for the direct and adjoint problems,
respectively.

The physical meaning of theorem 1 is as follows : the solution of the initial
value problem without delayed neutrons contains terms like exp(9-t) (corresponding
to the full problem) except for a term with exp(w,t) (corresponding to the slowing-
down problem) either because (a) the k'th mode does not contribute a net number of
fission neutrons, or (b) the importance of the fission neutrons produced in the
k'th mode is zero. If K = 1 and vF, vK are symmetric matrices (unrealistic assump-
tion for G > 1), then the zeros and poles of W(to) are real and alternate, and the
Yi (to) are all real. This is the case examined by PORSCHING [ 3l . We now turn thedelayed neutrons in.
The K(G + 1) eigenvalues of Eq. (7) are solutions of

v,- (to)i _ c, ï (17)

Theorem 2 : (a) [v ,( toJ] /v is real, simple, bounded, smaller than | [ v . ( m j l / v | , i>l
™" ' ' ' ~" -- J- if

(b) [ v, ( to) ] /v is monotone increasing for to > u > Re UL
• L O K ,

(c) if N > 1 eigenvalues [v . f to^/v are real, where p ?_N numbers
[ v.foTl/v < 1,i.

of Eq. (16) are positive and N-p are negative, all in the interval
Moreover, there are N roots in each interval (-\-,1} -*• •) and N in

u j
, ~+-,3 ~" <

where \- is the decay constant of the i'th delay ea-neutron precursor.

In practice, we can always take u « -\- All statements about the non-real
roots of Eq. (17) are dependent on generalization of the Gershgorin theorem and
will not be dealt with here .

We, therefore, have partly recovered Porsching's results without making any unrea-
listic assumptions .
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2.3. Evolution equations in R., space

A. A-stable rational approximations of the exponential.

a. The problem of constructing the totality A-acceptable functions W(u) satisfying
interpolatory conditions ^, -> _ i
at arbitrarily chosen points * { u-} ?.. was essentially solved for
more than a half century by SŒUR and NEVACNTNNA [9], Let us define a sequence
of functions , rv 11

Mf W. ̂ z) -\tK"1J
J\. Jx 1 _____f^_______ __ 1——*t _*

M2 _ w IK-IJ w f7i
"i. "^. 1 LZJ

with fk(z) = (z - zk) (1 - zkz)~

W (z) = W(z) > (19)

r ..•!
Wk sWv (^Zk : ) ' k= ' v + 2 , . . . n

The real positive constants M. are arbitrary except for M= M^ $ M2 S ... Mn* 1.
W (z) is the solution of the problem.

Theorem S : the SN problem admits at least one solution if one of the tao situations
occurs :

In the fivst aase, the solution is unique, with | W(z)\ $ M for \ z\ é 1 (20), and

In \he second aase, the solution is not unique : any initial function ^z) with
| W (z)\ $ M on \z \= 1 is suitable and yields a solution W(z) satisfying (20) .
I/V (z) irrational, then W(z) will be rational.

Theorem (3) is a slight extension of a property proven by SN [13 ] .

Theorem 4 : given { z.} and { W(.o)} , i=l, .. .n M=M,, there is a minimum value of
MTto which corresponds a unique solution f£_f^ problem. The algebraic equation for
the determination of the smallest M is \Wn \ = ^n-^z

nn = M-

Theorem 5 [ 10 ] : a sufficient condition that there exists a function WQ(Z) !
IMS $ M on \ z \ = 1 which takes on the values W, at z = z^ is that W« ' ar>
the values takenjzt z-, by a bounded analytic function a(z), with \a(s) |s UTalong

Let z = ̂ -2- , a real < o (21) be the conformai mapping of the coirplex left half
plane Reif* o on the closed unit disk | z| $ 1 ., Our original problem, i.e. to find
A-acceptable approximations Wfz ) to a(z) = e l ' J = e at a finite number of
arbitrarily given points {zji1 . a (z) is a bounded function in | z| < 1 but has an
essential singularity at z i 1 and a(e ) = 1 aMost everywhere.
This is no restriction to theorem [ 3 ]. We define functions W(z) with property M
if

W(z)WC1/2) = M2 (22)

Analytic function in [ z| s 1 satisfy property M if they have a constant modulus on
Izl =1.
Theorem 6 [ 10] : let W(z) be a rational function of z with \ W(e \ S M which inter-
polates at n arbitrarily given points {z.}, i=l...n inside the unit drcte a func-
tion v(z) satisfying property N. Then Wlz) - a(z) has also n zeros{c^>2

 in \z\ > 1

and there is a positive constant independent of M and TU such that

<L \M-N \
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Returning to the plane u, we see that if M = N = 1 , to each interpolation point uv
in Reu < o is associated another interpolation V, with u. = - V, .

Theorem ? \ 10\ : if the rational function W (z) satisfies the condition of theorem
[5 ] 3 "*•* COM be made to interpolate a(z) at an additional point z , provided
V W --%
If the equality applies and AL = M^ = ... M ^ W (z) is constant and W (z) is the
unique function of least maximum modulus innReun£ 0. °

This additional point has no counterpart : we have a total of 2n + 1 interpolation
points. In practice we have to interpolate e with u = hx at the points u. = hX. ,
when h is the time step. When h •> o, the interpolation points move toward! the 1

origin and therefore the minimum value of M given by theorem [4] is a function of
h with lim M '.. (h)=1 . Let now W(z) interpolate a(z) with [W(z) | < M on z| = 1
withM^ITi) ^"M, at 2n + 1 points zk = hXk-a/hXk+a.

„ 7 2n+l
Theorem 8 [10] : for h sufficiently small, \W(z) - v(s) < c hn | ïï (^~\) I
with u = yi. When \. = o, W(z(u)) is the diagonal Fade approxi- i=l
mant to e .

2 ? ue u.e -
W Cu ,u2,M2)= M2. —— ——— 1—— -J ——— - ———— - (24)

b. The general first-order (W^ : first degree of numerator and denominator) is
u, u,

u(e + WJ + u.,(e
/"., i,. .. \K**'\ — \x^>*n • , <. ,

nw H- w o ' ~i -*• CM*' — w & ' *i

with W.. = M ————— ——————— (25)
1 e q 2 - M2

Since eu = ea eu~a, and since - u, is another interpolation point it is easily
checked that W^ (ulû u-jU,) = e W.^(u-aj u^-a, u2~a;1) interpolates e at
u19u2,U2 = 2a - UH.
However W^ may not be A-acceptable for all values of a.
Table I [ 1 ] gives examples of W.., functions. The second order W22 can be written
readily by means of (18, 19) but the reduction of well-known approximations
(LINIGER-WILLOUGHBY [11] and N0RSETT [12]) to W22 is no easy task [13] .

c. The interpolation points can be used as free parameters to find best A-stable appro-
ximations in Chebyshev sense [14] .

The successive application of W(hA) gives, if A(t) = A,

-Wn(hA) |(o)|| = H?"1 W1^) e(n-1"i)hA (eM -
i=o

Therefore

- Wn(hA)|(o)|[ _< sup w(h,n ,x) ]ehx - W(hx) | |||(o)|| (26)

with

w(h,n,X) -S Ic^Xh)! eCn"1"i)h (27)
i=o

if the spectrum of A is contained in the real interval [ a ,0 ] .
If we have an approximant W(hX) which is A-stable and dependent upon m parame-
ters yi,,k=1 ...m, the search for the best accuracy at time nh amounts to

Min sup w(h}n,X) | e X h - W ( h X ) | (28)
-...J-..
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Name

P11

LW (Liniger-WiJloughby)

P01

W (X1 ,x2) (M=1)

W 1 1 (X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ) (M=1)

Gni (X1 ,X,) '
' 3

Ch11

Type of
interpolation

^(0,0,0)

^1(o,x2,o)

ftii(0,-°°,0)

ftf r-\ •» -v "i11 V." 1 > ^ 9 t ~~ 1 J

(x2 < x., < 0)

1 1 1 'X2'X3

W1 1 (X,. »-".XT)M l

Interpolation re-
placed by best
Chebyshev approxi-

mation

Principal term of the
truncation error for
small h

1 .3,3
TTX h

|Y (x-x^xV

i»v
Jy(x-x1)(x+x1)(x-x2)h3

YJ (x-x1)(x-x3)(x-x2)h

2i - fx-Xn) (x-x,)h1

0(1)

Truncation error for large
h

0(1)

X?h
0(e )

- U F * » c ^
-|xJh X1 X-X 7

2 e _ -L_ . __ £
1 2 1

- |Xi |h X^-X^ X-X7P ' r ^ h r -• i
X -X X-X •*2 1 3

-|X3 |h X^Xj
C v "•»""""" "'\ "•-] L" *Z " 1 ^J

A -t ~~ A J 1

x3 < o
0(1)

A-stabi-
lity

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
if X1 >, 0

No
except for
shifting
[15] [14]

Strong A-
stability

No

No

Yes

Yes
i f |X 2 | +~

Yes
if |X2 | -»- »

Yes

No

(1) Ref. [21]

TABLE I



The following two cases were investigated : W of first order i .e . , .* with
and without spectral matching at one point X , being the leading c eigen-
value of A.
These new Chebyshev type approximations are A-stable and have the second order
of approximation. Numerical tests have been performed and compared with Fade
rational approximations and spectral matching algorithm. The results for Che-
shev type approximation are the best or closed to the best among these from consi-dered rational approximations except in case of very particular configurations of
the spectrum of A. For certain configurations of the spectrum the gain of the
precision is significant. The disadvantages of the method are following : the
operator A must be constant, the upper and lower bound of the snectrum is needed,
the time step must be kept constant during the whole time internal. The work
has been done in cooperation with Université Libre de Bruxelles and reported in
[H].
For nonlinear dynamics it is convenient to consider the finite difference appro-
ximation which allows for control of the time step during the calculation. GEAR
[6] proposed such a technique for multistep method. This method has been used
for the point dynamics model describing the core and the cooling system with
xenon and temperature feedback. The various iterative methods were incorporated
into the program for solving the nonlinear system appearing at each time step.
The method has been tested for some practical problem and the results are presen-
ted in [ 1 7] .

B. Runge-Kutta methods with spectral matching.
a. General properties : brief review.

Let us review briefly the basic results of Runge-Kutta method C 2 I to be usedbelow.
The system to be integrated is

C29)

where î =U0,*r..,<yT ; î= [l,^...^ , = T

The need for A-stability points for implicit Runge-Kutta methods . A R-K
procedure is a one-step method with m-stages defined by

-HI
\ = .; + hv a f CV (30)

where h^ is the time step, a a m x m block matrix, each block element being
a^ I where I is the unit (N+1) x (N+1) matrix. The j component of n^ is

^- -* '
Vector f (n ) is defined by

~

Each î(n ) is a vector with s+1 components :

(31)

t0,~. \,N ] ' i=0°)N (32)

Moreover : n = tv , nj = *.(t^ (33)

bX = \ (34)
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The R-K system is

*Ctv)
m

x=1 (35)

The auxiliary vectors are computed at times t, + c.h , i=1 ...m with

m;.,a«= ci
If the system is linear with constants coefficients : f(ny) = A nu
then

C36)

Ktv)=W(hv,A) Ct^

with the growth functions : W(h ,A) = H + h £T A (IT - h a A") ~1 e (37)

A 0

0 „ A
} m ,

m

I 0

0 ̂  I
m

} m, I being the unit sxs matrix
(38)

and e" = [ 1,... 1]T
m

We observe that W(h ,x), a rational function of x , is of order p if
h X

W(h , = e 00$ (39)
The maximum order [18] of an implicit m-stage R-K procedure is p=2m. GEAR [19]
has shown conversely that to a given growth function can be associated a (non
unique) R-K procedure.

b. R-K methods with spectral matching [13] .

The main defect of solutions of type(2)when A(t)is not constant, is the need to
define some average matrix A. Even so, it is not possible in general to keep the
order p for the local error. On the other hand in many practical cases, A(t), or
the Jacobian of f" is only slowly varying and instantaneous spectral matching
greatly improves the accuracy. We report below a mean to synthesize both aspects
for 2 stages R-K procedures defined by

*22

Let p = Tr a, A = det a. Then
1 + uCb.+b?-p) + u2(A-

W(h,X) =W(u=hx) « ————— i— i —————
up u A

(40)

From (37) a is easily expressed in terms of c,,c2 ,A,p. Identifying W(u) with
one of the A-acceptable approximations of e of type (2,2), we have 4 equations
for 6 unknowns and we are left with a two parameters family of R-K schemes which
allows for interpolation at the origin and two arbitrary points x - i , X2 in Re x <0.
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The maximum order p=4 will be preserved if
k _ 1 4-k

It b.a-.c- = 1/6 . 0(h2) (41)
i j x ̂  3

If we chose for W(u), the N(6rsett function T? (a,b,u), a special case of W9 :
" L y L

T?(a,b,u) = 1 +1/2(1-a/2)u+1/8(1*b-a)u2
 (42)

L 1 - 1/2(1+a/2)u + 1/8(1+b+a)uz

4 [a(u7) - a(u,)] 4(u9 - u,)L ___;__ • i + K = . , ' •_. r ,. i * ' *-* _. r_T A TI _ _ / " . " _ ^ ^ *

a(u) = u(1-e"U) [ C2+u)e"u + u - 2]

then the choice of 4 order Butcher parameters :

with p = 1/2 + a/4 ; A = (1+a+b)/8
5

yields the error : £(h) - <j>(h) = ^- (\1 - ^-) (\2 - ^-) (gjO 41 (çh) , (43)

0 $ ç S 1

Therefore even for variable matrix Aft), the cost of two evaluations A(c.,h) and
A(c2h) at fixed times, we retain 0(h ) accuracy with spectral matching at 0 , X - , X 2 >

c. Factorizable methods [ 13} .

The solution of an m-stage implicit R-K step requires the solution of a linear
system of mKG(I+1) unknowns. Precursors equations can be solved one by one and we
have in fact mKG unknowns. If the a matrix is triangular we have only systems of
KG unknowns : this is in short the principle of Rosenbrock type methods. Obvious-
ly from (37 ) we have a growth function with a denominator factorizable into real
factors ff , (1-a..h \). The remaining degree of freedom can be used for instance
to impose1E-stabiiïty or to minimize the error at infinity.
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C. Numerical results

Extensive numerical tests on all rational approximations discussed above were
performed and are reported in réf. [1] [13] [20]• The relative merits were assessed
on point-kinetics problems reflecting various stiffness (fast vs. thermal reactor)
and various reactivities (step, ramps, periodic). The exact number of digits n is
plotted versus the time step h, for the approximate value of the power at time
t=Nh :

- *A(t,h) -n- 10

where <j>E(t) ,4u(t,h) are respectively the exact and approximate values of the flux.
The equivalent order of convergence for the error is given by the shape of the curve.

The purpose of figure (1) is to put the effectiveness of spectral matching into
evidence through the evaluation of the local truncation error of various (1,1)-type
methods for a fast reactor and a reactivity step p = O.S 3. The figure displays also
u-h were the u. are the roots of the inhour equation. At t=10~ s, |w^t| « 1 and
contact order at the origin is the most important, and except for spectral matching
(here with VL. and "...)» best result is given by P*... The prompt eigenvalue increa-
ses rapidly and L-staoility soon comes into play, where for 10~ s $ t $ 10~ s
PQI gi-Yf3 increasingly good results, those of P-- remaining uniformly poor. For
t >, 10 s the delayed neutron contributions become significant with a corresponding
collapse in the accuracy. According to theorem 8 the error for ft, , is zero for the,
asymptotic mode (o>i), the prompt mode (u7) and also tor. The error decreases like h
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but for large time'(past the minimum of figure 1) the accuracy improves again because
of the oj-i matching. Further evidence is given R-K methods with two interpolated ei-
genvalues. The step behaviour of the error is typical (figure 2) and arises essen-
tially because the approximate solution for mode i :

- + 1 Mi n
^ r 2" n -,

1 -

switches suddenly from 1 to as n increases.

Figures 3 and 4 show further results. It is easily seen that is not enough to
caracterize the local error ch? by p : the value of c is as important. The optimal
parameters (O.P) (line 12 to 14 of Table II) methods are interesting for one-step
calculations (like Chebyshev methods). The asymptotic order p may be attained in
some cases (Gauss P, fig. 3, fast reactor) for small enough h.

2.4. Evolution equations in Banach spaces

For the evolution equations in the Banach space of the following form

A <j

the two stage approximation procedure has been, considered.

Point Kinetics Reactivi t Ramp = |SUPN2) Fast Reactor

Numerical evaluation of the truncation error at t = 0.5 s for various implicit
RK methods as a function of stepsize h»0.5 /N

. JO-n

1. Gauss
2. Radau !A

3. Radau HA

4. Lobatto lllc

5. Calahan

6. Gauss(O.P)

7- Radau IA(O.R)

8. Radau IIA(O.R)
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ID'1 0.5

It can be illustrated on the diagram

GA(h) —————> CChA)1
C(hAn)

where G^Ct) and G. (t) are the semigroups generated by the operators A and A , res-
pectively. The passage from A to A corresponds to the approximation of thenoperator
A by the sequence of (A ,X ,P ) where the operator A acts in the suace X and P
transforms the space X SntB tfie space X . The formuîa describing the local error1
(in one time step) has been obtained ana the general stability condition has been
formulated [22] .

However the results for this very general problem have been obtained for ratherstrong assumptions concerning the smoothness of the solution. These assumptions can
be weakened provided that some particular class of evolution equation is considered.

In reactor dynamics model the neutron diffusion equation is of a parabolic type.
Thus in further analysis it was assumed that the semigroup generated by A is analyti-cal [ 8] . For the Euler backward formula the following error estimate has been ob-
tained [ 23]

ß, 1 ,P (kAt)
(44 )
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where X . are the intermediate trace spaces of Lions [24 , 25 ] between X and
D (A) white'DCA) is a Banach space with norm defined as a graph norm. For this parti-
cular case the intermediate spaces can be characterized by the semigroup. Let us
suppose that there exists a strongly continuous semigroup Gg(t) in X such that
liG(t)IL < M with the generator B with the domain D(B) = D(A) . The interpolation
spaces^C can be defined as the set of the vectors from X for which the following
norm is ßdunüed.

00 j 1/P
If« + ( / (t'a «CG B ( tD- i ) r f I ) p %} "

t l f l l
0 < a < r ; 1 f p <

a,r,p
If I + ess sup t"a

(45 )

0 $ a s r , p =00

The spaces X do not depend on the choice of the semigroup and the norms defined
above for different semigroup are equivalent.

It should be noted that if D (A) and X are Sobolev spaces then the intermediate spaces
X 1 correspond to other Sobolev spaces or Besov spaces . Thus for differential
operator A the spaces X are well known spaces. The approach presented in [22 ]
can be extended to moreacomplicated problems like e.g. time dependent operators A and
quasilinear equations .This has been done and reported in [ 26, 27, 28] .

The basic theorem for time dependent operator A[t) can be formulated as follows .

9 : Under the assumptions

i/ for each t,A(t) is closed and D(A(t)) = D is time independent,

ii/ for \ such that Re Xz. 0 the resolvent operator exists and

l]RA(t)(x)]l TTT > Re x * ° ( 46)

where M is time independent,

Hi/ \\[A(t) - A(s) }A~1(sW $c\t-s\P ( 47 ;

iv/ IU~2(t; [ A ( s ) - A(t)} <j> Ii $ c\t-s\(1 Hcf>li ; $ 6 D ( 48 ;

the following error estimate is valid

,t.) -u(t1ttJ) *(t.)\ s ch?(l + —— -
^ ^ ^ ^

where u(t^t^) is a discrete quasi-semigroiqp corresponding to backward Euler formula

The results obtained for the linear case have been used in analysis of abstract
evolution equations with nonlinear perturbations

C 5 ° )

The following theorem has been proved [ 28] .

Theorem 10 : If the following assumptions are satisfied

i/ A is a generator of an analytical semigroup
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ii/ there exists o, p such that

then for 4,^ <j>2 € D (A) and l*J>D(A)
 < s>

and, for the schemes

and

the error can be estimated by

( s i ;

Similar estimates can be obtained for quasilinear equations of the form

where for given <j> the operator A(<j>) is linear.

Theorem 11 : If X is reflexive and there exists a reflexive Banach space I such
that on J/, where W is the open ball in the intermediate space X between X and
2 for some a $2/2

•i/ A($) has the domain Y

ii/ the resolvent operator A / / . i(M for Re \ >0 exists and

Hi/ A(u) is Lipschitz continuous in the following sense

ft[A(u2) - A(u2)} flly $ M\\UI-U^X \\f\\y , u2,u2 S W } f

then for the schemes
*\j r\j
u(tk ) - u(tk)

t

•
= A(»<*» »At k+l

the following error estimate is valid

~ h ̂ u(o)^ ; ß ̂ a

The assumptions- concerning quasilinear equations cover for instance nonlinear
diffusion equations and Navier Stokes equation? „. On the other hand the results ob-
tained can be considered as an extension of the usual error estimate on the class
of problems in which the solution is not smooth. From this point of view, the
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results are interesting not only for the reactor dynamics but are also significant
from the point of view of the general analysis of the approximate methods. The
procedure developed in [22, 26, 27, 28] can be considered as a basis for developing
the compact theory of the approximate method for evolution equation. Some of the
error estimates obtained in the above references are optimal in the sense that the
class of the initial states for which the estimate is valid can be defined.

2.5. The generalized quasistatic method [133 [ 20l

flux
The point of departure is ±he following alternate décomposition of the vector
,., T _ r j. rZ. 4.^ j. rZ. 4. M 1(?,t)]

Kr,t)T(t) =
TG(t)

Kr.t)
0 *G(r,t)

= T(tWr,t) (53 )

The left hand decomposition is used for the "amplitude" equations, the right hand
decomposition for the "shape" equations. The usual quasistatic method [ 29] is gene-
ralized by allowing for G different amplitudes instead of a single one for every
group. The factorization is made unique by imposing G conditions :

*g(r) v~%g(r,t)dï = 1=1,...G (54)

where $ (r) is the normalized critical adjoint flux in group g with velocity v .
& o

Using (2) with u(t) = e where n is a constant diagonal matrix, N(t) =0, a = 1
and allowing for the source Q(t) we have to solve a system of tyne

h h
[I - / £2Ct)dt [A(h)-n H|(h) = exp(flh) [I + / £, (t)dt{ A(o)-fi]]|(o) + 3 ( 5 5 )

By proper choice of n, f- and f~ we can allow for spectral matching. The eigen-
values are interpolated linearly.

Two time scales are used : the macrostep h., used for the shape equations are
integral multiples of the microstep h used for the amplitude equations .
The spatial dependence of the flux ana precursors shape functions is given by a
finite element formalism [ 30] . The reactor domain is partitioned in elementary rec-
tangular subdomains e. . In each domain e. , any function u(r) reduces to a function
û  (r) whose behaviour is local

Ni
= S ( 5 6 )

The basis functions u.(r) obey the cardinality condition u. Ov) = <5? and are
elements of the LagraAge basis associated to the unknowns -1 $..
The u-(r) are polynomials of degree (k-1) containing at least-1 all monomials xpyq,
p+q ^k-1, kg 4. The system of unknowns ( j> . is obtained by a Ritz-Galerkin method.

The critical steady state flux and adjoint flux are obtained by a power iteration
combined with Chebyshev extrapolation. Rebalancing factors are used. Finally the
algorithm amounts to the repeated solution of one-group problems with source solved
by a direct inversion obtained by a Cholesky factorization.

The integration procedure for the point kinetics equations uses an extrapolation
procedure derived from the Bulirsh-Stoer method [ 311 . Let T(t,h) be the solution
of an amplitude equation obtained by a convergent discretization with microstep h :

m
T(t,h) = T(t) = S Ti(t) h x + (57)
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Y
v PmC h )

Let R (hT) = ——— , y = 1 or 2, be a rational function of h' A the degree of poly-
Qm(h-Y) nomials P and Q being respectively u = [ -j \ and m-v . If the

amplitude equations are solved for a set of time steps { h - } , it is possible to cons-
truct a rational function Rm(hY) such that Rm(hY) = T(t,h-J with t a point of the
microstep grid. An optimal sequence is obtainea by h- = n/n^, where for instance
n-=1,2,3, n.+1 = 2n. ,. Not only very accurate values can be obtained for T(t,o)
but the algorithms ^give also upper and lower bounds for the solution. Procedures
for stepsize reductions stem from the same algorithm.

The system resulting from (55 ), where we have substituted (53 ) , is decompo-
sed into four nonlinear subsystems : flux shapes, precursors shapes, flux amplitudes,
precursors amplitudes,Nonlinearity stems for the product of shape and amplitude
unknowns. The amplitude functions are solutions of a system of (I+1)G differential
equations so called "multipoint kinetics", whe_re I is the number of precursors and G
the number of groups. To solve such system F(x) = 0 in a consistent way, we should
use a Newton-SOR type algorithm [32] :

where F1 (x ) is the Frechet derivative of F for the m iterate. As usual a modi-
fied Newton method is substituted. The main numerical task is the solution of a
system of type :

where •£ .. (nh) is the m+1 iterate of the "shape function" vector at macrostep nh
and K ,"¥ the destruction and fission operators defined in eq. (7) and evaluated
at iteration m.

Problem (59 ) is quasisingular. The constraints (54 ) may prove incompatible
with the unique solution of (59 ) . Compatibility must be restored by the addition
of new degrees of freedom. We sketch below [ 34 ] the method used for G=1 (and
which can be generalized for arbitrary G [13]) and which can be used in many ins-
tances where we have to "solve" approximations of Boltzmann equations with cons-
traints .
We tackle the problem in a new manner different from previous ones [ 35] [ 36] , which
preserves the normalization at each iteration step and yielding a convergence crite-
rion. We formulate the problem as :

(M - oil - XF)i|) = Q (60 )

{ <f.i|> E <W,<|)> =1 (61 )

with either u or A as a "pseudoeigenvalue" . We choose here to find X. We adopt here
the technique of ANSELONE and RAIL [37] . Let S denote the field of complex numbers
and X a Banach space which contains the domain of M - «I - F. Consider Y = X S S =
COM)! * € X,X e S} with B Of;, A) II = max CM , ) x | ) .

We define G, application of Y into itself :
GOO = GU,X) = ( [ M - ul - xFU - Q,

The solution of the nonlinear equation G = 0 is given by the modified Newton method

with

(I - çv<t,)K"1 çv

with K = M - (ul, v = K F'j), Çifrv = 1 .
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After some lengthy transformations :

(62

xm (-63

with K*p = W and*

Normalization (61 ) is preserved throughout. Another difference with FX2 [35] is
the fact that \ does not necessarily converge to 1. The next problem to be examined
is the conyergehce_criterion : o(I - A G') < 1 . If the weight function is
<W| = <i|/.j (r,E)v2£(r,E) | where $- is the adjoint principal eigenfunction of
T = <v2£,K~ x>g f4] and where < , >E is a scalar product in energy space, then con-
vergence is obtained if

|<W, K ' 1 Q > | < 1 (64 )

3 , COLLISION PROBABILITY METHODS IN TIME -DEPENDENT NEUTRON TRANSPORT

In this section we will discuss two entirely different collision probability
approaches to the time-dependent neutron transport equation. One, presented some
years ago ( [37] [38]) , is based on the evaluation, collision by collision, of the
multiply scattered neutron fluxes and will be given here for the isotropic scattering
case where it only involves the ordinary collision probabilities. There are no
principal difficulties in extending it to the case of anisotropic scattering. This
would instead involve the GFFC^ to a matching order of anisotropy.

The other method is new and is based in part on a GFFCP transformation and thus
generally needs anisotropic collision probabilities. In return it yields a simple
system of first order differential equations for the time-dependent angular flux
moments which is readily solved. Numerical examples and comparisons with other
methods are given for both approaches .

SANCHEZ [ 40] has given a very interesting discussion of time dependent integral
methods in general, classifying the method in sect. 3.1. below as a special case of
a group of similar methods .

5.1 . Multiple collision method

The order-of -scattering scalar fluxes $ _(r,E,t) which evolve in the volume V
due to an isotropic delta function source S(r,E)i$(t) are for isotropic scattering
given by

= / dr1 G-Cr'-^SCr'.QsCt-lf-r ' /v)
V ( 6 5 )

=/ dr1 Gp(?'*ï);dEfï (?' .EVE)^11"^ (?' ,E' ,t-|r-r' /v)
y c P

where
exp(-TE(r',r))

4,n|r-r'

* Generalized first flight collision probability
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The total neutron flux is the sum of the collision generation fluxes according to
Kr,E,t) -S *(n)(r,E,t)n=o

In the flat flux CP approximation Eq$. ( 65 ) yield in component form

XT C1,Cn) _ s pg c rgg'cS=1 Pij S( Cj S

where <j>; is the n:th collided flux in region i, group g and time bin m,

P|. are the ordinary collision probabilities

£jgg - £5? A-g scattering plus fission probabilities for energy transfer1 P & from group g' to group g (these probabilities are of the
adjoint type and appear when we solve the flux rather than
the collision density) .

The quantities e|.(m',m) are included to account formally for the time dependence.
Their physical meaning can be described in the following way : consider neutrons in
time bin m1 that have just suffered their n:th collision in region j being emitted
in energy group g. Then P?.e?. (m',m) is the fraction of these neutrons that reach
region i, without further collision, at a time belonging to the time bin m. The
e:s depend upon several factors, namely :
- the average time-of-f light , T? • , for neutrons in group g from their birth in re-
gion j to first collision in region i,

- the time bin structure t = o, t^, to. ..t..
- the strategy used for overlapping the sui- the strategy used for overlapping the successively scattered fluxes.

There is no unique definition of the flight time T?-. However, in the present
CP formulation it is natural to take •*

v/ dr 2? v/ dr'G (r'•+•?) | r-r ' |
T§ = -*—————Î———-———————

Vg Vj Pij

where the average flight distance from uniform neutron birth in region j to first
collision in region i is calculated using collision probability weighting. Defined
in this way, the first flight collision time (ETC!) matrix Te also has the physi-
cally desirable property of being symmetric.
The idea of using mean flight times for time-dependent neutron transport has also been
discussed by d'OULTKEMQNT [ 41] and d'OULTREMONT"and YOUNG [ 42] .

From their definition it is evident that the s:s will satisfy the following gene-
ral conditions :

i/ S e|-(m*,m) = 1 to ensure neutron conservation

ii/ efjOn',nO = e^On' »m) since Tg is symmetric and

iii/ e|.Cm',m) = 0 when m' > m
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The overlapping problem arising when going from one collision generation to the
next is illustrated in Fig. 5. Neutrons coming out of the n:th collision in region
j, energy group g and time bin m' have a time-of-f light T?. to region i. If, after
a translation T?., the time interval At , = (tmt_i>t ) is-1 disjunct with or falls
entirely within at , the scoring in At is obvious and we will have e?-(m' ,m) equal
to 0 or 1, respectively. -1

However, in the case shown in Fig. 5 we will have to define a way of dividing the
scattered contribution between At and, say, At , . This must be based on an as-
sumption of how the arrival times are distributes for group g neutrons going between
regions j and i. In LEFVERT ([37] [38]) it was simply assumed that this distribu-
tion is uniform and adding the assumption that the width of the time bins never
decreases as a function of time (this is no restriction in practice but simplifies
the overlapping calculation since now the overlap can never affect more than two
neighbouring time bins) , we may define the overlapping according to

1 - s| .. (m1 ,m)

(66)

It is easy to see that Eqs. ( 6 6 ) satisfy the general conditions i/-iii/ above.

Applications with the above method has shown very good agreement with time de-
pendent S and Monte-Carlo calculations for systems that are scattering dominated.
When absorption dominates,, the assumption of a uniform distribution of arrival times
for neutrons travelling from one region to another is no longer sufficient.

Finally we discuss one more example from the same reference, where the multiple
scattering method was used to analyze a pulsed neutron experiment by GOZANI [ 43] on
a depleted uranium sphere. The U content was only 0.2 \ but the presence of this
small amount manifests itself when we look at the U fast fission response,5which
after 30 s is dominated by the build-up of slower neutrons which fission U and
feed the fast population. This very high sensitivity is very interesting for safe-
guards purposes.

5 .2 . A time dependent neutron transport method

A- Theory

The starting point for the derivation of this method is the time dependent inte-
gral transport equation for the angular neutron flux

<j>(r,E,a,t) = / dr'/dn' G(r' ,5'->-r,n) [Q(r' ,E,n' ,t- |r-

+ /dE'/dß"z (.T',E'-*E,a*+a'')<k(T' ,E,ä",t- r-r'l/v)]P
If we perform a Laplace transformation of this equation with respect to time, we get

(67)
+ /dE'/do" 2fr',E'->£,f2"-H

where $ and Q are the Laplace transforms of the flux and source, respectively, and the
new kernel is

exp [- TF(r,r') - |r-r'| p/v]Ge(r',n '-*•?,«) = _ _ 2|r-r'|
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where n = (r-r')/|r-r'| and T-p(r,r') is the optical path length between r and r'.O Ij
The GFPCP method applied to Eq. (67) yields, in analogy with the stationary case

discussed by LEFVERT [ 44] , in matrix form

= A ( p ) ( 6 8 )

The next step is to express the implicit GFFCP matrix A (p) in terms of the true
GFFCP matrix of the system according to the transformation law of TAKAHASHI [ 39]

A 00 = (I +

where I is the unit matrix.
After rearrangement

PAV~V1 A

pv-1 .-1.

which gives the following system of equations for the time dependent angular moments
of the neutron density n = v $

s- -1 )vn + Q(t) + n(o)6(t)) (69 )

As mentioned by TAKAHASHI [39] the GFFCP transformation is exact, within the flat
flux approximation, only when A is infinite. A differential equation of
type(68) with a finite order Legendre expansion of the angular flux does not predict
wave propagation of uncoilided neutrons.
But with the information given in the coefficient matrix of Eq. (69 ) the solution
will try to simulate zero neutron density when the neutrons have not yet arrived.
Numerically this is manifested, if the, order of anisotropy is greater than zero, in
non-physical behaviour with fluctuations and negative neutron densities up to the
time when neutrons can be present and the solution stabilizes. This problem can be
avoided either by simply disregarding the first part of the solution or start from ananalytical first collision source, as is often done in the S -method.

B. Numerical results
The first application is a homogeneous, infinite, one-group slab of thickness

2.5542 mfp (the thickness chosen to coincide with one of slabs treated by CARLVIK
[ 45] who used an exact method to calculate the decay constant eigenvalue). We divide
the slab into five subrogions with equal thickness and put a delta neutron source in
one of the outer regions.

,(n-1)r-*iikt It)

Fig. 5 : Overlapping of successive collision generations
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Time Dependent Neutron Density in a region 2.55mfp slab
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Time Dependent Neutron Density for Group 3 Neutrons in a
Heteregeneous Slab Pulsed at One End. With Group I Particles.
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Fig. 7.

The neutron velocity is 1 cm/s. This pulsed problem was solved both with a time
dependent 5 -method recently developed by SODEKBERG [ 46] (N.D.R. Inst.) and with
the presenr\]FFCP method. Some results are compared in Fig. 6. We know from
CARLVIK [45] that the asymptotic decay constant is a = - 0.217 s . The Sg- method
yields a = - 0.220 as the asymptotic slope of the neutron density curves wftile the
time dependent anisotropic collision probability (TACP) method predicts a = - 0.225
in the P^-approximation and also in P^. To get better agreement for the decay cons-
tant we would have to take smaller regions as shown in LEFVERT and SKOGLUND [ 47]
where this slab required 9 regions and a P2-approximation to predict within 1 \
in a stationary eigenvalue calculation witR the GFFCP method. We found that also
the total number of neutrons left in the slab was practically the same in P, and P*
while the neutron, density at the opposite side of the slab got a slightly better
representation with P. than with P-. Returning to Fig. 6, we see that the total neu-
tron leakage is evidently described rather well even in PQ while pulse propagation
is not since P gives, just as does diffusion theory, a positive neutron density
everywhere in the slab as soon as the source is released. The solution of Eq. (69 )
in the P2 or P,-approximation showed a fluctuating negative and positive neutron
density up to the time when the neutrons could physically be present after which the
solution was smooth.
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Next we study a heterogeneous slab with three neutron groups. The slab is pulsed
with group 1 neutrons in the left outer region (Fe) . The system is slightly subcri-
tical with an effective multiplication factor k = 0 .989 as determined by a stationary
GFFCP eigenvalue calculation. Some of the results of a TACP2 solution are shown inFig. 7, namely group three neutron densities in the two outer Fe regions and in the
Pu-region nearest to the source. We see that while from 60 ns on the neutron
•density is the same in the two outer regions,the neutron population in the slab is
not in the fundamental mode as is also clearly shown by the density in the Pu-region.

As a matter of fact, when we looked at the instantaneous decav constant^ = j^
in all regions and groups the different «:s did not merge into a coranon
asymptotic value until 200 ns. Another interesting feature was the behaviour of
the average cosine of the angular neutron density which showed a rapid equilibration
with no transient effects after 80 ns.
From the above numerical examples it seems that the TACP method gives a good des-
cription of the neutron density in a pulsed system. Since it is based on the inte-
gral transport equation the boundary conditions are properly handled and also the
leakage. Being a flat flux CP method it would of course not be cost effective in
large systems where diffusion theory is superior. Instead it should be used to ana-
lyze time dependent effects in small, heterogeneous systems where good methods are
rather scarce at present.
The TACP method thus has the same field of application as the time dependent mul-
tiple collision method discussed in section 3.1. above.
Compared to this method the TACP approach is conceptually simpler, runs faster but
needs anisotropic collision probabilities even when scattering is isotropic and, as
we have seen, does not give an accurate description of the wave front of uncolHded
neutrons.

4. SINGULAR PERTURBATION METHOD

4.1 . Introduction
The singular perturbation method is closely related to the reactor dynamics due

to the fact that the time constants characterizing the system of equations descri-
bing the behaviour of neutrons differ from each other sometimes by several orders
of magnitude. There are many ways to overcome numerical difficulties induced by
that phenomenon, some of them were described in previous sections of this chapter.

The characteristic feature of singularly perturbed equations is that the asympto-
tic expansion of the solution obtained by standard perturbation procedures is not
uniformly convergent to the exact one so that special algorithms have to be employed.

The research work in the field of the singular perturbation was devoted to three
main topics :
a. investigation of the initial value problem for evolution equations in Banach

spaces ;
b. application of the singular perturbation method to reactor dynamics;
c. utilization of the singular perturbation method for investigating the asymptotic

properties of equations approximating the transport equation.
The results obtained so far in frames of the CRP clearly demonstrate that the

singular perturbation method is a convenient tool for both numerical and mathema-
tical analysis of the equations of reactor physics and should be further developed.
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4.2. Singularly perturbed evolution equations in Banach spaces

The analysis of evolution equations containing small parameters multiplying
time derivatives in Banach spaces has been motivated by the fact that the transport
equation supplemented by the equations for the concentration of delayed neutron
precursors form a system of evolution equations.

Singularly perturbed evolution equations in Banach spaces were first considered
by KREIN [ 48 ] who analyzed the zeroth order aysmptotic expansion of the solution
to the single evolution equation by using three types of expansions : outer, inner
and intermediate. The results of KREIN were extended to higher order approximations
and to systems of evolution equations by MIKA in a series of papers [ 49 - 53 ] .
The characteristic feature of the algorithm applied by MIKA was the use of only two
types of expansion : outer and inner. The necessary matching of the two is not
accomplished through the initial conditions.

4.3. Application of singular perturbation method to reactor dynamics

The singular perturbation method has been known in reactor physics as the prompt
jump approximation consisting in truncating the outer asymptotic expansion at the
zero order term and neglecting the inner expansion completely. GOLDSTEIN and SHOTKIN
[ 54 ] tried to extend the prompt jump approximation to higer orders but their re-
sults based upon the intuitive derivation are valid only for the first order. The
systematic application of the singular perturbation method to reactor kinetics was
first proposed by HENDRY and BELL [ 55 ]who derived the algorithm including the
intermediate expansion by a purely heuristic argument.

The applicability of the singular perturbation method based upon the algorithm
developed in [ 53] to reactor kinetics"was analyzed from the mathematical point of
view by MIKA [56, 57 ]. The results of practical calculations for the one-point
reactor kinetics [ 58, 59 ] showed that the method is quite attractive, at least for
the one-point or nodal models, for both fast and thermal reactors.

As concerns the reactor dynamics the applicability of the singular perturbation
method to the one-point reactor dynamics model with the instantaneous power feed-
back or with the linear temperature feedback was demonstrated by MIKA [ 60 ] .
The numerical program based upon the asymptotic expansion algorithm for solving one-
dimensional reactor dynamics equations is under preparation [ 61 ] . It is hoped,
on the basis of the experience gained up to now, that the program will be applica-
ble for fast on-line dynamics calculations.

4.4. Asymptotic properties of the approximate model of the transport equation

The primary application of the singular perturbation, method is to supply a con-
venient tool for solving numerically equations containing small parameters. Howe-
ver, the method may be also used to derive from a given equation its approximate
models and to analyze their asymptotic validity. A great deal of the research
carried out in frames of the CRP was devoted to this subject and, in particular, to
the analysis of the asymptotic relationship between the transport equation and the
diffusion equation. The analysis, included in [62-64] ,was based on the asymptotic
expansion algorithm similar to that introduced by Hubert in the kinetic theory
of gases.

In [ 65 ] it was demonstrated that the diffusion equation and the equations obtained
in the first order spherical harmonics approximations are asymptotically equivalent
in the sense that the neutron density calculated from both approximations tend to
each other as a square root of the quantity roughly proportional to the ratio of the
absorption and scattering cross sections.

5. NONLINEAR REACTOR DYNAMICS

Nonlinear reactor stability problems have been studied in the framework of nodal
dynamics, which is felt to be a flexible and relatively unexpensive tool for such
investigations when space-dependence of perturbations or feedbacks is important.
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A two-node kinetic model with constant power coefficients, K., and arbitrary delay
times, r . - , in the neutronic coupling, e - - , between nodes i, j nas first been consi-
dered [ ôè-1] . The advancement with respect to previous treatments [ 67] [ 68 ] concerns
mainly the nonlinear stability conditions (in a parameter space) and the determina-
tion of the admissible perturbations (region of attraction in a state space) in the
case when the reactivity feedback is positive in one node, as for a reactor with a
local positive reactivity feedback.

A more general method applicable to an n-node reactor model, n ^ 2, was then
developed [69] [ 70 ] . With respect to previous nodal stability treatments, this
method

a) relaxes many restrictions (n = 2, K- ¥ 0 i, r.. = r . . , e. . = e.. no longer requi-
red); x ^ 3i iJ 3i

b) determines a nonlinear stability condition in a parameter space which is in no
way affected by the delays r.., even if some K. < 0 ;

c) the destabilizing effect of delays induces only a reduction in the region of
attraction u, which is constructed in the state space of the relative excess nodal
powers, x.;

d) stability for all physically significant perturbations (x. > -1 ¥i) is ensured for
any delays r.. 5 0, if all nodes show a stabilizing feedback C <• > 0 "^ i)•

For the case of variable (power-dependent) power coefficients the two-node problem
with arbitrary r^• was first treated [ 71 I . The region of attraction has been rela-
ted to the functional dependence of nodal feedbacks on Dowers, in both cases that such
region does or does not contain all physically significant perturbations.

The problem of a two-node reactor with power and temperature feedbacks represented
by constant coefficients has also been treated [ 72 1 . All physically significant
perturbations are shown to be in the region of attraction of the operating equili-
brium state, even with destabilizing temperature feedbacks, provided each power feed-
back is stabilizing and sufficiently large. In other important cases an appropriate
region of attraction has been determined.

A more general theory of nonlinear stability for systems with positive state
vectors (i.e. for which physically significant values of suitably defined state
variables are positive) has been then worked out, with the purpose of obtaining ge-
neral results applicable to stability problems for n-nodes reactor systems dynamics
[73] with variable power coefficients. Stability conditions determined in the case
of constant coefficients were confirmed in this more general context. The introduc-
tion of a Lyapunov function composed by the union of 2 suitably connected quadra-
tic functions offered a considerable extension of all previously estimated regions
of attraction of the operating equilibrium state. The new estimates are the union
of 2n hyperelliptical regions.
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Chapter VII
BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

A. KAVENOKY, J. STEPANEK, F. SCHMIDT

1. INTRODUCTION
The benchmark organization had been considered to improve the

exchange of informations between the different teams working for the
coordinated research program and to make conspicuous the needs of improved
calculation tools based on refined analytical methods.

Three groups of benchmarks had been proposed : the first group was
decided at the Swierk (Poland) Coordination Meeting of the program [1973).
This group of problems is based on one dimensional transport problems, it is
composed of four problems that will be named Swierk 1 to 4. The results of
these benchmarks has been reviewed at the Bologna (Italy) meeting (1973).

The second group of benchmarks was proposed after the Bologna
meeting ; two benchmarks related to two-dimensional assembly-problems had
been proposed by France and are named CEA 1 and 2, Two other benchmarks
treat rectangular two-dimensional geometry and were provided by Switzerland
they are named EIR 1 and 2.

These benchmarks had been reviewed a first time at the Paris
meeting in 1977 but the results had not allowed to obtain a final conclusion ;
a second review was done at Lugano in 1978 and definite conclusions were
obtained.

The detailed test of all these benchmarks are given in Annex.

2. BENCHMARK SWIERK-1
This three-layer one energy group problem had been designed to

simulate the simplest slab reactor with one central multiplying region and
two symmetrical reflecting zones.

For this benchmark a few results had been presented using various
programs. ANISN [1] results were given by the Swiss team who performs also
calculations using their own code SHERLOCK. [2] ; the integral transform method
[3] was used by Italy and the point-wise collision probability method (CRN)
[<+] was used by Yougoslavia.

The comparison of these given on Table 1 shows that the exact
result is known with at least five exact figures : the swiss, Italian and
yougoslavian results converge to the same value.

The convergence of the results based on the integral equation is
faster than the convergence of the Sj\| method ; moreover the Legendre
polynomial expansion method provided fast and accurate results for this
simple problem.

3. BENCHMARK. SWIERK-2

This one slab benchmark is devoted to the calculation of the
escape probability for a scattering, absorbing and eventually multiplying
slab in one velocity theory.
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'Order of
approximat .

N
1
2
3

4
5

Italy

0.9577130
0.9918806

0.9919646

0.9919675

0.9919744

Switzerland
SHERLOCK
0.95771

0.99188

0.99197

0.99197

ANISN

0.99142(S8,M =90)

0.99159(S16,M = 90)

0.99164(S16,M= 150)

0.99189(S2I(,M = 90)

0.99194(S2VM= 150)

Yougoslavie

1.03056

0.99055

0.99191

0.99198
-

Table 1 : ReAuLt& fou Be.nckmatik Sw4.znk.-1 : Mu.mMA.cat uo£tte ofi fee(j/ [N <i& the.
oldest, o^ the. potynomiaJt e.x.panA<lon faon att fuLt>uLU> exce.p-t AWISN ;

M -a the. numoeA o& JijnX.ejinoJLt>\ .

Far the distributed (Pd,c^ and localized cases (Pg) four
results had been obtained and discussed at the Bologna meeting. The swiss
results had been calculated using the SHYLOCK. [5] code and which is based on
the Legendre polynomial expansion which is also used by the Italian calcula-
tions. The yougoslavian results are obtained by the point -wise collision
probability method. The french results are based on the C^ method [6] which
uses a third form of the transport equation : the outgoing angular flux is
expanded over a DP^ basis but inside the medium the treatment is exact.

The result of this comparison shown that the exact solution is known
for these problems with at least 6 exact figures : the french results seem to
be the more accurate using a reference method and the swiss and italian
results are at the same accuracy,

For the multiplying case three results are compared CPcr) [Italian,
Swiss and Yougoslavian) and the same conclusion as previously is obtained.

A summary of these results is give on Table 2 to 10.

"̂̂ -̂  csa ~̂~̂ ~̂ ^

0.005

1

2

F

I

S

Y
F

I
S

Y
F
I
S

Y

0.2

0.9777522

0.977752

0.97775

0.9777

0.275370640

0.275373
0.27537

0.2750

0.147866687

0.147869

0.14787

0.1472

0.6

0.9887532

0.988751

0.98875

0.9887

0.425764464

0.425766

0.42577

0,4240

0.245597266

0.245600

0.24560

0.2440

0.9

0.9971685

0.997164

0.99716

0.9971

0.743179477

0.743180
0.74318

0.7383

0.545312280

0.545315

0.54532

0.5404

Table 2 : Reio&ti fan. Benchmark SwK.eAk-2 : Vatau, ofc ?^ cFoot. ïi&,uJt&> afii qaotid ¥ie.nch (F), Itatian (il,
you.goAla.vULn [V].

(S) and
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"̂ \̂  csa \̂̂ _̂

0.005

1

2

I

S

Y
I

S

Y
l

S

Y

0.2

0.977724

0.97773

0.9777

0.257267

0.25727

0.2564

0.119397

0.11940

0.1187

0.6

0.988737

0.98874

0.9886

0.409247

0.40925

0.4076

0.213324

0.21333

0.2120

0.9

0.997160

0.99716

0.9971

0.734820

0.73482

0.7310

0.520311

0.52032

0.5145

Table 3 :
Tfet.ee

BencAma/ik. Sw-ceAfe-Z ; (/a£ue6
one. quoted. 1ta£ia.n (T.],

0) .
(S), (/)

^̂ \Csa -̂--̂ ^̂

0.005

1

2

F

I

Y

F

I

Y

F
I

Y

0.2

0.97697858

0.976978

0,9769

0.186618082

0.186612

0.1860

0.051646376

0.051624

0.0514

0.6

0.98836076

0.988359

0.9882

0.341338631

0.341326

0.3368

0.127670802

0.127620

0.1259

0.9

0.99706856

0.997065

0.9968

0.698834187

0.698827

0.6844

0.446062834

0.446030

0.4361

Table 4 ; SMM.e/ife-2 : Valu&> ofi P<$ (a^ = 0] .
fiuuLU> (Vie. quot&d Ftencfc ( F ) , ItaJLian ( I ) , /oago4£av-ûiKi (V)

a ^̂ ^̂ ^̂

0.005

1

2

F

S

F

S

F

S

0.2

0.9777534

0.97775

0.275965729

0.27567

0.148321012

0.14810

0.6

0.9887536

0.98875

0.428207711

0.42698

0.248031257

0.24681

0,9

0.9971707
0.99716

0.746345135

0.74476

0.551491839

0.54838

Table 5 ; Re6u££ô faon Benchmark SiüteAk-2. faùteô ofa
Fterccfi and Sw/c64

* 0 .1) .
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0.005
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0.97773

0.25910
0.12103

0.6

0.98874

0.41156
0,21592

0.9

0.99716

0.73668
0.52415

Table 6 : Swi.znk-2.. = 0.1}.
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0.005
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F

F

F
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0.97697882

0.1871707461

0.05200251497

0.6

0.98836091

0.3434492461

0.1296759939

0.9

0.99706910
0.7013179430

0.4509661823

Table 7 ; Reiotti SuiieA.k-2. = 0 ,1 ] ,
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0.005
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S

F
S

F
S

0.2

0.9777535

0.97775

0.275667873

0.27597

0.148093195

0.14832

0.6

0.9887532

0.98875

0.426981117
0,42821

0.246804398

0.24804

0.9

0.9971691

0,99716
0,744758083

0.74635

0.548378651
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Table a : R&iu&ti fan BencAmoA.fi Swte/tfe-2. VOULU ofa P^ c (<% = 0 .2) .
F-tenc/i and Stocii - - - » - •
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>̂ ^
0.005

1

2

S

S

s

0.2

0.97773

0.26095

0.12270

0.6

0.98874

0.41389

0.21857

0.9

0.99716

0.73854

0.52805

Table 9 ; Benchmark Sw-ceAfe-2. Value* (u1 = 0.2).

"̂\̂  csa "̂---̂ ^̂
0.005

1

2

F

F

F

0,2

0.97697893

0.1877257844

0.05236196257

0,6

0.98836126

0,3455795994

0.1317252716

0.9

0.99707027

0.7038159343

0.4559528037

Table 10 : Reiutts ofi Benchmark. SwceAk-2. l/aCuw
Etench

0 , 2 ) ,

4. BENCHMARK SWIERK-3

This benchmark is a simplified cell calculation in cylindrical
geometry and one-velocity approximation. Four results are composed for this
case. Two results are provided by Switzerland one using the SHADOCK [7] code the
other using the standard ANISN and two results are given by Yougoslavia one
by CRN and one by Monte Carlo calculation [8].

For the isotropic case the exact result may be close to 5560 : the
results that had been given do not allow more accuracy, The results are presented
on Table 11.

SHADOCK

ANISN - S8

CRN

MC

S

S

Y

Y

PO -°
N1 = 3 5576,91

N' = 4 5562.78

5547.08
N = 5 5521

N = 6 5558

N = 7 5556
5575

yfl - 0.2
N' = 3 5013.50

N' = 4 5014.78

5010.54
-

-
_

-

Table m
Ttw 3loup& C($ tiuuZtb (Vie. piuented SWÄA& (S), y
(W = numöeA ofi Aubie.g<ion& -in thé. mode/iatox. ; M

pointe, -en tke.

(Y)
number,
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SHADOCK

DIT

ANISN S8

S

S

s

IM

Keff
N

Keff
N

Keff

1/2

1.01150

5/10 S„

1.02469

4/8

1.00678

1/3

1.01060

8/16 S8
1.01436

8/16

1.01105

2/3

1.01018

12/24 S8
1.01139

2/4

1.0100

1 .01050

16/32

1.01102

Table 12 :
(N =

Re.nc.hmAk SuileJik-4 : l/o£cie4
di^&L&n
(SHAPÖCK) (PIT, ANISN)

5. BENCHMARK SWIERK-4

This benchmark is a simplified representation of the Swedish Fast
Zero power Reactor FR-0 s the data are provided for a three group calculation.

Three results had been given by the Swiss team using DIT [9],
SHADOCK. and ANISN ; these results are presented on Table 12 ; the exact result
seems to be close to 1.0100.

6. CONCLUSION FOR THIS FIRST SERIES OF BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS

These four benchmark were devoted to one dimensional transport
problems : the comparison of the results obtained by the teams having parti-
ciped to this coordinated program shows that accurate results may be obtained
using various numerical methods including Legendre polynomial expansion, Cpj
method a standard S methods.

7. THE I.A.E.A. BENCHMARK PROBLEM CEA-1

This benchmark problem has been designed to show the accuracy of the
existing transport codes for the calculation of a PWR like assembly.

Four answers had been obtained : one by M. R. SANCHEZ [10] named
"CEA" received in 77, on by M. F,A.R. SCHMIDT [1TJ received in 77, named IKE,
one by M.R. SIMONINI [12] named CNEN,in 78, one by DURACZ [13 named CYFRONET
and received in 78. Previously a result obtained by the CLUP 77 code was
available [14].

The calculations of M. SANCHEZ and M. SCHMIDT are based on approxi-
mated collision probabilities, M. DURACZ computation is based on S^ method but
the input geometry was slightly modified ; the only "exact" calculation was
done by M. SIMONINI using the Monte Carlo method it will be taken as the
reference results : it allows an accuracy of about 1 %.

Table 13 presents the mean fluxes obtained by each of the partici-
pants. For the Monte Carlo calculation we have chosen to measure its accuracy
by 2 a. This value guarantees that the exact result has a 95 % probability to
be between the upper and lower bounds.
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1
2
3
4
5
B

CNEN

0.3189 £ 0.0024
3.254 ± 0.028
3.913 ± 0.038
4.417 ± 0.040
3.655 ± 0.026
4.167 ± 0.028

CEA

0,3204
3.210
3.942
4.400
3.637
4.110

IKE

0.3281
3.7477
3,8387
4.2146
3.6449
4.0385

CLUP 77

0.3312
3.226
3,832
4.313
3.612
4.081

CYFRONET

0.33863
3.0132
3.9019
4.3499
3.6383
4.0657

Table 13 : Reiülti £01 Benchmark CEA-7 : Mean j$£u.x£4 ^on. each

The CEA result is almost for every result in good agreement with
the Honte Carlo result ; the three other results are slightly less accurate.

An other Monte Carlo calculation had been published in an Indian
report BARC/I 477 : the results of this calculation are very close to the
CNEN one.

Table 14 presents an approximate measure of the accuracy of the
other calculation ; the radio of the difference between each result and the
Monte Carlo one and 2 a is presented for all the calculations.

1
2

3

4

5

6

CEA

0.62

1.57

0.76

0.42

0,69

2.03

IKE

3,83

17.6

1.94

5,05

0,38

4.60

CLUP 77

5.12

1.00

2.13

2.60

1.65

3.07

CYFRONET

8.22

8.6

0.29

1,68

0.64

3.61

Table 14 : Re4u££5 ^on Bencfc.maA.fe. CEA-7 : AccuAact/ otf the. calculation* by
to Monte. Ca/ilo calculation (CNEN).

8. THE I.A.E.A. BENCHMARK CEA-2

The same answers had been obtained : the Monte Carlo result is the
reference and its accuracy is about 2 %. Table 15 reports the results that
had been received and Table 16 reports the difference with the Monte Carlo
calculation measured in 2 a unit.

The CEA result accuracy is always better than 3 % j the result is
less accurate for the CYFRONET and IKE results,
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9. CONCLUSION FÜR BENCHMARK CEA-1 AND 2

An important conlusion may be deduced from these two benchmarks : for
the first benchmark an accuracy of about 1 % is achievable by Monte Carlo
calculations and by approximate collision probabilities methods.

The accuracy of the results is slightly lower for the second benchmark.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

CNEN

5.166 ± 0.11
3.699 ± 0.08
4.183 ± 0.07
3.148 ± 0.06
3.580 ± 0.05
3.587 ± 0.09
4.077 ± 0.06
3.178 ± 0.04
3.617 ± 0.05
0.2847± 0.002
2.913 ± 0.03
3.441 ± 0.03
3.937 ± 0.04
3.225 ± 0.05
3.673 ± 0.05
3.770 ± 0.04
4.278 ± 0.04
4.088 ± 0.05
4.630 ± 0,06

CEA

5.068
3.717
4.165
3,077
3.496
3,586
3.999
3.088
3.530
0.2887
2,889
3.409
3.861
3.154
3.592
3.774
4,241
4.016
4.502

CYFRONET

4.9967
3,5601
4,0296
2.9935
3.3905
3.470
3.8995
3.0196
3.4240
0.2977
2.6924
3,3592
3.6002
3.0842
3.4898
3.6970
4.1731
3.9796
4,4808

IKE

4.8168
3.6235
3.958
3.0587
3.3984
3.4097
3.718
3,1647
3.5262
0.2897
3.2796
3,4297
3.7844
3.1773
3.5375
3.7649
4.1372
4,0924
4.5169

Table 15 Benchmark CEA- 2 : Mean ^on. eacA .teg-con.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

CEA

0.89
0.23
0.26
1.18
1.65
0.01
1.30
2.25
1.74
2,0
0.8
1.07
1.9
1.42
1.65
0.10
0.92
1,44
2.13

CYFRONET

1.54
1.73
2.19
2.57
3.79
1.44
2.96
3.96
3.86
6.50
7.35
2.72
3,42
2.82
3.66
1.82
2.62
2.16
2.49

IKE

3.22
0.94
3.21
1.48
3.64
1.97
5.97
3.25
1.82
2.5
12.2
2.73
3.83
0.96
2.70
0,12
3.52
0,10
1.88

Table 16 : Re6u££6 {,01 Bercc.ftmcw.fe CEA-2 : Ac.cuAo.ct/ o£ the. calculation!* by.
tie.&esience. to Monte. Canlo calculation ( C N E N ) ,

10. BENCHMARK EIR-1
Three answers had been received for this benchmark., one by

STEPANEK [15] giving transport and diffusion results, one by SCHMIDT [11]
providing only diffusion results. Later a calculation done using the TIVOLI
transport code [16j was received.

For this assembly problem diffusion and transport calculations
provide very different results, the transport results will only be compared.

Table 17 composes the results obtained using QP 1, this result is
named EIR and using TIVOLI Cnamed CEA) : the discrepancy between these two
calculations are very small : the transport solution of this assembly problem
is known with a very good accuracy.
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'Eigenvalue

Average
Flux group

1

Average
Flux group

2

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3

EIR

0,8804

143.8
141.7
133.4

37.24
6,437
52.59

CEA

0.8798

143.87
141.70
133,49

37.232
6.449
52.704

Table 17 ; Re/iu&ti faon. BencAmotfe EIR-7 : Ecgenvo^ue and mzan
obtained by EIR and CEA.

11. THE I.A.E.A. BENCHMARK PROBLEM EIR-2 (SOURCE CASE)

For this Benehmark calculation, few answers were obtained by
STEPANEK and al. [15], SCHMIDT and al. [11], MEDERBEL [17], STANKOWSKI [18].

The mean fluxes are calculated for five geometrical regions ;
Table 18 presents a comparison of these results. The QP 1, 20 x 20, P 1/Y 1
is taken as reference for our comparison ; the best results of the other
contributions are presented on the Table. These results are TIVOLI 12 x 12
in the 3 parameter option of the calculation, TRITON 48 x 48, and TWOTRAN
16 x 14. All these results are in PQ approximation for there is only one
contribution to account for anisotropic scattering.

A very good agreement appears between OP 1 and TRITON, the results
obtained by TIVOLI seem to be fairly accurate. The meshgrid used by the
TWOTRAN calculation seems to be not enough refined to guarantee the accuracy
of the results.

For this reactor calculation, the computing tools used seems to
be satisfying to obtain an accuracy of the order of 1 %.

12. THE I.A.E.A. BENCHMARK PROBLEM EIR-2 [EIGENVALUE]

Four results were received for this Benchmark
as for the previous case.

they are the same

Table 19 compares the eigenvalue obtained by the more refined
calculation presented in each report (is is the case using the longest
computing time).

The dispersion is about 1 %,
The mean fluxes are not very interesting in this case since the

normalization requires that the fission rate in region 1 is much larger than
in the other regions. The mean flux are very small in these regions and in a
few are not meaningful.
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Ré-
gion

1

2

3

4

5

Ref.
QP1 2 0 x 2 0

0.7921 10~2

0.3727 10~3

0.1268 10"1

0.5827 10~3

0.103010'1

TIVOLI
12 x 12

0.78157 1C"2

0.39565 10~3

0.12415 10"1

0.62906 10~3

0.10512 10~2

Ref-TM)LJ
Ref
(%)

+ 1.3

- 6.2

+ 2.1

- 7.9

- 2.1

TRITON
48 x 48

0.7896 10~2

0.3818 10~3

0.1266 10"1

0.585010"3

0.103310'2

Ref-TRTJON
TRITON
m

+ 0.32

- 2.4

+ 0.16

- 0.39

- 0.29

TWOTRAN
16 x 14

0.7900 10~2

0.3127 10~3

0.1263 10"1

0.6853 10~3

0.9893 10~3

Ref^TWGTR/W
Ref
m

+ 0.27

+ 16.1

+ 0.39

- 17.6

+ 3.9

Table 18 : CompMAAon on tiio. Mean F£uxei jjo/t Benchmark EIR-2 a.

QP 1
16 x 16 P1/Y1

1.0046

TIVOLI
12 x 12 linear

0.99871

TRITON
24 x 24

0,9983

TWOTRAN

1.0076

Table 19 : Compa/UAon o£ thé. exl Bzndimafik EIR-2 b.

CONCLUSION

The comparison of the accuracy of the results during the five years
of the CRP shows the important development of the accuracy of the numerical
methods due to the research work performed by all the teams.

This Kind of international cooperation should be further encouraged
in the future by either enlarging the field of applicability and the nature
of the benchmark problem to be proposed and improving the exchange of
informations between the different teams.
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A N N E X

the. Bencfwiotfe P/ioblm&

BENCHMARK PROBLEM SWIERK-1

Calculation of Keff

Geometry; mono-dimensional plane three-layer system
Energy groups : one-energy group
Scattering ; isotropic

Geometrical data

Layer n. 1 n. 2 n. 3
Material n. 2 n. 1 n. 2
Thickness 1.8 cm 4.95 cm 1.8 cm

Boundary conditions

Boundary
Condition

Material
Capture+Fission

Scattering jL
S

VX Fission vZ

Total 2. (cm1

Left:
Vacuum

Nuclear Data

JET (cm )a
(cm~1)
(cm"1}

-1>

Right:
Vacuum

n. 1
0.065

1.200

0.090

1.265

n. 2
0.0195

2.0405

0.000

2.0600

BENCHMARK PROBLEM SWIERK-2

Calculation of neutron escape probability, P

P = Probability that a neutron produced by a distributed
(P ) or localized (Pc ) source escapes from thea,c «•>
body for the first time after any number od collisions;
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P = probability that a neutron generated by fission escapescr
for the first time after any number of collisions
before it generates a new fission in a critical slab.

Geometry : monodimensional plane slab of optical half-
thickness a = 0.0001; 0.005; 1,2,3.

Energy groups: one - energy group

Scattering; isotropic or linearly anisotropic
(W = 1);W. = 3 f>~ =0.1; 0.2)o 1 ' o

Number of secondary neutrojis por scattering;

c = —~- = 0.001; 0.01; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 0.9,s Z

BENCHMARK PROBLEM SWIERK-5

Calculation of the flux ratio /£> in a cylindrical cellm T r

c|> = average thermal neutron flux in the moderator;1 m
ct> = average thermal neutron flux in the absorber rod.

Energy groups; one-energy group

Scattering in the moderator; isotropic ( u, =0) or linearly
anisotropic (^ = 0.2)

Source; uniform source of thermal neutrons in the moderator.

Geometry; infinite absorber rod of radius r =2cm. inside
the infinite annular moderator cylinder of
external radius r = 12 cm.

^gUclear data; absorber rod: 2. =10 cm

£ » 0; p.

moderator:

3 * °*

7a =0; .
cl

T -1</ = 0.4 cm ; IJL- =0
6 1 O

and 0.2
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BENCHMARK PROBLEM 5WIERK-4

Calculation of K of the Swedish fast zero power

reactor FR-0 (Report AE-279).

Energy groups; three
Scattering; isotropic
Geometry; sphere with fuel zone surrounded by a reflector

(radius r = 17 cm. and r = 47 cnu).

Nuclear data
Energy group

Spectrum v

y x Fission vjîf (cm ) .

«y / — 1Total Z (cm ) .

Scattering En.

Group

g

1

2

3

0.57400-0

0.77910-1

0.19836-0

0,85520-1

0.

0.

0.38300-0

0.27660-1

0.28614-0

0.26091-0

0.77670-1

0,

0.33000-1

0.38150-1

0.50872-0

0.47814-0

0.76500-2

0,62300-2

1. IAEBA Benchmark Problem EIR 1 for x-y geometry

LWR Fuel Element with Burnable Poison Cell
Geometry

dimension Material Numbers
1.5

1 . 6

1 - 6

1 . 6

1 . 6

1 . 0

Dimension

A3

3

3

3

3

3

1.5

1

1

1

1

3

1.6

2

1

1

3

1.6

1

1

3

1.6

1

3

1.6
3ß

1.0

Boundary conditions: Reflective on all four sides
Symmetry: Mirror symmetry with respect to the diagonal AB
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Normalisation of the Results

Average fission rate dV(Ef $)g / V&ystem = 1/ (cm sec)
Vsystem

Required Results
keff
Fission rate map
Flux maps for each groups
Absorptions per material
Central processor computing time

Cross Sections

Format :

Group 1 : £.

Group 2 : £

>1 E2-*1 Et1 rai vEf<| S
f1

*2 E2+2 Et2 Za2 v Ef2 Sf2

Group 1 :
Group 2 :

Group 1 :
Group 2 :

Group 1 :
Group 2 :

Material

1.8-1*
1.0-2

Material

1.8-1
1..0-2

Material

2.0-1
2.2-2

1 (Uranium pin

1.0-3 1.99-1
5.3-1 6.01-1

cell)

9.0-3
7.0-2

6.2-3 2.4-3
1.1-1 4.5-2

f.2 (Burnable poison cell)

1.0-3 1.99-1
5.3-1 3.531

3 (Light water)

2.0-3 2.227-
8.8-1 8.900-

9.0-3
3.0

1 7.0-4
1 8.0-3

6.2-3 2.4-3
1.1-1 4.5-2

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

Fission Spectrum

Group 1
Group 2

1.0
0.0

* -11.8-1 means 1.8-10 320



2. IAEA Benchmark problem EIR, 2 for x-y geometry

a. §2y.r.2§_P.roblem
One energy group anisotropic scattering, 5 materials, 5 zones
each with material of the same number
Source : flat, isotropical

in zones 1 and 3, 0 s 1
in zones 2, 4 and 5 0=0

Boundary condition : vacuum

x-y Geometry

18.0

25.0

25.0

18.0

4

1

3

2
5

18.0 30.0 30.0 18.0

Cross Sections
Mater ia l

1

2

3

4

5

I.a

0.07

0.28

0.04

0.15

0.01

vlf

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Et
0.60

0.48

0.70

0.65

0.90

Eso

0.53

0.20

0.66

0. 50

0 .69

E .s1

0.27

0.02

0.30

0.15

0.40

E _s2

0.10

0.01

0.20

0. 10

0.10

The problem differs from the problem a. by source and
production cross sections;
in all zones Q = 0.
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The product ion cross sections are

Material
1
2
3
4
5

vEf
0.079
0.0
0.043
0.0
0.0

The other cross sections are the same as in case 2.a.

The problem should be solved -for P , P., P_ order of
scattering an î so t ropy and if possible separately us ing the
codes which handle rectangular and tr iangular meshes.

BENCHMARK CEA 1 AND 2

A BENCHMARK CALCULATION :

TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT PROBLEM

1. KEEP OF AN ACCURATE Tù.'0-PIMENSIO.VAL TRANSPORT CALCULATION

The fuel assemblies of the light water reactors are often highly
heterogeneous : mixed with the fuel cells, there may be control rods, water
gaps and burnable poisons. Two dimensional transport methods are nesded for
a good Knowledge of the reaction-rates. For design worK, the computations
must not be too time consuming and some approximations are requested. The
aim of these two benchmark calculations is to compare the various methods :
simple multicsll calculation, rigorous S or collision probability or Monte
Carlo calculations or new theoretical methods.

2. FIRST BENCHMARK : CEA-.1

The assembly is composed of 3 x 3 cells ; it is assumed to be
repeated for covering the whole plane.

The pitch of the lattice is 1.25 cm. the radius of the rods is
0.45 cm.

The eight outer rods are fuel rods j the inner one is a burnable
poison ; the density of the moderator is the same in each cell.

The one group thermal flux is to be determined with the data.
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Q
O
O
O
o

Source density

Zt

la

Moderator

1.

1.25 < cm"1

8.10~3 cm"1

Fuel

0.

0.625 cm"1

0.270 cm"1

Burnable poison

0.

14. cm

14. cm

The mean flux and the absorption rate are to be determined for
six regions : results are to be presented an Table 1 of Annex 1.

S, SECOMV BENCHMARK ; CEA^Z

The assembly is composed of 7 x 7 cells of the same size as in the
previous case : there is one water gap in the center and eight poison cells.

Burnable
poison

Water
gap

O
O
OO
O
OO

14

18

16
10

The conditions are the same j the flux and reaction rates are to
calculated for the 19 numbered regions (Table 1 of the Annex 2).
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Chapter VIII

OTHER APPLICATIONS

J. LIGOU, P. BENOIST, V. BOFFI, B. STENIC

The diffusion of neutrons in materials is governed, with a high degree

of accuracy, by the so-called neutron transport equation. This equation

plays therefore a very important role in reactor physics so that a

tremendous work has been devoted to the numerical analysis of such an

equation as shown in the previous chapters.

As a matter of fact the neutron transport equation is simply the linear

form of the Boltzmann equation in which the distribution functions of field

particles (for example atom nuclei in a fission reactor) are known. On

the other hand L. Boltzmann has derived his equation one century ago

in connection with the kinetic theory of gases. One can therefore stress

that such an equation can be applied to many transport phenomena. More-

over one has to keep in mind that very powerful methods have been

developed for reactor physics applications and some of them could be

used, at least as guidelines, to solve quite different problems. Such an

approach should be very fruitful.

To this end new applications of the transport theory have been inves-

tigated by four groups in Italy, France, Switzerland and Yugoslavia.

Several problems dealing with Controlled Thermonuclear Reactors have

been analyzed at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne by P.A. HALDY
and J. LIGOU with the help of M. CARO (Sect. 1). The Boltzmann equation

can also be used in the theory of Non-linear Electrical Conductivity as

shown by V. C. BOFFI and V. G. MOLINARI at Université di Bologna

(Sect. 2). In a very different field a special transport equation has been

applied to material sciences by P. BENOIST and G. MARTIN at Saclay

(Sect. 3). Other applications have been proposed at University of Belgrade

by Lj. ARSOV, J. POP-JORDANOV, R. SIMONIC and B.V. STANIC

(Sect. 4).

From the achieved results, the author is convinced that many else

applications could be found.

*Report written by J. LIGOU
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1. APPLICATION OF TRANSPORT THEORY TO
CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR PROBLEMS

It is clear that neutronic calculations of fusion (or hybrid) reactor

blankets can be performed with standard neutron transport codes, at

least for steady state cases. Nevertheless some peculiar problems

related to neutron space kinetics will occur with pulsed reactors.

There are very few time dependent neutron transport codes and they

should be probably improved:

- The usual time discretisation leads to a pseudo-steady-state equation

in which very large neutron macroscopic cross-sections are built up

when small time steps are chosen and that can require a special

treatment. For charged particles the problem appears already in

the steady state case since the multigroup removal cross-sections

derived from the continuous-slowing-down scheme are very large for

narrow energy groups (Sect. 1-1-3). It is interesting to point out

that for time dependent problems all kinds of test particles (neutrons,

ions, etc. ) require similar technique.

- With the inertial confinement approach to fusion other kinetic problems
arise. For example during the expansion phase of a compressed pellet

one has to compute the energy deposition of fast particles (alphas,

neutrons) resulting from fusion events. The transport equation is now

coupled to hydrodynamic equations.. Because the equations of motion

are generally expressed in terms of Lagrangian coordinates, the same

choice should be made in the transport equation and doing that the

space meshes "will follow" the pellet expansion. Moreover in a fast

moving medium the angular flux must be defined as a function of

the relative velocity (with respect to the medium). With the new

variables the Boltzmann equation takes the usual form except a new
/ _ Sf \term involving the velocity gradient of the flux ( A • —=• J. A similar

term is expected for charged particle transport equation with external

fields, but here its origin is quite different and it will appear even

for neutrons provided the considered medium is moving. (Sect. 1. 5)

One sees with these both examples that there is a strong connection

between some special neutron kinetic problems and charged particle

transport. When a good technique has been found to solve the correspond-

ing equations, two physically different problems have in fact been solved.

This will be made clearer in the next sections.
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Coming back to time independent problems it is perhaps less obvious

that some of the existing methods used in neutron transport theory can

be applied to plasma physics. This requires of course, special modific-

ations of the formalism which are sometimes not trivial but roughly

speaking one has still to consider the usual three classes of methods:
DSN, PN, Integral Transport.

In the absence of external fields the main difference between neutrons

and charged particles propagating in a plasma comes from the scattering

cross-section. Due to the long range of Coulomb forces this cross-

section is very anisotropic for charged particle interactions with plasmas

and the usual scattering integral operator must be abandoned for practical

reasons although it remains valid in principle. The so-called Fokker-

Planck operator which incorporates the peculiarities of charged particles

interactions seems much simpler at first glance because it has a different-

ial form. But «in practice it brings new difficulties which were not met

with neutrons (their scattering cross-sections are rather Isotropie up

to 50 keV). In fact for high energetic neutrons the cross-sections are

also very anisotropic so that the difficulties should be the same and it is

known that many Legendre scattering matrices are needed in this case.

Here also a feedback becomes evident: a suitable technics for charged

particle could be at least partially applied to fast neutron problems. (Sect. 1.4)

Another difference which is again related to the long range of Coulomb

forces may come from collective effects. In other words the test

particles can interact with the plasma as a whole. This is a collision-

less mechanism which is a typical problem in plasma physics (Sect. 1. 2).

Here the formalism is rather far from those met in neutron transport

theory, but nevertheless some tricks of the PN theory can be used.

In short a first list of problems which are both important for

Controlled Thermonuclear Reactor (CTR) and tractable by using modified

neutron transport methods can be settled down as follows:

1. Fast Ion Transport in Plasmas: Energy deposition or ignition of

compressed DT pellets by alpha heating, ion beam fusion, etc.

2. Turbulent Electron Beam - Plasma Interaction: General interest in

plasma physics.

3. Point neutron kinetics for fissionable pellets: This is a classical

reactor kinetic problem except that the neutron source used for

ignition should be weighted correctly.
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4. Fast Ion Transport in Solids: It has been proposed to use neutron

transport codes, but one can show that the methods developed for

plasmas (1st point) can bring new ideas: erosion of the first wall

in a CTR (Sputtering)

5. Time dependent transport equation in a moving medium described

by hydrodynamic equations (Lagrangian coordinates): energy

deposition of alphas, neutrons, etc. in an expanding pellet.

Most of our research work has been devoted to the first three points,

but preliminary theoretical results have been obtained concerning the

last two. It came out from these studies that the connections with the

fission reactor physics were deeper than it was thought before so that

the above list could be probably stretched out.

1.1 Fas t Ion T r a n s p o r t in P l a s m a s

The interaction of energetic ions with plasmas is a very important

problem in controlled thermonuclear fusion. For example, this ion

population may represent either the a-particles resulting from D-T
reactions or an external beam used for plasma heating or pellet

compression (SHEARER, 1975). If we restrict the analysis to collisional

phenomena, the plasma may be defined as a given gas (ions + electrons)

which is in thermal equilibrium, and, then, the fast-ion distribution

function is ruled by a linear kinetic equation. Basically, this equation

has the same form as the neutron or photon transport equations and

therefore some of the techniques used in reactor physics can be applied.

We have, of course, to take into account the pecularities of Coulomb

scattering which can lead to highly anisotropic fluxes.

So far, only very crude approaches or time-consuming Monte-Carlo

calculations have been used. More recently a modified multigroup

diffusion scheme (CCRMAN et al, 1975) has been proposed to solve this

problem, but this method is not accurate enough when the flux anisotropy

is too important (ion beam, localized sources, etc. ). It is therefore

necessary to start with the initial transport equation itself:

g ( xs ^ a \ mv

r m
-^- —- G (x ) ^- (1-H.2) f*- \ + S ( r , v , n , t ) (D2 v m a ôg. 9).
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The right-hand side of this equation results from the Fokker-Planck

approximation which states that only small energy transfers and small

scattering angles occur during collisions. Moreover, it is assumed that

the direction of the particles is defined by only one variable, |_i, the

deflection cosine. This means, in practice, that only one-dimensional

geometries (plane or spherical) are considered (COŒEÎR, 1970).

The distribution function $ ( r , v, ( j , t ) and the sources S ( r, v, u , t ) are

defined in the usual sense and the subscript "a" refers to either plasma

ions or electrons. The coefficients of the Fokker-Planck operator are

defined as follows:

4 r r N
F =a m m In A

2
"

-

~

(2)

"X

2 =
m v2

a

26

m

me

where z , m , N , 8 , In A are respectively the atomic number,a a a a a
the mass, the particle density, the temperature and the Coulomb

logarithm of the plasma component "a", z, m refer, in the same way,
to the fast-ion population.

For the present application, it is more convenient to choose the

energy E = (l/2)mv2 as basic variable and, moreover, to introduce
the fluxes cp. Then, for plane geometry, the Fokker-Planck equation

takes the form (with $ = (m/v 2 ) cp ) :

g
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with C = •£a 2

m

If we only consider the slowing-down domain (E > 9 ), the terms
g a

9 /E and 9 —— can be eliminated from Eq. (3).a a oil

Moreover in most cases (hot plasmas) the functions g(x ) anda
G(x ) can be simplified considerably. For plasma ions the condition

a mi /E \E » 9. leads to x? = —— (— ) » 1 since m- and m are of the samei i m \ 0J / i
order of magnitude. On the contrary, x for the electrons is very

small if E « —— Q . This condition is fulfilled in a large domain,m e &
e

We can therefore write:

g(x.) ~ G (x.)

Then for steady state problems we obtain the final form of the ion

transport equation for hot plasmas with electron density N :

Sec ,T r a
I-1 N ^ETâx e L SE (4)

where

U(E) = — + a /Ê" (microscopic stopping power)

T(E) =

(5)

The interactions with electrons are represented by the term a /E

and the collisions with ions by b/E and c/E2.

For compound plasmas with several ion species the coefficients a,

b, c are defined by the following relationships:

b =

c =

m

z * l n A . (6)

* In A.
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z|
with EN, z,2 EN, ——, k k , . k m,# _ k____ l _ k____k

Zi E N. z. ' ïnT " E N . z. 2, k k i k kk k

The main aim of such studies deals with the calculation of energy

depositions I(x) defined as:

00 1

I(x) = J" N U(E) J cp(x, E , M ) d|_i dE
o e - i

and the comparisons between methods must be made on this quantity.

Before considering more practical situations we will define a bench-

mark problem for which analytical solutions can be obtained: a plane

(or point) monoenergetic and isotropic ion source embedded in an

infinite homogeneous plasma. This problem is very severe from a

numerical view point, but it can be solved very easily with the moment

method. This method has been used for electrons (SPENCER, 1955) and

for neutrons or photons (GOLD3TE1N, 1959) but has never been applied,

to our knowledge, to plasma physics.

1. 1. 1 ^2_l^tioj^£f_tJ^_pj^£<^j3d__bj3n^
angle and space moments (HALDY, LIGOU, 1S77)

Before describing the moment method it is interesting to solve the

problem when no deflection term occurs (T(E) = 0). In this case the

Fokker-Planck equation (Eq. 4) can be integrated rigorously by the

method of characteristics (ion trajectories are straightlines in this
case):

U(E)cp(x,E,Li)=

x
- J U(E ' )S(x ' ,E ' ,u )dx ' , M > 0

1 1 ', <0

(7)

x

where E'(x, x' .E) is given implicitly by

N (x-x1)
—————— = X (E) - X (EM (8)

and

j-rp j

X ( E ) = J u (EM ^Es is the hiSnest energy of tne fast (9)
ions )
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The correlation between (x,E) and (x'.E1) for each direction is a

typical feature of the continuous-slowing-down model. This property

is smeared out when approximations are made on the angular fluxes,

for example in the diffusion theory.

g
For a plane monoenergetic Isotropie source S(x,E, ja) =— 6(x) 6(Eo-E)

the scalar flux exhibits a flat space distribution:

N S
N U(E) cp (x, E) = __ for | N x | < x (g)

Finally the expression for the energy deposition I (x) is readily

derived:

E*(x) N S E*(x)
I p l ( x ) = J N e U(E)cp 0 (x ,E)dE -~~l ^

with x(E*) = Nx = J1 L (see Eq. (9) )

The corresponding I (x) for point monoenergetic sources can be
obtained using the trick:

d l ( x )

or with Eq. 11:

4rrx2 I (x) = S Ng U[E* (x) ] (13)

This last expression defines a curve which exhibits the expected

Bragg profile. The equation (9) shows that the maximum range is

reached when E*= 0, this means that x. = TTT— .
e

In most hydrodynamic codes used for inertial confinement studies
the transport of charged particles is more or less based on the above

formalism although some supplementary approximations are often

introduced. The remaining question is whai are we allowed to neglect

the ion scattering process ? The moment method will answer this

question. Coming back to the Eq. 4 (with T(E ) •£ 0) one first derives

the P equations (for a plane isotropic .and monoenergetic source at

x = 0)

6 (x)
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then introducing the space moments

N x n
(14)

with the convention Y =0 when n < 0 one obtains a closed setn, e
of equations:

n-1

n, • 2e+i 2e+i X 6 ( X )

(15)

where the more convenient variable X has been introduced instead of

E (Eq. 9). After integration over \ the explicit expression for Y

comes out:

1 n n, ;
c e(x X1 1-1 (16)

with: C (X) = exp - g ( e + l ) J T ( x ' ) dx'
o

By using the simplest form of U(E) and T(E) (Eq. 5) one gets the

analytical expressions:

2/3 [^e

(17)

1+
aE 3/2

(18a)

1/3 1/3 1/3

(18b)

... . . 1 , 1with 9(x) = In 1 , -1 2x - 1tan

When the moments are known for (n-1) the Ea. 15 provides R (\)
Tiy c

and then Eq. 16 is integrated numerically. This can be done easily

because the Y have been defined in such a way (Eq. 14) that they
•**j Y/ »

are very regular functions of \. When c =0 (no deflection) C =1

the previous equations show that:

Y (\) = 1 and this was expected from Eq. 10,14.
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One can easily see that the Y cancel when ? > n and (n + e) is odd.

This is a peculiarity of isotropic sources. One has therefore to evaluate

the set:

Y0.0 = l' Y 1,1 ( X ) ' Y 2,0 U ) ' \2 ( X ) ' Y 3,1 U ) < etc'

We have now to construct ep (x,E) from the space moments.

One starts from a physical argument. All fast ions with the energy E
X (E ) X (E )remain in the interval - —-;—- < K < -r^—- as it has been proved when
i\ JN

T (E) = 0 (see Eq. 10). This statement is still correct when deflections

occur and is a consequence of the continuous slowing-down model. It

seems therefore reasonable to expand cp over space Legendre polynomial
/ \ (E) ° \(E) \series over the finite interval ( - -^—- , + -^—- j :
* J.N o J.\ _ /

S Z ^ - l ^ <19)

m=o

with the inverse transform:

X/Ne N U(E)cp (x,E) N x
f ( E ) = ; -2 —— ̂  ——— P (-^-
m - x / N S mV X

' e

Using the expression of Legendre polynomials:

m
p m ( S ) . z Çf'

p=o

one can obtain the Legendre coefficients f (E) as a function of the

moments Y :n, o

m Y (E)

'E ' S •" ̂ Tî-p=o

An integration of the Eq. 19 over energy will finally provide the

energy deposition;

I (x) - J N U(E)cp (x,E)dE =S S ^_ J % e
m=o

N |x|
f (E)P ( e._. dEm m V X (E )

N |x
with X(E*) = N x and
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X ( E ) can be seen as a table resulting from Eq. 18b and the values of

x may be chosen in such a way that no interpolation has to be made

in this table. The maximum range x is then defined as \ (o) /N .

As said before, when no deflection occurs, all the Y are unity.

It follows that all Legendre coefficients f cancel except the first one

fQ= 1. The Eq. 19 and 21 become identical to the Eq. 10 and 11.

The first term in the series (19-21) can be seen as the "Bragg"

part of the solution. The higher modes result from the ion deflection

(scattering without energy loss).

The energy deposition distribution for a point source is always

given by Eq. 12, a numerical derivation of Eq. 21 is therefore needed.

If one is interested by the deposition to electrons or plasma ions the
Ue Ui

ratios—- (E) or — (E) must be introduced in the Eq. 19-21.

The proposed benchmark problem is therefore completely solved.

A Fortran program named ODYSSEY has been developed and many

calculations were performed from which some conclusion can be drawn

(HALEST, 1977):

For the transport of alpha ions in D-T plasmas the scattering is not

very important and the diffusion theory (CQRMÄN, 1975) can be in error.

In this case it is probably better to neglect the deflection term in the

Fokker-Planck equation and then exact solutions can be found (Eq. 13).

In other words the "Bragg" profile gives a reasonable energy distribution.

On the other hand for heavier plasma ions and (or) lighter energetic
miions (—— > 2) the collisions without energy loss are more and more

important, mainly •when the slowing-down due to plasma electrons
midecreases. For intermediate values of the ratio — , roughly speaking

between 1 and 8, one cannot avoid to solve correctly the Fokker-Planck

equation with the scattering terms, at least for localized source problems.

Beyond, the diffusion theory becomes probably valid.

As an example, the Fig. 8.1 displays the results concerning a 1 MeV

proton Isotropie source in a B D1 T.. plasma at solid density
1.0 -L. D

(Ne = 2. 5 1022 cm-3, ~z[ = 3. 5, m'i= 1. 95, 6 = 50 keV, m = Z = 1).

For this composition the maximum proton range is x = = 1.06 cm.

For deep penetrations the energy deposition of 1 MeV protons to

plasma ions exceeds the deposition to electrons. At such distance from

the source the protons are rather slow so that the electron contribution

to the stopping power given by Eq. 5 becomes small.
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In the Eq. 21 the series must be somehow truncated. Most calculations

have been performed with 6 LP coefficients (m< 10). To check the

convergence of the series a few calculations have been made with 11 LP

coefficients (m <, 20). As shown by the Fig. &1 the discrepancies are not

very pronounced. The lack of harmonics appears mainly at large distances

from the source where the 6 LP approximation exhibits a small "swing"

v,ith negative values. These numerical oscillations are acceptable in

practice and their size gives an idea of the accuracy of I ho results.

They disappear with the 11 LP approximation. Finally üio Bragg curve

!1 LP approximation) has been reproduced on i . r>e Fig.8.1. The comparison

w i t h the exact solution shows the importance of the scattering process.

The moment method can be applied to anisotropic plane sources:

s (x, E , U ) ':: s • £p- (-^=- ;• 5 (x) * (i

(p •• 0 corresponds to isotropic sources)

The whole formalism remains the same, but manv more Y
n, ?

have 10 be computed (n-.-z is not necessarily even).

In the Fq. 15 for example *, is replaced by S. wi th :

,, P+1-? ,.. , -, ,b •• *-—-.—— ü , and b - 1?. p+1+2 K-1 o

and this new benchmark problem simulates the in terac t ion of ion

beams, more or less collimalod (depending on p value) , wi th plasmas (ÏTA.LOY, 1979).

1 . 1 . 2 CJr(H.>n_runcti()ns (T.CXX;, Il-MDY, 1978)

As it has been said the previous theory can be used to check the

accuracy of numerical methods v,hich have to be developed for more

practical cases (inhomogeneous plasmas). Nevertheless the above

results can be used directly for any kind of voiumic source distributions

provided that the 'plasma can be considered as homogeneous. For that

it is interesting to define Green functions depending only on two para-

meters. Then the energy deposition profiles needed by hydrodynamics

codes are directly obtained from these universal functions. It is

convenient to use dimensionless variables:

EEnergy: -. = — (Es Energy of ion source)

Space: Ç = —— (x ._ Max. range of fast ions)
XM
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and "reduced" physical parameters (Eq. 6) :

a = m. /4m = c/b
. /m~ m. In A E 3/2 aE 3 /24/e i e / js \ s

e
P = 7T3 V Trm m z.

The Eq. 4-5 are rewritten in the form:

(22)

6 ( 5 ) 6 ( 1 - ^ ) (23)

U(r, ;ß) =

]
X di;ß) = J"

il

dri1

("reduced" stopping power)

(fast ion range parameter)

where the plane source is assumed to be isotropic and monoenergetic

( 1 = 0 , n = 1).

The real maximum range is given by:

E 2

M (24)

By a similar procedure as before one obtains the energy deposition

in the following way:

E

Vs0 = G
P i ( ? ; a 'ß )

1 Es 1
~= 'J

Pt(x) = "

with the 'universal" Green functions:

(plane geometry)

2 + ( ? ; a , ß )pt

(point source)

G n l ( C : a , ß ) = X ( 0 . ß) J*
o

pl

Gp t(§;a,ß) = - 2?^

with r|M(§) defined by:

§ = \ ( * 1 M ; ß ) / X ( 0 ; ß )

(25a)

(25b)
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The scalar fluxes cp are computed as before with more convenient

space moments. The code ODYSSEY has been extended to the comput-

ation of Green functions. Starting from the physical data: 9 , m. , z. ,
6 1 1

etc. the basic parameters a, ß are calculated and then Eq. 23 is

solved. One can also choose a, ß as input parameters. For given

a, ß values one Green function is produced, but it represents in fact

several physical situations.

Even with too small a number of harmonics the approximated

distribution preserves the energy conservation:
XM 1

Eg = J 4rr x2 I t (x) dx or J G t(§ ) df = 1 (see Eq. 25a)
o P o P

On the source there is no ion scattering influence so that

G , (0 ; c t , ß ) = G (0;0, ß) = ( l + ß ) x ( 0 , ß ) (see Eq. 28,23 wherepi pi
nM(o) = D.

The influence of ion scattering is displayed on the Fig.8.2(ß = 3,

a = 0. 1 - 10). For alpha particles slowing down in a DT plasma,

a is small (a ^ 0.15), with protons in a boron hybride plasma (see
example of section 1.1.1) «, reaches 2. Finally for ion beam fusion
a high z external shell appears in many designs and a can be very

large (10 to 30). In these last two cases one sees that the ion deflection

cannot be neglected. The straightline trajectory assumption will provide

the right maximum range (Eq. 24) but a wrong profile (Fig.8.2).

The above Green functions can be introduced in hydrodynamic

calculations in the same way as it is done when the straight line

trajectory assumption is made (MO3ES, 1977) (LJQOU, 1978).

In a ID code the spherical plasma is divided into concentric zones.

Assuming as Moses did that fusion reaction products originate at the

center of the zone I, one can calculate, for example, the energy

deposition W in the zone III :
Z

W = fff I . (x) x2dx
J J JZ TTTzone III

where x is the distance from the source taken on the direction 0
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By using Green functions for point source (Eq. 25a), one obtains:

w = J w (n)z J 4rr z —4rr

(n) = E T- sJc

where

§0= —— and A? = —— (x is the maximum range)
XM XM

Then W (Q) is the energy deposition in the zone III defined
Z

by x , x + Ax for a point

source (E ) in the zone I and the direction Q . Provided the Green
g ——-

functions have been previously determined this method, which includes

ion scattering, is not more complicated than the approaches based

on straight lines trajectories.

In fact the Green functions have been determined for homogeneous

plasmas and some averaged values must be defined for a and ß

(Eq. 22) since the zones have different thermodynamic character-

istics.

We get therefore an approximate energy distribution for high density

and temperature gradients, but the energy balance is preserved and

moreover the maximum range can be kept correct. This range does

not depend on ion deflection, one can therefore compute it as usually.

P J " 1 dE
J " i_ (N e U(E)) .

J

where j is the zone index for which N U(E) is known. Except for the

last interval all the Ax. are fixed by the geometry. Starting
J

from E = E (energy of the source) one calculates all the E. and byo s j
definition the last zone (j = n) is such that E < 0. In this case the

partial range is smaller than the zone thickness:

A < = l = on

Finally the maximum range is (for a given direction):

n-1
XM = f=1

 AXJ + AXn
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For more satisfactory solutions one should come back to the initial

transport equation with space dependent coefficients (Eq. 4). In this

case a more numerical approach is needed as shown below. However

one should not forget that the numerical methods which solve the

proposed equation with fewer restrictive assumptions bring other types

of inaccuracies due to several discretisations (multigroup formalism,

discrete ordinates, etc. ).

1.1.3

The Eq. 4 is integrated over E from E to E . and the in group
O 0

fluxes and sources are defined as:

cp„(x, n)
g

Sg (x, n)

•p
g-1= ;

E
g

E
g-1

E
g-1

cp (x, E,|j)

S(x,E.u)
dE

T(x,E)cp(x,E,u)dE}. + Sg(x.n) (26)

Then for plane geometry the multigroup transport equation can be

written in the following form:

, g (x) = ER,g-i (x)

(27)

with:

x) = Ne(x)
U(x,E )W (x, E )

g g

J ^W(x.E) dE
E

E _
g~

(x) = N (x)

T(x ,E)W(x ,E)dE

W(x ,E) dE

(28)

In the last expressions cp (x, E, |j) is approximated by a known

weighting function W (E) over E < E < E . For example one can
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assume in each zone that the equilibrium spectrum is achieved. In

this case W(x, E) is the flux for an infinite homogeneous medium and

therefore W (x, E) ~ 1 v (Eq. 4 where ^ = 0, ^ = 0, S = 0).
U(X, il ; o X an

Then the Eq. 28 takes a very simple form:

with

= Ne(x) / A x ( x )

(x) = Ng(x) J T ( x , x ) d X / A X g ( x )

g

(28 bis)

(x) = X(x, E ) - X (x, E J where X (E) is defined by the Eq. 9.s g- -i
Finally if U and T take the form given by Eq. 5-6

N (x)

A X ( x )
2 c
3 b

1 +
aE

(29)
1 +

aE 3/2

where a, b, c depend on x (Eq. 6).

For narrow groups (AE -» 0) the removal cross-sections become
D

very large and such a peculiarity did not occur in neutron transport

theory. The energy deposition I (x) can be calculated as follows:

G
I (x) = E A (x) f (x) where § is the scalar flux derived from

g= !

the transport equation (Eq. 27) and

Vx ) =Vg ( x ) ( Eg-rV

At first glance one may think that standard SN codes can be used

to solve Eq. 27. This is in practice very difficult. For example with

the ANISN code the right hand side of Eq. 27 has to be expanded

into Legendre Polynomial series:

R.H.S. -

where the scattering matrices are defined as:

, g-l-»g HR, g-1

Js, g
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and wC T(x) = J «Pa.(x»l-0 p» (u) d(a
S _ l S "

For a localized source it has been impossible to produce meaningful

results with ANISN. This can be explained as follows:

It is not consistent to make a truncated expansion of cp * and to keep
(e)the exact «p in Eq. 27. For neutron this is valid because the £

o

are decreasing when 8 increases but not here because of the strongly

anisotropy of the Coulomb scattering kernel. Therefore one has to

come back to Eq. 27. Moreover one can notice that any absorption

process of ions (nuclear reaction) can be incorporated easily in the

LHS of Eq. 27:

ER, g •* ZR, g + Ea, g Where 2a, g iS weiShted as

£S;g m Eq- 28.

The Eq. 27 is solved by the method of characteristics. For

U = |j (k = I, 2, ... N) one has to solve:
K

uk —|- ( x >M k ) + £R ( X ) < P ( x >U k ) = q (x^k) (30a)

The scattering term D cp has been discretized as follows:

(30b)

.nk+i/2) - (i-u|_1/2)<^g (x.^k.1/2)
w

K

where the W are the usual weighting factors for any quadrature
1

scheme ( f CD du = S W. cp (u, ) ). If one chooses u i / 0 = - 1 and\J, jj k^ k / ^J-/^
N

^N 1/9 = +^ tnen S W |D cp =0, in other words the identity

1
t D cpd[j = 0 is fulfilled rigorously by our numerical scheme.

The derivatives cp(|_u ] ,„) can be approximated by

————— , but more accurate approximations can be found.
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This procedure should avoid the difficulties met with ANISN since
" pD cp is no longer replaced by -£ — — • e ( 6 + l ) c p P (p), moreover the

H 8=0 E

Eq. 30a is integrated analytically in each mesh (£ can be very large
a
 g

so that — * cannot be approximated by a finite difference). For a giveno x
mesh (x. n, x.) one obtains for the direction u :

1~ J. l K

Ti

1

for
K.

with a similar equation when (j, > 0.

In the above equation one has set:

G(x) = l- 1^!

1 "x

H(x) = -e"X+ — ̂  — and TI = ^ |x.

where Z. represents the removal cross-section E for the mesh i.
1 JTC,g

Starting from the right (i = J) with a given incoming flux cp(x ,(j )
J K

one obtains all the c p ( x . , j i ) for |j < 0. For \± > 0 the system will
1 K. K. K.

be swept from the left ( i = l ) to the right. When E ^0 one has

to iterate on q (x.,|_u ) which involves the unknown flux cp (Eq. 30b),

this is the usual inner iteration scheme.

Based on the above formalism a code has been completed very
recently. The first checks will deal with the benchmark problem

described in previous sections for which very accurate results are
available. When S =0 and £_ does not depend on x (homogeneous

s»g R>e
plasma) the multigroup equations (Eq. 30) can be solved analytically

for a point source and a given direction (for example g. = 1 with a
fixed incoming current at x = 0 and Sg= 0). In this case we know the exact soJutbn

(sect. 1.1.1, Eq. 13). From this comparison it appeared that 20 energy

groups will give good results although this benchmark problem is very

severe (cp(x, E,|j = 1) is a singular function of E). This conclusion

should remain valid in most general cases and we will check that in

the near future.

The above multigroup scheme will be incorporated in the hydro-

dynamic code we intend to develop for pellet calculations (inertial
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confinement approach to fusion), but before it has to be extended to

spherical geometries and this can be done easily.

1.2 T u r b u l e n t E le c t r on - B e am P l a s m a I n t e r a c t i o n

(LK3OU, CALINCN, 1978)

For low plasma densities a collisionless mechanism can occur in

addition to the usual collisional process. This makes the problem of

energy deposition much more complex. All the theoretical approaches

to this problem are based on the weak turbulence theory. In such a

theory the interaction between resonant electrons and waves enhanced

by plasma instabilities is described by two coupled transport equations.
The bulk plasma assumed to be Maxwellian is only a support for wave

propagation.

The basic equations can be found in several plasma physics books

(DAVD9CN, 1972). One has for example:

(32)

where f (v, x, t) is the distribution function for electrons with the

velocity v

and: || (k. x. t) + v • *| (k. x. t) = 2 v (k. x. t) e (k. x, t) + ̂  ^ (33)

where e (k, x, t) is the spectral energy density for waves characterized

by the wave vectors k.

These equations are coupled and therefore non linear. The diffusion

tensor for example is given as a function of e (k, x, t)

D(v ,x , t ) = 2rr J ——^ 5 ( u u ( k ) - k - v ) k : k e (k, x, t) (34)

and the induced and spontaneous wave emission rates, y and a, are

defined by similar integrals depending on f (x, v, t) in which the kernel

o ( u ) - k - v ) is always present.

The problem has fully been solved (VEDENOV.1975) only for the

one dimensional case (in velocity space) which is very far from the

physical situation we discuss here. A few attempts to solve 2D

problems with cartesian coordinates have been made (APEERT, 1976).
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To treat more realistic cases we have applied the PN method to

the simplest 3D problem (axisymmetric geometry). This method is

well known in reactor physics, but the non-linearity of the problem

makes the final formalism much more complicate. The whole formalism

cannot be derived here, the reader should refer to a more detailed

report (LIGOU, 1978). We will emphasize only the main features of the

proposed PN theory.

The integrals which define the coefficients D , a, y °f the transport
equations (Eq. 32-33) involve Dirac functions (see for example Eq. 34).

Except, of course, for ID problems these singularities can bring

difficulties from a numerical point of view. On the other hand, the

distribution functions f and € are regular (not necessarily smooth) and

therefore PN expansions can be used. When such expansions are intro-

duced, the kernels 6 ( i j u ( k ) - k - v) do not occur anymore. The same thing

happens in neutron transport theory where similar & functions are

initially present in the scattering operator to insure the conservations

of momentum and energy during collisions. For these reasons the

cartesian velocity coordinates have never been used to solve neutron

transport problems. In the final formalism only the absolute values of

v and k appear as basic variables. Thus one obtains:

^-(v.*,t) F /n4-1 ^ HT! U- 1 "1 _
I IIJLT J. I i II ~L ôx 3x Jat "•-"' 2n+l

,, ,, (35a)oc gf v

Y ^r-^ ' 4r { — Fvp ( v , x , t ) — — + U f l - - ^ - f \L 2 v2 \3v L n , e v ' 3v n,« ej v ej
e = o

(35b)

e=o

where f , €, are the Legendre components of f (v, p.;x, t) and

€(k, |j;x, t). The matrices, like P in the Eq. 35a, are connectedn,6
to the € set, in the same way v , a depend on the f (the electrono n^c n t
beam is responsible for a certain wave growing rate). One has for

example:
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9 c; +1

— — — A D l ( v ) (36)
s=o

,37)
k(v)

where P is a Legendre Polynomial and w the plasma frequency:s 3
u) (k) = 1 + - k2 (dispersion law).

From the properties of the coefficients A = T P P P dun, s,e J n s e M

a recursive formula can be derived:

(38)

P0( e (v) = D; (v)

Similar procedures can be applied to other matrices y » Q » ~+~n,6 n,e etc.

One can make the following remarks. Only single integrations have

to be performed numerically and no singularity appears in the
integrands (Eq. 37). Moreover all these integrals are evaluated

simultaneously for the whole set of v. . Then the recursive relation-

ships provide the required matrices (Eq. 38 for example). By this

way the computation time is reduced by a factor 10 as compared to

the time needed by the explicit form (Eq. 36).

In the transport equations (Eq. 35) the Legendre series must be

truncated somehow. In the program TURB we take e, n <, L for waves

and 6, n s L for particles. In practice L <r L because a realisticp ^ p w
beam can be represented with few harmonics.

The matrices are no more diagonal as in the collisional case

(harmonics coupling), one can therefore say that the space dependent

steady state equation (5/St = 0) is not more complicated than the time

dependent homogeneous equation (3/ox = 0). This is not true, of course,

with cartesian coordinates.

The second order differential operator in Eq. 35a is approximated

by finite differences. Then for homogeneous plasmas (-— = 0) one canox
write:

|f (i,t) = B (i , t )f ( i+ l , t ) -C ( i , t ) f (i.t) + D( i , t ) f (i-l,t) (39)
ot

where i is the velocity mesh index and f = (f >.
C
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With a time centered discretization the Eq. 39 allows the calculation

of f (i, t ) from f (i, t 1 ) and all the coefficients are computed for
Ail * 4. ^jll~" -L

the time t_ at which the wave density 6 (i, t) is known. A full implicit^n
scheme has of course to be applied to Eq. 39 and because of that we

have extended the well-known backward substitution method (Richtmeyer,

1967) to the vectorial form of a parabolic equation (Eq. 39).

A typical time of computation is 15 sec/timestep on a CDC 6500 for

70 velocity meshes and 10 Legendre polynomials (the parabolic equation

requires half of this time). This is quite reasonable for a non-linear

3D problem. The inhomogeneous problem (—— ̂  0 but -—= 0), which
OX ot

is more realistic, should not take more time on each mesh Ax.

Unfortunately in many cases we could not reproduce the whole

phenomenon. After the waves have reached their maximum values the

program TURB gave wrong results. Up to now we could not explain

why this sort of numerical instabilities has occured with a full implicit

scheme.

1 . 3 P o i n t N e u t r o n K i n e t i c s

To ignite a fission chain reaction in a compressed plutonium pellet it

has been proposed to use fusion neutrons (LIGŒJ, 1977). This can be

achieved with a small central sphere of D-T materials. Then, one has

to solve in the simplest case the usual point kinetic equation with a

neutron source.

In such studies (microexplosions) one can forget the delayed neutrons.

All the kinetic parameters can be derived from steady state transport

calculation if the adiabatic approximation is made. The kinetic eigenvalue

a = -k- can be produced directly by standard transport codes. One can

show that the importance factor of the source K takes the form:

S >

where quantum mechanics notation have been used. In reactor physics

applications it has been assumed many times that K is unity. This is

only true when the neutron fission source and the extraneous source

have the same distribution (energy and space: S~ H $). For neutrons
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resulting from spontaneous fission this is a good approximation, but

not for fusion neutrons which are more energetic (14 MeV). This

becomes even worse for localized sources. One should therefore compute

the adjoint fluxes $+. In fact this supplementary calculation can be

completely avoided if all unconverged eigenvalues are saved during a

standard transport calculation. The result is very simple (LIGOU, 1978):

• - -r ]

where k is the k value for the or outer iteration and k («. -» °°) the

converged eigenvalue. One sees that no extrawork is needed provided

the initial source used in the outer iteration scheme is the given source

and not an arbitrary distribution, as is generally made for a k search.

This important kinetic theorem allows straightforward calculations of

the importance factor and a better accuracy is achieved.

1 .4 F a s t Ion T r a n s p o r t in S o l i d s

In principle the Fokker -Planck formalism which has been applied

to plasmas (§ 1.1) could be kept here. In some cases however the large

scattering angle collisions should be introduced in the formalism if

the small backward ion fluxes have to be determined (sputtering yield

computation). In principle a pure integral operator over energy and

directions involve all kinds of collisions, but it will lead to a very

large number of Legendre scattering kernels (differential cross -sections

are very anisotropic for charged particles).

It has been proposed (HOFFMAN,1978) to keep the integral operator

only for large energy transfers (LET) and to add the usual continuous

slowing down operator (CSD) for small energy transfers (SET). This

is not quite consistent. We could show recently (LIGOU, 1979), starting

from the integral operator, that the SET part should be represented

by a complete Fokker-Planck operator (see Eq. 4) and not only by a

CSD term. Then the transport equation which has to be solved takes

the form (for plane geometry):

E (E',TH (x,s,e gg=o LET

(40)
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where m, and m2 are respectively the test and field (target) particle

masses. In the above integral the condition T = E" -E >• T must bem
fulfilled. Moreover the total cross-section involves only the LET part

of all scattering processes and of course all absorptions. Finally the

SET parameters are

S S E T ( E ) = J £ s , 0 (E,T)dT
(41)

Tm
S(E) = J T Z (E, T) dT

o '

***2 S(E)One can see that the stopping power S(E) and the function —— .L

in Eq. 41 plays the same role as N e U(E) and N eT(E) for plasmas

(see Eq. 4-5 with a = o since here the field particles are cold).

The cut-off T is defined as T =7-1^ where v1 is an arbitrary

parameter related to a small scattering angle (in the center of mass)

below which energy transfers are said to be small. If one takes

Y1 = 0 then S(E) = 0 and the Fokker-Planck term vanishes; on the contrary

when y-) = 7—-—^T2
 a^ energy transfers are assumed to be small,

the stopping power is maximum and the integral operator disappears.

The multigroup formalism is easily derived, as in reactor physics

for the LET terms, as in sect. 1.1.3 for SET terms.

1 . 5 T r a n s p o r t E q u a t i o n i n F a s t M o v i n g M e d i a

In the frame of the inertial confinement approach to fusion one has
to solve many transport equations one for each fast particle specie.

These particles propagate in a moving plasma which is described by

Lagrangian equations. Usually the transport equations are written in

an Eulerian form (fixed spatial meshes) which is not convenient since

on the other hand the medium is defined by Lagrangian coordinates.

Then the moving interfaces between materials are not well represented

and a double change from one coordinate system to the other is needed

for each time step. It has been proposed recently to use Lagrangian

coordinates (VELARDE, 1978), but a basic problem still remains. In

any transport equation the collision term is derived by assuming that

the medium is at rest, in other words the field particles can exhibit
only thermal motions (no drift velocity). Moreover, for physical reasons,

the reaction rates, the angular fluxes, the source spectra, etc. are

more easily expressed as functions of relative velocities.
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Let us start from the usual form of the Boltzmann equation:

The distribution function depends on the eulerian coordinates x and

on the absolute velocity v. The subscript E means that the time derivation
is made considering x as a constant. The RHS of Eq. 42 represents

any kind of collision operator, generally well known for stationary media.

For moving systems it will keep the same form provided that the

velocities w are defined with respect to the medium. One has by

definition:

v = w + u (x, t)

where the drift velocity u is solution of the hydrodynamic equations.

The LHS of Eq. 42 must be expressed as a function of w. Let us call

g (x, w, t) the new distribution function:

g(x ,w, t ) = f (x, v = w + u(x, t), t) (43)

From Eq. 42-43 one easily gets the new transport equation:

- - au
ox

x + - . a log /M
dt / ôx J ow V ot

where the Lagrangian derivatives ( — ) = ( — - ) + u • — -
\ ot /T \ Ot /_, oX

i-i SL
appeared naturally during the derivation of Eq. 44. Except the third

term this last equation is identical to Eq. 42 which was suitable only for

stationary media. Moreover for charged particles a similar term

results from external fields. This term as the same structure as a

CSD operator (sect. 1.4) it will not therefore bring new difficulties.

The coupling between Eq. 44 and the equations of motion is quite

obvious. These equations must provide not only the atom densities at

each time, but also the velocity and pressure gradients: — =• and
~ 4 oX

-ë since ( — — ) = - — -E (p: specific mass).^x \ot / p öx
L-i

The time discretisation in Eq. 44 can be written as:

/ o g ~ \ - g [x ( t ' ) ,w , f ] - g [ x ( t ) , w , t ]
vat ) t1 - t

l—i

so that the space meshes follow exactly the fluid. One can notice that

the eulerian formalism would have led to:

of\ f (x, v . t ' ) - f (x.v.t)
at ;E ~ f - 1
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To our knowledge the above formalism which is more correct has

never been applied to particle transport in fast moving media. General-

ly the drift velocity derivatives are missing in standard transport codes

although they do not complicate the formalism.

2. TRANSPORT THEORY OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Significant progress have been made in the formulation of an integral

transport theory for charged particles diffusing in a host medium upon

the action of an external conservative field. Different lines of application

of the theory have been explored, namely:

- the determination of the distribution functions for different models

of energy exchange and for different mechanisms of scattering,

removal and ionization;

- the check of the -validity of Ohm's law, and the subsequent evaluation

of electrical conductivity;

- the determination of the first Townsend coefficient;

- the extension of the theory in order to incorporate the effects of

both an electric and a magnetic field.

The main features of the theory together with some applications are

outlined in the next sections.

2.1. T h e o r y o f N o n l i n e a r E l e c t r i c a l C o n d u c t i v i t y
(BOFFI, 1978)

The integral form of Boltzmann equation when the effects of an

external conservative force are accounted for is (BOFFI, 1976):

- - , Vto r rT , . - x „nf(x, v, t) = J d T exp - J V(T )E [X(T'), V(T') ] d T' •
o L o J (1)

f(x,v,tj , t-t0

•{G[x(T),v(T),t-T]+ -^——- eXp[- J
O T

where

G(x, v, t) = Q(x, v, t) +Jdv' K(x, v1-» v)f(x, v ' , t ) (2)

combines all the gain terms (external source + scattering-in integral),

t is a real parameter of integration, f(x, v, t ) is the value of the
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distribution function f (x, v, t) at the initial time t = t , and X(T), V(T)

are the solutions of the equation of motion:

2.1.1

subject to the initial conditions

x(0) -» x ( t ) = x, v(0) -» v(t) = v

Moreover the total macroscopic cross-section E(x, v), which depends

in general on both x and speed v = |v| , involves scattering, recombination

and ionization processes.

In Eq. 3a F(x, t) denotes the external conservative force depending,

in general, on both the position x and the time t, but independent of

the velocity v. When F is constant, it is easily found that the following

solutions hold:

"I "FT1

x (T) = x- VT + -g — T2,
(3b)

v(r) = v - |- T,

In fact T can be seen as the time between the last collision suffered

by the charged particle and the time t at which it reaches the position

x(t) = x with the velocity v(t) = v.

To begin with, let us refer to the case of an infinite homogeneous

system of field particles in which a spatially uniform source emits -

in the presence of a constant conservative force - test particles at a

constant rate in time. In this case, tQ = - <», both £ and K are

independent of the position, and the contribution coming directly from

t = t vanishes provided - as physically due - f (x, v, -<») is bounded.

Then, Eq. 1 reduces to the following stationary form in the single

velocity variable:

oo T

f ( v ) = f dT exPr-fv(TOS[v(TO]dTn{Q[v(T)]+fdv'K[v^v(T)]f(v')} (4)
0 0 V 3

 J

We remark, however, that, if for the same physical situation the

external force was a function of x or of t or of both variables, Eq. 4
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would be still the same, but with f (v ) -»f (x , v) or f(v, t) or f(x, v, t),

respectively. The space - and/or time - effects of the force would be,

in fact, recorded through the functions V(T) and V(T). We set now

OG f

Q(v) = J dT expf- J V(T')£[V(T')] dT11 Q[V(T)] (5a)
o o

and, after appropriate change of the order of integration,

oo T

K(v ' -»v ) = JdT exp[- Jv(T
I)E[v(T I)]dT

I lK[v'->v(T)] (5b)
o o

Equation 4 can be then recast in the standard form

f(v) = Q(v) + J K ( v ' - > v ) f ( v ' ) d v ' (6)
V3

which will become explicit once the source Q(v), the collision frequency

vZ(v) and the scattering kernel K(v'-»v) are specified according to the

problem under consideration.

A first, straightforward application of Eq. 6 is obtained when the

scattering kernel K is of finite rank n. Let us assume, in fact, that

K[V ' -»V(T) ] = S v ( V ' ) C P B [ V ( T ) ] (7)

where {¥ (v1) , {cp (v)} are two appropriare sets of linearly independent
v O

functions.

Many types of interactions between t. p. and f. p. can be correctly

described with such kernel. From Eq. 6 one then obtains:

f (v) = Q(v) + S ç £ (v) (8)
e=i

where

? = Jr ( v ' ) f ( v ' ) d v ' (9)
K

and co (v) is obtained from cp [ V(T) ] in the same way as Q(v) from

Q[V(T)] .

In order to determine the unknown coefficients | (e = 1,2, . . . , n),
\j

the solution, Eq. 8, is projected over the set of the functions V (v1)
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Then the § 's are recognized to be in turn solutions to the system

of n linear algebraic equations

? e = § V ? m + B e (10)
m=l

the matrix elements A and the known terms B of which being givenem i & &

by

and by

B = ff (v )<3(v )dv ( l ib)n d o * ' ^ * * 7 x '

respectively.

The field-dependent electrical conductivity can be derived from the

above formalism. If t. p. are taken to be electrons, multiplying both

sides of Eq. 8 by qv and integrating over the velocity domain V3, we

get for the total current density

Ï = I +q S g P v d v S (v) (12a)

where

Ï = q Jv Q(v)dv (12b)
q

is the part contributed by the external source.

By introducing now Eq. 12 in Ohm's law

and setting E = ( l /q)F, there results

qi = a ( F ) F = q ï q
+ q l i S g J " v c £ ( v ) d v . (13)

which gives the (nonlinear) electrical conductivity for a scattering kernel

of finite rank n. We notice that the electrical conductivity, as given by

Eq. 13, can be a rather complex function of E, the degree of complexity

depending on the choice of the two sets of functions y (v1) and CD (v).
\i C

In general, one must, therefore, expect strong deviations from the linear

Ohm's law and then an anomalous behaviour of 5 as a function of E.
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We recall, in fact, that both § and cp (v) on the r.h. s. of Eq. 13 areK £
in general functions of the external field.

For isotropic scattering the kernel K depends only on the speeds

before and after the collision. In other words one has:

cpg (v) = cpg (v)

If the external force is directed along the z axis, that is F- v = F v

and, if we also make the change of variable

m . .

one obtains for the transform of cp (v) (Eq. 5a):
G

V Vz z ._________ ,___~ - m r i r m n / ö ô T T / ^CD (v) = — exp - — / v^ + v^ +u ^ E ( v^ 8 F d L F d V x y v x
-oo U J

(14)

• cp ( / V 2 + V 2 + U 2 ) du
^e V x y

which solves together with Eq. 13 the problem of the evaluation of

the electrical conductivity for an isotropic scattering kernel of finite

rank.

In the monodimensional case, that is when the dependence on v

and v disappears, then with v =v =0, Eq. 14 and 13 becomey x y

v vz z
u ' £ ( u ' ) d u ' " ] c p ( u ) d u (15a)

J

and

(15b)

where k is the unit vector directed along the z axis.

Even if simpler than Eq. 13, the formulae, Eqs. 14 and 15, for the

electrical conductivity still retain a certain degree of complexity as a

function of E. We shall see later on that only for a particular choice

of the functions ¥ (v1) and cp (v) and in the limit of constant collision

frequency there is a case for which Eq. 14 will allow us to verify the

validity of Ohm's law. A general statement - which can be verified

through a standard expansion of the kernel K(v" -> v) in terms of F/m -

is that, for very weak fields and for sufficiently high cross-sections,
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the total current is proportional to the field itself so that Ohm's law

is satisfied.

In the case when the kernel K [ V ' - > V ( T ) ] is not of finite rank,

different methods are available for solving Eq. 6 , and they are to be

chosen according to the structure of the resulting kernel K(v' ->v).

Among these methods we recall briefly the two following ones, both

of constructive type.

The first is the classical method of successive approximations,

which can be fruitfully applied when the calculation of the general

iterated kernel

K (v' •* v) = J K(v" -> v) K (v1 -> v") dv"
T 7 ~

is sufficiently straightforward.

The second method worth mentioning consists in seeking for a

representation of the given kernel K(v ' -»v) of the type

~ - 0° r^>, n 0_ ^,, ^

where {^(v1)}, {cp'^v)} ( 6 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) are two denumerable complete

sequences of linearly independent functions belonging to an appropriate

class, and D . , (v ' -»v) is a kernel the norm of which can be made asn+1
small as desired as n -> <=c. If, for a sufficiently large n, this latter

contribution can be neglected, then both the distribution function and

the electrical conductivity can be again built up through the model of a

scattering kernel of finite rank n. The use of either of the two construct-

ive methods recalled above will, of course, require a separate analysis

according to the physical kernel to be introduced in Eq. 6.

The extension of the theory to include spatial effects of the source is

immediate. In Eq. 4 f(v) is replaced by f(x, v). If the system of f. p.

fills the Euclidean space R3, the space Fourier transform of f (x, v)

is solution of Eq. 6 where <5 and K are now buckling dependent

(Boffi, 1978).

2.1. 2 Applicati£ns_

The first two applications concern the use of two scattering kernels,

as defined by Eq. 7, which are both separable (rank 1) and isotropic

in the laboratory system.
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a) Case of constant collision frequency

It is assumed that

v E ( v ) = v[E (v) + E„(v}]= C = C +C = const.
S K S ri

where by S,-, (v) we want to account for some general removal of t. p.K
(note that, in most treatments availablexin the literature, E„(v) isR
taken to be zero).

Moreover the separable kernel is Maxwellian:

K[v ' -»V(T) ] =

¥ (v) = l

M0(v) = exp[-ßv2] m
(16)

From Eq. 8 and Eq. 14 it comes out:

f(v) = §(v)+^C M (v) =
o \ J

- s V T T , exp[ -ß(v2 + v2); (17)

where

Ç1 = N = J f (v ) dv

is the total number density of t. p., and

2 1

l + e r f ( v *\ z
mC

The coefficient c^ is determined by

BI
where A11 and B1 are given by:l -A .11

(18)

= c

B, = J Q(v) dv
V3

respectively. Now according to the Maxwellian of Eq. 16,

determined once for all, and its value is

is

0 < A11 = C /C < 1
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Turning to B1 , it can be verified that for different source spectra

the following common result holds:

B1 = QQ/4TTC > 0, where Qg is the source strength

so that

as expected from the conservation principle. If the external source
is removed, we have to consider the eigenvalue problem. When

QQ -» 0, B1 -» 0 for the homogeneous equation associated to Eq. 10

( n = l ) to admit a nontrivial solution, it must be A^ = 1 or C_ = 0.

The density distribution is then given by

f ( v ) = ? 1 C

where §1 = N is a constant and G (v ) is the value of G(v ), Eq. 18,
S Z Z

in the limit C-»C .s

f ^ \For a Maxwellian source (Q[v(r ) ] = -r- M..[V(T)] J the total current
density is from Eq. 13 ( n = l ) :

= f +Ï = k q ( J +J )= k —-M 'q s ^' q s' 4n mC2 V C-C
S

Then Ohm's law is verified with

in which the dependence on C— is made explicit. In the homogeneousK
case with no removal (QQ, C_-*0) it is found that

as expected from the simplest form of the electron gas kinetic

theory (Qj, = 0).

b) Case of constant mean free path

For the collision frequency we assume that

vZ(v) = v[Z; _ ( v ) + Z (v) ]=(k 1 +k )|v = k |v
ö Jix Jt\ Z ^-

, k k2 = const.
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The consistent separable Maxwellian kernel is then written as:

K[v'-»v(T)= ( |v' | ) ( k , | v ( T ) | M [v (T) ] )
Z Z U Z

1/2
with: M (v ) = (^ ) exp[-ßv2]

\J Z \ T / Z

This problem can be solved analytically as the previous one

(see réf. ). The unknown 51 is now given by

We stress the full analogy between these results and those obtained

for the case of constant collision frequency (Eq. 19).

Now we pass to study Ohm's law for the general case of

k1
k > 0. For the total current density we have

XX

l+mk2 /2ßqE

indicating that Ohm's law is not satisfied. For the electrical conductivity

contributed by the scattering we get thus

= CT-'s, 0 l+(2ßq/mk2)E

with _

üs,0 4n mkR(k1+kR)2

as follows by recalling Eq. 21 for §1 .

One sees -with these two examples how the above formalism can be

applied to very different cases for which sometimes the Ohm's law is

no longer valid. If we do not restrict ourselves to analytic solutions

the proposed theory can be used to solve more general problems.
The class of finite rank kernels K is sufficiently large to represent

very accurately many physical situations, but of course computer

program should be developed for this purpose.

2.2. T r a n s p o r t T h e o r y f o r C h a r g e d P a r t i c l e s
i n E l e c t r i c a n d M a g n e t i c F i e l d s
(BOFFI.1979)

The above method can be easily extended to the case in which -

in addition to a constant electric field E - also the effects of a constant

magnetic field B must be taken into account.
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For an infinite homogeneous system of f . p. with a spatially uniform

source the Eq. 1 to 12 of the previous section are still valid except the

Eq. 3 which becomes more complicated. With a constant electromagnetic

force: E (v) = qË+qvxB the integration of the equation of motion leads

to:
A - f- r ^ -\V ( T ) = . | k v -Jk, v1 (l-cosß3T)+v2sinß5T-— (I-COS^T) +

J J J ^ i - P 3 - J

(22)
Go

T) + — sin^rl +k\, ̂ T \

with e. = (q/m)E. , ß. = (q/m)B. and the initial conditions

x(o) -» x, v(o) -» v.

In the above equation we refer to a Cartesian rectangular system

of co-ordinates Ox1 , Ox2, Ox3, of unit vectors k., , k2, k3, respectively

and without loss of generality we orient the magnetic field B in the

direction of the positive x3-axis (B 1 =B 2 =0, , B3 ^ 0), whereas the constant

electric field E is taken to lie in the (x2, x3)-plane (E1 = 0, E2, E3^ 0).

A similar expression can be derived for X(T) :

T

X ( T ) = x- J v (T ' )d i - '
o

In view of getting a more analytical insight of the problems under

consideration we notice that the transform of cp [V(T) ] defined by Eq. 5a
G

takes a more manageable form for isotropic kernels of finite rank:

cpg (v) = cpe (v).

For a constant magnetic field alone (e2
= e3

=0, ß3 ^ 0) V(T) = V= const.

and <p (v) = cp (v)[vZ (v)] ~1 . One sees from Eq. 8-11 that the distribution
t t.,

functions are not affected by the magnetic field. The conclusions are

the same when the electric field is parallel to the magnetic field

( e 2 = 0 ; e3, ß3 ^ 0). These results were expected.

More interesting is the case in which the electric field is perpendicular

to the magnetic field ( e 3 = 0 ; e2, ß3 ^ 0). For separable kernels as in

sect. 2.1.2 the problem can be solved in a pure analytical way. For a

Maxwellian isotropic source and a constant collision frequency it comes

out that the linear Ohm's law is verified along both the directions

defined by k, and k2. The electrical conductivity is thus a second- order

tensor depending on the magnetic field strength. As in the previous

section space -dependent problems can be solved for non-uniform sources

provided that the system of field particles is still homogeneous.
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More details and other applications can be found in references

(BOFFI, 1978, 1979).

3. AN APPLICATION OF TRANSPORT THEORY TO MATERIALS SCIENCE:
ATOMIC MODEL FOR GRAIN BOUNDARY AND SURFACE DIFFUSION

Classical models for grain boundary diffusion (or surface diffusion)

of atoms are derived from the one proposed by Fisher (FISHER, 1951).

In these models, the grain boundary is viewed as a high diffusivity slab

of small but finite thickness 2 a (Fig. 8.3). The diffusion equation for

the concentration C(r, t) = C(x, y, t) is then solved, with appropriate

boundary conditions, in the composite medium made of this slab embedded

in the homogeneous bulk mate.rial (SUZUOKA, 1964).

The boundary conditions are:

C(x ,y ,0 ) = 6(y) D = D ox
x = ± a + e

D'» D

x = ± a -

This type of model rises some questions:

i) Is the use of the diffusion equation justified in such a system ?

diffusion theory is known to be a poor approximation for short times

and close to the boundaries; its use in such a narrow medium as the grain

boundary is it reasonable ?

ii) What is the physical meaning of the grain boundary thickness

2a ?

3.1. T h e a t o m i c " t r a n s p o r t " m o d e l

In order to answer these questions, we propose a model nearer from

the actual situation. This model shall be an "atomic model", in which

the bicrystal is represented by a discrete set of points. The atoms jump

from point to point with appropriate jump frequencies. We then solve

the transport equation in this system, with boundary conditions similar

to those used by Suzuoka to solve the diffusion equation.

This atomic model has been established and developed at Saclay

(BENOIST, 1975). Its physical interest is to relate directly macroscopic

concentration profiles experiments to microscopic quantities such as

jump frequencies or number of fast transport paths.
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The simplest bicrystal considered here is represented on Fig. 8.4.

Atoms may jump instantaneously from a site of a simple cubic lattice

to another adjacent site with a jump frequency T, except on the plane

x = 0 (grain boundary) where the jump frequency is r' » F. Then we

complicate the problem in considering grain boundaries mode of several

planes of sites, or in which the exchange jump frequencies r. and r

between the crystal and the grain boundary are different from F

(impurity diffusion).

The perfect crystal

In this case, the jump frequency is r everywhere. The concentration

at t = 0 is given by

P

1 if y = 0
, 0) = 6(y) 6 (y) =

0 if y ^ 0

Writing T = Ft, the transport equation is

(y,T)
tT —— = - [ 2 C (y.o^ P

where y is an integer variable, the lattice pitch b being taken as unity.

A Laplace transformation on 7 and a Fourier expansion on y lead

to:

C (k,p) =V P + 2(1 -cos k)

After inversion

C (y,t) = e " 2 T I y ( 2 T )

where I is the Bessel function.y

In the limit — « 1, this reduces to the gaussian approximation
T

This expression is equivalent to the solution of the diffusion equation in

a continuous medium, provided that the diffusion coefficient D of this

medium is identified to Fb2, where b is the lattice parameter of the

crystal. We see that the diffusion equation is valid only if y « T.
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3.2. T h e s i m p l e s t b i c r y s t a l

The jump frequency is everywhere equal to r, except between the

sites of the grain boundary (x = 0), where it is r'»r. In order to

take conditions analogous to those of Suzuoka, we shall choose

C ( r , o ) = 6(y) + 6 (y + 1)

We are mainly interested by the quantity

-
Cn(y,t) = V T T £ C C ( x , y , t ) - C (y , t ) ]

X=-oo

where C (y,t) is the concentration in a perfect crystal with the same

source; the quantity Cn may be obtained by experiments.

The general transport equation is, r and r1 being vectors with integer

components

The sum extends to the sites r1 nearest neighbours of r.

Practically we shall write this equation as we worked on a perfect

crystal with jump frequency r, but we shall add correction terms in

order to take into account the grain boundary. Writing T = Ft and
1

3C(x.y.T) = _4C ( X ) y , T) + C(x + i j y )T) +
oT

+ C(x ,y- l , T }+eo(x) [ -2C(0 ,y , T )

Let us make the Laplace -Fourier transformation

C(h.k.p) = dt e-* Y e-ikx e-ik^ C(x,y,T)
^ U

X=-oo y=

and write

C(0,y , T ) = C0(y,T)
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The Fourier-Laplace transformation of the transport equation allows

to write C(h, k, p) in terms of C (k, p). Noting that

Cn(k,P) =— J C(h,k,p) dh
U ii TT

- TT

We may obtain C (k, p) by integration, and thenC(h, k, p).

Finally, one obtains for C (y, T) an analytical expression (BENOIST,

1975). An interesting limit is T-*°°, i.e. when the time is rauch greater

than —. The expression of CT_(y, T) becomes

Hda
7^ -Xer fcx) -^
V a

with
a - 1 / A - lX = 2 ß V A - a

The parameters TJ , ß and A are defined as

r- y R - /H i \ * A -•~ ,/rt p VF / 2^

The above equation is formally exactly the same as the expression

of CTT obtained by Suzuoka, using diffusion theory; the only difference

lies in the definition of the parameters r\, ß and A, which were given

by:

7T5Î p - V D - - 1 ) ^ A = ^v v

where b is the lattice parameter (interatomic distance), a the half-

thickness of the grain boundary (Fig. 8. 3), D and D1 the diffusion coefficient

of the bulk and of the grain boundary respectively.

This equivalence is an important result because it gives the atomic

significence of the "thickness" of the grain boundary, which must be

taken equal to the lattice parameter b; the diffusion coefficients D and

D1 must be taken equal to Fb2 and f ' b 2 .

When Ft is not very great, this equivalence is no more valid. Exact

results and corrective terms were calculated for this case, and also

for the case Ft « 1.
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3.3. G r a i n b o u n d a r y w i t h s e v e r a l p l a n e s o f s i t e s -
I m p u r i t y d i f f u s i o n

The procedure above was generalized to a grain boundary with N

planes of sites. One finds that, at the limit Ft -> 0, the previous equation

still holds., provided the parameter ß is replaced by the parameter

ß' = Nß, i.e. the thickness of the grain boundary must be taken equal

to N lattice parameters b. Hence, a measure of the "thickness" of the

grain boundary by a profile concentration experiment is not the measure

of a geometrical quantity, but the measure of the number of fast transport

paths existing in this grain boundary.

In the case of impurity diffusion (r. ^ ?„ ^D, one shows that these

results are still valid in the limit rt-»°°, but with ß1 multiplied by
r.

V
More complex configurations - The method_ of the correlation function

More complicated situations have been treated, in which the grain

boundary frequency jump r1, and the exchange frequencies r. and r„ , are

periodical along the y variable, and in which the grain boundary may have

a complex structure. Cases where the bicrystal is disorientated with

respect to the grain boundary have also been treated (Fig. 8 .5) . In any

case, the problem is to find a macroscopically equivalent simple bicrystal

of the type represented on Fig. 8.4. The calculation of these complex

situations is made possible by the use of the method of the correlation

function, which disconnects the problem of the grain boundary from the

problem of the outer crystal, writing the balance of currents between

the adjacent, sites of these two media. The correlation function G (y-»y,
o

t - t 1 ) of the grain boundary is the probability fcr an atom entering the

grain boundary by the channel y" at time t1 to escape the grain boundary

by the channel y at time t. A similar definition holds for the correlation

function G (y1 -»y, t - t 1 ) of the crystal. By a convolution of these two
correlation functions and the use of Fourier-Laplace transformation, it

is possible to rebuild the actual bicrystal and to treat, with some reason-

able approximations, rather complex configurations. This voluminous work

cannot find place here, one should refer to more detailed reports
(BENÖIST, 1975).
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4. MISCELLANEOUS

4. 1. Air P o Hut ion

A .mathematical model for description of air pollution from a punctual

source has been suggested, and the calculation of effluent concentration

by an analytical-numerical algorithm performed. The approach is similar

to the space-and-energy-point integral transport method developed for

neutrons.

Eddy diffusivity represented by an arbitrary function, and an arbitrary

wind velocity profile has been proposed. The absorption of the ground

is introduced through a variable absorption coefficient, and the sediment-

ation through the mean velocity of deposition. To determine the movement

of particles a parabolic equation of diffusion is used.

The method has been tested through calculation of effluents concentration

for different values of physical parameters (ARSCV, 1976).

4.2. C h a r g e d c a r r i e r s i n s e m i c o n d u c t o r s

The method of singular eigenfunction expansions, developed by

K. M. Case for neutron transport, has been adapted for solving problems

of charged carrier transport in nonpolar semiconductors with inelastic

isotropic scattering. In the case of high energy carriers it was possible

to simplify the differential operator, enabling a formal analogy of the

equation for charged carriers with the neutron transport equation. An

analytical solution for carrier distribution function, depending on energy

and angle, has been obtained. It was shown that this method includes

the Mocker asymptotic solution as a specific case (SIMOVK, 1975).

4.3. N o n l i n e a r P l a s m a

The transmission of obliquely incident electromagnetic pulse on

nonlinear plasma half-space with the sharp boundary has been considered.

Using the perturbation approach, the longitudinal component of nonlinear

transmitted signal is obtained in the form of convolution integral. Asymptotic

expressions for small and large time responses are also obtained. The

early time response is oscillating basically with the electron plasma

frequency, while at the late one the superimposed oscillations with the

second harmonic are observed.
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The above hydrodynamic model has been compared with the kinetic

approach (based on Vlasov transport equation), and the results have shown

to be the same (STANK, 1978).
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Fig.8-1: Deposition of 1MeV proton energy to BDT
plasma for a point source (0e = SOKeV)
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Fig. 8-2: Influence of ion scattering on the Green functions.
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Fig. 8-5: Grain boundary with a complex structure.
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